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ABSTRACT
This report presents the technical basis for establishing acceptable mitigating strategies that resolve
diversity and defense-in-depth (D3) assessment findings and conform to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requirements. The research approach employed to establish appropriate diversity
strategies involves investigation of available documentation on D3 methods and experience from nuclear
power and nonnuclear industries, capture of expert knowledge and lessons learned, determination of best
practices, and assessment of the nature of common-cause failures (CCFs) and compensating diversity
attributes.
The research described in this report does not provide guidance on how to determine the need for
diversity in a safety system to mitigate the consequences of potential CCFs. Rather, the scope of this
report provides guidance to the staff and nuclear industry after a licensee or applicant has performed a D3
assessment per NUJREG/CR-6303 and determined that diversity in a safety system is needed for
mitigating the consequences of potential CCFs identified in the evaluation of the safety system design
features. Succinctly, the purpose of the research described in this report was to answer the question, "If
diversity is required in a safety system to mitigate the consequences of potential CCFs, how much
diversity is enough?"
The principal results of this research effort have identified and developed diversity strategies, which
consist of combinations of diversity attributes and their associated criteria. Technology, which
corresponds to design diversity, is chosen. as the principal system characteristic by which diversity criteria
are grouped to form strategies. The rationale for this classification framework involves consideration of
the profound impact that technology-focused design diversity provides. Consequently, the diversity usage
classification scheme involves three families of strategies: (1) different technologies, (2) different
approaches within the same technology, and (3) different architectures within the same technology.
Using this convention, the first diversity usage family, designated Strategy A, is characterized by
fundamentally diverse technologies. Strategy A at the system or platform level is illustrated by the
example of analog and digital implementations. The second diversity usage family, designated Strategy B,
is achieved through the use of distinctly different technologies. Strategy B can be described in terms of
different digital technologies, such as the distinct approaches represented by general-purpose
microprocessors and field-programmable gate arrays. The third diversity usage family, designated
Strategy C, involves the use of variations within a technology. An example of Strategy C involves
different digital architectures within the same technology, such as that provided by different
microprocessors (e.g., Pentium and Power PC).
The grouping of diversity criteria combinations according to Strategies A, B, and C establishes
baseline diversity usage and facilitates a systematic organization of strategic approaches for coping with
CCF vulnerabilities. Effectively, these baseline sets of diversity criteria constitute appropriate CCF
mitigating strategies for digital safety systems. The strategies represent guidance on acceptable diversity
usage and can be applied directly to ensure that CCF vulnerabilities identified through a D3 assessment
have been adequately resolved. Additionally, a framework has been generated for capturing practices
regarding diversity usage and a tool has been developed for the systematic assessment of the comparative
effect of proposed diversity strategies (see Appendix A).
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FOREWORD
A goal of quality assurance processes is to identify and remove errors from a system as soon as the
errors are identified, since errors could lead to faults and thereby failures of a function or a system. This is
especially important during the development of digital safety systems because an error in the safety
system requirements, design, or implementation could result in a failure in redundant channels of the
same safety function (i.e., a common cause failure or CCF). However, the likelihood of eliminating the
occurrence of such errors in a safety system decreases as the size and complexity of the safety system
increases. Consequently, NRC regulations require licensees to incorporate adequate protection against
CCF into a nuclear power plant overall safety strategy to ensure that nuclear power plant abnormal
operating occurrences and design basis events do not adversely impact public health and safety. Those
protective measures may be provided through diverse functions and systems.
Guidance for performing diversity and defense-in-depth analyses of safety systems to identify the
need for diverse systems and defense-in-depth approaches is provided in NUREG/CR-6303, Method for
Performing Diversity and Defense-in-Depth Analyses of Reactor Protection Systems (ML071790509), as
well as Branch Technical Position (BTP) 7-19, "Guidance on Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and
Diversity in Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and Control Systems" [Chapter 7, "Instrumentation
and Controls," of NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan for Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants (ML033580677)]. The deterministic approach described in NUREG/CR-6303,
while comprehensive, has been difficult for licensees to apply to ensure (and for the NRC to confirm) that
acceptable diversity and defense-in-depth has been identified and implemented in a digital safety system.
This conclusion arose as licensees began developing digital safety system upgrades to their existing
analog-based safety systems.
Generally, licensees attempted to follow the guidance provided in NUREG/CR-6303; however,
resulting analyses typically concluded that of the diversity attributes described in NUREG/CR-6303, only
the human diversity attribute and associated criteria could be applied in a manner that resulted in the least
amount of regulatory uncertainty. The regulatory uncertainty arose from a lack of documented regulatory
guidance for the NRC staff and the nuclear industry regarding what constituted acceptable combinations
of diversity attributes and associated criteria incorporated or added to a safety system for mitigating the
effects of CCFs.
The research described in this report does not provide guidance on how to determine the need for
diversity in a safety system to mitigate the consequences of potential CCFs. Rather, the scope of this
report provides guidance to the staff and nuclear industry after a licensee or applicant has performed a D3
assessment per NUREG/CR-6303 and determined that diversity in a safety system is needed for
mitigating the consequences of potential CCFs identified in the evaluation of the safety system design
features. Succinctly, the purpose of the research described in this report was to answer the question, "If
diversity is required in a safety system to mitigate the consequences of potential CCFs, how much
diversity is enough?"
The guidance provided in this report is in the form of acceptable sets of diversity attributes and
associated criteria that complement other design approaches as part of a comprehensive process for
confirming that a safety system design appropriately addresses potential CCF vulnerabilities. Further, this
report describes a method for quantitatively assessing the amount of diversity in a system to ensure the
proposed system acceptably addresses potential CCFs identified during the NUREG/CR-6303 diversity
and defense-in-depth evaluation process.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has established regulatory guidance addressing a
method for assessing the diversity and defense-in-depth (D3) provided by the instrumentation and control
(I&C) system architecture at a nuclear power plant (NPP). This method enables determination of whether
vulnerabilities to common-cause failure (CCF) have been adequately addressed. The guidance is included
in Branch Technical Position (BTP) 7-19, "Guidance on Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity in
Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and Control Systems," within Chapter 7, "Instrumentation and
Controls," of NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan for Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants. This guidance provides a method for determining the need for diversity. However, there is
currently no definitive guidance specifying how much diversity is sufficient to mitigate CCF
vulnerabilities that may arise from digital safety system designs. Thus, the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) engaged Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to develop a technical basis
for establishing acceptable mitigating strategies that address the potential for digital CCF vulnerabilities.
The specific objective of this research effort was to identify and develop diversity strategies, which
consist of combinations of diversity attributes and their associated criteria, by leveraging the experience
and practices of other industries and the international nuclear power community. Effectively, these
baseline sets of diversity criteria constitute appropriate mitigating diversity strategies that adequately
address potential CCF vulnerabilities in digital safety systems. The strategies are suitable for use by
regulatory staff as comparative templates or guides to support confirmation of acceptable diversity usage
in addressing CCF vulnerabilities that are identified via a D3 analysis. The purpose of this report is to
document the diversity strategies developed through this research and describe the supporting technical
basis.

Methods
The diversity strategies developed through this research are composed of combinations of diversity
criteria that are adapted from the attributes and criteria defined in NUREG/CR-6303, Method for
Performing Diversity and Defense-in-Depth Analyses of Reactor Protection Systems (ML071790509).
NUREG/CR-6303 separates diversity attributes into the following six areas to facilitate assessments of
adequate diversity in safety systems:
*
"
*
"
*
*

design diversity,
equipment diversity,
functional diversity,
human diversity,
signal diversity, and
software diversity.

The guidance in NUREG/CR-6303 provides a set of recommended criteria for each of the six
diversity attributes. However, the number of criteria in each attribute, coupled with the number of
attributes, creates a large number and complexity of possible combinations of attributes and criteria that
could be used to achieve adequate diversity in a safety system, making the guidance difficult to use as a
safety assessment tool. Nevertheless, it is possible to define effective diversity strategies based on
consensus practices and experience within other application domains.
The research approach employed for this effort began with an investigation of available
documentation on diversity approaches and experience from international nuclear power and other
industries. The investigation of practices for diversity usage focused on industries that employ similar
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I&C technologies and have high-consequence applications. The findings reported in this document
address the aerospace, aviation, chemical process, and rail transportation industries.
For the nuclear power industry, the extensive application of digital technology for I&C systems at
international evolutionary nuclear power plants (NPPs) provides a significant resource to support this
effort to establish effective strategies for addressing CCF vulnerabilities. A focused study of international
NPPs was conducted to ascertain distinct diversity approaches for consideration in developing CCF
coping strategies. Diversity approaches evaluated included Sizewell NPP in the United Kingdom,
Darlington NPP in Canada, Chooz NPP in France, Ulchin NPP in Korea, Temelin and Dukovany NPPs in
the Czech Republic, and Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPP in Japan, as well as the D3 strategies being
implemented at Lungmen NPP in Taiwan and Olkiluoto NPP in Finland.
The research approach for establishing diversity strategies involved capturing expert knowledge and
lessons learned, determining best practices, and assessing the nature of CCFs and compensating diversity
attributes. The basis for these strategies centers on practices derived from examples of diversity usage by
the international nuclear power industry and several nonnuclear industries with high-integrity and/or
safety-significant I&C applications. The approaches to diversity identified from international NPPs serve
as representative examples of the strategies. While the examples identified from nonnuclear industries are
relevant because of the safety significance of the functions and the use of comparable technology, context
differences in the usage domains limit their direct applicability. Thus, key insights are derived from these
examples to inform the development of diversity strategies in this research. The resulting diversity
strategies address considerations such as the effect of technology choices, the nature of CCF
vulnerabilities, and the prospective impact of each diversity type. In particular, the impact of each
attribute and criterion on the purpose, process, product, and performance aspects of diverse systems are
considered.
Results
The study of diversity in nonnuclear industries identified different approaches that range from no
diversity (e.g., the almost total reliance on redundancy of high-quality modules and defense-in-depth
layers with no "intentional" diversity) to minimal diversity (e.g., reduced functionality backups with
limited diversity) to more extensive diversity (e.g., combinations of techniques for fault management
addressing high-consequence failures with "encouraged" but not fully specified diversity). The primary
diversities cited for establishing sufficient application independence are functional, signal, software, and
life-cycle (associated with the application software). While some examples of diversity usage have been
noted in other industries, there have been little explicit guidance and infrequent dependence on this
approach. The less-common utilization of diversity as a mitigating strategy for several nonnuclear
industries appears to be driven by considerations such as fundamental reliance on high-quality practices
and procedures within an application domain, the nature of the applications and behavior of the processes,
implementation constraints (e.g., size, weight, power, and cost), and acceptability of some risk.
For evolutionary NPPs with significant use of digital systems, a common diversity usage approach
involves a systematic subdivision of the protection functions into versions A and B and an assessment of
the degree of diversity between the two versions based on a pair-wise comparison of the individual
mitigation characteristics. The result is identification of the categories of the diversity attributes that can
be used to show that the diverse systems do not have some common vulnerability that could cause a
protective function to fail. Most digital I&C system architectures identified in the investigation make the
claim of diversity, but they differ in overall approach. The approaches to diversity usage in the reported
case histories can be grouped into three broad categories: coequal diverse systems, primary/secondary
diverse systems, and functionally diverse subsystems. Of these examples, functional diversity is the most
common and is strongly promoted in the recently issued International Electrotechnical Commission
standard on coping with CCF [11].
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By employing the findings from the diversity usage investigation, baseline combinations of diversity
attributes and criteria were formulated to establish acceptable diversity strategies. To facilitate the
development of the strategies, a framework for classifying strategic approaches to diversity usage was
devised. Technology, which corresponds to the design diversity attribute of NUREG/CR-6303, is chosen
as the principal system characteristic by which the strategies are grouped. The rationale for this
classification framework involves consideration of the profound impact that technology-focused design
diversity provides. Basically, instances of design diversity are readily observable and most of the other
diversity attributes are strongly affected by the design/technology choice. Specifically, NUREG/CR-6303
states that "the clearest distinction between two candidate subsystems would be design diversity."
The classification of diversity strategies developed in this research consists of three families of
strategies: (1) different technologies-Strategy A, (2) different approaches within the same technologyStrategy B, and (3) different architectures within the same technology-Strategy C. Using this
convention, the essential characteristics of the three strategy families are summarized as follows:
"

Strategy A focuses on the use of fundamentally diverse technologies as the basis for diverse systems,
redundancies, or subsystems. The Strategy A baseline, at the system or platform level, is illustrated by
the example of analog and digital implementations providing design diversity. This choice of
technology inherently contributes notable equipment manufacturer, processing equipment, functional,
life-cycle, and logic diversities. Intentional application of life-cycle and equipment manufacturer
diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional and signal diversities is
also adopted. The use of a microprocessor-based primary protection system and an analog secondary
protection system at the Sizewell NPP represents the principal example of Strategy A drawn from the
survey findings.

*

Strategy B involves the use of distinctly different technology approaches as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems. The Strategy B baseline can be described in terms of different
digital technologies, such as the distinct approaches represented by programmable logic devices and
general-purpose microprocessors. This choice of technology inherently contributes some measure of
equipment manufacturer, processing equipment, functional, life-cycle, and logic diversities.
Intentional application of logic processing equipment, life-cycle, and equipment manufacturer
diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional and signal diversities is
also adopted. The Olkiluoto diversity approach using different digital technologies (i.e., CPUs vs
FPGAs) as the basis for the primary safety system and a diverse backup system is the principal
example of Strategy B drawn from the survey findings. Nonnuclear industry examples from the rail
industry employed this technology difference to implement significantly different functional
approaches in a parallel arrangement of safety-critical and checking systems.

*

Strategy C represents the use of architectural variations within a technology as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems. An example of the Strategy C baseline involves different
digital architectures, such as the diverse microarchitectures provided by different CPUs. This choice
of technology inherently contributes some limited degree of equipment manufacturer, life-cycle, and
logic diversities. Intentional application of equipment manufacturer, logic processing equipment, lifecycle, and logic diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional and
signal diversities is also adopted. The use of diverse microprocessors as the basis for primary safety
systems and diverse backup systems such as (ATWS) or (DAS) constitutes the principal examples of
Strategy C drawn from the survey findings. Nonnuclear industry examples primarily involve flight
control systems for the aviation industry.
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As noted, each of the strategy families is characterized by combinations of diversity criteria that
provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities when combined with the traditional
diversities generally employed for conventional hardwired systems. In addition to the baseline strategy
within each family, acceptable variants of each baseline were also developed. Implementation of a
diversity strategy (e.g., baseline or identified variant) from any of the three families serves to minimize
the opportunities for common systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles, and similar responses to
external influences that can contribute to the potential for CCF vulnerabilities in digital I&C systems.
Table ES. 1 provides an overview of the three baseline strategies in terms of criteria adapted from
NUREG/CR-6303. The basis for the strategy classifications was the technology employed, given that this
Table ES.1. Overview of baseline diversity strategies
Strategya
Diversity
attribute
A
taey
__ __
_
_
__
_
_
A
B
Different technologies
Different approach-same technology
Different architectures
EEqipment Manufactureri
Different manufacturer--different design
Same manufacturer-different design
Different manufacturer-same design
Same manufacturer-different version
Loic Pý47sjg Eguipnept,
Different logic-processing architecture
Different logic-processing versions in same
architecture
Different component integration architecture
Different data-flow architecture

x
i
__

Different underlying mechanisms
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means
Different response-time scale
Litfe-eyc1

~

x
i

C
_-

-

x

__:_____

x
-

x
-

_-

x
-

_-_-

ii
-

x
-

-

i

x

x

i

-

-

i
x

i
x

-

-

-

-

x

-~____

Different design organizations/companies

x

x

x

Different management teams within same company

-

-

-

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers).
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

i
i
i
i

x
i
i
i

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

afntentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable
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fundamental difference between systems provides an identifiable, easily recognizable diversity
characteristic of system design. Acceptable variants of these three strategies were also developed.
Implementation
The grouping of diversity combinations according to Strategies A, B, and C facilitates a systematic
organization of strategies into families that are readily amenable to evaluate. The classification of
strategies enables a consistent representation of the comparative use of diversity between systems,
redundancies, subsystems, modules, or components. As a consequence, this research leads to a systematic
evaluation process for reviewing the application of diversity strategies to address CCF vulnerabilities
identified through a D3 assessment.
The principal elements of the diversity evaluation process, which is applicable to confirm the
response to any CCF vulnerabilities identified via a D3 assessment, include the following steps:
1. Classify the diversity strategy-identify what technology is employed.
2. Confirm inherent diversity credit-ensure that intrinsic benefits of technology differences are not
compromised.
3. Identify intentional diversity usage-verify which intentional diversities are explicitly employed to
address CCF.
4. Categorize diversity usage as a function of one of the following:
- Strategy A, B, or C;
- one of the variants of A, B, or C; or
- alternate strategy.
5. Assess the diversity strategy-The diversity usage tables and diversity assessment tool developed
through this research provide support for comparative evaluations against the baseline diversity
strategies.
6. Determine if the diversity strategy is adequate-A conclusion that a proposed diversity strategy
adequately addresses CCF mitigation needs, as identified via a D3 assessment, can be based upon
either conformance to one of the three baseline strategies (or an accepted variant) or determination
that the strategy reasonably ensures CCF mitigation comparable to that provided by a baseline
strategy (i.e., an acceptable rationale is provided to support mitigation claims).
The evaluation process for diversity strategies is intended to appropriately credit the inherent
diversities arising from the chosen technologies while emphasizing identification of the intentional
diversities explicitly employed to address the potential CCF vulnerabilities. In assessing the rationale for
an alternate diversity strategy, the impact of each diversity criteria on purpose, process, product, and
performance aspects of the diverse systems should be considered. The objective is to confirm that the
diversity strategy provides sufficient CCF mitigation capability by adequately minimizing the opportunity
for common systematic faults, reducing the occurrence-of concurrent execution profiles, and lessening the
likelihood of similar responses to external influences.
Research Assumptions
The key assumption in this research is that qualitative assessment of the impact of diversity attributes
and criteria, coupled with insights derived from established practice and key usage examples, provides a
valid basis for developing diversity strategies to cope with the potential for CCF. The findings from the
British diversity research program confirm that it cannot be conclusively demonstrated with mathematical
rigor that forced diversity will result in independence of failure between systems. Additionally, the effect
of diversity usage (individually or collectively applied) cannot be quantitatively determined at present.
However, it is clear from qualitative evidence that diversity provides a dependability benefit (i.e.,
contributes to the mitigation of CCF vulnerabilities through overall system-level fault tolerance) and is a
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reasonable response to CCF concerns. Thus, in the absence of a means to quantify the effectiveness of
diversity attributes and criteria, the qualitative approach taken in this research is justified.
Other assumptions underlie the scope and research approach employed. First, it is assumed that the
need for diversity is identified through a D3 analysis so the strategies developed through this research are
intended to provide a basis for resolving the CCF vulnerabilities that are identified. As a result, the
strategies must be considered in the context of specific CCF concerns. Additionally, the strategies can be
applied within I&C system architectures that are characteristic of nuclear power plants and do not require
unconventional applications or unusual functionality (e.g., primary-checker implementation architecture
as seen in the rail industry). In effect, the strategies can be applied internally within a safety system and
between systems performing safety or compensating functions.
Regarding functional and signal diversity, it is assumed that the traditional usage of these diversities
to address CCF concerns such as uncertainties in safety function requirements will continue. Such usage
provides some benefit as a CCF coping measure for digital I&C systems (i.e., diversification of execution
profiles as well as differences in functional implementation). However, it is recognized that this form of
diversity usage is constrained by available measurements and the inherent dynamic relationships
associated with particular plant designs. Thus, use of these diversity attributes is explicitly cited in the
strategies but it is acknowledged that there is a practical limit to the extent they can be applied.

Conclusions
The results of this research effort have identified and developed diversity strategies, which consist of
combinations of diversity attributes and their associated criteria, by leveraging the experience and
practices of nonnuclear industries and the international nuclear power community. Effectively, these
baseline sets of diversity criteria constitute appropriate mitigating strategies that adequately address
potential CCF vulnerabilities in digital safety systems. The strategies represent guidance on acceptable
diversity usage and can be applied directly to ensure that CCF vulnerabilities identified via a D3
assessment have been- adequately resolved. Alternately, the strategies can serve as comparative norms, in
combination with the diversity usage tables and/or diversity assessment tool developed in this research, to
support confirmation that equivalent CCF mitigation capability is provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has established regulatory guidance addressing a
method for assessing the diversity and defense-in-depth (D3) provided by the instrumentation and control
(I&C) system architecture at a nuclear power plant (NPP). This method enables determination of whether
vulnerabilities to common-cause failure (CCF) have been adequately addressed. However, there is
currently no definitive guidance specifying how much diversity is sufficient to mitigate CCF
vulnerabilities that may arise from digital safety system designs. Thus, the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) engaged Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to develop a technical basis
for establishing acceptable mitigating strategies that address the potential for digital CCF vulnerabilities.
The specific objective of this research effort was to identify and develop diversity strategies, which
consist of combinations of diversity attributes and their associated criteria, by leveraging the experience
and practices of other industries and the international nuclear power community. Effectively, these
baseline sets of diversity criteria constitute appropriate mitigating diversity strategies that adequately
address potential CCF vulnerabilities in digital safety systems. The strategies are suitable for use by
regulatory staff as comparative templates or guides to support confirmation of acceptable diversity usage
in addressing CCF vulnerabilities that are identified via a D3 analysis. The purpose of this report is to
document the diversity strategies developed through this research and describe the supporting technical
basis.

1.1

Background

NRC regulations require licenseesto incorporate into a NPP an overall safety strategy for defense-indepth functions and systems to ensure that abnormal operating occurrences (AOOs) and design basis
accidents (DBAs) do not adversely impact public health and safety. In particular, the design criteria for
NPP safety systems embody principles such as high quality, integrity, reliability, independence, and
qualification. Separation and redundancy, as well as physical barriers and electrical isolation, are
generally applied as design measures to address potential vulnerabilities related to a single failure of
equipment and the propagation of failure effects [1,2]. These measures tend to minimize shared
components or equipment and nonessential interconnections within I&C system architectures.
Nevertheless, the potential for CCF vulnerability has long been recognized and diversity is therefore
employed as a contributing factor in satisfying safety requirements. For example, the failure of reactor
trip functions, which would require the concurrent failure of more than one redundant channel or division
in a reactor trip system (RTS), is addressed through regulatory requirements for provision of diverse
equipment/systems to respond to anticipated transients without scram (ATWS).
The general design criteria (GDC) provided in Appendix A of Title 10, Part 50 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50) [3], establish the minimum design requirements for light-water reactors
(LWRs). The introduction to Appendix A explicitly states that "the possibility of systematic, nonrandom,
concurrent failures of redundant elements in the design of protection systems and reactivity control
systems" needs to be considered. Several of the GDC for protection systems deal with issues that are
relevant to mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. Criterion 21, Protection system reliability and
testability, requires the capability to withstand any single failure and identifies redundancy and
independence as specific design approaches. Criterion 22 addresses the assurance that the safety function
will be provided to accommodate the "effects of natural phenomena, and of normal operating,
maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions on redundant channels." In particular, GDC 22
requires that "functional diversity or diversity in component design and principles of operation ... be used
to the extent practical to prevent loss of the protection function." Criterion 23, Protection system failure
modes, specifies that a safe state be achieved in response to failures that may result from adverse
environments or other anticipated conditions, such as loss of power. Criterion 24, Separation of protection
and control systems, invokes separation as a design measure to minimize the prospect of dependencies
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that could challenge the reliability, redundancy, and independence requirements of the protection system.
Criterion 26, Reactivity control system redundancy and capability, requires the provision of two reactivity
control systems based on different design principles. Finally, Criterion 29, Protection against anticipated
operational occurrences, states that protection system designs must provide an "extremely high
probability of accomplishing their safety functions" when challenged by AOOs.
As seen above, diversity usage is specifically cited in the design criteria as well as-being required by
regulation (i.e., the ATWS rule in 10 CFR 50.62). The consequence of these regulatory requirements is
that diversity approaches, such as the combination of functional and signal diversity, have been
extensively employed for conventional (i.e., hardwired) safety systems. These "traditional" diversity
strategies remain effective in addressing criteria such as GDC 22. However, the increased potential for
CCF vulnerability posed by the unique characteristics of digital technology was found to warrant
consideration of additional diversity usage to supplement the traditional diversity strategies. Specifically,
the NRC staff expressed its concerns about digital safety systems, including potential CCF vulnerabilities,
in SECY 91-292, "Digital Computer Systems for Advanced Light-Water Reactors" [4]. In item II.Q of
SECY 93-087, "Policy, Technical, and Licensing Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and Advanced LightWater Reactor (ALWR) Designs" [5], the NRC staff documented a four-point position on D3 that was
subsequently modified in the associated staff requirements memorandum (SRM), dated July 21, 1993 [6].
Guidance for performing D3 analyses of reactor protection systems to identify appropriate diverse
systems and defense-in-depth approaches is provided in NUREG/CR-6303, Methodfor Performing
Diversity andDefense-in-DepthAnalyses of Reactor ProtectionSystems [7], as well as in Branch Technical
Position (BTP) 7-19, "Guidance on Evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity in Digital ComputerBased Instrumentation and Control Systems," in Chapter 7, "Instrumentation and Controls," of NUREG-0800,
StandardReview Planfor Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants [8]. The intent of
this regulatory guidance is to provide licensees and the staff a means for assessing whether additional
diversity is required in a digital safety system on the basis of the safety system and NPP design features.
NUREG/CR-6303 separated diversity attributes into the following six areas to facilitate assessments
of adequate diversity in safety systems:
*
*
"
"
*
*

design diversity,
equipment diversity,
functional diversity,
human diversity,
signal diversity, and
software diversity.

The guidance in NUREG/CR-6303 provides a set of recommended criteria for each of the six
diversity attributes with several diversity criteria within each attribute. However, because of the number
of criteria in each attribute coupled with the number of attributes, the number and complexity of possible
combinations of attributes that could be used to achieve adequate diversity in a safety system make the
guidance very difficult to use as a safety assessment tool. As a result, comprehensive guidance and
objective acceptance criteria have not been established toresolve the efficacy of separate or combined
diversities (or other defensive design approaches) and, thus, provide an effective, optimal approach to
addressing (e.g., avoiding or mitigating) CCFs. Primarily, two issues must be addressed: (1) determining
how much diversity is required and (2) identifying what combinations of diversities are most effective in
avoiding CCF vulnerability. Consequently, the primary purpose of this research described in this report
was to resolve these issues by establishing diversity strategies to adequately mitigate the effect of CCF
vulnerabilities that are identified through a D3 analysis.
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1.2

Scope of Guidance

This document provides the technical basis for strategies that are considered to be effective
combinations of diversity criteria in mitigating potential CCF vulnerabilities for digital safety systems.
The diversity strategies are presented in terms of a system-to-system comparison, but they are applicable
for comparison among diverse redundancies or subsystems as well. The technical basis for the strategies
relates to Guideline 2, "Determining Diversity," of the D3 assessment method described in NUREG/CR6303. The use of these strategies supports confirmation that "adequate diversity has been provided in a
design to meet the criteria established by NRC requirements" [9]. Specifically, conformance to the
strategies developed through this research provides reasonable assurance that the "diverse means"
required in Point 3 of the Commission's four-point position on D3 [6] is adequately diverse from the
affected safety system. Essentially, the diversity strategies provide a basis for comparing proposed
diversity usage with acceptable baseline combinations of diversity criteria.
The determination of where diversity is needed within the I&C system architecture of a NPP remains
a function of the D3 analysis, which is specifically related to the following guidelines addressed in
NUREG/CR-6303: Guideline 10, "Diversity for Anticipated Operational Occurrences;" Guideline 11,
"Diversity for Accidents;" and Guideline 12, "Diversity Among Echelons of Defense." These strategies
offer guidance on what kinds of diversity and how much diversity is needed to achieve effective
combinations of diversity criteria. As a result, the strategies can be used to facilitate determination of
whether two blocks (e.g., comparable elements of an I&C system architecture) are sufficiently diverse to
justify a conclusion that CCF vulnerabilities, as identified in the D3 analysis, are adequately mitigated.
Accordingly, further assessment of a design consistent with Guideline 6, "Postulated Common-Mode
Failures of Blocks," of NUREG/CR-6303 can be informed by comparison of proposed diversity usage
with that embodied in the strategies developed under this research.
1.3

Research Approach.

Because of the complexity of digital I&C system technology and the necessary reliance on processdriven approaches to software development and quality assurance, there has been an absence of definitive
quantitative measures for key digital I&C system characteristics. As a result, it has not been feasible to
develop a comprehensive measure of diversity (particularly for software-based systems) that could be
used to establish wholly objective acceptance criteria to support diversity reviews. However, the findings
of this research enable effective diversity strategies to be defined based on the diversity attributes of
NUREG/CR-6303 and consensus practices and experience within other application domains.
Additionally, a framework has been generated for capturing practices regarding diversity usage and a tool
has been developed for the systematic assessment of the comparative effect of proposed diversity
strategies (see Appendix A). The research approach employed for this effort involved investigating
available documentation on diversity approaches and experience from the international nuclear power
industry as well as other industries and organizations, capturing expert knowledge and lessons learned,
determining best practices, and assessing the nature of CCFs and compensating diversity attributes.
Nonnuclear industries and organizations were investigated to determine their approaches to and
experience with avoiding or mitigating the effects of CCF in high-integrity and/or safety-significant
systems. This investigation focused on industries that employ similar I&C technologies and have highconsequence applications. The findings address the aerospace, aviation, chemical process, and rail
transportation industries. Key organizations include the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the Center for Chemical Process Safety
(CCPS). Since the nonnuclear, high-failure-consequence industries studied have transitioned to digital
control systems, the use of D3 strategies for CCF avoidance and/or mitigation is of particular relevance as
a basis for devising nuclear power-specific guidance on diversity.
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For nuclear power, the extensive application of digital technology for I&C systems at international
evolutionary nuclear power plants (NPPs) provides a significant resource in determining effective
strategies for addressing CCF. A focused study of international NPPs was conducted to ascertain distinct
diversity approaches for consideration in developing diversity strategies. The study included Sizewell
NPP in the United Kingdom, Darlington NPP in Canada, Chooz NPP in France, Ulchin NPP in Korea,
Temelin and Dukovany NPPs in the Czech Republic,and Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPP in Japan.
Additionally, the D3 strategies being implemented at Lungmen NPP in Taiwan and Olkiluoto NPP in
Finland were reviewed.
Where available, standards and guides were identified and reviewed. Additionally, project staff
pursued discussions and technical exchange with academic, technical, and regulatory experts for digital
I&C applications in the international nuclear community. Based on the findings of this study, groupings
of diversity criteria were established to form the core technical basis for the diversity strategies developed
under this project.
In summary, diversity strategies derived from analysis of the information collected are presented in
the report. Information for this report was obtained through publicly available sources such as published
papers and presentations. No proprietary information is represented.
This report presents the findings and observations obtained in the course of the associated research,
and such presentation does not indicate NRC endorsement of the designs and methods reported. The
foreword to this report provides additional information concerning this subject.
1.4

Report Organization

The report is divided into five major sections: CCF vulnerabilities, nonnuclear industry practices,
international nuclear plant experience, recent technical interactions, and diversity strategies. Background
information on the nature of CCF, current D3 evaluation practices, and diversity attributes is provided in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the findings from the survey of approaches to address CCF in nonnuclear
industries. Chapter 4 describes D3 approaches at selected international evolutionary NPPs. Chapter 5
compiles information on other relevant research activities and results, a new standard from the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on avoiding CCF, and recent domestic and international
discussions about diversity approaches. Chapter 6 presents the diversity strategies that have been
developed as the primary result of this project. Appendix A describes a method for systematically
evaluating diversity strategies using the information gathered from the above sources.
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2. COMMON-CAUSE FAILURE VULNERABILITIES AND DIGITAL
SAFETY SYSTEMS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
2.1

Common-Cause Failure of I&C Systems

CCF is defined by the International Atomic Energy Agency (LAEA) as a "failure of two or more
structures, systems or components due to a single specific event or cause" [10]. The IEC further adds to
the CCF definition by noting that the "coincidental failure of two or more structures, systems or
components is caused by any latent deficiency from design or manufacturing, from operation or
maintenance errors, and which is triggered by any event induced by natural phenomenon, plant process
operation, or action caused by man or by any internal event in the I&C system" [ 11]. CCF is a class of
dependent failures in which the probability of failure is not expressible as the simple product of the
unconditional failure probabilities of the individual events. Common-mode failure (CMF) is a subset of
CCF and occurs when two or more systems or components fail in the same way.
2.1.1

Problem Statement

Despite the best efforts of designers, developers, implementers, reviewers, testers, suppliers, and
assessors, errors happen. The types of failures that can compromise safety-critical functions arise from
design mistakes or implementation errors. Failures can also result from undetected internal flaws (i.e.,
platform faults), system interactions, and external effects. Hazard identification and design measures can
minimize the potential for some sources of failure, but unanticipated and untested conditions can still pose
a risk. Quality processes detect and correct many implementation errors. However, as design complexity
increases, the feasibility of exhaustive testing or comprehensive formal proof diminishes considerably.
Therefore, some residual faults may remain undetected and persist as latent faults within the system.
Design errors resulting from flawed, incomplete, ambiguous, or misinterpreted requirements are
systematic in nature and are significantly more difficult to detect and correct as the system life-cycle
phases progress. These faults and errors are, in and of themselves, not a hazard unless conditions (e.g.,
operational, environmental, relational, or temporal) activate the faulted state and result in a failure of a
critical function. Clearly, it is a combination of common latent systematic faults and concurrent triggering
conditions that constitutes the primary threat for CCF in otherwise high-quality I&C systems or
components.
Any identical or fundamentally similar element of an I&C architecture, system, redundancy (i.e.,
parallel divisions or channels), subsystem, module, or component that appears in more than one instance
or supports more than one system or component is a common element (i.e., replicated and/or shared).
Such common elements should be considered to be susceptible to CCF unless compelling evidence (i.e.,
some adequate combinations of thorough testing, substantial usage history for a comparable application
under very similar demands and conditions, extensive formal proofs, detailed hazard/threat analysis, etc.),
coupled with sound engineering practices, can acceptably demonstrates otherwise. Again, as design
complexity increases, the challenge of providing sufficient evidence to establish reasonable assurance that
the potential for CCF vulnerability has been adequately addressed becomes more difficult.
Basically, the issue is that CCF is a credible concern for high-integrity or safety-critical I&C
applications that employ complex technologies within complicated system architectures. Both traditional
analog-based and more modem digital-based I&C systems are subject to latent systematic faults resulting
from design errors or requirements deficiencies. However, because of the complexity of digital I&C
systems and the associated inability to execute exhaustive testing, there is increased concern that the
potential for latent systematic faults is greater in more fully digital I&C system architectures. In
particular, since software (other than the simplest programs) in its coded state or its compiled machine
language state cannot be proven to be without error, residual software faults represent a primary CCF
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concern. As a result, digital I&C systems receive particular emphasis in assessments of CCF
susceptibility and the resulting application of techniques for avoiding or mitigating the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities.
The CCF concern is not strictly limited to software-based I&C systems. I&C systems based on
conventional analog modules or modem programmable digital devices are also susceptible to CCF. In
particular, flawed requirements can be a technology-neutral source of systematic faults that create the
potential for CCF vulnerability. In addition to lack of correctness, inconsistency and incompleteness can
lead to design errors that propagate through the system development life-cycle process. Other sources of
common faults that apply to both analog and digital technology include shared or defective components,
fabrication errors, design mistakes, implementation errors, installation errors, operation errors, and
maintenance errors. Several mitigation techniques have been developed to address CCF susceptibility for
analog applications. These design measures include separation, redundancy, physical barriers, electrical
isolation, functional independence, comprehensive (i.e., 100%) testing, and so forth. Signal and functional
diversities are particularly well suited to provide some level of protection against requirement flaws.
It is not intended that traditional diversity usage and other design measures that address technologyneutral CCF concerns be supplanted by the diversity strategies developed from this research. Instead, the
strategies developed to address the unique characteristics of digital technology and resulting CCF
concerns constitute complementary diversity usage that supplements the traditional approaches.
Therefore, while the strategies documented in this report focus on coping with potential CCF
vulnerabilities associated with digital technology (i.e., programmable devices based on software or
complex hardwired logic), these diversity strategies represent one facet of an overall approach to D3.
2.1.2

Nature of CCF

The basis for a CCF occurrence is described in IEC 62340, "Nuclear power plants-Instrumentation
and control systems important to safety-Requirements to cope with common cause failure (CCF)" [11],
as corresponding to the systematic incorporation of a latent fault in multiple systems or redundancies
followed by the triggering of that common fault to cause a coincidental failure of some or all of the
systems or redundancies.
Latent faults can originate at any phase of the digital I&C system life-cycle; are typically human
induced or technology related; and involve design flaws, performance limitations, or implementation
complexity. At a high level, three prominent sources of latent systematic faults are (1) errors in the
requirement specification, (2) inadequate provisions to account for design limits (e.g., environmental
stress), and (3) technical faults incorporated in the internal system (or architectural) design. Obviously,
erroneous or misinterpreted functional requirements can lead to flawed system designs.
In the conceptual design and requirements specification phases, sources of faults include incomplete
or inconsistent understanding of plant processes, inadequate determination of I&C system performance
needs (capabilities, demands, timing, etc.), use of overly complex architectures and complicated system
interactions, and deficient allocation of functions among processing components. During the system
development phase, traceability of requirements and testability of the design are key factors in
minimizing the potential for faults. However, inadequate design specifications can still propagate through
even the most rigorous verification and validation process. Additionally the potential for common
misinterpretations by designers, testers, and reviewers is not negligible. Again, the more complex the
design, the more difficult it becomes to anticipate the potential consequences of intricate functional
interrelationships and performance dependencies to address vulnerabilities or to sufficiently identify the
range of operational states (including those corresponding to significant rare or faulted conditions) to
establish adequate testing.
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Some sources of latent faults in the manufacturing, installation, and commissioning phases may arise
from inadequate quality control, which can result in flawed fabrication or assembly, erroneous or
incomplete installation, inadequate testing, or ineffective configuration control. The impact of human
interaction in the operation and maintenance (O&M) phase of the life-cycle can introduce faults due to
erroneous operational input or maintenance actions, inadequate configuration control, insufficient quality
control on modifications, etc. Other potential sources of common faults during the O&M life-cycle phase
correspond to degradation of system performance. These factors can include aging; damage; and
erroneous, incomplete, or inadequate modification.
Triggering conditions that can activate faults and result in failure arise primarily from human actions,
signal trajectory, external events, and temporal effects. Human actions can include maintenance errors,
input mistakes, out-of-sequence commands, and ill-timed or conflicting actions. Proper training, welldefined procedures, effective interfaces, and administrative controls (e.g., authorization and interlocks,
scheduling, change control) can contribute to managing the occurrence of these human-induced triggers.
The signal trajectory for a digital I&C system involves not only current input values but also past
input values, the internal state of the system, and the sequence of transitions among internal states. The
IEC defines signal trajectory as the "time histories of all equipment conditions, internal states, input
signals and operator inputs which determine the outputs of a system" [12]. Failures arising from latent
faults activated by signal trajectory triggering conditions clearly correspond to conditions that either were
not anticipated or properly addressed during system development and that were not exposed through
testing. While inputs related to transient conditions in a plant are key elements of the signal trajectory
triggering condition, other aspects of digital system performance (and system interactions) must also be
considered to fully address this type of triggering condition.
Decoupling system state from plant conditions can be an effective avoidance approach to promote
consistent state transitions and more-predictable resource utilization. Additionally, fault management
provisions can detect, correct, or tolerate erroneous inputs to constrain the input set. Employing different
variables and algorithms to effect similar functions are other means of minimizing signal trajectory
commonalities. The use of different (i.e., diverse) platforms, runtime support services, and software
implementations can also contribute to discriminating among internal state status and histories.
External events include transient effects, such as anomalies or failures propagating from other
systems or components within the I&C system architecture, and environmental stress, such as seismic,
vibratory, electromagnetic and electrical surge, and so forth. Controlling the environment where feasible,
minimizing interconnections among systems or redundancies, and employing separation with physical
barriers and isolation are common means of addressing these triggering conditions.
Temporal effects that can trigger failures include dependence on calendar-date or time-of-day
information, synchronization with a common clock, synchronization of processes or systems, and runtime
effects dependent on execution cycle histories (e.g., runtime overflows of buffers or stacks). Clearly,
avoidance of year, date, and time dependencies is effective. Loose coupling of input sources and receivers
and asynchronous execution of processes or functions can help to avoid timing or synchronization
triggers. For interconnected systems with digital communications, timing effects arising from
communication performance (e.g., delayed messages, lost messages, unexpected messages) must be
considered. Periodic reinitialization of systems and software processes (i.e., software rejuvenation) can
address software "aging" [13,14] by refreshing execution cycle history and mitigating accumulated
pointers, stacks, buffers, etc., to help avoid internal states that could activate faults. Clearly, for safetycritical applications, this reinitialization should occur off-line or in bypass mode to avoid introducing
upsets. This approach is becoming common for high-dependability applications in the financial (e.g.,
online transaction processing systems [ 15]), the telecommunications [16], and internet (e.g., web servers
[ 17]) industries. Additionally, staggering restarts for redundancies based on the same or similar platforms
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can minimize the prospect of concurrent triggering conditions arising from long-term continuous
execution [18].
A rigorous identification of fault types and triggering conditions would support a thorough,
systematic evaluation of CCF susceptibilities and allow for comprehensive determination of effective
design measures to substantially reduce the CCF potential. Unfortunately, the complexity of the
technology and the limited understanding of direct causal effects (especially for human-induced lifecycle-process-initiated faults) challenge the ability of designers and assessors to rely upon such an
approach. As a result, more-subjective assessments and best-practice remediation are employed to provide
reasonable assurance that adequate CCF mitigation is provided.
2.1.3

Response to CCF Vulnerability

There are many techniques for managing digital I&C system faults that have been employed for
high-integrity functions within various application domains. A hierarchy of these techniques is shown in
Fig. 2.1. They are generally grouped in terms of design evaluation and fault removal, fault tolerance (i.e.,
detection/masking and recovery), and fault avoidance and mitigation. The techniques indicated involve
design approaches, life-cycle actions, technology choices, architectural configurations, and so forth.
Design evaluation and fault removal apply to detailed analyses to identify and eliminate threats to the
extent practical, as well as to high-quality processes employed to minimize the potential for faults and
remove vulnerabilities as they are discovered. These techniques generally promote fault avoidance at a
high level and are primarily oriented toward design approaches and evaluation processes.
Fault tolerance in this hierarchy represents specific techniques for accommodating the presence of
faults and avoiding consequent failure. Failsafe designs are enabled by these techniques. Detection and
masking relate to identifying the presence of a fault or masking its potential effect (i.e., avoiding failure
due to the fault). Diagnostics (e.g., fault identification and isolation) and voted redundancies are common
techniques. Recovery relates to the response to an activated fault (i.e., failure) and enables continued
execution with recapture of the prefailure state.
Fault avoidance and mitigation include design strategies to impede the propagation of the effects of
faults (i.e., failures). Separation, independence, and fault containment are techniques for constraining the
potential effects of activated faults, while dissimilarity/diversity and checked redundancy are means for
mitigating the effect of activated faults by either precluding common faults (in the first case) or detecting
and compensating for activated faults (in the second case).
The fault management techniques described above generally relate to the faults themselves and, to
some degree, to the triggering conditions that activate the faults to cause failures. These fault management
techniques embody supporting technical and life-cycle methods and approaches on which strategies to
cope with CCF vulnerability can be based.
At the outset of I&C system architecture development, design principles are invoked to minimize the
use of common elements and to limit failure propagation paths. These design considerations are effective
in reducing the potential for CCF susceptibility, but their absolute, across-the-board use can result in
extremely complicated, inefficient, and potentially unreliable I&C system architectures. As a result, two
principal coping strategies are typically employed in responding to CCF susceptibility: (1) CCF
avoidance and (2) CCF mitigation.
The objective of the first strategy is to avoid fault introduction and eliminate potential common triggering
conditions to the degree feasible. Comprehensive life-cycle processes with comprehensive hazard
identification and extensive verification and validation activities are employed to yield high-quality
systems with the goal of approaching error-free software. Nevertheless, experience confirms that
undetected errors can progress through even the most rigorous design process. As an additional aspect of
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the avoidance approach, design measures can be used to reduce the exposure to anticipated triggering
conditions or their concurrent application to multiple systems that may have common faults. Application
of such design measures depends upon a well-founded understanding of the types of fault-trigger
combinations that may be present and the design conventions that are most effective in preventing
concurrent triggering of any common faults that may be present. Examples of these design measures are
invariant execution of code and physical separation by barriers into different environmental control zones.
However, since there is no assurance that unanticipated common triggering conditions do not exist, use of
these measures cannot guarantee sufficient CCF robustness. Thus, the primary goal of this strategy is to
minimize the occurrence of common faults and reduce the likelihood of triggered failures.
The objective of the second strategy is to mitigate any vulnerability to CCF through architectural
provisions. First, defense-in-depth is employed to compensate for failures in other systems or functions.
The IAEA defines defense-in-depth as "the application of more than one protective measure for a given
safety objective, such that the objective is achieved even if one of the protective measures fails" [19]. In
practice, several independent systems are implemented to serve as successive barriers to prevent unsafe
consequences from occurring. This aspect of the mitigation approach is especially effective against single
failures. However, CCF can potentially disable multiple barriers and result in unsafe conditions. Thus,
diversity is employed to provide alternate equivalent functionality or systems that are not susceptible to
the same CCF as their counterpart(s) within the I&C system architecture. The difficulty occurs in
identifying the full range of fault-trigger combinations that may be present and then selecting the
appropriate compensating diversities. Thus, the primary realistic goal of this strategy is to mitigate the
vulnerability to CCF by providing alternate or backup functions that are unaffected.
To summarize, a CCF arises when a common fault is present in multiple elements of an l&C system
architecture and the occurrence of a triggering condition activates that fault in more than one instance of a
CCF-susceptible element to result in a concurrent failure of a critical function. Where vulnerability to a
CCF is determined or suspected, the principal responsive approaches are avoidance and mitigation. Since
absolute avoidance is not generally provable and comprehensive defense-in-depth could be compromised,
the use of compensating approaches to address the residual vulnerability is necessary. Thus, within a
given architecture, design decisions are taken that drive the selection among diversities and other design
measures.
2.1.4

Impact of Diversity on CCF Vulnerability

The use of diversity as a design measure for coping with CCF vulnerabilities is intended to address
sources of common faults, locations of vulnerabilities, and triggering conditions for CCFs. In terms of
diverse systems, the targeted aspects related to mitigating CCF vulnerability involve purpose, process,
product, and performance. Purpose is embodied in the functional requirements satisfied by a specific
system. Process involves the life-cycle activities at each phase of the system lifetime (e.g., design,
development, implementation, installation, operation and maintenance). Product consists of the
implemented system, including the platform, support services, application software (or complex
hardwired logic), interconnections, and distributed elements (e.g., communication nodes, power supplies,
sensors, data acquisition and signal conditioning modules, logic elements, actuators). Performance
includes the behavior of the system and its response to inputs and external factors or events.
The system aspects of CCF mitigation that are related to purpose and process concern sources by
which systematic faults (e.g., flaws, deficiencies, misunderstandings, mistakes, errors, defects) are
introduced. These fault sources include requirements, design concepts/system specifications, components
and parts, and manufacturing lines as well as human contributors and tool sets at various life-cycle
phases. The product aspect of CCF mitigation is exemplified by the realized systems, including the
platforms and applications, in which latent faults reside until activated to cause a failure. The location of
any common faults may involve the hardware, system software or basic processing elements, application
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software or logic, integrated hardware/software environment, and/or interconnections (e.g.,
communication, power, structure). The behavioral aspect of CCF mitigation that concerns performance
includes execution of functions and responses to external influences. Execution primarily relates to
demands (i.e., inputs) and processing mechanisms (e.g., internal states and state transitions) that can
trigger activation of systematic faults or introduce commonalities of condition. Similar response to
external influences (e.g., environment or human action) may also serve as triggering mechanisms for
common failure.
The impact and benefits of diversity attributes and their associated criteria are identified in terms of
common fault sources (purpose and process), location of vulnerabilities (product), and common triggering
conditions (performance). Essentially, the effect of each diversity attribute is characterized according to
the resultant capability to minimize the introduction of common faults, mitigate the presence of
corresponding vulnerabilities, manage commonality in usage (i.e., execution), and reduce similarity in
susceptibility to external factors. In the development of rationales for diversity strategies, these diversity
effects are expressed in terms of minimized prospects for common systematic faults, reduced occurrence
of concurrent execution profiles, and/or lessened likelihood of similar responses to external influences.
2.2

Diversity and Defense-in-Depth for Nuclear Power

The overall I&C system architecture of an NPP embodies the fundamental safety principle that safe
conditions must be maintained under all operational conditions (i.e., normal, abnormal, anticipated
operational occurrences, and design basis accidents [DBAs]) as a primary objective of its design and
implementation.
Defense-in-depth is a well-established approach for the design, construction, and operation of
nuclear reactors with a substantial historical basis. It may be visualized in terms of a concentric
arrangement of protective barriers or means to ensure public health and safety. Before any harmful
radiological release could occur to adversely affect the public or the environment, all of the barriers (i.e.,
fuel rod cladding, reactor coolant system pressure boundary, containment, and emergency response) must
be breached. I&C systems have an important role in maintaining the integrity of these barriers. The
application of defense-in-depth to the I&C system architecture of an NPP is accomplished by
incorporating independent echelons of defense (or lines of defense). Defense-in-depth for I&C systems
provides multiple systems to provide independent means to maintain desired operational conditions,
prevent accidents, and ensure adequate protection during adverse events (e.g., failures). The echelons of
defense are defined in NUREG/CR-6303 as the control system, the reactor trip system (RTS), the.
engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS), and the monitoring and indicator system. The
echelons can be considered to act as progressively compensating systems with some overlapping
capabilities that collectively achieve the safety objectives of an NPP even if one or more of the systems or
echelons fail. The means of accomplishing a safety objective for a specific echelon of defense can involve
either avoidance of adverse conditions or mitigation of their effects.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept in relation to a general representation of the commonly understood
barriers to radiological release. In the figure, Control System, Reactor Protection, and Safety Feature
Actuation represent the three automatic echelons. The fourth echelon, the monitoring and indicator
system, is incorporated in the Administrative Control line of defense. The two remaining lines of defense,
ATWS Protection and Diverse Actuation, represent backup or compensating systems or capabilities that
mitigate potential CCF vulnerabilities. These lines of defense may be embedded within a single echelon
of defense or may cross echelon boundaries. Similarly, limitation functions, which are designed to
intercede to prevent operational disturbances from progressing to the point that protective action is
required, may constitute an additional separate line of defense or may be embedded in an echelon of
defense, such as the control system. As an example, a separate system is provided in German KONVOI
reactors to actively constrain operational conditions and avoid trip conditions [20].
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Within the protection echelons of defense (i.e., RTS and ESFAS), I&C systems are designed to
withstand single failures to ensure accomplishment of safety functions even in the presence of random
failures. The single failure design criterion is generally achieved through the implementation of
independent, parallel channels or divisions within a safety system in which redundant safety outputs are
voted to determine whether to initiate an appropriate safety action. For these safety systems, functional
failure occurs if the output of the voting yields an erroneous result, such as a spurious actuation or failure
to act on demand. Thus, functional failures for these systems require multiple redundancies (a voting
majority) to fail concurrently in conjunction with a safety demand. This condition corresponds to
progression from the occurrence of a fault-trigger combination to a digital failure to a digital CCF if
multiple channels within a system fail concurrently due to the common cause (i.e., common faults
activated by concurrent triggering conditions). CCFs affecting multiple redundancies or systems within
or among echelons of defense constitute the principal credible threat to defeating the defense-in-depth
provisions within the I&C system architecture of an NPP.
Diversity is the general approach used for addressing perceived vulnerabilities to CCF of I&C
system architectures because dissimilarities in technology, function, implementation, and so forth can
mitigate the potential for common faults. Whereas the defense-in-depth approach to ensuring safety
employs different functional barriers to compensate for failures in any one or more of the lines of defense,
the diversity approach to ensuring safety uses different (i.e., dissimilar) means to accomplish the same or
equivalent function, generally within one functional barrier, to compensate for a CCF that disables one or
more echelons of defense.
The concept of D3 has been developed by the nuclear power industry to effectively utilize the
complementary approaches of D3 to provide a more comprehensive response to the potential for CCF.
Regulatory guidance has been developed to provide an assessment methodology for determining the
effectiveness of defense-in-depth in the presence of CCF susceptibility and to identify where diversity is
needed to mitigate CCF vulnerabilities that are identified in a D3 assessment.
2.2.1

Regulatory Position on Diversity and Defense-in-Depth

As discussed earlier, NRC regulations require licensees to incorporate into an NPP an overall safety
strategy for defense-in-depth functions and systems to ensure that AOOs and DBAs do not adversely
impact public health and safety. The basis for these requirements is established in 10 CFR 50.62 and in
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GDC 22, 24, and 26. In particular, GDC 22 requires that "functional diversity or diversity in component
design and principles of operation ... be used to the extent practical to prevent loss of the protection
function." Other related design requirements are found in GDC 21, 23, and 29. Additional relevant design
criteria are also provided by the incorporation of IEEE Std. 603-1991 and IEEE Std. 279-1971, "Criteria.
for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" [21], in 10 CFR 50.55a(h).
The NRC regulatory position on D3 is given as Point 18 (Item II.Q) in the SRM on SECY 93-087
[6]. The four-point position establishes requirements for addressing the potential for CCF vulnerability.
The position points are as follows:
"1. The applicant shall assess the defense-in-depth and diversity of the proposed
instrumentation and control system to demonstrate that vulnerabilities to common[cause] failures have been adequately addressed.
2. In performing the assessment, the vendor or applicant shall analyze each postulated
common-[cause] failure for each event that is evaluated in the accident analysis
section of the safety analysis report (SAR) using best-estimate methods. The vendor
or applicant shall demonstrate adequate diversity within the design for each of these
events.
3. If a postulated common-[cause] failure could disable a safety function, then a
diverse means, with a documented basis that the diverse means is unlikely to be
subject to the same common-[cause] failure, shall be required to perform either the
same function or a different function. The diverse or different function may be
performed by a nonsafety system if the system is of sufficient quality to perform the
necessary function under the associated event conditions.
4. A set of displays and controls located in the main control room shall be provided for
manual, system-level actuation of critical safety functions and monitoring of
parameters that support the safety functions. The displays and controls shall be
independent and diverse from the safety computer system identified in items I and 3
above."
As discussed in SECY 93-087 [5], the four-point position on D3 was generated because hardware
design errors, software design errors, and software programming errors are credible sources of CCF for
digital safety systems. The safety significance of these potential digital CCFs arises from the prospect that
architectural redundancy within a safety system could be defeated and more than one echelon of defensein-depth could be compromised. The position enhances guidance on addressing the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities that arise from conventional (i.e., analog) I&C implementations of safety-related functions
(e.g., GDC 22, 10 CFR 50.62) by addressing the unique characteristics and concerns related to digital
technology while remaining consistent with that guidance. It is noted in the introduction of Appendix A
of 10 CFR 50 that "some of the specific design requirements" may require further definition and any
perceived "omission does not relieve any applicant from considering these matters" in design to satisfy
"the necessary safety requirements." In particular, "the possibility of systematic, nonrandom, concurrent
failures of redundant elements in the design of protection systems and reactivity control systems" needs to
be considered.
It is noted in SECY 93-087 and SECY 91-292 that quality and diversity are principal factors in
defending against CCF vulnerabilities. Criteria for ensuring adequate quality are established in
Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 and as part of the design criteria provided in IEEE Std. 603-1991 and IEEE
Std. 7-4.3.2, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Generating Stations" [22], which is endorsed in Regulatory Guide 1. 152, Revision 2, "Criteria for Use of
Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants" [23], Criteria for assessing adequate diversity are
provided within the review guidance given in BTP 7-19 of the Standard Review Plan (i.e.,
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NUREG-0800). The objective of BTP 7-19 is to confirm that vulnerabilities to CCFs have been
adequately addressed by accomplishing the following:
*
"
*

verification that "adequate diversity has been provided in a design to meet the criteria established by
the NRC's requirements,"
verification that "adequate defense-in-depth has been provided in a design to meet the criteria
established by the NRC's requirements," and
verification that "the displays and manual controls for critical safety functions initiated by operator
action are diverse from computer systems used in the automatic portion of the protection systems."

The review guidance in BTP 7-19 expresses the key concern associated with the potential for CCF
vulnerability posed by digital technology. Specifically, "[s]oftware cannot typically be proven to be errorfree and is therefore considered susceptible to common-cause failures because identical copies of the
software are present in redundant channels of safety-related systems." The D3 assessment method
documented in NUREG/CR-6303 is cited as acceptable for demonstrating that "vulnerabilities to
common-cause failures have been adequately addressed" [9].
The guidance in BTP 7-19 clarifies the treatment of CCF as a beyond-design-basis event.
Specifically, the D3 requirements allow for relaxed acceptance criteria compared with the more restrictive
treatment of single failures required in analyzing plant response to transients and accidents for the plant
design basis. Consistent with Position 2, the effect of a CCF on plant response to design basis events may
be determined on a best-estimate, rather than worst-case, basis. Thus, the acceptance criteria described in
BTP 7-19 incorporate the use of best-estimate methods for plant response in determining the effectiveness
of an I&C system architecture at an NPP as part of a D3 assessment.
2.2.2

Diversity and Defense-in-Depth Analysis

NUREG/CR-6303 provides guidance on performing a D3 assessment to determine the CCF
vulnerability of an NPP I&C system architecture. The assessment process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. As a
first step in a D3 analysis, a decomposition of the NPP I&C system architecture into a block
representation is performed and a determination is made of which blocks are susceptible to a postulated
CCF. As defined in NUREG/CR-6303, a block "is the smallest portion of the system under analysis for
which it can be credibly assumed that internal failures, including the effects of software errors, will not
propagate to other equipment." Examples of typical blocks provided in NUREG/CR-6303 are
"computers, local area networks, multiplexers, or PLCs."
The assessment of CCF vulnerability involves identification of common elements, interdependencies
(e.g., physical, logical), and diversities. For this analysis, the typical approach is to employ a high-level
representation (i.e., coarse granularity) with a black box treatment. This top-down approach is well suited
for assessing the potential safety impact of prospective CCF susceptibilities. Diversity attributes are given
in Guideline 2 of NUREG/CR-6303 to enable a determination of the CCF susceptibility between blocks.
To support the D3 assessment, Guideline 3 of NUREG/CR-6303 defines the following three system
failure types:
Type 1 failures
"Type 1 failures happen when a plant transient is induced by the I&C system for which reactor
trip or ESF actuation is needed, but may not occur because of an interaction between echelons of
defense." Defense against Type 1 failures "depends upon means of accomplishing safety
functions that are diverse to the shared signals or equipment."
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Fig. 2.3. Assessment approach for satisfying D3 regulatory position.
Type 2 failures
Type 2 failures do not cause plant transients directly but constitute a failed capability for a safety
action. The failure may remain undetected until environmental effects or physical equipment
failure causes a plant transient or DBA to which protective equipment may not respond due to
CCF of redundant protection system divisions. Defense against Type 2 failures "depends upon
some combination of diverse control system, reactor trip system ATWS mitigation equipment,
ESFAS, and monitoring and indication functions that are sufficient to mitigate the postulated
incident."
Type 3 failures
Type 3 failures originate from erroneous output from primary sensors that are expected to
respond to a design basis event. Type 3 failures are random in nature, and signal diversity is
recommended by NUREG/CR-6303 as a strategy to mitigate this type of failure.
As established in NUREG/CR-6303, assessment of defense-in-depth is performed by postulating
concurrent failures of identical (or nondiverse) blocks in all redundant divisions or lines of defense while
performing "best-estimate" safety analyses of Chapter 15 events from the plant safety analysis report
(SAR). Blocks are to be considered identical when the likelihood of a CCF affecting each of them is not
acceptably low. This implies that the probabilities of block failure are not independent and that the
probability of system failure cannot be calculated by simply multiplying block failure probabilities.
Concurrent failure of each set of identical blocks in all divisions should be postulated in turn (until the list
of diverse blocks has been exhausted), and the result of the failure should be documented as a finding of
the analysis. If the plant response exceeds specified limits for any AOO or DBA in the presence of
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postulated CCF, then CCF vulnerability exists and corrective action, such as the introduction of additional
diversity, should be taken to ensure adequate protection is provided, unless the choice of no corrective
action can be otherwise justified.
Diversity may be required to mitigate the effects of anticipated operational occurrences as well as
accidents in the case of CCFs of Types 2 and 3. Additionally, diversity among lines of defense may be
required to mitigate Type I failures. As observed in NUREG/CR-6303, the control system, while not
classified as a safety system, still plays an important role in defense-in-depth. Although failures in the
control system may challenge the protection system, the control system can mitigate most disturbances
without the need for action by the protection system. Furthermore, during an incident in which one of the
protection system echelons (reactor trip or ESFAS) fails to perform its safety function due to a CCF, the
control system may be able to mitigate the associated disturbance.
Where the D3 assessment determines that additional diversity is needed to mitigate an identified
CCF vulnerability of one. or moresafety functions, that diversity can be achieved through provision of a
separate automatic system to back up the affected safety function(s) or through the introduction of
intentional diversity and compensating design measures at the appropriate lower level(s) of the I&C
system architecture (e.g., system, divisional redundancies, subsystems, modules, or components). If a
potential vulnerability is determined, a more detailed evaluation of the CCF susceptibilities and
corresponding mitigation approaches can benefit from a block representation with finer granularity than
the high-level black box approach. For example, decomposition of a digital system into hierarchical layers
(e.g., central processing unit or CPU, operating system, basic service software, application software) can
serve to focus consideration of diversity and other design measures by relating relevant types of CCF (i.e.,
latent systematic faults and failure-triggering conditions) with specific elements susceptible to the
occurrence or propagation of a failure.
2.2.3

Diversity for Nuclear Power Plant I&C Systems

NUREG/CR-6303 provides a discussion of six diversity attributes with associated criteria to identify
the nature and potential effect of the diversity present. The guidance on the assessment of diversity
between blocks involves identification of diversity attributes present, development of a basis to support
the diversity claim, and determination of the combined impact of the claimed diversities to establish
whether sufficient diversity is provided. In NUREG/CR-6303, each diversity attribute is described and
associated criteria are given in order of diminishing impact.
At the heart of mitigation strategies to cope with CCFs are ajudicious use of available diversities and
an assessment of how each diversity attribute can compensate for CCF vulnerability. The six attributes of
diversity defined in NUREG/CR-6303 are as follows:
* design diversity,
" equipment diversity,
* functional diversity,
* human diversity,
* signal diversity, and
* software diversity.
In this report, the "human" diversity attribute is designated the "life-cycle" diversity attribute to
account for its true nature and to avoid the erroneous inference that this attribute involves plant operator
diversity or human-versus-machine diversity. In fact, the human (i.e., life-cycle) diversity attribute relates
to addressing human-induced faults throughout the system development life-cycle process (e.g., mistakes,
misinterpretations, errors, configuration failures) and is characterized by dissimilarity in the execution of
life-cycle processes. Additionally, the "equipment" diversity attribute is subdivided into two new
attributes to reflect the differences related to the manufactured equipment source (i.e., the manufacturer or
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supplier) and the differences related to logic processing components (e.g., computational or processing
elements such as CPU, printed circuit board, bus architecture for microprocessor-based equipment). Thus,
the single "equipment" diversity attribute is treated as two diversity attributes: "equipment manufacturer"
and "logic processing equipment." Finally, the "software" diversity attribute is designated the "logic"
diversity attribute to account for the different means of representing and executing functions that diverse
technologies provide (e.g., software for microprocessors, hardwired logic in programmable devices,
electronic circuitry for analog modules).
Figure 2.4 illustrates the diversity attributes and associated criteria defined in NUREG/CR-6303.
Additionally, the subsequent descriptions of the attributes and criteria are extracted from
NUREG/CR-303. As part of the discussion, indication of the prospective impact on mitigation of digital
CCF vulnerabilities that may be provided by each of the diversity attributes is included in italics.

r~1t~

Fig. 2.4. Diversity attributes and associated criteria derived from NUREG/CR-6303.

2.2.3.1 Design Diversity
NUREG/CR-6303 defines design diversity as the use of different approaches, including both
software and hardware, to solve the same, or a similar, problem. The focus for this diversity is on
technology, approach, and architectural differences. Essentially, the design diversity attribute relates to
technology choice and usage. For this attribute, NUREG/CR-6303 identifies three diversity criteria (listed
in order of effectiveness) that contribute to diversity between two designs that meet the same or similar
requirements:
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*
*
"

"different technologies (e.g., analog versus digital)";
"different approaches within the same technology (e.g., transformer-coupled AC instrumentation
versus DC-coupled instrumentation)"; and
"different architecture (i.e., arrangement and connection of components)."

Design diversity can impact the process, product, ahdperformance aspects of mitigating digital CCF
vulnerabilities.The impact on process can be attributedto the prospective effect of technology differences
on the sources of systematicfaults (e.g., errors) that may arise duringthe design and implementation of
systems. The impact on product can relate to technology-driven differences in the structure and
constituent components of systems that may reduce the likelihood of similar architecturallocationsfor
vulnerabilities.The impact on performance can involve action, timing, anddynamic response differences
that may lead to different execution offunction and dissimilar effects from external stress.
2.2.3.2 Equipment ManufacturerDiversity
NUREG/CR-6303 identifies four diversity attribute criteria (listed in decreasing order of
effectiveness) that contribute to diversity between two groups or items of equipment that perform the
same or similar function(s). The focus for these criteria under the general "equipment" diversity attribute
is on the source of the hardware components or aggregate system. These criteria are as follows:
"
"
"
*

"different manufacturers of fundamentally different designs";
"same manufacturer of fundamentally different designs";
"different manufacturers making the same design"; and
"different versions of the same design."

Equipment manufacturerdiversityprimarily impacts the process andproduct aspects of mitigating digital
CCF vulnerabilities.The impact on process relates to the prospective effect from use of different
resources (e.g., components, manufacturing lines, humans) on the sources ofsystematic faults (e.g.,
defects) in the manufacture and supply of systems. The impact on product involves the differences that
may arisefrom the use of different equipment, which may alsoprovide a performance impact via different
responses to external influences. At a minimum, equipment manufacturerdiversity can reduce potential
CCF vulnerabilityresultingfrom common or identicalequipment.
2.2.3.3 Logic processing Equipment Diversity
NUREG/CR-6303 identifies four diversity attribute criteria (listed in decreasing order of
effectiveness) that contribute diversity in the equipment essential to providing logic processing of
functions. The focus for these criteria under the general "equipment" diversity attribute is on the type of
logic processing equipment employed. These criteria are as follows:
"
*
*
•

different logic processing architecture ["different CPU architecture (e.g., Intel 80X86 architecture
versus Motorola 68000)"];
different logic processing version in the same architecture ["different CPU chip versions (e.g., Intel
80386 versus Intel 80486)"];
different component integration architecture ["different printed circuit board designs"]; and
different data-flow architecture ["different bus structure (e.g., VME versus Multibus II)"].

Logic processingequipment diversity impacts the process,product, andperformance aspects of
mitigatingdigitalCCF vulnerabilities.The impact on process can be attributedto the prospective effect
of architecturaldifferencesfor logic processing on the sources of systematicfaults (e.g., errors)that may
arise duringthe design and implementationof systems. The impact on product involves susceptibility
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differences that may arisefrom the use of different processing elements or components andfrom the
platform difference that may be present at the macroarchitecturallevel. The impact on performance is
relatedto dissimilarity in the mechanisms ofprocessingthat can lead to differences in execution profiles.
2.2.3.4 FunctionalDiversity
NUREG/CR-6303 characterizes two systems as being functionally diverse if they perform different
physical functions. The IEC defines functional diversity as "application of the diversity at the functional
level (for example, to have trip activation on both pressure and temperature limit)" [11]. Therefore, there
is a significant emphasis on the means of achieving a function and the nature of the function itself.
NUREG/CR-6303 identifies three diversity attribute criteria (listed in decreasing order of effectiveness)
that contribute to diversity of function between two independent systems:
"
*
*.

"different underlying mechanisms (e.g., gravity convection versus pumped flow, rod insertion versus
boron poisoning)";
"different purpose, function (e.g., normal rod control versus reactor trip rod insertion), control logic,
or actuation means"; and
"different response time scale (e.g., a secondary system may react if accident conditions persist for a
time)."

Functionaldiversity impacts the purpose, process, andperformance aspects of mitigatingdigitalCCF
vulnerabilities.The impact on purpose clearly relates to differences in objectives,functional
relationships,and computationalinteractionsassociatedwith differentfunctions and can help addressthe
potentialfor common CCFvulnerabilitiesresultingfromflawed requirements. The impact on process can
be attributedto the prospective effect offunctional requirement differences on the sources of systematic
faults (e.g., misunderstandings,mistakes, or errors) that may arise during the design and implementation
of systems. The impact on performance can arisefrom differences in execution profile that can result
from the application of differentfunctionality.
2.2.3.5 Life-Cycle Diversity
NUREG/CR-6303 notes that the effect of human beings on the design, development, installation,
operation, and maintenance of safety systems can be profound. The focus for the diversity criteria
attributed to "human" influence is on life-cycle resources that constitute potential sources of systematic
faults. NUREG/CR-6303 also notes that management can significantly affect diversity through resource
allocation and cultural effects. Four diversity attribute criteria (listed in decreasing order of effectiveness)
that contribute to the diversity achieved throughout the life-cycle of different designs are identified in
NUREG/CR-6303:
*
*
*
*

different
different
different
different

design organizations/companies;
engineering management teams within the same company;
design and development teams (e.g., designers, engineers, and/or programmers); and
implementation and testing teams (e.g., testers, installers, and/or certifiers).*

Life-cycle diversity impacts the process,product, andperformance aspects of mitigatingdigital CCF
vulnerabilities.The impact on process involves the prospective effect on potentialsources of systematic
errordue to variations in cognition and action by different personnel engaged in design, implementation,
and installationactivities. The impact on product may resultfrom the different development approaches,
tool andskill sets, and resource (e.g., personnel and/or capabilities)availabilitythat can differentiate
each implementation. The impact on performance can be attributedto human actions that may act as
*This category can also include different maintenance technicians.
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possible triggeringconditions (i.e., unanticipatedactions) or potential common in situfault sources (e.g.,
maintenance errors).
2.2.3.6 Logic Diversity
NUREG/CR-6303 defines software diversity as "the use of different programs designed and
implemented by different development groups with different key personnel to accomplish the same safety
goals." In keeping with the more general consideration of different means for processing functions that is
available through different technologies, the diversity attribute can be extended to address all forms of
logic processing including software program execution. NUREG/CR-6303 identifies four diversity
attribute criteria (listed in decreasing order of effectiveness) that contribute to diversity between logic
processing approaches adhering to the same requirements. The basis for these criteria excludes the effects
of human diversity, which is encompassed in the life-cycle diversity attribute. The logic diversity criteria
are as follows:
*

"different algorithms, logic, and program architecture" (e.g., computation structure or execution
flow);
* "different timing and/or order of execution";
" different runtime environment ["different operating system"]; and
" different functional representation ["different computer languages"].
Logic diversity impacts the process,product, andperformance aspects of mitigatingdigitalCCF
vulnerabilities. The impact on process can be attributedto the prospective effect of differences in the
means andform offunctional instantiationon the sources of systematicfaults (e.g., mistakes or errors)
that may arise during the design and implementation of systems. The impact on product relates to
prospective differences in the realizationof logic (e.g., program)for each applicationand in the support
servicesprovided by each platform. These differences can reduce the potentialfor latentfaults in
common elements that may result in CCF vulnerabilities.The impact on performance includes differences
in logic processingmechanisms andfunctional interactionsthat can minimize the potentialforfaulted
states to be triggeredconcurrently due to commonalities in execution profile.
2.2.3.7 Signal Diversity
NUREG/CR-6303 defines signal diversity as the "use of different sensed parameters to initiate
protective action, in which any of the parameters may independently indicate an abnormal condition, even
if the other parameters fail to be sensed correctly." In this sense, signal diversity is related to functional
diversity, with one providing diverse indication and the other capturing the different functional
relationships between indication and event. NUREG/CR-6303 identifies three diversity attribute criteria
(listed in decreasing order of effectiveness) that contribute to diversity between measurement sources:
0
9
*

"different reactor or process parameters sensed by different physical effects (e.g., pressure or neutron
flux)";
"different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same physical effect (e.g., pressure versus
water level or flow sensed by differential pressure sensors)"; and
"the same reactor or process parameter sensed by a different redundant set of similar sensors (e.g., a
set of four redundant temperature sensors backed up by an additional set of four redundant
temperature sensors driving a diverse design of protective equipment)."

Signal diversity impacts the purpose andperformance aspects of mitigatingdigital CCF vulnerabilities.
The impact on purpose can arisefrom the availabilityof diverse indicatorsfor initiation ofprotective
action, coupled with the associateddiverse underlyingfunctionalrelationships,and can help address the
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potentialfor common CCFvulnerabilitiesdue to flawed requirements. The impact on performance
relates to differences in execution profile that can resultfrom the presentation of different signal
trajectoriesto diverse systems. An impact on product is also provided in the sense that different sensors
are generally involved in achievingsignal diversity.
2.2.4

Diversity Usage Identification

The effective application of appropriate combinations of the diversity attributes and associated
criteria described above can mitigate the potential adverse effects arising from CCF vulnerability. The
development of diversity strategies through this research depends upon determination of what constitutes
acceptable combinations of those attributes and criteria. As part of the research effort, specific practices
and relevant experience on the use of diversity by nonnuclear industries and the international nuclear
power community have been investigated. Chapters 3 and 4 present the findings of that investigation. To
enhance the presentation of those findings and enable a systematic evaluation of the experience base,
diversity usage tables were generated to capture the information. Table 2.1 provides a template for the
tables that appear in subsequent chapters. These tables not only provide a means to document diversity
usage but also encourage translation of each diversity approach into the terminology and categories
established in NUREG/CR-6303, Guideline 2. The template for these diversity usage tables also provides
a means for capturing proposed diversity strategies as an evaluation aid. The tables allow for direct
comparison against the baseline strategies developed in this research (see Chapter 6).

Table 2.1. Diversity usage tabled
Diversity attribute

Usage

~De~igii
Different technologies
Different approach-same technology

Different architectures
Equipment Min~tuficiuet~___
Different manufacturer-different design
Same manufacturer-different design
Different manufacturer-same design

Same manufacturer-different version
DiLgic Procprsing E
aiiriheint
e_
Different logic processing architecture
Different logic processing versions in same architecture

Different component integration architecture
Different data-flow architecture
Different underlying mechanisms

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means
Different response-time scale
Life-cycle

Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)
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______________________

Details

Table 2.1. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usage

Different algorithms, logic, and program arch.
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation
_Different parameters sensed by different physical effects
_Different parameters sensed by same physical effects
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information ()
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Details

3. DIVERSITY IN NONNUCLEAR INDUSTRIES
Within high-value, high-integrity, and safety-significant industries, failure avoidance and mitigation
approaches are ubiquitously employed to decrease the likelihood of I&C system failure. These
nonnuclear, high-failure-consequence industries, which employ similar I&C applications, have almost
completely transitioned to digital technology. The experience and practices of these other industries can
serve as useful examples to the U.S. nuclear power industry regarding the diversity usage within digital
I&C system architectures. Specific examples and available guidance for avoiding CCF within digital
systems for the aerospace, aviation, chemical process, and rail transportation industries are assembled and
evaluated in this chapter in terms of their relevance to nuclear power generation.
None of the other high-consequence industries is directly analogous to the nuclear power industry.
Both inherent technical and regulatory oversight differences need to be considered in transferring the CCF
mitigation lessons of other industries to the nuclear power domain. For example, flight control systems
within the aviation industry typically do not have a readily accessible safe shutdown state, have shortterm potential catastrophic control trajectories, and make frequent significant adjustments to control
elements. These inherent characteristics make the requirements for probability of failure on demand more
stringent for aviation than nuclear power generation. Another technical difference relates to the nature of
the safety-critical functions that are characteristic of some nonnuclear industries. In some cases, the
systems of concern embody continuous control functions rather than as-needed protection functions.
Consequently, the demand profile for these applications is extensive and the actions of the systems are
expected, continuously occurring, and actively monitored (both automatically and manually) for correct
behavior. In contrast, nuclear safety functions are characterized by a sparse demand profile and actions
are rare. While conditions that would initiate safety systems action are monitored, the safety system
action is unusual and, for fast-acting events, often unexpected. Additional technical differences arise from
dissimilar constraints posed by the unique conditions associated with some nonnuclear industries. For
instance, size, weight, and power (SWAP) represent significant constraints in some of the nonnuclear
application domains investigated. Not only must the prospective impact on feasibility, cost effectiveness
and risk burden be considered, but a real potential exists for safety to be compromised if systems are too
large, heavy, or consume too much power. Finally, the nuclear power industry has significantly greater
regulatory oversight (particularly in terms of prior approval of system changes) than comparable highfailure-consequence industries. Thus, economic factors such as cost, efficiency, and investment protection
may have more impact on design and implementation strategies for the less comprehensively regulated
industries. The differences in domain context and the nature of the safety-critical applications must be
considered in evaluating the diversity usage observed in the cited example cases from these other
industries.
Several industries were investigated as part of this research. Many were found to rely primarily on
high-quality processes and rigorous hazard identification and resolution. However, four industries in
particular were found to have guidance related to CCF mitigation or provided clear examples of diversity
usage. The application domains that provided the most significant information are the aerospace, aviation,
chemical process, and rail transportation industries. The findings from these industries are presented in
this chapter.
3.1
3.1.1

Aerospace Industry
Overview

The U.S. government aerospace organization is the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). NASA performs scientific investigation and exploration of space through manned and robotic
missions. It is organized into four principal mission directorates:
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*
*
*
*

Aeronautics--developing and maturing flight technologies to improve exploration capabilities and
enhance terrestrial applications,
Exploration Systems-creating new capabilities and spacecraft to enable affordable, sustainable
human and robotic exploration,
Science-promoting discovery through exploration of the Earth, moon, Mars, and beyond, and
Space Operations-providing critical enabling technologies to support the NASA mission via the
Space Shuttle, the International Space Station (ISS), and other forms of flight support.

With such diverse applications, I&C architectures and requirements for NASA spacecraft vary
considerably. This investigation focused on safety-critical applications for manned space operations, with
an emphasis on the I&C architectures of the Space Shuttle and the ISS.
Although the flight control and life support systems for manned spacecraft and space stations share a
common goal with safety systems of NPPs (namely, protecting human life and health), the nature of the
safety-critical applications for the two domains are remarkably different. First, space systems face a size,
weight, and power constraint that limits the equipment and distance spacing that can be employed. For
example, alternate sensors or actuators may not be feasible and cable separation may be restricted. Also,
shielding of electronics from radiation exposure is limited in space applications because of weight and the
application environment.
Another distinction arises from the nature of the applications and the demand profile placed on the
I&C systems. Flight control involves continuous action and varied (almost unconstrained) conditions
whereas NPP safety involves rare action and generally well-characterized events. Given the nature of the
functions, it is normally readily apparent to the astronauts when the flight control system is not
functioning. Conversely, safety system action is generally uncommon so a failure to actuate may not be
detected by the plant operators until a design basis event has progressed appreciably. Clearly, the absence
of expected, frequently-occurring action during normal operation is much more readily discernable than
that of an unexpected, rarely-occurring action under unusual conditions. Additionally, NPPs generally
have a well-defined, readily achievable safe state (i.e., shutdown) based on discrete, fast-acting or limited
duration safety system responses to events whereas spacecraft flight control systems must continue to
actively function for an extended period of time (throughout the mission), especially for dynamic flight
phases that do not have an abort option.
The duration of manned spacecraft missions is very short (e.g., days) compared to the long
operational cycle of power plants. In this sense, the ISS context is closer to that of a power plant given the
sustained operation of years. The point is that intervals in which the spacecraft may be at risk to the.
consequences of CCF are much shorter than for NPP operation. Additionally, the time period between the
prospective occurrence of a CCF and opportunities for detection and response (e.g., maintenance) is likely
to be much shorter for active systems, such a flight control, applied to short duration missions.
Obviously, the context for safety-critical I&C systems in space applications is considerably different
than for safety systems in NPPs. Thus, the aerospace approach to addressing the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities accommodates different concerns and may not be directly applicable in the NPP context.
Nevertheless, insights into strategic considerations for diversity usage are available.
3.1.2

Guidance on Diversity Usage

NASA requires CCFs to be "considered" and "assessed," but diversity is not explicitly required. The
NASA Safety Manual [24] more specifically addresses redundancy as a means to achieve fault tolerance.
The level of protection required is a function of the hazard severity and probability, and may be achieved
by a combination of availability, reliability, maintainability (restorability), and redundancy. Use of
redundancy to achieve failure tolerance requires specification of acceptable reliability and provision of
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sufficient redundancy to tolerate two failures or operator errors where loss of life or mission failure could
occur and tolerate one failure or operator error (failsafe) where system loss/damage or personal injury
could occur. Where there is sufficient time between the occurrence of a failure and the manifestation of its
effect, failure tolerance can be achieved through design enabling restoration to safe operation based on
("hot" or "cold") spares, operational procedures, or maintenance. Where there is not sufficient time for
recovery, functional redundancy must be provided. Functional redundancy is defined as "situation where
a dissimilar device provides safety backup rather than relying on multiple identical devices" [24].
Nevertheless, the use of redundancy to achieve failure tolerance requires verification that any assumption
of failure independence is not invalidated by. CCFs.
The NASA Software Safety Standard [25] states that nonsafety critical and safety-critical software
may reside on the same processor, although design provision must ensure that the safety-critical function
cannot be disabled or impaired. Software within a safety-critical system is generally presumed to be
safety critical and is treated accordingly. If nonsafety critical software resides in the same system (i.e., on
the same processor) with safety-critical software, the partition or isolation method is treated as safetycritical, but the isolated nonsafety code is not. This requirement on the treatment of software is
particularly important for the incorporation of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software. Software
design and code implementation may not compromise any safety controls or processes, cannot create any
additional undocumented or unresolved hazards, and must maintain the system in a safe state during all
modes of operation. Catastrophic hazards must be able to tolerate two hazard control failures (two fault
tolerant) while critical hazards must be able to tolerate a single hazard control failure (single fault
tolerant) [24,26].
Human-rated systems require an assessment of CCF vulnerabilities and manual override capability.
Human-Rating Requirements for Space Systems [27] requires that flight software shall, at a minimum, be
tested using a flight-equivalent avionics test-bed operating in real-time. Space systems are required to be
designed so that no two failures result in crew or passenger fatality or permanent disability. The space
system relies upon operators as a diverse control system by requiring the crew (and ground control) to
have the capability to manually override higher-level software. The space system is also required to
provide the capability for autonomous operation of critical functions. The crew (and ground control) can
initiate, override, or abort automatic initiation sequences. As a defense against CCFs, use of dissimilar
redundancy or backups is required to be assessed. Dissimilar redundancy can be characterized in terms of
"additional functional capability (hardware and associated software) to provide at least two [different]
means of performing the same task" [28].
3.1.3

Diversity Usage Examples

Beyond the adherence to rigorous quality assurance practices, redundancy, fault tolerance, and
backup use of human operators are NASA's primary means for achieving highly reliable systems.
Mission control and the ISS use a "law of large numbers" type approach; if one system/computer fails,
there are still many computers available for control. The ISS and Space Shuttle use reduced functionality
backup systems as a means for improving the probability of mission success in the event of primary
software failure. The command and control architecture for manned missions uses commercially available
software and hardware. "Fault protection" software routines provide the ability to recover from failures.
The flight control system of the Space Shuttle or Space Transportation System (STS) and the station
command and data handling (CDH) system of the ISS provide prominent examples of safety-critical I&C
applications for human-rated space missions. These systems provide the most relevant cases of diversity
usage by NASA.
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3.1.3.1 Space Shuttle
Prior to the Space Shuttle, manned spacecraft computers were programmed at the machine level
using assembly language. The delays and expense of the Apollo software development, along with the
realization that the Shuttle software would be many times as complex, led NASA to encourage the
development of a language that would be optimal for real-time computing. The result was HAL/S (or
High-Order Assembly Language/Shuttle). Using the HAL/S language, IBM developed the Primary
Avionics Software System (PASS), which is the principal software used to operate the Space Shuttle
during a mission. The PASS software is priority-interrupt-driven, or asynchronous-it performs
computations on demand and in strict observance to a predefined order of importance [29].
PASS is a quadruple redundant avionics system that is implemented on IBM AP- 10IS general
purpose computers (GPCs). For the first generation avionics system, a fifth GPC was provided on board
the Shuttle as a spare. The spare GPC is no longer flown. The functional design for PASS is based on fail
operational/failsafe principles. The four GPCs are synchronized at every process initiation and each
subsequent input and output (I/O) action. All vital sensors are quadruple redundant as well but the input
data for each GPC is equalized using median selection with threshold monitoring. The operational
approach is to require agreement among the output of all four active PASS computers. A detected
disagreement would result in the dissenting GPC being voted out of the set, with the action being
annunciated. When significant degradation occurs, the crew takes manual action (e.g., engages the backup
flight system). As previously noted, the application code was implemented using HAL/S. The prioritydriven operating system (OS) was written in assembly language. For the Space Shuttle program, NASA
used an independent verification and validation (IV&V) team to enhance its software assurance [30,31].
To protect against the prospect of a latent programming error in the PASS software that could render
the Space Shuttle uncontrollable during a critical flight phase, NASA contracted with Rockwell and
Intermetrics to develop a backup flight system (BFS). This system has its own set of requirements based
on reduced functionality flight control laws. In addition, programmers could not reuse any of the code
developed for PASS. Nevertheless, like IBM, Rockwell elected to use HAL/S as the programming
language. A cyclical time-slice OS was developed for the BFS [29]. The BFS is implemented on a fifth
IBM AP-10 1S computer. The BFS also contributes to the output comparison among the PASS computers.
It also serves as the reduced functionality backup during critical flight stages should failure of the PASS
be detected [30,31]. Table 3.1 provides a summary of diversity usage for the Space Shuttle.
The philosophy taken for the BFS was to develop a very simple and straightforward software
program and then exhaustively test it. The result was a program that contained only 12,000 words of
executable instructions, including the ground checkout and built-in test for the computer. The actual flight
control portion of the software consisted of approximately 6,000 words. The remainder of the code was
for the systems management functions [32,33].
Table 3.1. Summary of diversity usage for the Space Shuttle
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Mlanufacturer
Different manufacturer-same design

Equipment

Details

____________________

-

All computers are the same (IBM AP-

x

Primary flight control (PASS) vs

10 IS)

Functippal
Different purpose, function, control logic, or

actuation means

reduced functionality backup flight
control (BFS)
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Table 3.1. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i
i

IBM vs Rockwell; Used Shuttle
Avionics Integration Lab (SAIL at
JSC); Also NASA IV&V
organizations involved

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different runtime environment

x

Different functional representation

-

Limited functions for BFS (minimal
flight control for critical stages)
PASS uses priority-driven OS while
BFS uses cyclical time-slice OS
HAL/S for PASS and BFS

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

IBM developed PASS application
software while Intermetrics and
Rockwell developed the BFS
IBM vs Intermetrics/Rockwell

Quadruple redundant sensors but
equalized (cross-validation) to give
identical inputs

Parallel Redundant-Checking architecture;
Diverse (reduced) functional requirements;
Size, weight, and power constraints

Matched computers, inputs, programs for exact
comparison; Reduced functionality backup can be
invoked on primary system failure (manual
selection on alarm)
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable (-).

Two CCFs of the digital I&C have been identified in operation for the Space Shuttle. During a
mission, solder shorted out some CPU boards, causing two control computers to crash. Another CCF
mode was discovered during simulator testing when crewmembers discovered that all four control
computers locked up when executing an abort sequence. The cause was a counter that did not reset during
interrupts. This fault in turn caused the code to encounter values outside the expected range for some
variables that resulted in an erroneous branch to an untested execution path [34].

3.1.3.2 InternationalSpace Station
The ISS is a cooperative endeavor among NASA, the Russian Space Agency (RSA), the Canadian
Space Agency (CSA), the National Space Development Agency of Japan (NASDA), and the European
Space Agency (ESA). Over 100 separate computers provide data collection, processing, communication,
and control functions for the ISS. The primary station management system is the Command and Data
Handling (CDH) system. Boeing provided the CDH system as the prime contractor/supplier to NASA.
The function of the CDH system is to provide command and control of the ISS. The CDH system is
implemented in a three-tiered architecture of 25 computers, which are based on Intel 80386SX CPUs.
These computers are interconnected by data buses and are accessed by the ISS crew via IBM Thinkpad
760XD laptops, as known as the Portable Computer System (PCS) [35].
Figure 3.1 illustrated the hierarchy of the CDH system. Tier I (or the control tier) consists of the
Command and Control (C&C) computers, which serve as the ISS station-wide control system and
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Fig. 3.1. Three-tiered architecture for the CDH system on the ISS. (Adapted from Ref. 35.)

interface access point for the ISS crew through the PCS. Tier 2 (or the local tier) consists of subsystem
level functions for the Electrical Power System (EPS), Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) system,
Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS), and Thermal Control System (TCS). The
purpose of the Tier 2 computers is to execute system-specific application software. Tier 3 (or the user tier)
computers provide the direct interface for sense and control components (i.e., the sensors and
effectors/actuators) [35].
As indicated in the figure, information flow involves command proceeding down the hierarchy and
telemetry (or data) proceeding up the hierarchy. Thus, the station level (Tier 1) C&C computers initiate a
command, which proceeds through the subsystem level (Tier 2) to the equipment level (Tier 3) for
actuation. As noted, the ISS crew interfaces the system at the control tier. Direct interaction with the
lower tiers is not provided. Data queries and commands must proceed through the hierarchy [36].
The three Tier 1 computers are configured to be triple redundant to provide two-fault tolerance. The
redundancy is implemented such that one computer is operational, another is a "warm" backup, and the
third is powered off in "cold standby. There are five pairs of dual redundant Tier 2 computers, with the
second computer in each pair powered off for cold standby (except for the GNC pair in which a "warm"
backup is provided) to provide single fault tolerance. The twelve Tier 3 computers are not generally
implemented in a redundant configuration although some software redundancy is provided through
duplicate functions or component interfaces [35].
Software for the CDH computers is written in Ada and includes Caution and Warning (C&W)
capabilities at each level. The primary functionality implemented in each computer can be characterized
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as telemetry, commands, time synchronization, and fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR). The
FDIR functions address the computer and the data bus. Table 3.2 provides a summary of diversity usage
for the ISS [36].
On April 25, 2001, an independent computer failure coupled with a common-cause failure of the
other two first level control (Tier 1) computers resulted in the failure of all three C&C computers on
board the ISS [37]. More specifically, the three Tier 1 computers failed a few days after a new software
packages was installed. The Tier 2 and 3 computers continued operating to keep many basic functions,
such as the primary life support systems, in operation. The Tier 2 computers activated a reduced
functionality failsafe mode that triggered backup functions and issued a reboot demand to the Tier 1
computers. Subsequently, one of the disabled computers came back on line. Analysts uncovered an error
in the software load that was believed to be the source of the problem [38].

Table 3.2. Summary of diversity usage for the International Space Station
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Lo~igic Processing Equipmeiuet'
Different logic processing architecture

Details

All computers based on Intel
80386SX

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Defense-in-Depth provided through
hierarchical distribution of diverse
functionality; Tier 2 computers
provided recovery function to
reboot Tier I computers; Tier 1 for
station functions vs Tier 2 for

system/module functions

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

Tiered architecture with hierarchically distributed
Redundant-Checking computers;
Diverse (fault detection/recovery) functional

Fault recovery logic embedded in
Tier 2 program to respond to Tier
I failure
All software written in Ada

Lower tier computers detect and respond to
higher tier computer upsets (request/demand
reboot)

requirements;
Size and power constraints
'Intentional diversity (x), not applicable or no information (-).
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3.2 Aviation Industry
3.2.1

Overview

The civil aviation industry* within the United States is regulated by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) under the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). The FAA's major roles
include the following.
regulating civil aviation to promote safety;
encouraging and developing civil aeronautics, including new aviation technology;
" developing and operating a system of air traffic control and navigation for both civil and military
aircraft;
" researching and developing the National Airspace System and civil aeronautics;
* developing and carrying out programs to control aircraft noise and other environmental effects of
civil aviation; and
o regulating U.S. commercial space transportation.
o

o

All parts of the aircraft are subject to system safety analyses. Regarding avionics, methods for
analyzing the safety impacts of a system are specified by the FAA. Aircraft avionics includes all .systems
that enable the aircraft to fly safely or have direct control over the aircraft (i.e., high-integrity or safetycritical systems), as well as equipment that supports those systems. All equipment fitted to aircraft has to
meet a series of rigorous design constraints. Airworthiness determination and certification is one of the
most costly, time-consuming, and difficult aspects of building any aircraft. As aircraft and aircrew
reliance on digital flight control systems has become more prevalent, the safety implications posed by the
reliability of these avionics systems has increased. One necessary factor of constructing avionics systems
is that a flight control system (FCS) must be designed so that it avoids systematic faults and tolerates
single failures. High reliability requirements are part of every aircraft system.
The technology upon which avionics systems are based has progressed markedly from mechanical
and hydraulic FCSs. The early systems were both heavy and required careful routing of flight control
cables through the airplane using systems of pulley and cranks. Today's fly-by-wire (FBW) control
systems use computers and electrical linkages, saving weight while demonstrably improving reliability.
As greater confidence and experience are gained with digital FBW control systems, reliance on manual
control backups based on diverse physical flight systems (e.g., mechanical and hydraulic linkages and
pneumatic instrument displays) is diminishing. The cockpit of the Airbus 380 is an example of modern
aviation electronics and controls in which automatic electronic control systems provide primary and
backup flight control capabilities.
The FCS represents the one of most significant high-integrity systems since it provides command
and control for the primary flight control surfaces of the aircraft and its proper functioning is essential for
commercial airliner flight. In fact, a failure rate better than 10-9 per hour is required for flight-critical
avionics [39]. Given the safety-critical nature of an aircraft's FCS, it is seen to be similar in significance
to safety systems at NPPs. However, just as is the case for spacecraft flight systems, there are several
considerations that differentiate the treatment of the two systems. A size and weight constraint is present
for avionics systems, and the demand profile is significantly different (continuous vs rare, unconstrained
vs well defined, easily observed vs potentially undetectable, etc.). Thus, while insight into the treatment
and value of diversity attributes may be gained from evaluating its use in this application domain, the
directly applicability of these practices to nuclear power safety may be limited.

Civil aviation is one of two major flight categories and it encompasses all non-military flight, both private and
commercial.
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3.2.2

Guidance on Diversity Usage

As part of its regulation of civil aviation, the FAA certifies the airworthiness of FCSs. The Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) publishes the Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP) standard
ARP 4754, "Certification Considerations for Highly-Integrated or Complex Aircraft Systems" [40].
SAE ARP 4754 addresses certification aspects of highly integrated or complex systems intended for
installation on aircraft while accounting for the overall aircraft operating environment and functions.
SAE ARP 4754 defines the full engineering life-cycle, which includes planning, development, testing,
and certification. SAE ARP 4754 also establishes guidelines for assigning Development Assurance
Levels (DALs) to a system, its components, and any software based on the most severe failure conditions
associated with the corresponding part. These DALs are assigned according to failure conditions
classifications (i.e., catastrophic, hazardous/severe major, major, minor, and no safety effect).
The standard SAE ARP 4754 relates to aircraft system development. Additional guidelines for
software development and hardware development are provided by Document (DO) 178B, "Software
Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification" [39], and DO-254, "Design Assurance
Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware" [41 ]. These guidelines are published by the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA).
A safety assessment process is described in SAE ARP 4752 to generate evidence of compliance with
airworthiness requirements. The primary processes involve a Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA),
Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA), System Safety Assessment (SSA), and Common Cause
Analysis (CCA). A CCA is required for systems assigned DALs A (Catastrophic) or B (Hazardous/Severe
Major). The CCA begins after applicable separation and isolation requirements are identified to minimize
commonalities and interdependencies. The CCA proceeds with Zonal Safety Analysis to identify
location-specific challenges to independence, Particular Risks Assessment to common external events or
influences of concern, and Common Mode Analysis to confirm assumptions of independence. This latter
analysis addresses the potential effects of "design, manufacturing, and maintenance errors and the effects
of common component failures" [40]. Categories for common-causefaults are identified in terms of
software design error, software coding error, requirements error, repair process error, environmental
factors, hardware failure, hardware design error, compiler error, production process error, installation
error, operational error, and cascading failures.
As a means to resolve the findings of the safety analyses, SAE ARP 4754 identifies the use of system
architectural features such as redundancy, partitioning, or dissimilarity to eliminate or contain the degree
to which an item contributes to a specific failure condition. However, SAE ARP 4754 does not use the
same definitions of key terms as the nuclear industry. The aviation industry terms of redundancy,
partitioning, and dissimilarity are comparable to the nuclear industry concepts of redundancy, isolation,
and diversity.
Redundancy is the provision of more than one means for accomplishing a function. For example,
redundancy can involve additional separate equipment to perform the same function as a primary piece of
equipment. The redundant elements may be parallel or backup, active or passive, and/or of similar or
dissimilar designs. SAE ARP 4754 indicates that redundancy is necessary to provide failsafe design
protection from catastrophic failure conditions. SAE ARP 4754 further indicates that redundancy also
may be necessary to meet the requirements associated with other severe failure conditions.
SAE ARP 4754 describes partitioning as a "design technique for providing isolation to contain
and/or isolate faults and to potentially reduce the effort necessary for the system verification processes."
Partitioning is a similar concept to isolation as used in IEEE 603.
The concept of dissimilarity as used in aircraft design is similar to the concept of diversity as used in
the nuclear environment. The following excerpt from Sect. 5.4.1 of SAE ARP 4754 indicates that the use
of dissimilarity or diversity is encouraged:
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"For all but the simplest systems, it is practically impossible to guarantee the correctness and
completeness of requirements or the correctness of all necessary assumptions. An architectural strategy
incorporating dissimilarity can be a powerful means of reducing the potential for errors in requirements or
in design implementation to cause serious effects... ." Additionally, the standard states that "[w]hen
dissimilarity is used as a means of design error containment, the degree of credit should be related to the
type and scope of design errors shown to be covered by the dissimilarity.... Assuming adequate
independence can be shown, dissimilar design implementations of dissimilar functions can provide
containment coverage for both implementation and function requirements errors."
SAE ARP 4754, Sect. 5.4.1.2, "Dissimilar, Independent Designs Implementing an Aircraft-Level
Function," also includes the following:
"To be considered within this category, there must be substantial differences between the designs in
terms of the means of preventing the top level failure condition(s), the methodology by which the designs
are created, the technology through which the designs are implemented, and the operations through which
the functions are used. Validation of any assumptions of independence is of particular importance in
demonstrating compliance...
Alternate architectures are also identified .in the standard if dissimilar independent designs cannot be
achieved. These include backup parallel designs, active-monitor parallel designs, and primary/secondary
designs. The final case corresponds to dissimilar designs implementing a function with a primary portion
satisfying the highest DAL associated with the most severe conditions and the secondary portion at a
DAL that is one level lower than the primary portion.
3.2.3

Diversity Usage Examples

Aircraft manufacturers Airbus Industrie and Boeing provide the most extensive examples for digital
FBW FCSs that have been developed for the commercial aviation industry. Airbus A320 serves as one of
the earliest implementations and is included in this survey. Successor Airbus flight controllers and the
Boeing 777 (B-777) FCS are also presented to capture the evolution of diversity usage in modern FBW
systems.
3.2.3.1 Airbus A320
The A320, which was certified in 1988, represents a pioneering use of digital FBW FCSs in
commercial aircraft [42]. The overall FCS is composed of diverse redundant primary and secondary
control systems. The primary FCS is the elevator and aileron computer (ELAC) while the secondary FCS
is the spoiler and elevator computer (SEC). The ELAC and SEC are physically and electrically separated
with their own redundant sensors, communication (e.g., data/command links), and power supplies.
Each FCS consists of a self-checking pair based on two channels composed of a control computer
and a separate monitor computer. These paired computers form redundant modules within each system,
with the ELAC being duplicated and the SEC being triplicated. The redundant modules control redundant
actuators. While one module is active, the other module is in standby mode and the redundant actuators
are not active. Figure 3.2 illustrates the general architecture employed for the A320.
The pairing of control and monitor computers for the ELAC and SEC systems results in four
functionally diverse implementations [43]. The control computers in each system supply flight commands
based on normal laws for controlling the assigned actuators. Functional diversity arises because the
control elements for the primary and secondary FCS are different. The SEC also provides a reduced
functionality backup to the ELAC based on alternate flight control laws. Additionally, manual control
based on direct control laws is provided through direct electrical linkage and is backed up mechanically as
well.
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Fig. 3.2. Airbus A320 architecture. (Adapted from Ref. 44.)

The monitor computers implement similar functionality to the control computers, with each derived
from the same functional requirements, to support comparison against the control computer outputs. This
approach allows controller performance to be monitored for failures. When a failure of a control computer
is detected by a monitor computer, primary control is transferred to a redundant module or, if unavailable,
to a secondary FCS module. Diversity between the monitor and control computer applications within a
module is promoted through use of different development teams, with some measure of forced diversity
provided due to different design and implementation tools. Thus, the functions for the control and monitor
computers are not necessarily identical and the programming for each provides some diversity due to
personnel and tool set differences.
Different companies supplied the ELAC and SEC modules for the A320. Thomson-CSF (Compagnie
Gdn6rale de T616graphie sans Fil--CSF) supplied the ELAC modules, which are based on Motorola
68010 CPUs, while SFENA and Aerospatiale supplied the SEC modules, which are based on Intel 80186
CPUs [45]. For each FCS, different teams programmed each channel in different computer languages and
then implemented using different compilers. For the ELAC, the control computer was programmed in
Pascal while the monitor computer was programmed in C. For the SEC,.the control computer was
programmed in MACRO assembler while the monitor computer was programmed in Pascal [46].
Therefore, the primary and secondary FCS for the A320 used two different design and
manufacturing teams with different microprocessors (and associated circuits), different software
architectures, and different functional specifications [47]. Within each FCS, separate design teams using
different languages, compilers, and other design tool sets were used for the control and monitor channels
[48]. Table 3.3 provides a summary of diversity usage for the Airbus A320.
Table 3.3. Summary of diversity usage for Airbus A320
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Different architectures

x

Details
Two flight control systems with
different microprocessors

ý_qi~ip

ent

lnllfWcUrer~.

'

____

Different manufacturer-same design

_______________

x

ELAC supplied by Thomson-CSF;

SEC supplied by SFENA and
Aerospatiale
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Table 3.3. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Logic Processing EquIipment
Different logic processing architecture

x

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

Lif-ye
Different design organizations/companies

Details
,__,__
Motorola 68010 vs Intel 80186

x

ELAC and SEC fulfill a different
flight control purpose based on
different control laws; SEC has
reduced functionality mode to back
up ELAC; Each FCS provides
redundancies comprised of dual
channels for control and monitoring

x

ELAC and SEC supplied by different
hardware/software company teams
Inherent difference in FCS design
teams due to different
organizations; Separate teams
within each organization engaged to
develop control and monitor
channels (forced diversity through
design independence and different
toolsets)
Inherent difference in FCS
implementation teams due to
different organizations; Separate
teams within each organization
engaged to develop control and
monitor channels

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

i

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certif. personnel)

i

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

x

Different control laws implemented
in ELAC and SEC; Reduced
functionality flight controller in
SEC (alternate and direct control
laws implemented)
ELAC control in Pascal vs monitor
in C; SEC control in assembler vs
monitor in Pascal; different
compilers used

Signa I_____________
KJ~

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors
Other Diver!sity Coasiderations
Parallel Diverse architecture with Redundant SelfChecking computer pairs;
Diverse (reduced) functional requirements;
Size and weight constraints

x

Some data diversity due to slight
time and amplitude variations for
measurements

Diverse flight control computers for alternate
overlapping control functions; Reduced
functionality backup provides alternate
automatic control; Redundant control/monitor
pairs within each flight control system
implemented With different languages and
coding tools

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).
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3.2.3.2 Airbus A340
The Airbus A340, certified in 1992, represents an evolution of the digital FCS developed for the
A320. As with the A320, the overall FCS for the A340 also employs diverse redundant primary and
secondary control systems. These systems are the Flight Control Primary Computer (FCPC) and the
Flight Control Secondary Computer (FCSC). The primary FCS is also identified as PRIM (meaning
PRIMary flight control computer) and the secondary FCS is identified as SEC (meaning SECondary
flight control computer). In a manner that is consistent with the architecture established for the A320,
both PRIM and SEC are composed of control/monitor computer pairs. These pairs constitute separate
parallel channels within each system. These paired channels are replicated to provide three PRIM
modules and two SEC modules. Within each module, the control channel generates the flight commands
while the monitor channel generates comparative "commands." Both computers within a module compare
differences in their outputs based on common input signals. If differences between the outputs exceed a
threshold and persist for a sufficient interval, the module is automatically disconnected from the control
path to provide a "fail fast" scheme. Control is automatically transferred to a redundant "standby" module
that serves as a hot spare [49].
Functional diversity between the primary and secondary FCS is achieved through different control
laws, control elements, and reduced functionality. The PRIM system implements elaborate flight control
laws for fully functional flight control, while the SEC system implements simpler, more robust flight
control laws (i.e., less functions aimed at ensuring smoother flight and greater passenger comfort) [47].
Other diversity usage between the PRIM and SEC systems includes different microprocessors (Intel
80386 for PRIM and Intel 80186 for SEC), different hardware suppliers (Aerospatiale for PRIM and
Sextant Avionique [formerly Thomson-CSF and SFENA]), and different application development teams
within the common system supplier (Aerospatiale) employing different design approaches and
implementation tools (e.g., different high-level specification languages, coding techniques, programming
languages, and compilers/translators were employed for the different channels within the different
systems) [48]. Specifically, the PRIM control channel was coded automatically in assembly language
while the SEC control channel was coded manually in assembly language. Additionally, the PRIM
monitor channel was programmed using PL/M (program language for microcomputers) while the SEC
monitor channel was programmed using Pascal [47,48]. Table 3.4 provides a summary of diversity usage
for the Airbus A340.
Table 3.4. Summary of diversity usage for Airbus A340
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Different architectures
Lquipgi Manufacitireir

Details

x

Two flight control systems with
different microprocessors

x

PRIM and SEC supplied by
Aerospatiale (hardware by different
manufacturers-Aerospatiale and
Sextant Avionique, respectively)

___

Same manufacturer-different version

Procei•g Equipi•pmen
Different logic processing versions in same
architecture

..

.•g
x
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Intel 80386 vs Intel 80186

Table 3.4. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

uncio~hna1
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

x

PRIM and SEC employ different
control laws and primarily
manipulate different control
elements; SEC has reduced
functionality mode to back up
PRIM; Each FCS provides
redundancies comprised of dual
channels for control and monitoring

Different management teams within same company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,.
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certif. personnel)

x

Independence between development
teams maintained
Separate design teams for both FCSs
and for channels within each FCS
Separate implementation teams for
both FCSs and for channels within
each FCS

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

x

Signal,
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors
•

x

Oher Die

Different control laws implemented
in PRIM and SEC; Reduced
functionality flight controller in
SEC (alternate and direct control
laws implemented)
PRIM control channel in assembler
(automatic coding) vs SEC control
channel in assembler (manual
coding); PRIM monitor channel in
PL/M vs SEC monitor channel in
Pascal; Different
compilers/translators used
Some data diversity due to slight
time and amplitude variations for
measurements

_______Considerations________

Parallel Diverse architecture with Redundant SelfChecking computer pairs;
Diverse (reduced) functional requirements;
Size and weight constraints

Diverse flight control computers for alternate
overlapping control functions; Reduced
functionality backup provides alternate
automatic control; Redundant control/monitor
pairs within each flight control system
implemented with different languages and
coding tools

"Intentional diversity (x).

3.2.3.3 Airbus A380
In 2007, the progressive development of the Airbus digital FCS continued with the certification of
the A380. The overall FCS for the A380 also employs diverse redundant primary and secondary control
systems. The FCPC and FCSC of the A380 provide similar functionality to those of the A340. The
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primary differences between the overall FCS approaches for the two aircraft involve architectural
changes. The A380 does not provide any mechanical backup for the electronic control linkages, and the
FCPC and FCSC are both triple redundant (i.e., three modules of control/monitor channels) for the A380.
The diversity usage for the A380 is similar to that employed for the A320 and A340. The FCPC is
supplied by Thales Avionics (formerly Thompson-CSF and later Sextant Avionique), while the FCSC is
supplied by Diehl Aerospace, which is a joint venture of Thales Avionics and Diehl Group. The FCPC is
based on the Motorola Power PC CPU, while the FCSC is based on a different CPU (identified as a
"SHARE" processor in Ref. 47). As before, the functional requirements for the FCPC and FCSC are
different (i.e., based on different control laws for different primary control elements with a standby
reduced-functionality backup provided by the FCSC). Similarly to the previous generations of the Airbus
FCS, the data flow within the system is loosely synchronized between pairs and modules. Thus, slight
differences arise in data values.
Finally, the different suppliers for the FCPC and FCSC result in the use of different development
teams for the two systems. Within each organization, different development teams are provided for the
control and monitor channels and the use of different automatic code generation tools based on different
languages and different compilers/translators is enforced [47]. Table 3.5 provides a summary of diversity
usage for the Airbus A380.
Table 3.5. Summary of diversity usage for Airbus A380
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different architectures

x

Two flight control systems with
different microprocessors

iiNientwaifactureri
Different manufacturer-same design

x

FCPC supplied by Thales Avionics;
FCSC supplied by Diehl Aerospace

0.gi. Prc.oeessmg Equipmiinen
.
Different logic processing architecture

x

Motorola Power PC for FCPC;
Different processor for FCSC

Functional

__

LI

_________

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

x

Primary and secondary controllers
provide diverse overlapping flight
control, with each using checked
redundancy involving dual channels
for control and monitoring; FCSC
has reduced functionality

Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certified personnel)

i

Thales jointly owns Diehl
Aerospace, but the companies are
managed separately
Inherent.difference in design teams
due to different organizations
Inherent difference in teams due to
different organizations

i
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Table 3.5. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

x

Details
Different control laws implemented
in FCPC and FCSC; Reducedfunctionality flight controller in
FCSC (alternate and direct control
laws implemented)
Control and monitor programs in
different languages; different
compilers used

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors
Other IDjyersity Cons iderali'011

_

x

Some data diversity due to slight
time and amplitude variations for
measurements

_

Parallel Diverse architecture with Redundant SelfChecking computer pairs;
Diverse (reduced) functional requirements;
Size and weight constraints

Diverse flight control computers for alternate
overlapping control functions; Reduced
functionality backup provides alternate
automatic control; Redundant control/monitor
pairs within each flight control system
implemented with different languages and
coding tools

alntentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).

3.2.3.4 Boeing 777
The Boeing 777 was certified in 1995. It represents the initial and foremost example of the Boeing
approach to digital FCS. The B-777 primary flight control system (PFCS) was supplied by GEC-Marconi
Avionics Ltd. [50]. The PFCS consists of three parallel channels that are physically and electrically
separate. Each channel contains an identical primary flight computer (PFC). The PFCs are the central
controllers of the PFCS. The PFCs are connected to data buses to enable transmission of commands to
four Actuator Control Electronics units (ACEs) and also to permit information exchange among the
controllers.
The channels share their data for equalization to permit direct comparison of consistent
computational outputs. In addition, the channels conduct a median selection among their shared outputs to
validate each final actuation command [51]. The need for agreement among the channels creates the
potential for Byzantine faults [52]. However, the chosen implementation approach provides Byzantinefault tolerance through bus and data synchronization to address asymmetric faults in communication and
command validation to address asymmetric values in functional outputs [49].
In addition to satisfying numerical reliability targets for the PFCS, Boeing also addressed
deterministic goals in its design. These goals were as follows: (1) "[n]o single fault, including common
[cause] hardware fault, regardless of probability of occurrence, should result in an erroneous ...
transmission of output signals without a failure indication" and (2) "[n]o single fault, including common
[cause] hardware fault, regardless of probability of occurrence, should result in loss of function in more
than one PFC" [53].
Consequently, the concept of triple modular redundancy is employed for all hardware resources of
the PFCS (e.g., computing systems, airplane electrical power, hydraulic power, and communication
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pathways). In particular, triple modular redundancy is used in the design of each PFC through the
provision of three internal computational lanes [54]. Essentially, the PFCS consists of three identical
channels composed on three dissimilar (or diverse) lanes. Thus, the design constitutes a "Triple-Triple
Redundancy" architecture.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, three-version dissimilarity is integrated into the design through the use of
different hardware (i.e., three different microprocessors). Each PFC consists of three dissimilar
computational lanes, with each lane containing its own microprocessor, power supply, and
communication interface [55]. The three identical PFCs are designated as Left, Center, and Right. Each
PFC receives data from all three of the flight control data buses, but transmits only on its associated bus
as shown in the figure. Cross-channel comparisons for median selection are performed based on
communications across different buses (e.g., the Left PFC compares its current command against Center
and Right commands received across the "C" and "R" buses).
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Fig. 3.3. Triple-triple redundancy architecture of the primary flight computer. (Adapted from Ref. 55.)
The functionality of each lane is the same, but each is assigned a separate operational role. The three
modes of operation are command, monitor, and standby. The command lane is the active controller for
the channel. The monitor lane performs. the same calculation as the command lane and shares its output
for comparison. The standby lane is effectively in hot standby mode as it also performs the same
calculations. However, the standby lanedoes not transmit its output unless it is activated due to a failure
of the command lane. The cross-lane comparisons involve transmissions across the same bus (e.g., the left
[L] bus for the Left PFC) [56].
The initial design approach proposed for the B-777 PFCS was to implement significant diversity
among the lanes of each PFC through the use of different design teams and different software
implementations [57]. However, Boeing decided against such extensive diversity due to concerns that
(1) the management of multiple development teams would be onerous and prone to error [50], (2) effort to
maintain independence among the development teams would restrict communication among software and
systemengineers and prevent correction of requirements errors [58], and (3) adoption of N-version
programming would not be effective in avoiding common programming errors [55]. Thus, a single
development team for the software application was used to generate the control software as common Ada
source code. To enhance software quality, formal methods (e.g., static and dynamic analyses) were
applied to PFCS algorithms [50]. Nevertheless, a different Ada compiler for the software implementation
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in each lane was used to enhance the triple dissimilarity [55]. Table 3.6 provides a summary of diversity
usage for the Boeing 777.
Table 3.6. Summary of diversity usage for Boeing 777
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Different architectures

Same manufacturer-different version

x

Three flight control channels
composed of three lanes that are
based on three different
microprocessors

x

GEC-Marconi Avionics developed
flight control system

x

Motorola 68040 vs Intel 80486 vs
AMD 29050
ARINC 629 data bus in all cases

___the
l~ogic

Pritessing

Details

Equipmcnt

______________

Different logic processing architecture
Different data flow architecture
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

Same for all PFC; zone controls (left,
center, right) with median select for
commands among controllers;
Pilot-assist mode for degraded
operation (very limited
functionality, common to all
channels); Diverse manual controls
also available (mechanical linkage)

Life-eyw1e
Different management teams within same company

Separate teams for diverse software
development rejected over concerns
that (1) management of multiple
teams would add excessive
complexity, (2) interactions
(requirements clarifications) would
"corrupt" independence, and
(3) N-version programming would
be ineffective

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

Common to, all channels; Degraded
mode (reduced functionality + pilot
assist) provides minimal automatic
control or simple support of manual
control
Same source code for all channels
and lanes (programmed in Ada);
different compilers used for each
lane

Different functional representation

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors

-
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Shared cross-equalized signals for
each zone

Table 3.6. (continued)
Diversity attribute

sa

Details

Parallel Redundant (zone separation) architecture with Diverse computers (lanes) within each control
embedded diverse Redundant Self-Checking
channel for internal comparison; Redundant
computers;
triplets (lanes for command, monitor, standby)
Formal methods applied to minimize requirement
implemented with same software using
specification errors;
different compilers
Size and weight constraints
'Intentional diversity (x), not applicable or no information (-).

3.3 Chemical Process Industry
3.3.1

Overview

The chemical process industry transforms the raw materials of the earth, sea, and air into industrial
and commercial products. Within the U.S., the chemical process industry employs almost 900,000

workers and generates over $660 billion in products and assets. While volatile chemical reactions and
toxic constituents are frequently involved in the product stream, the domestic chemical process industry
maintains injury and illness rates half of the U.S. manufacturing average [59].
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) under the U.S. Department of Labor
enforces health and safety regulations for industrial processes and has regulatory oversight responsibility
for workplace safety and worker health. Additionally, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE) established the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) to develop and disseminate
voluntary guidance for use in the prevention of chemical accidents.
The U.S. chemical process industry regularly produces, stores, transforms, and consumes highly
toxic, explosive, highly flammable, and carcinogenic materials in large quantities. Moreover, it employs
physically (e.g., temperature, pressure) and chemically aggressive environments to perform its basic
functions. Hazardous material processing takes place in plants that share many features with NPPs.
Modem chemical plants feature a main control room that presents information about the plant and process
status to the operator. Local control loops may also be employed to control particular aspects of the
process operation. Plants may be spatially extensive with many distributed process steps, possibly
implemented in parallel branches, or compact with the primary reaction occurring in a small set of tanks.
Plants may produce large volumes of bulk products (e.g., fertilizer or polyethylene) or relatively small
quantities of high-value products (e.g., pharmaceuticals or nuclear fuel). The quality of the product (e.g.,
tires, pharmaceuticals) may have as large a safety implication as the operation of the plant. In general, the
breadth and diversity of the processes and products of the chemical industry require a higher degree of
abstraction than the nuclear power industry in the evaluation of plant control and safety architectures.
While chemical processing plants have many features similar to those of NPPs, they can be
significantly more complicated to safely and effectively operate and maintain. A notable difference
between chemical processing plants and NPPs is the fact that feedstocks enter and products exit during
operation of the former. The required ingress and egress of materials during process operation makes the
concept of containment of those input and output materials inherently less rigorous than for an NPP.
While some chemical plants operate in purely batch mode, where feedstock chemicals are loaded prior to
processing and products are unloaded following processing, this is not common for high-volume
production that involves more continuous real-time control.
Another important difference between .chemical processing and NPPs is the potential storage of large
volumes of hazardous materials on-site in the case of the former. In chemical plants accidents can occur
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outside of the processing steps with the feedstock or product materials as well as during active processing.
Further, the intermediate products in chemical processing plants can be hazardous and reactive with the
environment, potentially having violent reactions with air or water, making control of small leaks
potentially more important in chemical than in nuclear plants. Finally, nuclear power plants have a
deenergized safe shutdown condition. Chemical plants do not necessarily have a rapidly accessible,
deenergized shutdown condition. Plant shutdown in chemical plants can be a multistep, time-consuming
process. For example, polymerization resulting in a line blockage can occur in the process piping if the
process temperature is lowered, potentially allowing hazardous pressure buildups.
In spite of the aforementioned differences in application context, there still remains significant
similarity between control and protection systems at chemical processing plants and NPPs. Within a
chemical process plant, the primary control functions are performed by the basic process control system
(BPCS) while protective functions are provided by separate, high-integrity safety instrumented systems
(SISs). An SIS is "composed of sensors, logic solvers, and final control elements whose purpose is to take
the process to a safe state when predetermined conditions are violated" [60]. Typical SISs include
emergency shutdown systems (ESD or ESS), safety interlock systems, protective logic systems, and
safety shutdown systems (SSD). Although SISs traditionally involve physical (e.g., pneumatic and
hydraulic) and electrical (e.g., direct wired, electromechanical, and solid-state relay) systems,
programmable electronic systems (PESs) are becoming prevalent. Common PES platforms include
programmable logic controllers (PLCs), distributed control systems (DCSs), or application-specific standalone microcontrollers.
3.3.2

Guidance on Diversity Usage

The 1992 OSHA rule on Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals [61] is the
federal regulation for the chemical processing industry most directly comparable to Chapter 7 of the
NRC's Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800). The OSHA rule was developed to prevent and mitigate
hazardous releases of the regulated chemicals. The rule was adopted following several catastrophic
chemical and petrochemical incidents causing multiple deaths and extensive property damage. In
particular, a toxic gas leak at a chemical process plant in Bhopal, India, directly caused the death of over
2000 people. Inadequate safety design and nonfunctioning safety systems due to poor maintenance were
identified as contributing factors [62].
The OSHA rule addresses process hazard assessment, risk control measures, and consequence
evaluation for system failures, as well as documentation and maintenance requirements. The central
OSHA requirements are founded on a process hazard analysis that identifies, evaluates, and specifies the
controls for the hazards of a particular process. Of note, the rule requires "that equipment complies with
recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices" as opposed to prescriptively specifying
particular equipment design and performance requirements. There are no specific requirements regarding
consideration of the potential for CCF vulnerability or the use of diversity.
Following the 1985 Bhopal disaster, the AIChE/CCPS developed a series of guidelines providing
technical information and recommendations for chemical process safety. In particular, the CCPS
Guidelines for Safe Automation of Chemical Processes [63] provides the most extensive guidance on
design practices for SISs. Most of the information presented in this section is drawn from the guidance in
this document. Additional guidance and standards considered include the CCPS guide, "Guidelines for
Safe and Reliable Instrumented Protective Systems" [64]; the Instrument, System, and Automation
Society (ISA) standard S84.01-1996, "Application of Safety Instrumented Systems" [65]; and IEC 61511,
"Functional Safety: Safety Instrumented Systems for the Process Industry Sector" [66].
Starting with the safe design, defense-in-depth is generally employed for chemical processes through
provision of successive independent protection layers (IPLs). As a result, thorough separation between
BPCS and SIS layers and among individual systems is encouraged to promote independence. Depending
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on the risk, each SIS is assigned an integrity level (IL) from among three distinct safety performance
levels. Redundancy of components and signal paths, along with the extensive use of active diagnostics,
provides degrees of fault tolerance associated with each IL level. Specific techniques to minimize faults
include software quality assurance practices, use of watchdog timers, pulsed outputs to detect failures,
and fault-tolerant configurations (e.g., triple modular redundant with two-out-of-three voting).
Additionally, SIS interlocks are designed to be failsafe.
Nevertheless, recognizing CCF to be a significant concern for control and safety systems (especially
those employing PESs), the CCPS recommends diversity in protective systems for hazardous processes.
Diversity is identified as referring to "factors that make two components (e.g., devices, subsystems,
systems, software systems, communications systems, sensors, or final control elements) different in a way
that minimizes common mode fault" [63]. The CCPS further states that diversity "may include the use of
different physical methods, technology, manufacturers, installation, maintenance personnel and/or
environment" [64].
Identifying the degree of risk in the chemical process, and thereby determining the SIS diversity
needs, begins with a detailed process analysis. After process hazards have been identified, process
modifications to reduce the overall risks are then considered. Next a basic process control strategy is
identified. Process risks are then assessed, through probabilistic risk assessment, by considering accident
likelihood and consequences coupled with predicted safety equipment performance probabilities. A
minimum safety performance integrity level is then associated with a particular process based upon the
identified risk and the available IPL. Higher risks are associated with higher ILs and increase the required
amount of engineering rigor in the process control, and safety system design. For the highest integrity
level, the CCPS recommends that "Diversity should be considered and used where appropriate" [63].
The CCPS safety evaluation model, relatively speaking, maintains a considerable degree of
correspondence with that of the nuclear power industry. The CCPS safety evaluation model employs
independent protection layers-roughly in accord with the "echelons of defense" of the nuclear industry.
The CCPS endorses separation (lack of direct communication), independence (no common components or
collocation), and diversity of each layer of the control and protection system(s). The CCPS also provides
guidelines for necessary exchange of information among separate safety channels (e.g., for voting) and
for buffered intercommunication to other. components. Employing multiple, independent protection layers
is also provided as an example of increasing safety system diversity.
Acknowledging the significant functional difference between the process control and safety systems,
most of the CCPS diversity recommendations adopt that difference as a basic diversity attribute.
Essentially, the chemical industry notes that the functions of the control system and the safety system are
different. Consequently significant diversity is thus inherently obtained by having independent safety and
control systems.
The CCPS does not provide detailed guidance on how much diversity is required for a particular
process risk. In fact, the CCPS specifically places the responsibility for determining the appropriate
amount of safety engineering on the plant owners. The minimum number of Independent Protection
Layers required to address a process risk can be derived from the user company's safety policy.
However, the CCPS guidance does provide high-level recommendations on the use of diversity,
depending on the IL associated with each SIS. Diversity usage recommendations include the use of
different technologies, different manufacturers (or products from different vendors), and different
application programming teams. For hardware diversity, different sensors and logic equipment are
identified as options. For system software diversity, different controller/logic platforms and smart sensor
devices are recommended. For application software diversity, development of different programs is
recommended. It is explicitly noted in the guidance that diversity "can cause serious problems when
reliability is sacrificed to achieve diversity" [63]. Therefore, diversity is recommended only where
reliable components are available.
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Finally, the CCPS does provide cautionary guidance about the difficulties in eliminating CCF
throughout the system life-cycle. The CCPS indicates that CCFs are frequently of human origin with
system maintenance, testing, and design being prime common failure sources. The elimination of these
vulnerabilities is thus difficult to achieve in SIS. Further, while the CCPS does endorse both passive and
active diagnostics of the plant control and safety systems (e.g., internal and external watchdog timers) at
the same time the guidance notes that the additional complexity engendered by the diagnostics increases
the possibility for system failure from a separate source. Thus, a balance between adequate diagnostic
coverage and minimizing system complexity is required.
3.3.3

Diversity Usage Examples

Specific applications and particular company guidelines based on the principles established by the
CCPS are proprietary and not generally available. Thus, this discussion of diversity usage in the chemical
process industry focuses on the guiding practices found in the CCPS documents.
In its guidance, the CCPS states the design of an SIS must address failsafe characteristics, fault
prevention and mitigation, separation between control and protection, diversity, software quality and
performance, diagnostics, and communications. The CCPS recognizes and advocates types of diversity
that are consistent with the diversity attributes identified in NUREG/CR-6303.
The diversity type most definitively advocated in chemical plant process safety design is functional
diversity. The CCPS recognizes that the goals of the process control and safety systems are different (one,
to produce product, the other, to bring to the plant to a safe shutdown condition) and that considerable
diversity inherently derives from this difference of purpose.
The CCPS also advocates signal diversity as a powerful technique for minimizing the potential for
CCF. The central identifying characteristic of the signal diversity principle is to provide a diverse
measurement of the same process measurement point. The CCPS indicates that signal diversity is
preferentially obtained through measuring diverse system attributes and then applying a system model to
correlate the measurements. Transducer diversity within a single measured variable (e.g., a resistance
temperature detector vs a thermocouple) is also recommended.
Further, the CCPS does recognize that the use of diverse hardware, computer operating and system
services software, compiler, programming language, and application programs can combine to minimize
the potential for CCF vulnerabilities. In fact, the use of different technologies, such as relays vs PLCs, is
identified as an effective option that minimizes the need for additional diversities. Additionally, the CCPS
recognizes that increased diversity and improved safety can result from diverse design and maintenance
teams. In particular, the CCPS notes that diverse application software between the control and safety or
among separate safety systems provides protection against CCF. The CCPS also provides a cautionary
note that having a common set of functional requirements inherently limits the diversity achievable in
application software. However, the CCPS does not provide guidance on quantifying the particular risk
reduction associated with employing any particular form of design, equipment, software, or human
diversity.
Table 3.7 provides a summary of diversity usage recommended by the CCPS. Specific diversities
related to hardware, system software, and application software are recommended for SIS at the highest IL
(IL 3). Hardware and system software diversity is recommended between SIS controllers and SIS smart
field devices. This diversity usage is considered optional between SIS and BPCS controllers. Application
software diversity is recommended between SIS controllers and smart field devices and between BPCS
and SIS controllers. Additional software application considerations identify different logic between SIS
and BPCS controllers as well as the use of dedicated, user-approved engineer's workstations and
programming utility software (from the SIS hardware vendor).
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Table 3.7. Summary of diversity usage for chemical process plants
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

-

Identified as an option (e.g., relays
vs PLCs); hardware diversity of
this type minimizes need for
additional diversities
Different PES (e.g., different PLCs)
promotes hardware/software
diversity (e.g., different

Desijgn,
Different technologies

Different architectures

x

implementation and behavior)

Equipmenit Manufacturer: i>
Different manufacturer-same design

____

x

Different hardware to avoid
common vulnerabilities or

-

Noted as an option (different

manufacturing defects

Same manufacturer--different version

products)

Lo~gic Proces~sing Equipment<
Different logic processing architecture

F~unctinal
Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

Life-cycle
j&7
Different design organizations/companies

x

Different PLCs to promote different
implementation and execution of
functions

x

Different purpose and function
between control and safety
systems; Safety interlock vs
control or different interlocks (i.e.,
different activation indicator or
protection means)

4
-

Identified as option if supplier
. configures application

x

Not addressed in guidance
Helps avoid common development

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Helps avoid common
implementation and interaction
errors

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different runtime environment

x

Different functional representation

x

Different algorithms and logic (i.e.,
batch/continuous control vs
interlocks or different input/output
relationships for interlocks)
Different system services and
runtime management to avoid
common faults
Different programming languages
and methods to avoid common
errors

Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

errors
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Table 3.7. (continued)

Diversity attribute

.s gnl

Usage'

. .....

Details

____________"_..........
__________..........______-____.____
::::

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Employed wherever feasible for
critical measurements

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Employed wherever feasible for
critical measurements
Employed to ensure separation
between safety and control

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors
Other Divi~esjty Culsideraton A
1
Diverse Redundant architecture for Integrity Level 3
safety interlock systems;
Emphasis on use of hardware, system software, and
application software diversity;
Separation of safety and control;
Recommends communication isolation

x

Design and equipment diversity to promote
hardware and system software differences;
Functional, life-cycle, and software diversity to
promote application software differences;
Signal diversity to promote separation and
input diversity; Separation among safety
devices recommended as well as separation
between control and safety; Any
communications with high-integrity devices
should be "read-only" (i.e., data or demands
but no change commands such as
reprogramming)

aIntentional diversity (x), not applicable or no information (-).

3.4
3.4.1

Rail Transportation Industry
Overview

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) under the U.S. Department of Transportation
promulgates and enforces rail safety regulations as a central element of its mission to oversee domestic
rail transportation. In the U.S., rail transportation is subdivided into three categories: freight, intercity
passenger service (Amtrak), and local commuter service. The most sophisticated rail switching and
control systems are in the densely interconnected local commuter rail networks. Freight railroads
currently have a mix of purely manual and remotely operated manual controls with little system
automation.
In Europe, the European Railway Agency (ERA) was established in 2004 to facilitate an integrated
railway system by reinforcing safety and interoperability. The primary activities of the ERA involve the
development of economically viable common technical standards and approaches to safety, and serving as
the system authority for the European Rail Traffic Management System.
Collision avoidance is a key operational safety concern for railway and train control. Signaling,
interlocks, and train speed control are critical functions for ensuring railway safety. Ensuring
unobstructed routes and track circuits while controlling train traffic requires a distributed system of
sensing and control elements, both embedded on the trains and stationed along the tracks. By stopping or
slowing trains to inhibit access to occupied tracks, railways have a readily accessible safe state. Thus,
systems can be designed to fail to a local de-energized "stop" configuration. Essentially, a failsafe
condition can be achieved in which all trains stop [67]. This failsafe approach results in a practical
emphasis for rail safety system on identifying faulted conditions and stopping the affected trains until the
hazard can be cleared or the system can be fixed. Because of the distributed nature of the rail network, the
widely varying track loads (e.g., demand profile), and the localized action for interlocks and train control,
safety-critical functions for railway management have some different characteristics and implementation
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approaches compared to NPP protection functions that respond to more inherently interrelated processes
with more global (i.e., plant-wide) actions. Nevertheless, insights into approaches to mitigate the potential
for CCF vulnerabilities can be drawn from diversity usage by the rail transportation industry.
3.4.2

Guidance on Diversity Usage

The FRA safety regulations are found in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The Signal and
Train Compliance Manual is formed by Parts 233-236 of Title 49. Of particular relevance is Subpart H,
"Standards for Processor-Based Signal and Train Control Systems," of Part 236, "Rules, Standards, and
Instructions Governing the Installation, Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair of Signal and Train Control
Systems, Devices, and Appliances" [68], which establishes regulations addressing the use of
microprocessors in signal and train control systems. Other subparts address requirements for interlocking
systems, traffic control systems, and automatic train stop, train control, and cab signal systems.
The regulations in 49 CFR 236 Subpart H require the establishment of a Railroad Safety Program
Plan (RSPP) based on product safety plans (PSPs). The RSPP must address system requirements and
concepts, design for V&V, design for human factors, and configuration management controls. In
particular, a safety analysis must be included which describes the critical behavioral characteristics, risk
assessment procedures, any safety precedence applied, and the safety assessment process. In addition to
containing the aforementioned risk assessment, the PSP must also provide a hazard mitigation analysis
and V&V plan as part of a complete description of the safety assessment. Within the regulations, practices
developed by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association (AREMA) for the
application of vital electronic/software-based equipment are adopted. Coded processors represent a highintegrity implementation approach that contributes to addressing the potential for CCF vulnerabilities.
This approach will be described in the subsequent examples of diversity usage.
As indicated previously, the ERA began in 2004 through publication of the European Rail Safety
Directive (2004/49/EC),* which forms the basis of the European rail safety scheme. However, this
directive is at a high level, emphasizing overall system quality and not focused on implementation
methodologies. Subsequently, the ERA issued the initial Common Safety Methods and guidance on the
development of Common Safety Targets. The Common Safety Methods, developed as recommendations
in late 2007, primarily address the use of risk assessment, based on hazard identification and consensus
assessment principles, as a means of establishing safety requirements [69]. In April of 2008, the first
recommendations on a framework of methods to be used for calculation, assessment, and enforcement of
Common Safety Targets were issued. Generation of the first set of Common Safety Targets is anticipated
in 2009.
The principal European railway standard that addresses digital safety-critical systems is the
CENELEC (European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization) European Norm (EN) 50128
"Railway applications-Communications, signaling and processing systems-Software for railway
control and protection systems" [70], which draws heavily from IEC 61508 [71]. The norm provides
guidance on software safety integrity levels, personnel and responsibilities within the software life-cycle,
life-cycle documentation, requirements specifications, architectures, design and implementation,
verification and testing, software/hardware integration, validation, assessment, quality assurance, and
maintenance.
Within EN 50128, the guidance on software assessment highly recommends a Common Cause
Failure Analysis. The informative Annex B describes methods of CCF Analysis as "general quality
control, design reviews, verification and testing by an independent team, and analysis of real incidents
with feedback of experience from similar systems" [70]. The norm also contains specific guidance
regarding software architectures that addresses means to mitigate CCF. These include defensive
http://www.era.europa.eu/PUBLIC/CORE/SAFETY/Pages/default.aspx
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programming, safety bag techniques, and diverse programming. Defensive programming techniques
include approaches to check for control or data anomalies, such as plausibility checks for data or control
flow sequence checking for code execution. The safety bag approach is based on the concept of a safety
envelope (or "bag") surrounding the application to ensure only safe actions are authorized (see Annex B
of Ref. 70). Safety bag techniques involve an external monitoring application on an independent computer
with the application based on a different specification from the safety-critical application. The purpose of
the safety bag processor is to confirm that the actions/commands of the safety-critical application are
"safe, not necessarily correct, actions" [701. Given detection of a potentially hazardous state for the
safety-critical application, the safety bag processor enforces a safe state. Diverse programming involves
N-version programming with arbitration based on either complete agreement or majority voting. For
software of the highest safety integrity level (SIL 4), defensive and diverse programming techniques are
highly recommended while safety bag techniques are recommended.
3.4.3

Diversity Usage Examples

Deployed automatic train control and traffic management systems, as described in the literature,
employ varying amounts of system diversity, which is generally achieved through software. However, an
early example of computerized train control relies on fault tolerance through hardware rather than
diversity. The Computer Aided Traffic Control (COMTRAC) system is used by the Japanese National
Railways (JNR) to provide high-speed train control for its Shinkansen trains [72]. The system was
inaugurated in 1964 and was upgraded using digital technology 8 years later. The fault tolerant approach
employed is based on hardware redundancy. For the COMTRAC system, dual or triple symmetric
computers, each of which operate on equalized data using the same software, are continuously monitored
by a failsafe comparator that enforces a safe state upon detection of a discrepancy. As is the case for the
Japanese nuclear power industry, the Japanese rail transportation industry accepts well-proven
programming techniques and experience with digital systems in nonsafety applications.
An automatic train control system employing software diversity was implemented by Ericsson in the
commuter train system of Gothenburg, Sweden, in 1978 [73]. The Gothenburg system underwent a
formalized, high-quality software development process similar to that described in BTP 7-14, "Guidance
on Software Reviews for Digital Computer-Based Instrumentation and Control Systems" [74]. The
system also employed component-level redundancy. The Gothenburg system invoked software diversity
by using two independent design teams provided different design rules.
An Italian train control system has also been implemented using software diversity through
sequentially running diverse programs and comparing their results for error detection [75]. A more recent
example is the Computer-Based Interlocking system designed by Ansaldo Trasporti. This system employs
identical computers and computing environments within a triple modular redundant architecture to form a
Safety Nucleus for vital processing. However, each of the three interlocking-logic application programs is
different (i.e., N-version programming). A logic exclusion comparator enforces failsafe conditions upon
any detected disagreement [76].
A different means of achieving software diversity is reported to have been implemented for licensing
purposes in Germany in 1984. In this case the final program object code was reverse engineered to obtain
the requirement specifications, which were then cross compared with the originals to verify lack of
translation errors [77].
Even more recent examples of railway control system design focus on the use of redundant
hardware, high-quality software, and stopping trains in case of system failures [78]. Control systems with
a fully diverse means to both decide that the rail system is in an unsafe state and bring the system to safe
shutdown are not yet available.
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Three examples of unique diversity usage in safety-critical rail transportation application involve
either the safety bag approach or vital coded processors. These techniques are illustrated in the following
examples.
3.4.3.1

Austrian FederalRailways

The Elektra railway interlocking control system was designed by Alcatel Austria for the Austrian
Federal Railways. The Elektra system was first implemented in 1989. The architecture employs diversity
through its dual channel checking system [79,80]. One channel, designated as the interlocking processor
(ILP), executes the interlocking control software (i.e., functional computation), while the other channel,
designated as the safety bag processor (SBP), executes the monitoring software (i.e., checking
computation). Intercommunication between the processors is implemented via the Votrics communication
layer to provide a fault-tolerant message passing architecture for functional monitoring and
communications monitoring [81]. Both channels employ redundancy and active replication with identical
triple-redundant hardware and software internal to a channel. The replicated, redundant modules perform
synchronized computations and require complete agreement to support failure detection. Any faulty
component that is detected is reset and resynchronized. The monitoring channel's purpose is to check
whether each interlocking control function places the system in a safe state. Actions are only performed if
the second channel agrees that the results proposed by the first channel do not violate any safety
conditions. If this is not the case, a transition to a safe state is invoked.
For the Elecktra interlocking system, the safety bag implementation employed diverse development
teams within Alcatel. Additionally, diverse functional requirements were the basis for the channels, with
different functions programmed using different tools in each channel [82]. Specifically, the software
specifications for the monitoring channel were derived from the railway authority's operating regulations,
while the software specifications for the interlocking control channel were based on functional
requirements. Additionally, the monitoring channel was programmed according to a rule-based paradigm,
while the interlocking control channel was programmed according to a procedural paradigm. Thus,
different languages (i.e., Pamela for SBP and CHILL for ILP) and compilers were used. Table 3.8
provides a summary of diversity usage for the Austrian Federal Railway implementation of the Elektra
system.
Table 3.8. Summary of diversity usage for Austrian Federal Railways (Alcatel Austria)
Diversity attribute

Usage"

Different architectures

Equilm~e

Details

J

Desigii___

Mnqufacturert<

-

7

Control and monitor channels
implemented on identical platforms

j

Different logic processing architecture

Intel 80286 or 80486 CPUs used (no
intentional diversity specified)

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means
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x

Control vs safety purpose; Diverse
requirements; Control vs checking
functions; Execution by functional
computation vs rule-based
comparison; Dual permissive
needed for action (SBP must
authorize IPL action)

Table 3.8. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,'
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Difference in algorithms/logic
(functions vs rules) and architecture
(procedural vs rule based)

Different functional representation

x

Different software language (CHILL
vs Pamela); Different compilers
used

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Measurement of process (train
speed/location) vs communication
of system status (controller
operations and variables)

Oter

x

No information provided
Different teams established within
Alcatel
Different teams established within
Alcatel

Diversity Considerations______________________

Parallel primary-checker architecture;
Fundamentally diverse functional requirements;
Formal verification of controller software

Safety bag processor for verification of safe
action; Checker performs concurrent validation
j with failsafe response

'Intentional diversity (x), not applicable or no information (-).
3.4.3.2 ParisRail
In 1988, the Paris Public Transportation Authority (R~gie Autonome des Transports ParisiensRATP) and the Soci~t6 Nationale des Chemins de fer Frangais (French National Railway CompanySNCF) engaged a consortium of railway equipment manufacturing companies (GEC Alstom Transport,
MATRA Transport, and CSEE Transport, now part of Ansaldo Trasporti) to develop a microprocessorbased automatic train control system. The resulting Syst~me d'Aide A la Conduite, A l'Exploitation et A la
Maintenance (SACEM) fault-tolerant train speed control system was first implemented on the Paris Rail
line A (RER A or R~seau Express Regional A). SACEM was characterized by development of the vital
coded processor (VCP) approach [83]. In 1998, an application of the VCP for the unmanned automatic
subway, M~t~or, enhanced the use of a formal development process to reduce the potential for design
errors. The VCP approach is currently supported by manufacturers such as Siemens and Alstom for
applications that include the Canarsie Line in New York and the North East Line in Singapore.
The basic premise behind the VCP is to provide a hardwired comparator to confirm the proper
execution of the safety or control function in the computer system by comparing expected (i.e., predetermined) properties of the code against observed or generated properties of the code. The principle of
encoding is based on expressing information about the application program and its execution using an
arithmetical code, an operational signature, and a dynamic or temporal code (i.e., "technique of
dynamisation") [84]. The process for implementing the VCP proceeds as follows [85]. Using a formal
process (based on the B formal language for the examples cited), an implementation (i.e., abstract model)
is first developed from the software specification in the formal language and is subsequently translated
into code. As part of this process, the implementation undergoes formal proof during the development
process. The translation of the implementation into code is based on two diversely developed translators
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(i.e., different teams, designs, and programming languages) [85] to yield two distinct versions of the code.
One version is compiled to become the safety application object code.The other version is processed to
create reference signatures of the code execution. The VCP is implemented with a hardwired checker that
compares precomputed signatures against the actual signatures corresponding to the runtime values. If a
discrepancy is detected, an error has occurred and a failsafe condition is enforced.
For the SACEM example, formal methods were used at a later stage of the development effort than
for the Mdt~or example. Essentially, the code (written in Modula 2) was developed, inspected, tested,
subjected to formal proof, and then processed through formal re-expression (i.e., a formal specification
was generated after the fact). Separate teams were used at each stage of the process: design, safety
assessment, validation, and formal re-expression. Additionally, separate sub-teams were used for
validation [86]. In the case of the M&t6or application, a formal specification was developed up front [85].
In this case, the concept of separate teams at different life-cycle stages persisted with separate formal
support, development, testing, and validation teams. It should be noted that this use of separate teams at
different stages of the life-cycle does not necessarily provide life-cycle diversity at the latter stages
because the final system is an individual integrated system rather than two separate systems. Thus, there
are not two separate, parallel developments by teams that can remain separated, as would be customary
usage for life-cycle diversity. Table 3.9 summarizes the diversity usage for the Paris Rail applications.
Table 3.9. Summary of diversity usage for Paris Rail (RATF)
Diversity attribute

Usage"

Details

Different approach-same technology
Different architectures

x
i

CPU + hardware checker (FPGA/PLD)
Same (integrated) system architecture
but different microarchitecture

Equnipe'ni NMaimifac'turer$&
Same manufacturer-different design

x

Integrated applications developed by
same consortium/company on
interconnected platforms supplied by
different manufacturers

I :.ic
Processing Equipment.
Different logic processing architecture

i

CPU vs gate arrays (result of design
diversity)
Integrated implementation (no inherent
diversity)
Shared bus (no inherent diversity)

Different component integration architecture
Different data flow architecture

-

Different underlying mechanisms

i

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

x

Different response time scale

i
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Encoded data processing vs signature
comparison (result of intentional
functional diversity); Different
execution mechanisms (result of design
diversity)
Control vs safety purpose; Control vs
checking functions; Execution and
dynamic generation of coded signatures
vs comparative logic for signatures
Sequence of operations vs comparison of
intermediate states against correctness
criteria (result of intentional functional
diversity)

Table 3.9. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Different design-organizations/companies

-

Different management teams within same company

-

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

x

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment

-

Different functional representation

x

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

i

Details
Application development by same
consortium/company
Integrated product (No intentional
diversity specified)
Different designers/programmers for
control function vs checking function
(related to expertise); Different teams
providing different expertise for parallel
application development
Different validation teams for different
codes; Integrated final system (no
intentional diversity specified)
Difference in algorithms/logic and
architecture (related to technology and
function)
Synchronized execution
Arises from technology difference (result
of design diversity)
Diverse code translators for generation
of code from formal implementation;
Software language vs hardware
description language are inherently
diverse (result of design diversity)
Measurement of process (train
speed/location) vs communication of
system status (controller operations and
variables)

Embedded Primary-Checker architecture;
Coded processor for end-to-end control; Checker
performs concurrent validation with failsafe
Fundamentally diversity functional requirements;
response
Formal verification of controller software
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information (-).

3.4.3.3 Los Angeles Metro Green Line
In the mid-1990s, the Center for Semicustom Integrated Systems (CSIS) at the University of Virginia
(UVa) teamed with the Advanced Technology Group of Union Switch and Signal (now a part of Ansaldo
Trasporti) to develop the Vital Framework (VFrame) [87]. The V-Frame is a fault-tolerant safety-critical
platform to support the use of COTS hardware and software. The V-Frame can be seen related to the VCP
approach except that it does not depend on formal development of the initial code or application-specific
implementation of dedicated hardware.
The VFrame embodies the safety-critical algorithm-based fault tolerance (SC-ABFT) approach
developed at UVa [88]. SC-ABFT provides a method for verifying whether applications are executed
correctly within a certain probability. In this approach, an application or algorithm is decomposed to its
fundamental operations or primitive blocks so that the sequence of execution for those operations can be
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verified though the generation and confirmation of a check-stream. To avoid the paradox of a selfreferencing system, a separate checking device accomplishes the verification of the check-stream [87].
The decomposed algorithm can be represented in terms of a data flow graph that captures key
attributes of the set of equations. In particular, the data flow graph uniquely identifies each operator, each
input and output object, and the temporal relationship among operators in the execution sequence. Based
on this deconstruction, code words can be generated to construct the check-stream representing the
correct execution of the algorithm. Subsequently, the correct operation of each primitive block can be
precomputed and stored in a look-up table. The blocks themselves are simple enough to allow proof of
correctness. Having precomputed, proven blocks enables checking the correct execution of each block in
real time by comparing the results ofthelook-up table versus those of the code calculation. Additionally,
corresponding check-streams can be established to enable verification of correct execution in the field.
This checking capability is implemented either in "a redundant processor executing software or a lowcomplexity custom hardware device" [88]. This type of system relies on having primarily discrete, as
opposed to continuous, variables to allow the control system to be decomposed into a finite set of states.
The VFrame implementation of the SC-ABFT was demonstrated in prototype form simulating the
Los Angles Metro Green Line. The first demonstration at UVa involved a COTS-based test system using
a Motorola 68040 processor card with supporting I/O implemented in a VME-based chassis [88]. Also,
the check process was performed via a check algorithm that executed on a Motorola 68040 processor
card. Later prototypes involved the use of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), with a commercial
platfonn being subsequently developed by Ansaldo. Table 3.10 summarizes the diversity usage for the
Los Angeles Metro Green Line prototype.

Table 3.10. Summary of diversity usage for LA Metro Green Line (Ansaldo/UVa)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different approach-same technology

x

CPU + hardware checker

Different architectures

i

(FPGA/PLD)
Same (integrated) system
architecture but different
microarchitecture

Different manufacturer-different design

x

L ogic

Proces sing

Equipmient

JjY

Application development by
different organizations; Different
processing equipment
manufacturer
________________

Different logic processing architecture

i

Different component integration architecture

-

Different data flow architecture

-
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CPU vs gate arrays (result of design
diversity)
Integrated implementation (no
inherent diversity)
Shared bus (no inherent diversity)

Table 3.10. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Different underlying mechanisms

i

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means

x

Different response time scale

i

Life-cycle
Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

i

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

-

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment

-

Different functional representation

i

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

i

Details
Encoded data processing vs criteria
comparison (result of intentional
functional diversity); Different
execution mechanisms (result of
design diversity)
Control vs safety purpose; Control
vs checking functions; Execution
by lookup of precomputed results
based on encoded data vs
comparative logic for signatures;
Actuate track switches (or train
controls) vs interrupt power for
failsafe configuration
Sequence of operations vs
comparison of intermediate states
against correctness criteria (result
of intentional functional diversity)
Application development by
different organizations (Ansaldo
and UVa)
Inherent different in control
designers/programmers for control
function vs checking function
(related to organization and
expertise)
Integrated system (no intentional
diversity specified)
Difference in algorithms/logic and
architecture (related to technology
and function)
Synchronized execution
Arises from technology difference
(result of design diversity)
Software language vs hardware
description language (result of
design diversity)
Measurement of process (train
speed/location) vs communication
of system status (controller
operations and variables)

(thi
Diversit
onkiertiois
:>
Embedded Primary-Checker architecture;
Coded processor for end-to-end control;
Fundamentally diverse functional requirements;
Checker performs concurrent validation with
failsafe response
Formal verification of controller software
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information (-).
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3.5 Summary of Nonnuclear Industry Diversity Usage
Table 3.11 summaries the diversity usage identified through the investigation of the nonnuclear
industries. While specific examples may not be easily translated into the nuclear power application
domain, key insights from each industry can help to inform the development of a basis for guidance on
diversity usage at NPPs.
Table 3.11. Summary of diversity usage for nonnuclear industriesa
Diversity attribute

SS

IS

20

40

80

77

C

A

PR

LA

Different technologies
Different approach-same technology
Different architectures
EquipmienthufantftUrer'i
Different manufacturer-different design
Same manufacturer--different design
Different manufacturer-same design
Same manufacturer-different version
gicProcessin.g E
t.
Different logic processing architecture
Different logic processing versions in
same architecture
Different component integration
architecture
Different data flow architecture

.
.

.
.

.
.
x

.
.
x

.
.
-

.
x
i

.
x

-

.
.
x

.
.

-

.
.
x

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
x

X

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

x

.
.
x
.

.
.

-

.
.
x

.

.

.

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

x
.
.

-

..

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

Different underlying mechanisms
Different purpose, function, control logic,
or actuation means
Different response time scale

.
x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within same
company
Different design/development teams
(designers, engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation
teams (testers, installers, or certification
personnel)

x

-

x

-

-

-

x

.

.

.

.

.

x
.

i

-

i

x

i

-

x

x

x

i

i

-

i

x

i

-

x

x

x

-

Different algorithms, logic, and program
architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

.
x

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

x

-

-

-

x

x

x

.
.
x

x

x

i

-
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x-

x

x

Table 3.11. (continued)
Diversity attribute
Different parameters sensed by different

SS

IS

20

40

80

77

C

A

PR

LA

.

.

.

.

.

.

x

x

x

x

.

.

.

.

.

.

x

-

-

x

-

x

x

x

x

-

-

physical effects
Different parameters sensed by same

physical effects
Same parameter sensed by a different

-

-

redundant set of similar sensors
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information

(-).

The aerospace industry tends to rely on high-quality processes to minimize the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities. The use of failsafe design practices with reduced functionality backups characterizes the
prime examples of safety-critical applications for manned space systems.
The aviation industry provided several examples of diversity usage, with two prominent approaches.
The Airbus approach emphasized diversity of development teams and software, while the Boeing
approach emphasized diversity of hardware and implementation tools. The fact that each organization
included microprocessor diversity as part of their practice for diversity usage serves as a significant
finding given the constraints on the implementation (size and weight) and the potential burden on
maintenance in the field. The nature of the application domain favors much different architectural
approaches from what is generally employed within the nuclear power industry as well.
The chemical process industry provides guidance that is similar in nature to the nuclear power
industry. However, no definitive metrics or specific diversity usage template is provided. The nature of
the chemical process industry tends to result in separated safety loops for localized processes rather than
more plant-wide monitoring and protective action as is the case for NPPs. Thus, direct translation of
diversity usage from that industry, even if specific examples were available, would be somewhat limited.
The rail transport industry also provided several examples of diversity usage. Early implementations
of digital train control systems relied primarily on software diversity. The safety bag technique is seen as
a key example of that approach. A more hardware-oriented approach based on encoded processors for
parallel checking architectures was also seen in key examples. These diversity usage examples suggest
different approaches to the system architecture approach that may warrant consideration. However, based
on current architectural configurations at NPPs, careful consideration would be needed to evaluate an
appropriate implementation strategy.
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4. DIVERSITY USAGE IN INTERNATIONAL
NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY
From its inception, the commercial nuclear power industry has included layers of defense to mitigate
the potential effects of failures within the structures, systems, and components of a plant, including I&C
systems. The defense-in-depth concept involves echelons of defense composed of independent systems
that serve as successive barriers and must fail coincidentally to result in an unsafe condition. The
application of this approach encompasses all I&C systems, both safety and nonsafety, with the objective
of managing the risk of core damage or radiation release beyond allowable limits. Echelons (or lines) of
defense have been identified in terms of control (and limitation) systems, reactor trip systems, engineered
safety feature actuation systems, and monitoring and indication systems [7]. These barriers provide
prevention, termination, and mitigation capabilities through either automatic or manual means.
Nuclear safety systems provide the automatic systems for termination and mitigation. These safety
systems typically employ parallel redundancy of channels or divisions with voting logic that requires
majority agreement (e.g., two out of three or two out of four) to actuate the protection function in
response to detection of a design basis event (DBE). Although high-quality design and implementation
practices for safety systems are promoted through quality assurance regulations and Class 1E equipment
requirements, the use of redundancy is maintained so that a single random failure in the safety system
neither trips the plant unnecessarily nor prevents a protective action when the plant conditions require it.
By itself, the redundancy of identical channels or divisions in conventional analog-based safety
systems offers no protection against a systematic fault that is common to all instances of the replicated
implementation. Thus, even for well-established analog-based system designs, the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities is present and is typically addressed through provision of different I&C systems to mitigate
consequences if an automatic trip fails to occur (e.g., manual scram initiation and ATWS systems). These
considerations have resulted in traditional usage of intentional diversity within the nuclear power
industry. In fact, diversity is defined by the international nuclear power industry as the "existence of two
or more different ways or means of achieving a specitied objective" [11] where its usage is generally
provided specifically as a defense against CCF.
When microprocessor-based safety systems were first introduced in the 1980s, the nuclear power
industry recognized the prospect for significant CCF vulnerability among digital systems in which
identical software is executed on identical hardware. The concern is that a latent, systematic fault in the
design or implementation could be present in all identical systems and result in the concurrent failure of
essential safety or compensating systems during a demand. While diversity and other design measures
have been traditionally coupled with high-quality practices for conventional safety systems to mitigate the
potential for common design errors or defects in common components, the complexity of digital I&C
components (e.g., microprocessors) and the less predictable nature of software behavior lead to greater
uncertainty in demonstrating that undetected systematic faults are avoided in the design, implementation,
and operation of digital safety systems. Specifically, although a great deal of effort has been applied to
develop highly reliable software with extremely low failure rates, current software engineering practice
has not achieved the capability to prove quality and reliability (i.e., "error-free" software) through testing
and analysis under all credible conditions. Thus, it is accepted that the added potential for CCF
vulnerabilities posed by digital I&C systems is not negligible and requires additional consideration.
The nuclear power industry's approach to addressing the potential for CCF vulnerability in a digital
protection system consists of some of the most extensive and regulated practices found among the
industries studied in this investigation. The diversity attributes and analysis guidance described in
Chapter 2 were developed concurrently with the first extensive applications of digital technology for
international evolutionary reactors. This discussion presents the findings of the investigation into diversity
usage at international NPPs through several key example cases. The context for the nuclear power
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application domain is established through an overview of traditional practices for the application of
diversity and a discussion of general architectural approaches for incorporating diversity in I&C systems
at NPPs.

4.1
4.1.1

Context for Diversity in Nuclear Power I&C Systems
Traditional Application of Diversity for Nuclear Power Plants

Separation and redundancy, as well as physical barriers and electrical isolation, are generally
employed as design measures to address potential vulnerabilities related to a single failure of equipment
and the propagation of its effect. These measures tend to minimize shared components or equipment and
nonessential interconnections within I&C system architectures. However, common components or
functional interrelationships can also pose potential failure vulnerabilities that may challenge safety
assurance. As stated in NUREG/CR-6303, "[p]hysical and electrical independence is the beginning, not
the end, of common-[cause] failure concerns" since "[r]elated and almost-coincident failures of
supposedly separate systems can occur because of functional interactions, shared signals, common design
errors, common environmental effects, and human actions."
While design criteria primarily embody principles such as high quality, integrity, reliability,
independence, and qualification, NPPs in general, and protection systems in particular, have traditionally
employed diversity as a contributing factor in satisfying safety requirements. From the outset of nuclear
power development, functional diversity through diverse shutdown mechanisms has been employed. For
Chicago Pile #1 (CP-1), three reactor trip capabilities were provided: (1) automatic control rods, (2) a
manually initiated, gravity-driven shutdown rod, and (3) manual liquid control (i.e., reactivity control by
flooding the pile with a cadmium-salt solution). This form of functional diversity relates to different
actuation means and different underlying methods. The use of this approach to functional diversity is
incorporated within requirements concerning provision of diverse reactivity control mechanisms
[cf., GDC 26].
The existence of additional requirements addressing diversity makes it clear that potential
vulnerability to CCF is not specific to digital technology. In particular, the design criterion on protection
system independence (GDC 22) identifies "functional diversity or diversity in component design and
principles of operation" as design techniques to "be used to the extent practical to prevent loss of the
protection function." Consequently, traditional application of diversity for protection and reactivity
control systems has been well established for conventional hardwired I&C systems and components. The
primary instances of this traditional diversity usage involve signal, functional, and equipment (e.g., sensor
or actuator) diversities. Examples of technology-neutral CCF concerns include requirement flaws,
hardware design errors, equipment qualification deficiencies, installation or maintenance errors,
instrument loop scaling and setpoint mistakes, and so forth.
The potential for requirement flaws provides a primary motivation for the use of functional diversity.
Basically, uncertainties in defining postulated initiating events (PIEs) or deficiencies in accident modeling
or analysis have the potential to result in inadequate coverage of the full range of prospective safety
challenges. The use of diverse functional relationships between sensed or calculated parameters (e.g.,
high neutron flux and overpower AT) and the plant conditions that correspond to specific PIEs provides
alternate criteria for initiating a safety response. As noted in Chapter 2, the IEC definition of functional
diversity emphasizes this aspect of the CCF coping characteristics for the functional diversity attribute by
citing an example of diverse actuation initiation criteria (i.e., "trip activation on both pressure and
temperature limit" [11]). Thus, traditional usage and international consensus recognize that functional
diversity can help mitigate the potential for CCF vulnerabilities that may arise from requirement
deficiencies or uncertainties regarding detection and response actuation for PIEs.
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Functional diversity of this type is feasible where diverse measurements are available to support
establishment of more than one actuation initiation criterion corresponding to a specific PIE.
Consequently, signal diversity supports functional diversity through measurement of different parameters
with correlated physical relationships (e.g., pressure and level measurements for confirming coolant
system integrity). Signal diversity also minimizes commonalities in signal sources to mitigate the
potential impact associated with either the loss of shared sensors or common failure of a measurement.
type. The use of signal diversity includes (1) measurement of different parameters by different physical
effects, (2) measurement of different parameters by the same physical effect, and (3) measurement of the
same parameter by redundant, physically separate similar sensors. The first two of these signal diversity
criteria involve the interrelation of physical processes to provide diverse indication of plant conditions
(particularly PIEs) and to provide alternate measurements of vital parameters. The feasibility of specific
signal diversities is dependent on the plant design and available measurement technologies. The third
criterion primarily relates to separation of equipment to avoid potential CCF vulnerabilities from shared
components or environments, although there can be some diversification benefit to the modest differences
in signal trajectory that can be gained through the variations present in separate measurements of
stochastic phenomena (i.e., data diversity).
This use of a parametric diversification approach is common within the nuclear power industry. In.
the United States, the combination of functional and signal diversities has traditionally been used as a
contributing approach to satisfy the requirements of GDC 22. As the findings presented in this chapter
confirm, this CCF mitigation approach is also prevalent in the application of diversity at international
NPPs. The transition to digital I&C systems, in particular for the implementation of safety systems, does
not obviate the importance nor minimize the value of the traditional usage of diversity. Specifically, the
capability to provide a diverse means for accomplishing similar or compensating functions is facilitated
by application of signal and functional diversity to enable diverse measurements and different initiation
criteria. As discussed above, this diversity approach is an effective means for addressing long-standing
concerns about the potential for CCF vulnerabilities that are not limited to software-based safety systems.
At the system level, functional diversity contributes to reducing the potential for common mistakes,
misinterpretations, and errors by the designers and implementers of each system by providing some
diversification of functional requirements and differences in the functions (e.g., relationships, algorithms,
logic) to be implemented. In effect, diverse safety function initiation criteria correspond to diversified
requirements that are captured through different functional expressions, thereby facilitating differences in
the functions and control logic assigned to each diverse system. The impact of this diversification is to
minimize the potential for common systematic faults. In addition to enabling functional diversity, signal
diversity reduces commonalities between systems. Regarding potential CCF vulnerabilities associated
with digital technology, an additional benefit from the combined use of these diversities (i.e., functional
and signal) arises through the reduced likelihood of common signal trajectories. This effect results from
the different input patterns presented to diverse systems that implement different combinations of
functional or logical relationships. Thus, the prospect of concurrent execution profiles is minimized.
4.1.2

Architectural Approaches

The investigation of diversity usage in the nuclear power industry primarily focused on the use of
diversity at the system level, with an emphasis on approaches to address the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities associated with digital safety systems. As discussed above, CCF vulnerability is not unique
to a particular technology and diversity usage practices have been developed in an effort to address
technology-neutral concerns. These practices are consistent with the architectural conventions that have
developed within the nuclear industry. Although different architectures are seen in other industries (e.g.,
the primary-checker architectures of the aviation and rail transportation industries), the differences in the
nature of the application domains (e.g., range of demands, frequency of action, implementation and
operational constraints, regulatory requirements, etc.) complicate any direct translation of those
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approaches to nuclear power usage. Additionally, the architectural approach for I&C systems at NPPs
most strongly relates to defense in depth and thus is treated here as a context for diversity rather than a
consequence of diversity.
As seen in the NPP examples cited below, the application of diversity in the nuclear power industry
involves some systematic subdivision of protection or compensating functions into versions A and B that
represent different systems, redundancies, subsystems, or modules (including software). Some means of
implementing compensating functionality through diversification is provided for each digital safety
system cited in the examples, but there are differences in overall approach. The architectural context for
diversity usaige can be grouped into three general categories: coequal diverse safety systems, primary and
secondary diverse systems, and functionally diverse subsystems.
4.1.2. 1 Coequal Diverse Safety Systems
In this architectural approach, diversity is achieved between two separate safety systems that provide
equivalent protective action. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Systems A and B represent two
diverse systems, each of which processes data to generate commands. The input data are generally
provided through separate paths and are often from different (possibly diverse) sources for the two
systems. Likewise, the commands (i.e., actuation signals) from each system are transmitted across
separate paths to actuation devices that are generally different and may be diverse. Either system can
independently initiate an equivalent safety action in response to a detected event. Although the two
systems typically drive separate actuation devices, their collective action can be seen as a virtual "OR."
providing one-out-of-two logic. In most cases, systems A and B are treated according to the highest safety
class and both can provide full coverage against all DBEs, including normal and abnormal operating
events as well as design basis accidents. The systems typically are separate from end to end (including
sensors and actuators) and do not share any intersystem communication link. The diversification of the
systems is also generally applied across the board (e.g., signals, platforms, functions, actuation
mechanisms, etc.).

Data

Commands
E=SystemB1
Fig. 4.1. Coequal diverse safety systems.

4.1.2.2 Primary and Secondary Diverse Systems
This architectural approach is similar to the coequal diverse safety system approach in that the
diverse systems are primarily treated as separate systems. A key distinction is that the secondary system is
not equivalent to the primary system in some sense (e.g., classification or functionality). Figure 4.2
illustrates the approach. In this discussion, System A is treated as the primary system (i.e., primary safety
system) while System B is treated as the secondary system (e.g., backup system). Many of the
considerations identified above will hold true for this architectural approach. The commands for each
system may remain separate to drive different actuation devices as above (shown as a dotted line in this
figure), or they may combine through logic voting or a priority module to drive the same actuation device.
The distinction between the primary and secondary systems is generally seen in terms of the coverage of
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Commands

Fig. 4.2. Primary and secondary diverse systems.
PIEs and/or the safety classification. Specifically, the secondary system may only provide backup safety
or compensating functions for high-frequency DBEs, such as anticipated operational occurrences
(AOOs). This can be seen in NPP examples of reduced functionality backups such as secondary safety
systems or ATWS systems. The other principal distinction between the diverse systems is the use of a
lower safety class or nonsafety system to serve as the secondary diverse system. Diverse actuation
systems (DASs) and ATWS systems are examples of this distinction with the primary/secondary
approach.
4.1.2.3 FunctionallyDiverse Subsystems
The prior discussion on traditional diversity usage described the strategic use of functional diversity
combined with signal diversity. This usage is recognized as a particularly effective coping strategy for
CCF vulnerabilities attributed to sources such as requirements deficiencies. This diversification can be
applied alone within a single safety system or in conjunction with the other architectural approaches
presented previously. The unique characteristic of functionally diverse subsystems is that two diverse
versions are implemented as subsystems rather than separate systems. Thus, although the diverse versions
may be separated on different modules, chassis, or even cabinets, they will retain some commonality by
the nature of the approach. For example, it is likely that the subsystems will be supplied by the same
development organization using the same platform. Even where different development teams are
intentionally used for the implementation of the subsystems, there will be commonality of the platform
developers and likely some commonality of the system implementers, testers, and installers of the
integrated system.
Figure 4.3 illustrates this architectural approach. It is shown as two safety systems (or, more
commonly, two redundancies within one safety system) that each have two subsystems. The collection of
"like" subsystems A or B constitutes a line of protection (1 or 2) within the overall safety system, which
is composed of the two (or more) redundancies. In practice, there will likely be three or four
redundancies, with each containing the two distinct subsystems. The commands (e.g., partial trips) from
each instance of a subsystem type (i.e., A1, A2, etc., or B 1, B2, etc.) are voted to determine the resultant
safety decision for the individual line of protection (e.g., 1, 2, etc.). The actuation commands from the
lines of protection can be transmitted directly to separate trains of actuators or can be further combined
through downstream coincidence or priority logic.
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Fig. 4.3. Functionally diverse subsystems.

4.2 International Nuclear Power Diversity Strategies
This section presents the specific findings from the investigation into diversity usage at selected
international NPPs. The examples that are described represent a sampling of evolutionary reactors and
modernized plants that employ digital technology extensively. In particular, five of the earliest examples
of highly integrated digital I&C systems that have been implemented at new installations were included in

the survey. These plants are Darlington, Sizewell, Chooz, Kashiwazaki-Kariwa, Temelin and Ulchin. An
example of extensive modernization for an existing plant (Dukovany) based on digital I&C technology
was investigated as well. Finally, two plants currently undergoing licensing and construction were studied
to assess recent trends. These plants are Lungmen and Olkiluoto.
The information presented in this section is derived from available published documentation and
discussions with cognizant sources. The main references are reviews of digital safety systems that discuss
the implementations in general but do not necessarily emphasize the diversity aspect of those I&C
architectures in detail. It is recognized that more extensive information on the designs and more detailed
descriptions of the licensing assessments of these diverse systems could be gleaned from proprietary
sources on the designs and internal licensing reviews bythe national and international regulatory
agencies. However, restrictions on reporting such information compromise its value for this report. Thus,
efforts to enhance the infornation extracted from the published sources included follow-up inquiries
where points of contact could be identified and discussions with technical experts at international
meetings. One objective of this report is to assemble this information from the variety of public sources
and capture it in a summary record.

4.2.1

Darlington (Canada) [89,901

The Darlington Nuclear Generating Station is the site of four Canada deuterium-uranium (CANDU)
reactors supplied by Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. (AECL). Units 1 and 2 were commissioned in 1990
as the first CANDU plants to employ "fully" digital I&C systems. There are two diverse digital shutdown
systems within each unit at Darlington, with each capable of independently shutting down the reactor in
response to detection of any PIE. Thus, the Darlington architectural approach for diversity usage
corresponds to coequal diverse safety systems.
The two shutdown systems, designated as Shutdown System Number 1 (SDS 1) and Shutdown
System Number 2 (SDS2), are functionally independent and physically separate from each other, and
from the plant control systems that support normal operation. Specifically, functional independence
between the shutdown systems is provided through the use of different means for safety actuation based
on diverse physical principles: mechanical (solid) shutoff rods for SDSI and direct liquid poison injection
into the moderator for SDS2. Where feasible, each shutdown system has two diverse trip parameters
corresponding to each PIE. Thus, additional functional diversity is provided internally within each system
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through diverse actuation initiation criteria as well as between shutdown systems through the diverse
actuation mechanisms. Diverse trip parameters are available between shutdown systems in a few cases
(e.g., low flow and low Ap for loss of flow events). Separate sensors are used for each shutdown system,
and where feasible, diverse measurements are employed for the same parameter (e.g., in-core neutron
flux).
Figure 4.4 shows the architectural arrangement of computers for SDS 1 and SDS2. Each shutdown
system contains three physically separate but identical divisions composed of trip computers. The inputs
to each trip computer consist of measured- parameters and test signals/commands, while the outputs are
trip signals and display data. Communication links shown as dotted lines are normally disabled by
hardware interlocks. The human-system interfaces and monitoring computers are also shown on the
figure, including the Display/Test computers for each division with their associated video display units.
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Fig. 4.4. Fully computerized shutdown system.
Redundancy in the form of duplication, triplication, and division voting are used to address single
failures. Initiation of shutdown action is based on two-out-of-three coincidence among division trip
decisions within a shutdown system. SDS 1 depends on general coincidence among divisions for trip
voting (i.e., two divisions indicating trip without regard to correspondence between the particular
actuation initiation criterion), while SDS2 employs local coincidence among divisions for software-based
division trip voting (i.e., two divisions indicating trip for the same actuation trip criterion). Final system
trip voting is performed with relay logic.
The diversity established between SDS 1 and SDS2 begins with the use of computers from different
manufacturers as the base platform for each system. The two platforms are based on different computer
chip families and have different board layouts. Additionally, development of each system employed
separate compilers, computer languages, and development software and was accomplished by different
development teams. Specifically, SDSI uses General Automation (GA) Model 220 machines (based on
the GA-ti6/220 microprocessor) with the application software programmed in FORTRAN and GA
assembler. The trip computers for
tDS2
are Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) Programmed Data
Processor (PDP) computers based on the LSI-G1/23 microprocessor, and the application software is
programmed in Pascal and MACRO assembler. All three divisions within a shutdown system contain
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identical software (except for division identification), but as noted, the software for each shutdown system
is different. Table 4.1 provides a summary of diversity usage for Darlington.
Table 4.1. Summary of diversity usage for Darlington
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

x

Two shutdown systems based on different
microprocessors

Different architectures
Lq4uipinent

Manufacturer

_________________

Different manufacturer-same design

x

General Automation for SDS 1, DEC for
SDS2

Logic 1rocessing Equipiment(
Different logic processing architecture

x

GA-16/220 CPU for SDSI and LSI- 11/23
CPU for SDS2
Different circuit board designs for GA
Model 220 and DEC PDP-11/23

Different component integration architecture

x

Functional.
Different underlying mechanisms

x

CANDU reactors have two separate,
diverse mechanisms for shutting down
the reactor [absorber rods vs borated
water]
Different functional relationships (i.e.,
diverse actuation initiation criteria for
responding to each PIE) are used to the
extent possible within each shutdown
system and, in limited cases where
feasible, between shutdown systems;
Different coincidence logic is used for
voting (general vs local); Different
actuation means are provided [springassisted rod insertion vs pressurized
liquid poison injection]

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Different response time scale

x

Differences in mechanisms provide
distinction in response time; Either
system can shutdown reactor in less than
2 seconds

Different management teams within same
company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams
(testers, installers, or certification personnel)

x

Separate teams established within AECL
to develop diverse systems based on
different platforms using different tools
Different personnel for each team

x

Different personnel for each team
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Table 4.1. (continued)
Usagea

Diversity attribute

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program

architecture

x
x

Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

Details
Some algorithmic differences due to

limited functional diversity between
shutdown systems; Program architecture
differences arising from different
developers and development tools;
Software-based local coincidence voting
provided for SDS2 divisions
Platform-specific runtime environment
SDS 1 programmed in FORTRAN and GA
assembler while SDS2 programmed in
Pascal and MACRO assembler; Different
compilers were also used

SignalA

Different parameters sensed by different
physical effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical
effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant
set of similar sensors

x

Other Diversity Consideiai
.,•
Coequal diverse safety systems

,

Diverse measurements support alternate
actuation criteria within each shutdown
system
Diverse measurements support alternate
actuation criteria within each shutdown
system and, in limited cases, between
shutdown systems (e.g., for loss of flow
events)
Separate sensors used between shutdown
systems and between divisions within
each shutdown system

]

SDSI and SDS2 provide protection against all DBEs
and have separate, diverse actuation means based on
diverse shutdown mechanisms

'Intentional diversity (x).

4.2.2

Sizewell (United Kingdom) [91-95]

The Sizewell B Nuclear Power Station is the only pressurized-water reactor (PWR) in the United
Kingdom (UK). The Sizewell PWR, supplied by Westinghouse, began commercial service in 1995. The
characteristic that distinguished Sizewell from most other PWRs at the time was its extensive use of
digital I&C technology. In fact, Sizewell is the first plant at which the Westinghouse Integrated Protection
System (IPS) was installed. The IPS architectural approach provides an integrated structure of
microprocessor-based subsystems using the Westinghouse Eagle series platform. Features such as the
safety functions that are supported, the configuration of safety divisions into quadruple redundancies
(designated as guardlines), and the provision of two-out-of-four voting logic are generally the same as
those found in conventional analog safety systems at other Westinghouse PWRs. The primary distinction
for Sizewell is that it was commissioned with control and safety system implementations based on
microprocessor technology and digital data links (e.g., networks or optical fiber links). Thus, the Sizewell
B plant serves as a pioneering example of the continuing trend toward more highly integrated digital I&C
systems.
Sizewell represents the use of primary and secondary diverse systems to address CCF concerns.
However, as described below, functionally diverse subsystems are alsoemployed within the digital
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primary protection system (PPS). The PPS implements the reactor trip and engineered safety feature
(ESF) functionality needed to respond to the full range of DBEs. A diverse secondary protection system
(SPS) based on hardwired modules is also provided. As is the case for the PPS, the SPS is arranged in
quadruple-redundant guardlines to enable two-out-of-four voting. Both systems are assigned to the
highest safety class, and no communication interconnection is permitted between them.
At the time Sizewell was designed and the licensing process was initiated, concern over CCF
vulnerability attributed to software was emerging in the international nuclear power industry. As a result,
several design measures, including diversity, and various regulatory review approaches were actively
discussed to address the potential threat posed by digital CCF. To resolve the outstanding issues, the
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) within the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) employed a
special case procedure using a risk-based safety analysis for software-based systems. A principal outcome
of the risk-based regulatory assessment was the requirement for a SPS to provide alternate protection for
high-frequency events (i.e., greater than 10-3 events per year). Thus, the SPS is only credited in the safety
case for the licensing of Sizewell as a diverse backup for safety functions corresponding to a reduced set
of PIEs (i.e., high-frequency events).,
An additional determination of the risk-based regulatory assessment was that the SPS must employ
thoroughly diverse protection technology to sufficiently reduce the risk contribution associated with a
common fault in the system requirements or software design and thereby achieve the required safety
goals. To satisfy this requirement, Laddic technology, which had been developed for use in protection
systems at British gas reactors, was selected as the basis for the Sizewell SPS. Basically, a SPS guardline
is composed of analog trip units for signal processing and Laddic modules for safety actuation voting.
Laddic devices perform logic calculations using pulsed currents through magnetic cores. The
underlying physical mechanism for Laddic logic processing is clearly fundamentally diverse from logic
processing based on integrated circuit electronics. Additionally, given the long history of operation for
these devices in Magnox and advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGRs), Laddic hardware had a welldocumented reliability record in nuclear applications in contrast to the very limited experience with
digital technology at the time.
Other factors that favored the selection of Laddic logic as the basis for the Sizewell SPS relate to the
inherent diversities that arise from the difference in the nature of the technologies. Essentially, the design
methods and implementation tools for Laddic and microprocessors are very dissimilar, and the necessary
expertise and skill sets lead to significant differences in the personnel that are appropriate for either
development team. In particular, British Energy and GEC [General Electric Company plc, now Babcock
Nuclear Services (BNS)] developed the SPS while Westinghouse supplied the remainder of the I&C
systems for the Sizewell nuclear steam supply system (NSSS), including the PPS.
Several aspects of the traditional diversity usage that are described earlier in this chapter were also
incorporated into the Sizewell protection systems. For example, Westinghouse implemented functionally
diverse subsystems as part of the digital PPS at Sizewell. Specifically, more than one parameter measured
by different types of sensors was identified to cover each PIE. Two alternate groupings of these actuation
initiation criteria were assigned to separate subsystems, each of which consists of dedicated computing
resources and input/output electronics.
In each of the four guardlines (i.e., divisions), two sets of functionally diverse subsystems were
established, with one set corresponding to the two diverse groupings of termination functions (i.e., reactor
trip) and the other set providing the two diverse groupings of mitigation functions (i.e., ESF). Keeping
termination and mitigation functions separate is intended to ensure that the echelons of defense remain
distinct. Figure 4.5 illustrates the separation of functionally diverse subsystems for the reactor trip and
ESF within one guardline.
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Fig. 4.5. Functionally diverse subsystems for Sizewell PPS. (Adapted from Ref. 93.)

Correspondingly, diverse sensors are provided in the plant design to enable the functional diversity.
Additional signal diversity is provided between the PPS and SPS with the selection of sensors from
different vendors for each system. Similarly, different vendors were used to supply the reactor trip
breakers associated with each protection system. Inaddition to the eight breakers that are configured in
pairs to give two-out-of-four general coincidence logic for reactor trip, the SPS can also remove power
from the rod control system bus as a backup means of tripping the reactor. Table 4.2 provides a summary
of diversity usage for Sizewell.
Other features of interest for the Sizewell I&C architecture include command prioritization,
application of failsafe principles, signal selection for shared measurements, and digital platform
differences for protection and control. Sizewell contains some safety actuation equipment (e.g., valves)
that can receive control commands from the PPS, the SPS, and the High-Integrity Control System
(HICS). As a result, relay-based "priority" interfaces to safety components are employed to arbitrate
among commands that originate in the different systems. The logic is based on achieving a safe state in
the presence of conflicts.
To better cope with component failures at the system level, the Laddic logic modules can be
configured to fail to a preferred state on loss of power. Thus, a failsafe design was implemented for the
SPS in which a known safe "failed" state is established by design. For the PPS, watchdog timers and
self-diagnostics are included to detect faulted states and enforce a known state as the fault recovery
action. Determining the efficacy of this digital failsafe solution depends on the confidence that can be
achieved through a systematic assessment of whether the self-diagnostics are comprehensive and without
faults of their own.
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Table 4.2. Summary of diversity usage for Sizewell
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different technologies

x

Different architectures

i

Different manufacturer-different design

x

Westinghouse supplied IPS/Eagle
for PPS, while British
Energy/GEC provided Laddicbased SPS

Different logic processing architecture

i

Different component integration architecture

i

Different data-flow architecture

i

Inherent architectural difference in
processing elements due to
technology diversity; PPS based
on Intel 80286 CPUs and SPS
based on Laddic logic modules
Inherent difference in component
integration resulting from different
technologies for PPS and SPS
Inherent difference in data-flow
architecture resulting from
different technologies for PPS and
SPS

Different underlying mechanisms

i

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Two protection systems based on
diverse technologies
[Microprocessor vs Laddic
(magnetic-core-based logic)]
Inherent difference in system
architectures due to technology
diversity

Inherent difference in mechanisms
for accomplishing function due to
technology diversity
Purpose of SPS is to protect against
high-frequency events (10-3
events/year), so SPS provides
reduced functional coverage of
DBEs vs PPS; Different functional
relationships (i.e., diverse
actuation initiation criteria for
responding to each PIE) are used
in subsystems of PPS; Diverse
actuation means provided by SPS
(i.e., remove power from rod
control system bus)
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Table 4.2. (continued)
Usagea

Details

Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i

Different companies developed and
supplied the diverse systems
(Westinghouse vs British
Energy/GEC)
Different personnel for each
company
Different personnel for each
company

Diversity attribute

i

~Logic
Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

i

Different timing or order of execution

i

Different runtime environment

i

Different functional representation

i

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation (e.g.,
structure of logic) due to
technology diversity
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity
Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation due to
technology diversity
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
each protection system
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
each protection system
Separate sensors used between
protection systems and between
divisions (guardlines) within each
protection system

$$7~

Other Diversity Considerations~
Primary and secondary diverse safety systems with
functionally diverse subsystems within the primary
safety system;
Diverse actuation and measurement equipment for
each protection system;
Priority module to arbitrate between commands from
different systems to the same safety equipment;
Failsafe state implemented for secondary system

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).
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~K

Both systems are quadruple redundant and
safety grade, but SPS has reduced functionality
(i.e., credited for limited set of PIEs); Trip
breakers and sensors for each protection system
are separate and supplied by different
manufacturers; Relay logic prioritization at
device-level among some commands from
PPS, SPS, and control system; Laddic logic
configured for safe state on failure/loss of
power

To promote a failsafe reactor trip interface, a dynamic trip bus was developed to provide dynamic
logic units corresponding to each trip parameter. The bus is designed to fail to a safe state if a continuous
stimulus is removed due to failure (i.e., the breakers trip unless they remain actively energized).
Westinghouse practice is to utilize protection system measurements to support reactor controls.
Sharing of these signals is achieved through unidirectional optical serial data links to ensure direct
electrical and functional isolation of the protection system from effects propagating back through the data
link. Functional filtering of the data to guard against propagation of failures from the protection system to
the control system is provided by dual redundant signal selector subsystems that perform data
validation/rejection.
The PPS for Sizewell is implemented on the Westinghouse Eagle 2000 platform, while the HICS is
implemented on IPS and Integrated Control System (ICS) hardware. HICS provides automatic control for
the NSSS, manual control of safety components, and data management for safety displays. The PPS is
based on the Intel 80286 microprocessor, while the HICS CPUs are Intel 80386 microprocessors.
Balance-of-plant control is implemented using the Westinghouse Distributed Processing Family (WDPF)
platform, which also is based on the Intel 80286 microprocessor. The hardware architecture for each
computer subsystem uses the Multibus I internal data bus. The PPS application software was primarily
implemented using a high-level structured program language. Use of assembly language was avoided
except where required by timing or hardware interface constraints. For the Sizewell PPS, PL/M-86 was
the software language employed.
4.2.3

Chooz B (France) [91,96-98]

The Chooz B Nuclear Plant Unit 1, commissioned in 1996, is the prototype of the standardized
N4-class PWRs supplied by Framatome (now AREVA NP). The microprocessor-based safety system for
N4 reactors was jointly developed by Framatome, Electricit6 de France (EdF), and Schneider
Electric/Merlin Gerin (now Data Systems and Solutions-DS&S) and is designated as version two of the
Syst~me de protection intdgrd num6rique (Integrated Digital Protection System-SPIN). Diverse
compensating functions to back up the safety system for a limited set of PIEs are provided by the
Class 2E (i.e., safety-related) ATWS system. Thus, Chooz employs a primary and secondary diverse
system architectural approach for CCF mitigation. Additionally, functionally diverse subsystems are
employed within the primary safety system.
At the system level for automatic control and protection, the reactor protection system (SPIN) is
grouped within the Class lE C03 system (COntr6le-COmmande COuer or I&C system for the reactor
core), which also contains the nuclear instrumentation system and the control rod drive system. The safety
support systems are provided by the Class lE CS3 system (Contr6le des Syst6mes Support de Sauvegarde
or safeguards control system) and SCAP system (Syst~me de Contournement Al'AtmosPh~re or
containment atmospheric control system). General automation is provided by SCAT (Syst~mes de
Commande des Auxiliaires de Tranche or reactor auxiliary systems control), which is implemented on the
Contronic-E platform supplied by Hartmann and Braun (H&B). The Class 2E ATWS functions are
incorporated into SCAT.
As noted, the SPIN system is the primary safety system that provides the reactor trip and emergency
cooling functions. It consists of four divisions of measurement and calculation equipment and two trains
of redundant logic equipment. Figure 4.6 illustrates the configuration of the system. Each division
contains multiple processors. In particular, the ensemble of two acquisition units (UA) and five functional
units (UF) constitutes the Acquisition and Processing Unit for Protection (UATP). In general, the
measurements are quadruple redundant with each sensor set being connected to one of the four divisions.
Within each of the divisions, two acquisition unit processors (UA1 and UA2) acquire the signals. Signals
are distributed from the acquisition units to five functional unit processors (UF I through UF5) using two
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Fig. 4.6. SPIN architecture. (Adapted from Ref. 97.)

separate, redundant protection data networks (called NERVIA). The functional units perform the required
"partial trip" determinations.
Trip data from the UATP of each division are transmitted across redundant, isolated branches of the
protection data network for distribution to the two trains. These data from each division are collected and
retransmitted on two separate protection networks supporting the Logic Safeguard Unit (ULS) associated
with each train. Thus, there are ten protection data networks consisting of eight UATP networks (two per
division) feeding into two ULS networks (each collecting data from one set of four divisional UATP
networks).
Each ULS train (A or B) contains four logic processors (UTPs) that are divided into two pairs
(X or Y). Each pair is connected to a different ULS protection network. Based on the trip data from the
UATPs, the ULS performs two-out-of-four specific coincidence logic and safety features system level
logic. Basically, the SPIN system provides two-out-of-four voting for reactor trip. For emergency core
cooling actuation, a logical operation is included that provides an "OR" operation between dual two-outof-two voters. In both cases, the SPIN design provides protection against a single failure.
Table 4.3 provides a summary of diversity usage for Chooz. As noted above, the N4 design provides
ATWS functions in the SCAT system to provide protection against high-frequency events should the
SPIN system fail. The ATWS functions are treated as Class 2E, so the system adheres to enhanced quality
requirements. The probabilistic safety analysis for the N4 plant showed that loss of secondary feedwater
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Table 4.3. Summary of diversity usage for Chooz
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Different architectures
.:Equipment Man u ta ctur e r: :

x
;1

ii

!•, • ••!::~~~•

:::

Details
Two systems (safety and ATWS)
based on different microprocessors

Different manufacturer-same design

x

SPIN by DS&S vs Contronic-E by
H&B

Different logic processing architecture

x

Motorola 68000 for SPIN vs Intel
80286 (with' an Intel 80287 coprocessor) for Contronic-E

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Purpose of ATWS with SCAT is to
protect against high -frequency
events (10-3 events/year), so the
diverse Class 2E backup system
provides very reduced functional
coverage of DBEs than that provided
by the primary Class IE safety
system; Different functional
relationships (i.e., diverse actuation
initiation criteria for responding to
each PIE) are used in subsystems of
SPIN; Redundant trains with separate
communication paths are provided
for safety component actuation

x

i

Different companies developed and
supplied the diverse systems (DS&S
vs H&B)
Different personnel for each company

i

Different personnel for each company

Life-cycle
~~
Different design organizations/companies
I
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)
Logic

4~h/

~

_____________________

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
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x

Algorithmic and logic differences
between diverse systems due to
limited scope of ATWS (i.e., reduced
functionality with some use of
different relationships); Functionally
diverse subsystems within primary
safety system provide algorithmic
and architectural differences as well
as logic differences between trains

Table 4.3. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
SPIN subsystems
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
SPIN subsystems
Separate sensors used between diverse
systems and between divisions
within SPIN

Othr

Diversity Oonsiderations

___________________

Primary and secondary diverse systems with
functionally diverse subsystems within the primary
safety system;
Diverse measurement equipment for each system;
Priority module to arbitrate between systems
commanding safety equipment

Primary system is quadruple redundant safety
system, while secondary (backup) system is
lower-safety-class ATWS system that provides
reduced functionality (i.e., covers very limited set
of PIEs); Separate signals for primary and backup
systems; Separate signals among divisions of
safety system but common redundant network
links for diverse sensor and trip signals associated
with functionally diverse subsystems within
division; Relay logic prioritization at device level
among some commands from safety and control
systems

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).

is particularly important in the event of SPIN failure, so an ATWS protection signal based on low-steamgenerator level was implemented. Thus, the ATWS scope offers very limited coverage against the full
range of PIEs addressed by the safety system. Consequently, the ATWS system constitutes a reduced
functionality backup system where the ATWS and safety systems have a different purpose and utilize
different functions and logic. Since SCAT, specifically ATWS, and SPIN command some common
actuation equipment, priority logic is implemented to arbitrate among these signals, including manual
actuation initiation signals. The priority logic is implemented using relays.
Regarding the implementation of the two diverse systems, the DS&S SPIN platform, which is based
on the Motorola 68000 microprocessor, serves as the Chooz safety system. The H&B Contronic-E
platform used for the ATWS system employs the Intel 80286 microprocessor with an Intel 80287 coprocessor. The software for SPIN was written in C, while a proprietary graphical programming language
was used for ATWS. It is not known whether this language involved function blocks that may have been
written in C or generated C code, so this form of diversity cannot be confirmed.
Finally, additional diversity is provided within the Chooz safety system through the traditional
application of functional and signal diversity to provide diverse actuation initiation criteria corresponding
to each DBE. The diverse functions are distributed within each division by function among the five UF
microprocessors within each divisional UATP, with each unit responsible for one or more protection
functions. Consequently, the algorithms and program architecture among these units incorporate some
differences.
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4.2.4

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa 6 and 7 (Japan) [96,99,100]

Units 6 and 7 of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (KK-6/KK-7) are the first operating
advanced boiling-water reactors (ABWRs). The units were constructed by Hitachi, Toshiba, and General
Electric (GE). GE supplied the turbine/generators for both units, while Hitachi and Toshiba alternated by
unit as the lead contractors for either the NSSS or the balance-of-plant (BOP) systems. Toshiba supplied
the control and safety systems for the KK-6 NSSS, while Hitachi supplied those I&C systems for KK-7.
Commercial operation of KK-6 began in 1996 and KK-7 connected to the electric grid in 1997.
The I&C systems for NSSS control and protection throughout either KK-6 or KK-7 are implemented
on a common microprocessor-based platform using a similar software development environment (e.g.,
design methods, implementation tools, symbolic language). The protection and control systems of KK-6
were implemented on Toshiba Microprocessor Aided Power System Control (TOSMAP) platforms,
whichare based on Intel microprocessor-family CPUs, while the KK-7 systems were implemented on
Hitachi Integrated Autonomic Control System (HIACS) platforms, which are based on Motorola
microprocessor-family CPUs. The application of diversity at KK-6/KK-7 most closely corresponds to an
architectural approach based on a primary safety system and secondary backup system. In this case, the
backup capabilities are provided by limited ATWS functionality and manual controls.
Figure 4.7 shows an overview schematic of the I&C systems at KK-6/KK-7. Safety functions are
implemented in the reactor protection system (RPS) and emergency core cooling system (ECCS). Each
safety system consists of four redundant divisions and employs two-out-of-four voting. Anticipated
transient without scram mitigation logic drives the automatic Reactor Pump Trip (RPT) and Alternate
Rod Injection (ARI) system as an alternate shutdown means using analog circuits. Automatic control for
NSSS systems is provided by I&C systems such as the rod control and information system (RC&IS),
recirculation flow control system (RFC), feedwater flow control system (FWC), and automatic power

Fig. 4.7. Overview of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa I&C systems. (Adapted from Refs. 96 and 99.)
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regulator (APR). In the figure, communication links correspond to multiplexed connections (thick lines)
or hardwired cables (thin lines) where optical multiplexing of field data is performed by remote
multiplexing units (RMUs).
In Japan, the application of digital technology in NPPs progressed systematically from auxiliary
systems, dedicated control loops, and monitoring systems in the 1980s to nonsafety control systems and
then safety systems in the 1990s. The long-term experience gained by the Japanese nuclear power
industry from this phased introduction of digital technology is credited through confidence in the efficacy
of consensus practices (e.g., design measures and software qualification) [101 ] to reduce the potential for
software CCF vulnerability. In particular, a symbolic language (Problem Oriented Language-POL) is
used to provide an intuitive structured representation of the software specifications (interlock block
diagrams) that is implemented through graphically driven coding tools. Additionally, simplicity of
software structure is promoted through simple logic, cyclical execution, static resource usage, and
avoidance of external interrupts. Thus, the Japanese nuclear power industry emphasizes consensus
software development practices that are intended to facilitate software verification and validation as a
primary means for minimizing the potential for systematic software faults.
As noted above, traditional diversity approaches are incorporated in Japanese NPPs. In KK-6/KK-7,
diversity across lines of defense (RPS, ECCS, automatic control) results from the different purpose and
functional relationships that are the bases of each system. Functional diversity is also provided through
diverse means for safety actuation. Specifically, the RPS has three reactor shutdown initiation
mechanisms (i.e., two ways to depressurize scram accumulators and a fast actuation mode for electric
control rod drive mechanism) and the ECCS has two high-pressure injection systems (i.e., the highpressure core flood system and the reactor core isolation cooling system) as well as one low-pressure
flooding system. An automatic depressurization system is also provided to transition to low pressure
should a small break event occur.
To cope with any remaining potential for digital CCF vulnerability, manual safety function initiation
capabilities are provided in the main control room to serve as a diverse backup. Manual safety action is
initiated through hardware switches and hardwired logic circuits, which bypass the digital automatic
safety systems. These manual actions include scram, main steam isolation valve actuation, and highpressure core flood system initiation. Diverse displays of essential parameters are also provided. These
essential measurements consist of reactor-pressure-vessel water level, reactor pressure, main steam
isolation valve (MSIV) status, reactor water cleanup system (CUW) isolation valve status, reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) valve status, and high-pressure core flood system status. The manual trip signal
de-energizes the power to every divisional trip relay so reactor scram is initiated by a diverse mechanism
from that used for automatic trip actuation. Table 4.4 provides a summary of diversity usage at
KK-6/KK-7.
Table 4.4. Summary of diversity usage for Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Units 6 and 7
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different technologies

x

Protection system and limited
backup system (ATWS) based on
diverse technologies
[Microprocessor vs Analog

Different architectures

i

Inherent difference in system
architectures due to technology
diversity

~Designi

circuit]
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Table 4.4. (continued)
Usagea

Diversity attribute

Details

Same manufacturer-different version

x

I&C systems for a unit are
implemented on the same
dedicated digital platform; KK-6
I&C systems are provided by
Toshiba (TOSMAP); KK-7 I&C
systems are provided by Hitachi
(HIACS); ATWS supplier not
specified but likely same as for
other I&C systems

Different logic processing architecture

i

Inherent diversity between digital
platform for safety system and
analog circuits for ATWS; No
diverse digital hardware for
automatic functions; Manual
actuation is hardwired to provide
diverse capability

Different underlying mechanisms

i

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Inherent difference in mechanisms
for accomplishing function due to
technology diversity
Reduced functionality backup
provided through ATWS; RPS
provides three shutdown
mechanisms (Two ways to
depressurize scram accumulators
and a fast actuation mode for the
electric control rod drive
mechanism); ECCS has three
diverse coolant injection systems
(High pressure core flood system,
reactor core isolation cooling
system, and low pressure flooding
system); Automatic
depressurization system to
transition a small break event to
low pressure

Different design organizations/companies

-

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

-

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)
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Design, implementation, and
quality assurance departments
have separate management
Safety systems (RPS, ECCS, etc.)
and control systems (FWC, RFC,
etc.) were designed by separate
teams; No information
development team for ATWS
Separate V&V team conducted
IV&V (based on requirements of
JEAG 4609)

Table 4.4. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

i

Different timing or order of execution

i

Different runtime environment

i

Different functional representation

i

Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation (e.g.,
structure of logic) due to
technology diversity; All digital
safety divisions have identical
software
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity; No
difference for digital safety
divisions; As is common,
asynchronous execution among
divisions and systems
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity; No
difference for digital safety
divisions
Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation due to
technology diversity; For all
digital safety systems, symbolic
language (POL) used to express
software specification and
graphical tools used for
__implementation

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x
x

and validation

Diverse parameters used (e.g., flux
vs pressure)
Diverse parameters used (e.g.,
pressure vs water level or flow)

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

Different redundant sensors for
important parameters (e.g., water
level or reactor pressure) used for
separate systems;

~Other DiversitvConsdcrationh7s

~

Primary and backup diverse systems with very
limited functionality analog backup;
Hardwired manual actuation also provided to protect
against digital CCF in automatic safety system;
Little digital equipment diversity provided

Primary system is quadruple redundant safety
system, while secondary (backup) system is
lower-safety-class analog-based ATWS system
that provides reduced functionality (i.e., covers
very limited set of PIEs); All major I&C
systems are implemented using the same digital
platform; Hardwired Manual scram, MSIV
closure, CUW isolation, and RCIC steamline
isolation; Hardwired manual divisional trip via
diverse nonmicroprocessor-based logic;
Hardwired manual high pressure injection
initiation
alntentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i),.not applicable or no information (-).
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4.2.5

Temelin (Czech Republic) [91,102-104]

The Temelin Nuclear Power Plant is a two-unit Russian-designed water-cooled water-moderated
power reactor (VVER) generating station. Construction based on the VVER-1000/320 design began in
1982 but was suspended at the end of the decade. Following resumption of construction, a modernization
program was initiated to replace the original I&C systems with digital technology. The modernized Unit I
was commissioned in 2002.
The Sizewell protection system design was adopted as a reference, and the Westinghouse IPS was
chosen as the basis for the modernization of the primary reactor protection system (PRPS) at Temelin.
The Temelin architectural design adhered to the Sizewell example of providing a diverse protection
system. However, instead of a secondary system based on the fundamentally diverse Laddic technology,
it wasdecided to use a microprocessor-based system based on a different platform for the Temelin diverse
protection system (DPS). The Westinghouse Ovation digital control modules were selected as the
platform for the Temelin DPS. The principal requirement driving the incorporation of a diverse system is
that the overall plant safety system must be capable of mitigating an event concurrent with a postulated
CCF in either PRPS or DPS, but not both simultaneously.
As is the case for Sizewell, diversity usage at Temelin can be characterized as a primary and
secondary diverse system architecture. Both systems are essentially equivalent in safety classification
with the PRPS being fully Class 1E and the DPS consisting of Class IE and dedicated equipment. The
Temelin DPS assumes the same role as the SPS at Sizewell by serving as a backup safety system for
AOOs that are estimated to occur with frequency greater than 10- 3 events per year. Other than the use of
digital technology for the DPS, the primary difference between the I&C system architecture at Temelin
and that at Sizewell is the constraint of three rather than four divisional sensor sets to conform to the
original Russian-designed configuration of the VVER I&C systems. Thus, both the PRPS and DPS are
implemented as triple redundant systems and each employs two-out-of-three voting logic for actuation.
An additional feature of the I&C system at Temelin is the availability of an additional line of defense
through the presence of a separate reactor limitation system, which was also modernized.
As noted, the PRPS is divided into three identical, redundant divisions. Each division communicates
its partial trip status to the other divisions for two-out-of-three specific coincidence voting by the
microprocessor systems. Subsequent general coincidence voting logic is implemented at the circuit
breakers, which are configured into three trains of actuation logic. The PRPS is implemented using the
Westinghouse Eagle 2000 platform. As with Sizewell, separate functionally diverse subsystems based on
alternate actuation initiation criteria (e.g., parametric diversity arising from signal diversity) are provided
within each division. Each subsystem incorporates a "host" (or main) processor and a number of
supporting processors for communication, input/output, and auxiliary processes. The Eagle processors are
implemented using Intel 80486 microprocessors and supporting integrated circuits. The PRPS application
software is written in a combination of PL/M 86 and ASM86 assembler.
The DPS provides a secondary automatic means to shut down and cool the plant should the PRPS
fail to take appropriate action in response to a reduced set of events (i.e., high-frequency PIEs). The
system also uses two levels of two-out-of-three voting (by the microprocessors and relays). In addition, a
second set of breakers is provided for the DPS. These breakers are separate from the breakers used by the
PRPS and are supplied by a different vendor. As stated above, the three divisions for the DPS are
implemented on Ovation equipment, which is based on Motorola 68000 microprocessors. The DPS
application software is written in Ada.
The Ovation platform provides a compact design in which the processor module, as well as the 1/0
modules, resides on the same VME (VERSAbus-E) bus. Thus, the functionally diverse subsystems within
the DPS are not as distinctly separate as for the PRPS using the IPS/Eagle platform.
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Other differences between the Eagle and Ovation platforms include different bus architectures
(Multibus vs VME, respectively), different network communication technology (proprietary token bus vs
reflective memory bus), and different I/O handling (proprietary vs VME-based). Finally, different
development teams, development processes, development platforms, and tools were used for each system
while different verification and validation (V&V) teams were established as well.
The integration of the primary and diverse safety systems at the actuated device level for Temelin
required a more complicated priority logic module than the relay-based logic at Sizewell. While the
presence of multiple systems (PRPS, DPS, limitation, control, and manual initiation) issuing commands
that must be arbitrated has an impact, the previously identified requirement, in which either safety system
must compensate for loss of the other due to CCF, drives the need for a robust prioritization capability.
Thus, Westinghouse developed nonprogrammable logic (NPL) equipment to implement command
priority logic for safety valves and pumps that are affected by multiple systems. Additionally, a portion of
the diesel generator sequencing logic is also implemented in NPL equipment. The equipment performing
prioritization of safety commands is qualified as Class 1E. Nevertheless, the priority module is a common
point at which both the primary and secondary diverse protection systems connect to the final actuated
device. Because actuation signals from both systems must pass through a common device, the potential
for CCF vulnerability must be considered. Consequently, the NPL design is intended to provide a very
simple, highly reliable component that is more fully testable than a software-based module. Table 4.5
summarizes the diversity usage at Temelin.
Table 4.5. Summary of diversity usage for Temelin
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

Different architectures

x

Two systems (primary and diverse)
based on different
microprocessors

Same manufacturer-different version

x

Westinghouse supplied IPS/Eagle
for PRPS and Ovation (from the
Westinghouse Process Control
Division, now Emerson) for DPS

Logic Processiiig

Equip~inent~

__________________

Different logic processing architecture
Different component integration architecture

x
x

Different data-flow architecture

x

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x
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Intel 80486 vs Motorola 68000
Different chipsets on different
board designs
Multibus vs VME bus
Purpose of DPS is to protect against
high-frequency events (10-'
events/year), so DPS provides
reduced functional coverage of
DBEs vs PRPS; Different
functional relationships (i.e.,
diverse actuation initiation criteria
for responding to each PIE) are
used within subsystems of PRPS
and DPS (i.e., internal functional
diversity); Different trip breakers
(from different suppliers) for DPS
and PRPS

Table 4.5. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Different management teams within same company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,

x

PRPS and DPS supplied by
separate divisions within
Westinghouse
Different personnel for each team

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Different personnel for each team

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

x

Algorithmic and logic differences
between diverse systems due to
reduced scope of DPS (i.e.,
reduced functionality);
Functionally diverse subsystems
within each system provide
algorithmic and architectural
differences
PL/M-86 and ASM86 assembler vs
Ada

7Life-cycle

Details

engineers, programmers)

Sinal

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

Other Diversity Considerations
Primary and secondary diverse systems with
functionally diverse subsystems within the each
diverse system;
Diverse measurement equipment for each system;
Priority module to arbitrate between systems
commanding safety equipment

Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
subsystems of each diverse system
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
subsystems of each diverse system
Separate sensors used between
protection systems and between
divisions within each diverse
system
'

Primary safety system is triple redundant safety
system, while secondary diverse system is also
triple redundant safety system (also of high
safety class) that provides reduced
functionality (i.e., covers a limited set of PIEs);
Functionally diverse subsystems within each
division of each safety system; Separate signals
for primary and diverse systems as well as
separate signals among divisions of safety
systems; Nonprogrammable logic equipment
provides prioritization at device-level among
commands from the two safety systems as well
as among safety and control systems

'Intentional diversity (x).
4.2.6

Ulchin (Korea) [105,106]

The Ulchin Nuclear Power Plant is a six-unit power station. Units 5 and 6 are based on the Korea
Standard Nuclear Power Plant (KSNP) design and were commissioned in 2004 and 2005, respectively.
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For these units, the main I&C systems are implemented on digital computer-based platforms. Figure 4.8
shows the schematic configuration of I&C systems at Ulchin 5&6.
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Fig. 4.8. Overview of I&C systems at Ulchin 5&6.
The safety system at Ulchin is composed of the Plant Protection System (PPS), Core Protection
Calculation System (CPCS), Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System-Auxiliary Cabinet (ESFASAC), Plant Control System (PCS), and Process Instrumentation Cabinet (PI). The nonsafety control
system consists of the NSSS control system, which includes the Reactor Regulating System (RRS),
Feedwater Control System (FWCS). Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS), Control Element Drive
Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS), and Pressurizer Pressure/Level Control System (PPCS/PLCS).
The information and annunciation systems include the Plant Computer System, Plant Annunciation
System and Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS). A Diverse Protection System (DPS) is
installed to mitigate the consequence of ATWS events in the presence of a potential CCF of the PPS.
The PPS is comprised of four redundant channels that perform the necessary bistable, coincidence,
initiation logic and associated maintenance/test functions. Four redundant channels are provided to satisfy
single failure criteria and improve plant availability. The Bistable Processor in each PPS channel receives
process sensor analog inputs, discrete and analog signals from the excore detector systems and discrete
signals from the CPCS to perform the bistable trip functions. A Reactor Trip or ESFAS initiation signal is
generated whenever two-out-of-four redundant bistable trip conditions are sensed in the Local
Coincidence Logic (LCL) processor for a particular function. The PPS produces discrete output signals
from each channel including trip signals used for the Reactor Trip Switchgear System (RTSS) and
actuation signals for each ESF, which are used for initiation of ESFAS.
The ESFAS-AC consists of two independent and redundant trains of equipment housed in separate
auxiliary cabinets. The system-level ESFAS initiation signals are received from PPS, and the ESFAS-AC
performs the selective two-out-of-four actuation logic. Based on the result of this logic, ESF component
level initiation signals are distributed to the PCS.
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The DPS augments the PPS to address the requirements for reduction of risk from an ATWS event,
as required by regulation. The DPS utilizes independent and diverse logic to initiate reactor trip and
auxiliary feedwater actuation. The DPS is a two-channel control-grade system that uses a two-out-of-two
logic to initiate a reactor trip when pressurizer pressure exceeds a predetermined value, or to initiate
auxiliary feedwater actuation when a steam generator level drops to a predetermined level.
In Ulchin 5&6, the PPS and ESFAS-AC configurations are based on the Advant Controller 160
(AC160) programmable logic controller (PLC), which was supplied by ASEA Brown BoveriCombustion Engineering (ABB-CE) [now ABB Group]. The CPCS and the PCS vendors were
Concurrent Computer and Doosan HF Controls (HFC), respectively. The nonsafety control systems are
implemented on digital processors, such as an OMRON PLC or a Foxboro SPEC 200 Micro controller.
The DPS configuration is based on a Modicon PLC, which is now supplied by Schneider Electric. The
use of multiple vendors and digital platforms promotes system diversity among the echelons of defense.
For the KSNP, there are four echelons of defense. The echelons are the control systems, the reactor
trip system, the engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS), and the monitoring and indication
system. For Ulchin 5&6, the reactor trip system and ESFAS share the same digital processors at the
system level. Therefore, any disabling of the digital PPS and ESFAS-AC is assumed to fail all of their
output signals in a credible manner. However, the individual component actuation logic for ESF functions
is implemented at Ulchin using a different digital processor from the system-level ESFAS processor. This
design, based on different processors between system and component levels, enables the component level
control for ESF to continue even if the digital PPS and ESFAS-AC functions are disabled due to CCF.
From the diversity point of view, all critical safety functions at Ulchin (e.g., reactivity control,
inventory control and heat removal) can be controlled by both the control system and the protection
system. These systems are functionally diverse, as are the fluid/mechanical systems they control. In
addition, Ulchin employs both hardware and software diversity between the control and protection I&C
systems to minimize the potential for CCF vulnerability. Specifically, the protection system is based on
the AC 160 microprocessor (i.e., Motorola CPU), the DPS uses the Modicon PLC (i.e., Intel CPU) and
other control systems employ the OMLON PLC (i.e., a vendor specific CPU). Hardwired manual
actuation measures for reactor trip and ESF system/component level actuation are also provided. These
hardwired manual controls are connected directly to the reactor trip switchgear, digital ESFAS-AC
cabinet output or individual ESF component input. Therefore, the DPS and the hardwired manual control
features are available as a means to cope with a postulated CCF that could disable the digital PPS and
ESFAS-AC. Table 4.6 summarizes the diversity usage at Ulchin.
Table 4.6. Summary of diversity usage for Ulchin Units 5 and 6
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

Different architectures

x

Eqipmient Manufacturer
Same manufacturer-different version

x

Two systems (primary and diverse)
based on different
microprocessors
2
ABB supplied the AC160 for
primary protection system and
Modicon PLC for DPS, which
were manufactured by different
companies
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Table 4.6. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Log19 Processin- Ekuijpinept
Different logic processing architecture
Different component integration architecture

Details

x
x

Motorola vs Intel
Different chipsets on different
board designs

x

Reduced functionality backup
provided by DPS to mitigate the
consequence of ATWS event;
Diverse actuation means provided
by DPS (i.e., disconnects the MG
set output contacts for reactor trip)

Different management teams within same company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

PPS and DPS supplied by separate
divisions within ABB
Different personnel for each team

x

Different personnel for each team

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Algorithmic and logic differences
between diverse systems due to
scope and implementation of DPS
(i.e., two-out-of-two coincidence
logic and reduced functionality)

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

Diverse measurements support
different echelons of defense;
Different combined signal sets
support DPS and protection
systems
Diverse measurements support
different echelons of defense;
Different combined signal sets
support DPS and protection
systems
Separate sensors used between
diverse systems and between
divisions within each diverse
system

Fu..ctional
....
Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

Primary and backup diverse systems;
Diverse measurement and actuation equipment for
different echelons and between primary and backup
system

'Intentional diversity (x).
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Protection system is quadruple redundant safety
system, while DPS is dual redundant (2channel) nonsafety system that provides
reduced functionality; Protection system has
hardwired system-level manual actuation
switches which bypass the digital processors of
protection system

4.2.7

Dukovany (Czech Republic) [107]

The Dukovany Nuclear Power Plant is a four-unit power station based on the VVER-440/213
Russian design. A modernization program for each unit was initiated in 2002 with phased implementation
spanning several outages. In 2005, Unit 3, which began operation in 1986, was the first to have its main
upgrade projects.completed. The modernization was accomplished using SPINLINE 3, which was
developed jointly by Schneider Electric and Framatome (now DS&S and AREVA NP, respectively).
SPINLINE 3 was used to upgrade the RTS, ESF actuation system (ESFAS), emergency load sequencer,
reactor limitation system, and reactor control system. For Dukovany, the digital reactor protection system
(DRPS) fulfills the roles of the RTS, ESFAS, and reactor limitation system. Within the DRPS, separate
Lines of Protection (LOP) are established based on functionally diverse subsystems employing diverse
signals and separate trains of actuation equipment.
The Dukovany plant, like other VVERs, is only able to support instrumentation for three divisions of
protection logic. The voting is consequently two out of three. Within each of the three divisions, the
SPINLINE 3 design implements the functionally diverse subsystem approach in a manner similar to that
accomplished at Chooz using the SPIN system. As previously described, at least two parameters are
identified as event indicators associated with each PIE. These diverse actuation initiation criteria are
grouped and processed by separate subsystems, LOP A and LOP B (as shown in Fig. 4.9). The digital
instrumentation system (DIS) performs the data acquisition and safety comparison processing for each
division. The diverse parameters are distributed to separate pairs of processors corresponding to the two
LOP. Partial trip results are transmitted across separate NERVIA networks to each division of the
Sensors

Sensors

Sensors

Fig. 4.9. Digital safety system at Dukovany Nuclear Power. (Adapted from Ref. 107.)
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DRPS where the two-out-of-three voting is accomplished in two trains corresponding to the two LOP.
The voting logic implementation is similar to that described above for the ULS in SPIN at Chooz (see
Fig. 4.6). Both LOP trains control the ESFAS actuators associated with the division, while each LOP train
drives separate diverse trip breakers based on two-out-of-three general coincidence logic. The diverse trip
breakers are supplied by different manufacturers.
While the subsystems utilize separate processing units, the platform and communication network
(SPINLINE 3 and NERVIA, respectively) associated with each subsystem are identical. The SPINLINE 3
platform is based on the Motorola 68040 microprocessor. NERVIA is a high-bandwidth token ring
network that utilizes broadcast messaging for data transfer. The application software is designed based on
formal programming language techniques using a graphical data-flow-oriented development environment
called CLARISSE. The CLARISSE system and software development environment (SSDE) provides
automatic C code generation for analysis or compilation into binary code for direct implementation.
Since no information on the implementation of ATWS functionality was available, the provision of a
diverse backup system could not be confirmed for Dukovany. It was found that the safety (RTS and
ESFAS), limitation, and control lines (i.e., echelons) of defense are all implemented on the SPINLINE 3
platform. The principal diversity argument for functionally diverse subsystems arises from the
diversification of input profiles and execution of different software applications (i.e., different signal
trajectories) such that the diverse subsystems of the RTS and ESFAS should not share any common
stimuli other than the initiating event. Cyclic, invariant execution of functions is used to avoid common
demand dependencies. Consequently, coincident triggering of common faults to cause a CCF would be
unlikely. The impact of time dependency is addressed as a potential common stimulus by requiring
asynchronous operation, static memory and program configuration, no external interrupts, and no
operations requiring accumulation or functions of time. Table 4.7 summarizes the diversity usage at
Dukovany.
Table 4.7. Summary of diversity usage for Dukovany
Diversitv attribute

Ditferent purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

Usagea

Details

X

Ditterent functional relationships
(i.e., diverse actuation initiation
criteria for responding to each
PIE) are used in subsystems
(LOP) of DRPS; Redundant trains
with separate communication
paths are provided for safety
component actuation; Diverse trip
breakers (from different suppliers)
between LOP

No information on whether separate
teams were established for
application development at the
LOP level or for system
development at the echelon (line)
of defense level
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Table 4.7. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

x

Functionally diverse subsystems
within DRPS provide algorithmic
and architectural differences as
well as logic difference between

.Lo•gic...

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

LOP

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set

x

of similar sensors

Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
SPINLINE 3 subsystems
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
SPINLINE 3 subsystems
Separate sensors used between
divisions within SPINLINE 3

(Aher'Diversity•Considerations&
Functionally diverse subsystems within the safety
system;
Diverse measurement equipment supporting
functional diversity;
Little equipment diversity provided (especially for
digital systems);
No information on ATWS implementation available

Safety system is triple redundant system with
functional diversity provided by diverse
groupings of actuation initiation criteria
between subsystems (LOP); Diverse sensors in
each divisional set to facilitate functional
diversity; ESFAS and RTS integrated and share
signals; Safety, limitation, and control echelons
I implemented on same platform

'Intentional diversity (x), not applicable or no information (-).
4.2.8

Lungmen (Taiwan) [108,1091

The Lungmen Nuclear Power Station is a two-unit ABWR plant currently under construction by the
by GE for the Taiwan Power Company (Taipower). The control, information, and safety systems are all
implemented digitally for Lungmen. Figure 4.10 illustrates the principal control and safety systems. The
plant employs six main vendors with several subcontractors to provide the integrated systems. The
primary system suppliers are GE, DRS Technologies (formerly Eaton Corporation), GE Industrial
Systems (GELS), Invensys Process Systems, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI). The use of
multiple vendors and digital platforms results in significant system diversity among the echelons of
defense. The systems that constitute these echelons utilize different platforms and perform different
functions that provide some level of backup or complementary mitigation for the primary safety
functions. Thus, the backup and compensating functions introduced across lines of defense provide
significant diversity across the board.
In particular, ATWS mitigation logic is provided to serve as the principal backup in the event of a
CCF in the safety system. This backup functionality utilizes several diverse systems within the Lungmen
I&C architecture. Consequently, Lungmen can be characterized in terms of a primary and secondary
diverse system architectural approach.
The main Class IE safety systems for the plant constitute the System Safety Logic Control (SSLC).
These systems include the reactor protection system (RPS), ESF system, and neutron monitoring system
(NMS). These safety systems within the SSLC are supplied primarily by two vendors, GE and DRS
Technologies. DRS supplies the ESF system and GE supplies the RPS, NMS, and associated isolation
function systems.
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Fig. 4.10. Overall architecture of Lungmen I&C systems. (Adapted from Ref. 108.)
The RPS combines functions for the reactor shutdown via rod scram and the isolation of the reactor
system by closing the main steam isolation valves. It is sometimes identified as the Reactor Trip and
Isolation Function (RTIF) system.
The ESF system operates the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and other cooling and postaccident protective functions. The ECCS systems. include the High-Pressure Core Flooder System
(HPCF), the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
System, and the low-pressure flooder mode of the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS). The ECCS
provides a series of diverse and redundant systems to provide cooling to the fuel following a design basis
accident.
The RPS is implemented using the GE NUMAC platform. It is configured as a quadruple redundant
system that consists of distributed processing elements. The main modules that comprise a safety division
are RMUs, digital trip modules (DTMs), and trip logic units (TLUs). These modules are configured in a
logical pathway from measurement to actuation with downstream interfaces provided via optical
communication links. The RMUs communicate multiplexed field data to the DTMs, which perform safety
calculations. The partial safety actuation results from the DTMs are communicated to the TLUs in all four
divisions. The TLUs perform two-out-of-four-voting to establish divisional trip results.
The ESF system is composed of five divisions with a distributed modular structure similar to that of
the RPS. The ESF modules are implemented using the DRS Technologies Programmable Logic
Microprocessor System (PLl.S) based on the 32 bit PLgtS 32 microprocessor. Four divisions constitute
the dedicated ESF system for a reactor unit, while the fifth division serves as the unit interface to manage
a spare swing set of emergency diesel generators that service both units of the plant. The four primary
divisions communicate within the ESF system, with the RPS, and to ESF actuation devices across the
essential multiplexing system (EMS). As is common, the digital safety actuation logic implements twoout-of-four voting.
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The EMS provides five separate serial ring networks (i.e., four for the ESF system and one
supporting the fifth division). Each division is connected to two EMS rings. The EMS is treated as two
divisions consisting of two rings connected to two ESF divisions. The ring network is implemented based
on the DRS Technologies performance-enhanced redundant fiber optic replicated memory network
(PERFORM.NET). The two EMS divisions are linked to each other and the RPS through redundant
communication interface modules (CIMs).
The main process control systems at Lungmen are implemented on fault-tolerant control platforms.
In particular, the Feedwater Control (FWC) System, Steam Bypass and Pressure Control (SBPC) System,
Recirculation Flow Control (RFC) System, and Automatic Power Regulator (APR) are implemented as
triple modular redundant (TMR) controllers using the GElS Mark Vie platform. This TMR platform is
based on the Freescale 8349 (i.e., PowerPC) microprocessor. These systems act to maintain operating
conditions in an acceptable range and also provide actuation mechanisms that serve to backup the safety
systems.
To enable that backup capability, the Lungmen I&C architecture provides a separate system for
ATWS mitigation logic as an alternate means for safe shutdown and cooling of the plant. The ATWS
system is primarily a non-Class 1E backup that utilizes several control systems and alternate, diverse
shutdown means, such as the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS), ARI, and Fine Motion Control Rod
Drive (FMCRD). However, some of the ATWS logic is implemented in diverse modules within the SSLC
cabinets. The system provides diversity in its sensors, hardware, and software. The ATWS system is
conceived as a simple, safe recovery system to protect the plant in the event that the safety systems should
fail to function due to CCF. Table 4.8 summarizes the diversity usage in Lungmen.
Table 4.8. Summary of diversity usage for Lungmen
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different architectures

x

Diverse systems are based on
different microprocessors

Different manufacturer-same design

x

GE for RPS, DRS for ESFAS,
GElS for RFC, FWC, and Steam
Bypass and Pressure Control
(SBPC)

Different logic processing architecture

x

Different component integration architecture

x

Different data-flow architecture

x

Motorola 68000 for NUMAC,
PLjtS32 for DRS programmable
logic controller (PLC), Freescale
8349 (PowerPC) for Mark Vie
(provides ATWS logic in RFC);
Processor for additional ATWS
logic in SSLC not specified
Not specified but diverse circuit
board designs likely for ESF
system based on PLC compared
with RPS and other platforms
based on Motorola CPU heritage
Not specified but diverse bus
architecture likely for ESF system
based on PLC compared with RPS
and other platforms based on
Motorola CPU heritage

Logi

Pirocessin

Equipment___________
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Table 4.8. (continued)
Diversity attribute
F

Usagea

a '_

:unctio

_

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

Details

__•al..!.________.................

x

.

..

.___.

in each ESF division

Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution

x

Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

-
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i

.._

Different purposes for RPS, ESF
system, control system and ATWS
logic; ATWS system provides
reduced functional coverage of
DBEs vs SSLC; ATWS provides
alternate means of shutdown (e.g.,
ARI, FMCRD, SLCS) and
provides ECCS by independent
systems (feedwater, control rod
drive, and condensate systems);
Different interlock logic provided

GE for RPS, DRS for ESF, GEIS
for TMR control systems and
some ATWS logic; No
information was available on the
developer of the ATWS logic
processor modules
Different personnel for each
company
Different personnel for each
company
Algorithmic and logic differences
between diverse systems due to
different purposes/functions and
because of reduced scope of
ATWS (i.e., reduced
functionality); Logic differences
provided between ESF divisions
Different purpose and function
between RPS/ESF and ATWS
leads to execution differences;
Parameter choice for PIE
indication and expanded range of
actuation initiation criteria (to
avoid ATWS action unless
warranted) contributes to timing
differences
No specific information available
No specific information available

Table 4.8. (continued)
Details

Usagea

Diversity attribute
Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x
-----

Primary and secondary diverse systems;
Diverse measurements and diverse equipment for
each system

__

Diverse measurements support
different echelons (or lines) of
defense; Different combined
signal sets support ATWS, ESF,
and RPS
Diverse measurements support
different echelons (or lines) of
defense; Different combined
signal sets support ATWS, ESF,
and RPS
Separate sensors used between
diverse systems and between
-- redundant divisions

Quadruple redundant safety systems (RPS and
ESF) are diverse; Reduced functionality
ATWS provides additional diversity;
Functional diversity among systems arising
from different purpose, logic, and inputs

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information (-).

The Lungmen ATWS system consists of redundant logic to initiate diverse automatic actuation of
safety or compensating functions. The system contains a simple, reduced set of automatic actuations
compared with either the RPS or ESF system. The system also provides analog displays and manual
inputs that connect through a minimum set of equipment to the actuated equipment to give the operator a
diverse means of manual control. The ATWS controls are available in the main control room and the
Remote Shutdown System in the standby control room.
The protective actions provided by the ATWS system include backup scram of the safety rods, liquid
poison injection, speed trip or runback of the recirculation pumps, and feedwater runback. The logic for
these actions is implemented within the RFC and other systems and on ATWS logic modules in the
SSLC. The logic for backup scram is implemented in the TMR RFC system. These actions include twoout-of-three logic for actuation of the safety rods, the FMCRD, and the ARI. Additional logic
implemented in the RFC addresses internal pump runback and reactor pump trip. The logic utilizes
measurement and status inputs from the FWC, SBPC, SSLC, and manual initiation to provide signal
diversity. Mitigation logic to initiate SLCS injection and feedwater runback as well as inhibit ADS
actuation is implemented on ATWS logic processor modules in the SSLC cabinets. Specific details on the
ATWS logic processor was not addressed in available information resources.
Another aspect of the diversity usage at Lungmen involves the dissimilarity of the safety functions
applied in each division of the ESF system. Basically, the software for the safety applications of the ESF
is not identical in all divisions. Specifically, the ESF interlock logic is different in each division. The
inputs and outputs vary in number and type. Redundant sensors have data messages with unique
identifications and time-tags in each division. The intent is to promote differences in the software that
may reduce the potential for CCF vulnerabilities that depend on coincident timing or execution. The
system is designed so that modules operate asynchronously and thus a common clock or timing signal
cannot be a source of CCF. Nevertheless, certain errors depend on the same operation occurring in all
modules at the same or close to the same time. The differences in the division software are believed to
reduce the likelihood of such errors from occurring or from occurring simultaneously in all divisions.
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4.2.9

Olkiluoto-3 (Finland) [110,111]

The EPR is an advanced evolutionary PWR supplied by AREVA NP (formerly Framatome). It is
currently under construction in Finland as Unit 3 of the Olkiluoto Nuclear Power Station (OL-3), with an
expected commissioning in 2012.
The EPR provides an extensive, highly integrated digital I&C architecture based on the AREVA
Teleperm XS (TXS) and Siemens Power Plant Automation (SPPA) T2000 (formerly Teleperm XP)
platforms. The I&C architecture for OL-3 provides a reduced functionality digital backup for the primary
safety system and a "hardwired" backup system (HBS), based on FPGAs, to mitigate the potential for
CCF vulnerabilities within the microprocessor-based systems. Thus, OL-3 conforms to a primary and
secondary diverse system architectural approach.
Major I&C systems are shown in Fig. 4.11. The I&C. architecture includes the Safety Information
and Control System (SICS), the Plant Information and Control System (PICS), the Protection System
(PS), the Reactor Control, Surveillance and Limitation System (RCSL), the Severe Accidents Automation
System (SAAS), the Safety Automation System (SAS), and the Process Automation System (PAS).
Priority Actuator Control (PAC) modules are provided as interfaces to shared actuation devices. The
reactor trip and ESF functions are contained within the quadruple-redundant PS system.
The PS is implemented on the TXS platform, which is based on the AMD K6-E2 microprocessor.
The nonsafety I&C systems are implemented using the SPPA-T2000 platform, which is based on dual
SIMATIC $7-400H microprocessors. Of those nonsafety systems, the dual-redundant SAS provides
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diverse digital backup of the PS safety function for high-frequency PIEs, such as AOOs. The HBS is a
quadruple redundant system that provides automatic backup of all reactor trip functions. Although a final
decision had not been determined at the time of this investigation, the expectation is that AREVA/
Siemens would develop the diverse FPGA-based HBS. Hardwired manual initiation capabilities are also
provided as an additional backup.
In addition to the multiple layers of diverse backups to mitigate the potential impact of CCF
vulnerability for the PS, the I&C architecture of OL-3 (and the EPR in general) also employs functionally
diverse subsystems within each division of the PS. This strategic diversity usage, as for Sizewell, Chooz,
Temelin, and Dukovany, assigns diverse safety parameters to different subsystem diversity groups, A and
B, within each division. A high degree of functional diversity is achieved because diverse signals and
some actuated devices are assigned to different subsystems. Table 4.9 summarizes the diversity usage at
OL-3.
Table 4.9. Summary of diversity usage for Olkiluoto Unit 3
Diversity attribute
e.s ...
.in
. '
.
Different approach-same technology

Usage'
-

_ .x

Different architectures

i

Same manufacturer--different design

x

Details
Primary and backup systems based
on different digital technology
(microprocessor-based vs FPGAbased)
Inherent difference in system
microarchitectures due to
technology diversity; Digital
backup for reactor trip and ESF is
also provided based on a different
microprocessor
Primary and backup system to be
supplied by same vendor
(AREVA/Siemens); Digital
backup provided by a different
group within the AREVA/Siemens
company; Base platforms
(particularly different core
processing equipment) of primary
and backup systems manufactured
I by different companies

Logic Proesing Equipiiieiiw

___

Different logic processing architecture

i

Different component integration architecture

i
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General purpose microprocessor
distinctly different from
application-specific FPGA
processor; AMD K6-E2 CPU vs
customized gate arrays for logic
processing; Digital backup uses
SIMATIC S7-400H
microprocessors
Unspecified but likely inherently
different circuit board layout
anticipated arising from
customized logic (FPGA) vs CPU
with associated chipsets

Table 4.9. (continued)
Usage'

Diversity attribute

Details

Different data-flow architecture

i

Unspecified but likely inherently
different bus architecture
anticipated arising from
specialized circuitry vs
generalized computer/peripheral
bus interface'

Different underlying mechanisms

i

Inherent difference in mechanisms
for accomplishing function due to
technology diversity (PS vs HBS)

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Purpose of PS is to provide reactor
trip and ESF protection for all
DBEs while HBS backs up trip
functions and SAS protects against
high-frequency events (10-3
events/year); SAS provides
reduced functional coverage of
DBEs vs PS; Different functional
relationships (i.e., diverse
actuation initiation criteria for
responding to each PIE) are used
in subsystems of PS; Functional
diversity in the actuated device is
present for several functions of
PS, HBS, SAS, and RCSL as well
as for functionally diverse
subsystems of PS (e.g., different
systems for ESF response to PIEs)

Different management teams within same company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

x

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

It is anticipated by the Finnish
regulator that different teams
within AREVA/Siemens will be
used to develop PS, SAS, and
HBS; Different teams/companies
supply the safety and nonsafety
system platforms (AREVA vs
Siemens)
Anticipated life-cycle diversity
through separate teams for
primary and backup systems
(expertise/skill sets are inherently
different for HBS)
Anticipated life-cycle diversity
through separate teams for
primary and backup systems
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Table 4.9. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usage'a

Details

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution

i

Different runtime environment

i

Different functional representation

i

Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation (e.g.,
structure of logic) due to
technology diversity (PS vs HBS);
Algorithmic and logic differences
between diverse systems due 'to
reduced scope of SAS (i.e.,
reduced functionality);
Functionally diverse subsystems
within PS provide algorithmic and
architectural differences
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity (HBS vs PS);
Primary and backup systems
execute different logic within
different architectures in which
mechanisms of execution (e.g.,
sequential execution of op code vs
parallel execution of configured
arrays) are different
Inherent difference in
logic/function execution due to
technology diversity
Inherent difference in
logic/function instantiation due to

________

technology diversity

Signal____

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x
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Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
PS subsystems_
Diverse measurements support
alternate actuation criteria within
PS subsystems
Separate sensors used between
diverse systems and between
divisions within PS

Table 4.9. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Other DiverkityLonsdeqioiii
Primary and secondary diverse safety systems with
functionally diverse subsystems within the primary
safety system;
Sharing of some signals and actuation equipment
(through priority interface) among major systems
(control and protection);
Complex priority module to arbitrate between
systems commanding safety equipment

Details

Both PS and HBS are quadruple redundant,
while SAS is dual redundant; PS has full
functionality with functionally diverse
subsystems, while SPS has reduced
functionality (i.e., covers limited set of PIEs),
and HBS covers only reactor trip conditions;
Trip breakers and sensors for each protection
system are separate, but signal are shared for
cross-validation; FPGA-based logic
prioritization at device level among some
commands from PS, HBS, SAS, RCSL, and
control system

aIntentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).

The configuration of the PS involves four divisions, each consisting of five acquisition and
processing units (APUs) and four actuator logic units (ALUs). Within a division, each APU is assigned to
one of the two functionally diverse subsystem groupings. Each APU communicates its safety actuation
results to the corresponding subsystem grouping of ALUs in each of the other three divisions. Each
subsystem within a division also provides dual ALUs for redundant voting per subsystem using the shared
safety actuation signals from across divisions. For the ESF logic, these redundant voters are connected via
an "OR" operator. In comparison to a design with single voter, this architecture increases the division
reliability by the capability to generate an ESF signal when a single voter fails. The reactor trip logic also
contains redundant voters, but these voters are connected with an "AND" operator. This logic provides
protection against a spurious reactor trip. The reactor trip signals from the voted subsystem groupings
drive different trip breakers. The voted ESF actuation signals from the grouped subsystems are assigned
to primary and alternate ESF mechanisms (e.g., emergency feedwater system and safety injection system,
which can both provide core cooling) where feasible.
.The potential for CCF vulnerabilities between the functionally diverse subsystem groupings (i.e.,
subsystems A and B) is expected to be minimized because the subsystems employ different parameters
associated with each PIE based on diverse functional relationships. Essentially, the application software is
diversified because the protection functions and parameter/sensor inputs are different. The subsystems do
not share any common safety functions. The subsystems are electrically independent and are not
connected by any communication links. Nevertheless, common equipment is used for the subsystems and
software diversity is limited because the subsystems share the same system software and function block
modules. Equipment and logic diversity are achieved in OL-3 by a reduced functionality mitigation
capability in the form of the digital backup functions that are implemented as part of the SAS and through
the nonsoftware-based backup functions provided by the HBS. The SAS is implemented via a diverse
platform using the SPPA-T2000 equipment while the HBS provides additional, more technologically
distinct, diversity through the FPGA-based backup trip functions. The SAS employs a limited set of
measurements corresponding to the reduced set of PIEs in its scope. The HBS uses separate
measurements of the same parameters for backup trip functions as those used by the PS. The SAS is a
nonsafety system with enhanced quality, while the HBS is a safety-related system of a lower safety class
than the PS.
In addition to the functional diversity provided by the subsystems A and B within the PS as well as
the mitigation arising from the diverse backup systems, there is additional defense in depth provided in
the I&C architecture. Specifically, the RCSL system provides control, surveillance, and limitation
functions to reduce reactor trips and safety system challenges. Basically, the RCSL supplies soft
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protection by avoiding safety system challenges by limiting plant conditions. For example, actions such
as a power runback are means by which it restores normal operating conditions in response to transients.
Finally, a potential source of CCF vulnerability for protection systems is commonality or sharing of
the final actuation device. In the EPR design, a PAC module serves as the interface to ESF actuators and
pumps drivers. Its purpose is to manage the use of the actuation resource by arbitrating commands from
different sources (e.g., safety, control, and manual commands) while also providing resource protection
(i.e., limiting demands to saturated or failed equipment). Dual-use equipment, such as the ESF cooling
systems, provides both safety and normal operating functions. Selecting between the input signals
requires a final signal arbiter to enforce priority based on safety goals. In OL-3, the PAC is not a simple
set of relays (e.g., Chooz or Sizewell) but it is a more complex device providing FPGA-based priority
logic and communication interfaces to nonsafety systems. The PAC prioritizes the various sense and
command inputs and distributes an output that reflects the plant licensing requirements and operational
preferences. In addition, it monitors checkback (or surveillance) signals from the actuators and other
devices to protect those resources. The checkback feature limits actuation at the saturation limits. For
example, the PAC inhibits demands to a valve to. prevent driving it past the full in or full out position.
Multi-use actuators are interfaced through a PAC module.
This final device is recognized as a potential site for a CCF vulnerability of the protective function.
To address the CCF concern arising from the common usage of PAC modules, alternate designs of the
PAC are being considered to provide diverse options. However, concerns about added complexity are also
being factored into any final decision. For other plants that provide priority interface modules (e.g.,
Sizewell, Chooz, Temelin, and Dukovany), the argument that CCF vulnerabilities are sufficiently
addressed rests on the simplicity and testability of the final control device.
4.3

Summary of Nuclear Power Plant Diversity Usage

Table 4.10 summaries the diversity usage identified through the investigation of the international
evolutionary NPPs. The prevalent approach to implementing diversity is through a primary and secondary
diverse system architecture with at least one of those systems incorporating traditional functional
diversity supported by signal diversity. Most examples studied involved implementations of
microprocessor-based platforms as the basis for each diverse system.
Table 4.10. Summary of diversity usage for international NPPs'
Diversity attribute
Des'Mn11
Different technologies
Different approach-same technology
Different architectures
I'uipment Manulactuier
Different manufacturer--different design
Same manufacturer--different design
Different manufacturer-same design
Same manufacturer--different version
Lo i Pr, ,
Equ.,,e.
Different logic processing architecture
Different logic processing versions in same
architecture
Different component integration architecture
Different data-flow architecture
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Table 4.10. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Dr

S

C

K

T

U

Dk

L

0

Different underlying mechanisms

x

i

-

i

.

.

.

.

i

Different purpose, function, control logic, or

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

Different response time scale

x

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Different design organizations/companies

-

x

x

-.

.

.

x

-

Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,

x

-

-

-

x

x

-

-

x

x

i

i

-

x

x

-

i

x

x

i

i

-

x

x

-

i

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

i

x

i

x

x

x

x

x

Different timing or order of execution

-

i

-

i

-

-

-

x

i

Different runtime environment

x

i

-

i

.

.

.

.

i

Different functional representation

x

i

-

i

x

g+i•l
..
Different parameters sensed by different physical

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

X

X

x
x

x
x

*x

x

x

x

x

x

actuation means

engineers., programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,

installers, or certification personnel)

effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects
x
x
x
x
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
x
x
x
x
of similar sensors
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information (-).
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5. INTERNATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO DIVERSITY
The international nuclear power community has been active in efforts to resolve the challenge of
what constitutes sufficient diversity usage to adequately address the potential for CCF vulnerabilities,
especially for digital I&C systems. Key technical interactions and recent international meetings have
focused on the diversity issue. In particular, the NRC cosponsored an IAEA meeting in 2007 to discuss
approaches to cope with CCF, including diversity usage to mitigate its impact. The international nuclear
power industry has also conducted research into diversity usage as a means to avoid or mitigate CCF.
Finally, the importance of properly addressing the potential for CCFs has resulted in the development of
common positions on regulatory considerations and consensus standards. Specifically, IEC has recently
issued a standard (IEC 62340) on coping with CCFs in I&C system designs at NPPs.

5.1
5.1.1

International Information Exchanges and Technical Meetings
Multinational Design Evaluation Program Interactions

NRC is a leading party to the Multinational Design Evaluation Program (MDEP), in which
international regulatory agencies interact to share experience and collaborate on the development of
multinational regulatory standards for NPPs. Through this program administered by the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA) with the cooperation
with the IAEA, NRC staff meets with other international regulators to discuss key issues such as
appropriate diversity to avoid CCF.
The investigation of CCF mitigation approaches and regulatory practice regarding diversity, which
was performed under this research effort, leveraged these MDEP interactions by engaging international
regulators and licensees to capture experience gained from the implementation of evolutionary reactors
with primarily digital I&C systems. In the spring of 2007, NRC and ORNL personnel engaged in
discussions With European regulators and regulatory researchers at the Institut de Radioprotection et de
Sairet6 Nucl6aire (Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety-IRSN) in France, the
Siteilyturvakeskus (Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority-STUK) of Finland, and the HSE in the
United Kingdom. In addition, an associated meeting with EdF personnel allowed discussion of the use of
diversity at N4 plants (e.g., Chooz B) as well as expected approaches for the planned EPR at
Flammanville. Some relevant highlights of the discussions with each organization follow.
During discussions in Paris, IRSN staff stated that France does not emphasize diversity as a primary
response to the potential for digital CCF vulnerabilities but instead places great demands on quality and
the establishment of a safety case. There is obvious similarity between the stated approach within the
French nuclear power industry and the approaches employed by nonnuclear industries such as the
aerospace and defense industries. As part of the discussion of regulatory practices in France, IRSN
described the analysis tools they employ to assess quality and correctness for systems and applications.
For the N4 plants, functional diversity (i.e., different compensating functions based on diverse parameters
and initiation criteria) within subsystems of the protection system was employed along with equipment
diversity between the safety systems and the limited-functionality ATWS system. This diversity approach
is consistent with traditional diversity usage as described in Chapter 4. IRSN had considered whether
diverse platforms should be required to further diversify the already functionally diverse subsystems of
the safety systems, but it was decided that the potential for added complexity would not be warranted. In a
separate meeting with EdF staff, the discussion addressed the use of defensive measures (such as cyclic,
uninterruptible, repetitive execution of safety system code) to mitigate potential vulnerability to CCF
arising from the digital platform. Additional information about diversity in the I&C systems at N4 plants
was also provided by EdF.
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At STUK, the discussion focused on issues being addressed in the license review for the new Unit 3
under construction at the Olkiluoto NPP. The new unit at Olkiluoto will have a "hardwired" (i.e.,
nonsoftware-based implementation using FPGAs) diverse actuation backup system to mitigate
vulnerability to CCF. This system will also be quadruple redundant. According to the regulatory staff, the
application of a hardwired backup system is licensee driven, not in response to any specific regulatory
requirement. Regarding the use of priority logic modules as an interface between actuators and multiple
commanding systems (e.g., safety, control, manual), the EPR vendor had proposed using two different
modules to address CCF concerns where multiple components are commanded through common interface
type. The alternate module would employ an additional dissimilar programmable logic device (PLD) to
provide diversity. At the time of the meeting, the staff at STUK had not completed review of this
approach but did express the opinion that this solution may add considerable complexity.
The use of diversity at the Sizewell B NPP in the United Kingdom is the primary example of the
deliberate use of fundamentally diverse technologies from presently operating international NPPs. The
HSE staff described how the "As Low As Reasonably Possible" (ALARP) principle in British law has
driven their regulatory practices toward a "risk-based" approach. For Sizewell B, the risk-based
considerations resulted in a reliability goal of 10-7 failure/demand. Given the inability to analytically
demonstrate high reliability for software-based systems, conservative estimates of system reliability were
used and two lines of protection (i.e., primary and secondary safety systems) proved necessary to achieve
the desired reliability. The primary safety system is designed to address all design basis events (DBEs),
while the secondary safety system addresses the more frequent events (e.g., anticipated operational
occurrences). HSE engaged subject matter experts (SMEs) from noted universities in the United Kingdom
to assess the design of the Sizewell safety systems. Ultimately, extensive analysis of the software-based
primary safety system, coupled with the hardware-based secondary safety system to address higher-risk,
higher-frequency events, provided acceptable proof of the necessary safety claims.
Under British law, the nuclear industry must fund safety research annually. Further research into
digital system dependability and software diversity is being conducted under this program by the Centre
for Software Reliability at City University London and the Safety Critical Systems Research Centre at
Bristol University (see below). This research includes investigations into methods for characterizing
software diversity and employing statistical testing approaches for validating software quality. At present,
the prevailing approach in the United Kingdom is to first determine whether safety function reliability
claims indicate a need for a second system to account for limitations/uncertainties in the reliability of the
primary safety system for frequent events. If a secondary safety system is necessary, the high-level
principles are employed to assess the diversity between the systems. These high-level principles are
captured in a technical document on the common regulatory position by European regulators for software
licensing (see below) [112].
5.1.2

International Technical Meetings on Common-Cause Failure

The IAEA initiated development of a technical report on avoiding CCF in digital I&C systems at
NPPs through a consultancy meeting of international experts in March 2006. During this meeting, plans
for a technical meeting on the topic were developed to facilitate the capture of international experience
with CCF and engage additional technical experts in the determination of best-practice approaches for
CCF avoidance and mitigation.
On June 19-2 1, the 2007 IAEA Technical Meeting on Avoiding Common-Cause Failures in Digital
Instrumentation and Control Systems of Nuclear Power Plants was held in Bethesda, Maryland. The
meeting was cohosted by the NRC, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI), and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The purpose of the meeting was to provide an
expert forum to discuss the use of diversity as well as D3 principles to prevent CCFs in reactor protection
and control systems. Practical aspects of the following areas were discussed:
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

achieving functional, physical, and design diversity;
defense-in-depth solutions;
system robustness and fault tolerance;
functional and physical separation;
parallel systems supporting the same function;
testing digital I&C systems for susceptibility to CCFs;
possible CCFs triggered by maintenance activities and human errors;
potential impact on CCF through the use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components;
potential increase in CCF with increasing system complexity; and
CCF-proof system design and requirement specification.

The importance and complexity of implementing and licensing digital I&C systems with the features
of defense-in-depth, diversity, and independence in new NPP I&C designs were emphasized in several
presentations [113]. Recent CCF events were highlighted as well as trends in the industry.
During the meeting, Arndt Lindner of the Institut ftir Sicherheitstechnologie (Institute for Safety
Technology-ISTec) in Germany discussed the nature and consequences of software CCF. In particular,
theoretical case studies were presented to illustrate ISTec concepts for effective mitigation approaches
and diversity usage. The conditions for CCF require the presence of one or more common faults and the
occurrence of a triggering event to activate the faults coincidentally. Thus, avoidance of CCF can address
the potential for common latent faults and/or the concurrent application of triggering conditions. Time
and signal trajectories are considered to be the predominant triggering conditions. Taking a system-level
view, the ISTec concepts for effective diversity usage were presented. A system model consisting of a
parallel diverse redundant architecture with two coequal quad-redundant safety systems (see Fig. 5.1)
served as the primary example case.
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Fig. 5.1. ISTec diversity usage approach for a parallel diverse redundant architecture.
(Adapted from Ref. 18.)
In the example, the two systems or diversity groups, SA and SB, represented in Fig. 5.1 are based on
two different PLC-based platforms implemented in quad-redundant configurations (i.e., each system
consists of four redundancies: R1, R2, R3, and R4). Additionally, different sets of measured parameters, IA
and IB, provide diverse initiation criteria for each PIE covered by the parallel systems. An additional
diversity (i.e., different internal time, t) is invoked through staggered restarts/reboots of each redundancy
(while in a bypassed condition) within a system to prevent coincident faulted internal states. This
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enforced internal time diversity is essentially a form of temporal or platform operational cycle (i.e.,
execution history) diversity.
The ISTec concept for diversity usage in the example case described above provides protection
against common systematic faults due to specification flaws. In effect, the different requirements arising
from the use of different functional relationships associated with diverse parameters and initiation criteria
can reduce the prospect of common design deficiencies. Implementation of different functions in software
can also help reduce the potential for common software faults between diverse systems. However,
software CCF associated with execution history dependence can result from common platform usage
(e.g., system software services) and system integration (e.g., application/system software interfaces)
faults. The introduction of temporal diversity through differentinternal times helps to resolve concerns
about execution history dependence among redundancies executing the same software on the same
platform. Specifically, it was noted that the use of different internal times between redundancies reduces
commonality of signal trajectory in terms of internal states (and state transitions). Additionally, the use of
different input sets between systems (i.e., signal and functional diversity) reduces commonality of signal
trajectory in terms of input profile. Thus, the combination of enforced internal time diversity and input
signal set diversity lessens the prospect of common triggering conditions related to time and signal
trajectories. Essentially, any faults triggered by time (or execution) dependence would affect only one
redundancy given the staggered restarts, while faults triggered by signal trajectory (arising from plant
transients) would affect only one system or diversity group given the use of functional diversity.
Table 5.1 summarizes the diversity usage from the example case postulated by ISTec. In some
instances, inferences were made by the authors about specific criteria (e.g., equipment manufacturer
diversity). Additionally, the recommended use of a form of temporal diversity (i.e., enforced internal time
differences through staggered restarts) was treated as consisting of two time-related criteria: different time
scale under functional diversity and different timing under logic diversity. However, the primary impact
of the temporal diversity approach is to diversify the execution profiles of software-based systems by
reducing the potential impact of platform usage deficiencies (e.g., buffer overwrites, stack overflows,
pointer errors, race conditions). It should be noted that the diversity approaches being proposed for new
plant I&C architectures by system suppliers in Europe do not currently reflect all of the diversity usage
concepts included in the ISTec example case. In particular, hardware and system software diversity is not
presently incorporated in some designs and temporal diversity is not addressed.
Table 5.1. Summary of diversity usage for the ISTec example case
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

Different architectures

x

Two coequal safety systems based
on different PLCs

Different manufacturer-same design

x

Different PLC platforms from
different suppliers

Different logic processing architecture

x

Different component integration architecture

x

Different microprocessor for each
PLC platform
Different platform bases (i.e.,
different board designs from
different suppliers)
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Table 5.1. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Different response time scale

x

Different functional relationships
for diverse parameters and
initiation criteria
Intentionally different internal time
for each redundancy within a
system (i.e., different execution
histories resulting from different
start/restart times leading to
different numbers of execution
cycles) plus typical time response
differences between systems from
diverse parameter-PIE dynamic
relationships

K.

L-f e yclew

,

_____

___:____

____,___,_,_

____

____

Different design organizations/companies

x

Separate companies supplying
similar designs (i.e., PLC-based
systems)

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

i

Inherent personnel differences
between organizations involved

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i

Inherent personnel differences
between organizations involved

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution

x

Different algorithms and program
architecture corresponding to
different functional relationships
between diverse parameters and
initiation criteria
Impact of internal time differences
due to staggered restarts of
redundancies coupled with typical
timing differences from
asynchronous operation (between
systems and redundancies) and
different program architecture
(between systems)

Logic

Signal,

Iw

>1

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different sensed parameters for
each system (A and B) to enable
implementation of diverse
initiation criteria based on diverse
parameters

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Different sensed parameters for
each system (A and B) to enable
*implementation of diverse
initiation criteria based on diverse
parameters
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Table 5.1. (continued)
Diversity attribute
Oi•he

Diversity

Usage'

Details

Conside_•_____________.._.......

.

Architecture consists of two coequal safety systems
composed of different quad-redundant PLC-based
systems (e.g., each system, A and B, composed of
four redundancies based on PLCA and PLCB,
respectively);
Use of different input sets between systems reduces
,commonality of signal trajectory in terms of input
profile, whereas the use of different internal times
between redundancies reduces commonality of
signal trajectory in terms of internal state;
Note: Internal time diversity is captured above in
terms of different response time scale and different
timing, since there is no direct correspondence
between the adapted NUREG/CR-6303 diversity
criteria and this means of diversification

Additional design measures to
reduce common time trigger
potential include no clock or
calendar dependence and cyclical
execution of application with no
dependence on input values (plant
status); Additional design
measures to reduce combined
temporal and signal trajectory
trigger potential involves
decoupling of application and
system software

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).

Emil Ohlson of Forsmark Kraftgrupp AB discussed an event involving several CCF issues that
occurred on July 2006 at Forsmark Unit 1 in Sweden. Human error during switchyard operations resulted
in an electric arc and subsequent short circuit between two phases, which led to activation of the unit
breaker and a turbine trip on overspeed. A CCF associated with the rectifiers in the uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) units caused two of four subdivisions to be without power for a short time. A design
weakness in the emergency diesel generator startup system resulted in a failure to initiate an automatic
start of the diesel generators in two subdivisions. A CCF in the unit generator breakers for low-frequency
protection delayed the switch from 400-kV to 70-kV off-site power. There was also a partial loss of
information (two of four channels) in the main control room, which included control rod position, reactor
pressure and level, and vital bus voltage. The unit operators followed written procedures to properly
respond to the cascade of failures and achieve safe shutdown. Subsequently, modifications and design
changes were implemented at Forsmark 1 regarding the UPS, low-frequency protection breakers, and
power for the diesel generator startup system. Forsmark 2 and Oskarshamn 1 and 2 were also shut down
for similar analysis and modifications. In another presentation on the follow-up to the Forsmark incident,
Kristina Johansson of Statens Kmrnkraftinspektion (Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate-SKI) noted
that the modifications to Oskarshamn 1 proved to be the most challenging. Oskarshamn I has been in
operation since 1972 but had recently completed plant updates (2002) to incorporate software-based I&C
systems (i.e., a computer-based reactor protection system) and a hybrid digital main control room.
Other presentations at the technical meeting noted challenges and benefits of upgrading older plants
to digital I&C systems. In particular, several presenters noted that adopting complete functional diversity
in a modernization of older plants is extremely difficult because of constraints resulting from the available
existing instrumentation. Scott Patterson of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant and John Hefler of
Altran Associates described the plant's plans to upgrade its protection and control architecture to a digital
platform to limit the effects of obsolescence and facilitate maintenance. The authors suggested that the
biggest challenge in retrofitting a digital I&C system is that the diversity strategy must be developed up
front before design, licensing, and equipment purchase can proceed.
In contrast to a plant retrofit, the I&C systems in Japanese advanced boiling-water reactor (ABWR)
plants incorporated digital I&C technology from the initial design stage. Susumu Kunito of Tokyo
Electric Power Company noted that Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Units 6 and 7 (KK-6 and KK-7) have more than
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10 years of commercial operation with no severe or common I&C failures. The simple software structure
was credited with uncomplicated design, development, and validation of the digital platform. As
discussed in Chapter 4, system diversity for KK-6 and KK-7 is primarily provided by manual initiation of
hardwired backup systems and traditional functional diversity through diverse actuation mechanisms.
Finally, there were several presentations given on risk insights for D3 assessments, classification
approaches for CCF, and evaluation of available failure experience for software-based systems in the
nuclear power industry. In particular, John Bickel of Evergreen Safety and Reliability Technologies
reported on an investigation into experience with digital core protection calculators (CPCs). Observing
that several Combustion Engineering (CE) plants in the United States and South Korea began using
digital CPCs as early as the late 1970s, the experience with these systems can contribute to a knowledge
base for analysis. Mr. Bickel identified 141 licensee event reports representing over 140 reactor years in
U.S. CE plants between 1984 and 2005. Of those reports analyzed, only one software CCF was noted out
of 26 CCFs overall.
5.2

British Research on Diverse Software

As previously noted, the British nuclear power industry is funding safety research under the U.K.
Nuclear Research Programme to address key issues. 114 Principally, this research is being conducted by
the Centre for Software Reliability at City University London and the Critical Systems Research Centre at
Bristol University under research contracts established for the DIverse Software PrOject (DISPO). The
DISPO projects began in 1996 and were conducted initially over 3-year periods. Recent projects have
been conducted on an annual basis with the latest project, DISPO5, covering 2006 and 2007.
The primary characteristics of the DISPO research are
*
*
*
*

detailed problem parsing,
careful progression of research topics,
cautious logic about overextending conclusions, and
reliance upon probabilistic models to understand the effects of commonality or separation influences
on producing diverse versions of a system for a diverse redundant configuration.

The DISPO research focuses on the use of diversity in digital systems. The basic application of
diversity within an I&C architecture composed of software-based systems involves parallel redundant
systems or subsystems (e.g., versions, channels, redundancies) that perform the same or equivalent
functions and are arranged in a one-out-of-N or voted configuration. The simplest example is a diverse
redundant pair of systems (or redundancy versions) that are implemented in a one-out-of-two (logical
"OR") configuration.
The DISPO research focus involves the use of diversity as a means to achieve system dependability,
with particular emphasis on accounting for the likely presence of faults in software. Dependability is
defined as the "[t]rustworthiness of a delivered service (e.g., a safety function) such that reliance can
justifiably be placed on this service." Attributes of dependability include reliability, availability, and
safety. The findings of the research contribute to understanding the relationship between diversity and
failure independence, identifying life-cycle decisions that encourage diversity, and assessing the
qualitative impact of diversity.
An additional consideration introduced recently to the DISPO research is the application of diversity
in the assessment of dependability. Essentially, this aspect of the current investigation addresses the use
of "diverse arguments." This study involves the consideration of diversity to address weaknesses in the
arguments that are used to support dependability claims (i.e., diverse bases for multiple or "multi-legged"
arguments). The findings suggest that the potential increase in confidence fora claim depends crucially
on the degree of dependence between arguments (e.g., between their assumptions).
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5.2.1

General Findings of the DISPO Program

The relevant measure of interest for system dependability is the probability of failure on demand
(pfd) for the system. A common erroneous assumption is that different versions resulting from
"independent" (or, more accurately, separate) development processes result in independence of failure
behavior [115]. Experimental studies by Knight and Leveson [116] showed that "independently"
developed software versions did not necessarily fail independently. In essence, the failures identified in
the investigation were not statistically independent but rather showed a strong positive correlation
between the failure behaviors of the different versions solving the same problem. It is noted that even
with separate development teams and processes, common influences, assumptions, understandings, and
mistakes may be present and there may be only conditional independence of version failures. In effect,
dependent failure sets (i.e., the set of demands that result in failure due to the presence of faults) may
exist. There is often an erroneous assumption that the common pfd of two versions is zero and that the pfd
of the diverse redundant system (composed of the separately developed versions) is exactly equal to the
product of the probabilities associated to each of the two failures sets. As this assumption does not
generally prove true, a conclusive mathematical basis often cannot be established to demonstrate that
increasing diversity between versions will increase diversity against failure.
As a consequence of knowledge captured from system development experience, advances in
reliability modeling of diverse systems, and experiments conducted during the multiyear research
program, a principal DISPO finding is that claims for statistical independence between failures of diverse
versions have not been reasonably demonstrated. Of particular note, claims of independence for diverse
system failures cannot be sustained even in the case of applied functional diversity. These findings clearly
indicate that the provability of dependability for an overall system based on design diversity is limited.
The research shows that independent development by itself is not sufficient to ensure the version failures
are independent for a randomly chosen demand. Nevertheless, it is observed that increasing diversity may
increase reliability for separate developments. In those instances, overall system reliability may be
enhanced by strong diversity enforcement mechanisms.
The DISPO research has shown that confidence in a dependability claim can be increased through
the use of design diversity. The conclusion is that "forced diversity is a good thing," although individual
or collective effects are difficult to quantify. The research has also shown that some forms of dependence
or interaction (e.g., shared knowledge about requirement deficiencies) may bring substantial benefit not
only to the development process but also to the resulting system reliability.
Two key technical issues investigated by the DISPO research team involve the achievement of
dependability and the assessment of dependability. Regarding the former, the application of diversity in
digital I&C systems can be encouraged by invoking decisions in the management of the system design
process. These choices are described as diversity-seeking decisions (DSDs). The effect of such decisions
is to promote a high degree of fault diversity. The remaining challenge arises because the effect of these
decisions on failure diversity (i.e., achieving reduced correlation between failure behaviors of different
versions) is indirect. Figure 5.2 illustrates the relationship. There is insufficient knowledge to definitively
guide the choice among DSDs to effectively produce the desired failure diversity and thus, in turn,
quantify improvement in system dependability. However, there is clear qualitative evidence of the benefit
of applying these DSDs individually.
Regarding the latter technical issue investigated by the DISPO research team, assessment of
dependability involves establishing assurance that critical (or safety) functions are protected against CCF
through diversity. Assessment involves both oversight of the development processes to ascertain that
diversity is present and understanding of the associated impact on the pfd corresponding to each diverse
system. The DISPO research has contributed to improved reliability assessment for diverse systems in
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Fig. 5.2. The different facets of diversity and their interdependence. (Adapted from Ref. 117.)

terms of "independent fault" models. However, since there is not a known definitive relationship between
the DSD-induced product/fault independence and the desired failure independence, dependencies are to
be expected. Nevertheless, research findings indicate that if the separate development processes are
managed to enforce diversity, then independence (or possibly negative correlation) between failures of
design-diverse versions can be enhanced. However, the application of such measures is still insufficient to
conclusively justify claims of independence. The problem remains that even when the presence of
diversity is established, there are no quantifiable measures to determine its efficacy and there is no means
of assessing the system reliability (or the impact on safety) from such knowledge. The bottom line is that
the use of diversity (particularly forced diversity) as a means of improving dependability of softwarebased systems through fault tolerance is beneficial, but there remain real difficulties in assessing what the
quantitative effect on reliability for specific systems.
5.2.2

Practices for Achieving Diversity

As a fundamental element of this research program, the DISPO research team investigated the effect
of variation of difficulty in which the concept of "difficulty functions" was developed [118]. A difficulty
function is described as the probability that a randomly chosen version would fail on a given demand,
which indicates the difficulty in achieving the desired response (or conversely, the ease of making a
mistake in implementing the desired response to that demand). The presumption is that mistakes correlate
with the difficulty posed by demands or requirements. Essentially, the idea is that it is possible to develop
dissimilar software versions by employing different processes (e.g., different software engineering
practices and procedures), leading to different difficulty functions over the space of demands. The desired
result is negative covariance between the difficulty functions for different versions, which means that
demands that are "hard" to satisfy (or cause difficulty) for one version are not the same as those demands
that are difficult for another version. Difficulty variation may be achieved by decoupling development
activities that are essentially the same. Substituting different influence factors (e.g., management
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directives, shared communication, resource availability, etc.) for each version or forcing diversity within
development activities through the intentional use of different processes, methods, tools, etc., are
examples of means by which to accomplish this goal.
Key findings have been published regarding practices that have the potential for increasing the extent
of diversity between redundant implementations of software or software-based systems [117]. Limitations
of existing knowledge preclude definitive diversity recommendations based on quantitative estimation of
the combined effect of specific practices. However, useful indications of the qualitative effect have been
observed and provide some measure ofjustification, beyond intuitive argument, for decisions that
contribute to diversity. The presentation of DISPO research findings in Ref. 117 summarizes prospective
means for achieving failure diversity with respect to design faults that induce failures, discusses expected
advantages for each method, and identifies available anecdotal or experimental evidence.
A means of "forcing" diversity is to impose constraints on the software-based system development
process to introduce development differences between two versions of a diverse redundant architecture.
The desired benefit is that the difficulties presented to each development team will differ, leading to the
credible prospect that common faults would be unlikely to occur in the two versions. Based on the
research, examples of DSDs include the following: "using different development environments, different
tools and languages at every level of specification, design and coding, implementing each function with
different algorithms, applying different V&V methods, etc." Table 5.2 summarizes the identified DSDs
Table 5.2. Overview of diversity-seeking decisions from U.K. DISPO research
Diversity-seeking decision
DSD type

J

Variant

~Data Diveristv___________________________
Diverse inputs

-

Separate developments
Diverse development teams
Diverse descriptions, programming languages,
and notations
Diverse requirements or specifications

Diverse
Diverse
Diverse
Diverse

development methods
verification, validation, and/or testing
code (automatic code transformation)
development platforms

Diverse support platform (runtime platform)

Func tinaltDioaity

-

Stochastic input variations
Reexpression of inputs
Different signal sources (with functional diversity)

-

Different expressions of identical requirements
Different required properties/constraints providing
the same behavior
Different required behavior

-

Different tools
Different compilers
Separation and loose coupling
Different timing
Different (dissimilar) hardware
Different operating systems or runtime executives

___

Diverse functionality_________________________
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that can contribute to achieving the goal of failure independence of software-based systems through data
diversity, design diversity, and functional diversity. In this context, data diversity refers primarily to input
differences achieved by measurement dissimilarity, stochastic signal behavior, analytical variation
(reexpression), and loose coupling between functional instantiations (e.g., asynchronous execution of
function in separate systems). Design diversity embodies all of the design options that can engender
diversity in the development of parallel systems that provide the same or similar input-to-output function.
Thus, design diversity in the DISPO research context is more expansive in scope than for its usage in
NUREG/CR-6303.
The design diversity discussed in the DISPO research includes differences in the system life-cycle
process (e.g., resources, methods, tools) as well as different implementations of the functionality.
Establishing "cognitive" diversity for the designers, implementers, testers, and so forth is central to
minimizing the potential for common mistakes, errors, and misunderstandings that can lead to systematic
faults. Functional diversity involves the establishment of different functional relationships (e.g., diverse
parameter and initiation criteria to protect against the same PIE) as the basis for diversity. Signal diversity
as discussed in the DISPO research is necessary to enable functional diversity.
For many of the plausible DSDs, the mechanism by which dependability improvement can be
achieved is not fully understood (i.e., "how" specifically they work and, as a result, "why" or "whether"
they will work). Most of these DSDs address the likelihood of faults rather than failures, so the
recommendations do not directly resolve CCF potential. Nevertheless, it is concluded that taking action to
reduce the potential common faults is a reasonable approach. Additionally, the research team notes that
diverse runtime platforms are considered to be "the only form of diversity that is generally and absolutely
necessary, as the system designers usually have no other effective defence against platform faults."
Some additional findings on achieving diversity between (among) two or more versions include the
following:
*

Combining diversity in design with diversity in fault removal can cost-effectively improve robustness
against CCFs.

"

The optimum combination of diversity attributes and diversity criteria is unknowable in general,
given the inadequate understanding of the direct relationship between minimizing common faults
with the goal of minimizing common failure.

"

The prospective increase in reliability through the use of diverse separate development processes can
only be characterized realistically as an expectation that the uncertainty associated with the system
reliability will be greater if the introduction of diversity through DSDs is not carefully administered to
encourage independence.

Two forms of forced diversity are discussed extensively in the DISPO research: (1) "normal" forced
diversity and (2) functional diversity. The first approach to forced diversity involves imposed differences
in development activities leading to different design versions that are based on the same underlying
physical relationships that correspond to use of the same or similar inputs to indicate each specific event.
The second approach to forced diversity involves employing alternate underlying physical relationships
and results in different design versions utilizing different inputs to provide indication of each event. It is
noted that claims of independence among functionally diverse systems are not absolutely justified, and
there is a distinct possibility of correlated failures [119]. Thus, functional diversity, while very effective at
addressing key CCF vulnerabilities, can benefit from application of other DSDs.
Table 5.3 translates the recommended DSDs into corresponding diversity usage in terms of the
diversity criteria adapted from NUREG/CR-6303. Identification of the relevant DSDs is provided in the
discussion of details for each diversity criterion. Where a DSD specifies diversity in design approach,
method, expression, or tool, these DSDs have been attributed to the diversity criteria that are affected.
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Table 5.3. Summary of diversity usage from the UK DISPO research findings
Diversity attribute

Usagea

D.esign
Different architectures

Details

x

Two coequal safety systems based
on different microprocessors
(diverse hardware)

Different manufacturer-same design

x

Different software-based platforms
from different suppliers (separate
developments, diverse runtime
platform)

Different logic processing architecture

x

Different component integration architecture

x

Different data-flow architecture

x

Different microprocessor for each
platform (diverse runtime
platform)
Different circuit board designs from
different platform suppliers
(diverse runtime platformdiverse hardware)
Different bus architectures from
different platform suppliers
(diverse runtime platformdiverse hardware)

Funtional~

_____________

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Different functional relationships
for diverse parameters and
initiation criteria or different
scope/constraints through reduced
functionality or different purpose
such as protection vs checking
(different requirements or
specifications, different

functionality)

Different design organizations/companies

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

i

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

i
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Separate companies supplying
similar designs (separate
developments, diverse
development teams)
Inherent personnel differences
between organizations involved
(diverse development teams,
diverse development methods,
diverse tools)
Inherent personnel differences
between organizations involved
(diverse development teams,
diverse verification, validation,
and testing, diverse tools)

Table 5.3. (continued)
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different timing or order of execution

x

Different runtime environment

x

Different functional representation

x

Different algorithms for the same or
different functions/ logic, different
program architectures, different
expressions of requirements or
function (different requirements or
specifications, diversity in
description and notations, diverse
automatic code transformation,
diverse compilers, different
functionality)
Different sequencing of operations,
asynchronous execution,
decoupling from time-dependent
disturbances (separation and loose
coupling, diverse timing)
Different operating systems or
runtime executives (diverse
runtime platform)
Different software instantiation
(diversity in programming
languages, automatic code
transformation, diverse compilers)

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

x

__

Parallel diverse architecture
Diversity-seeking decisions are intended to diversify
faults with the expectation that failure
diversification will result consequently
Design' diversity in the DISPO context addresses
numerous DSDs related to diversifying the inputs,
methods, and tools employed within the life-cycle
process for separate developments
alntentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i).

5.3
5.3.1

Different sensed parameters (data
diversity, different functionality)
Different sensed parameters (data
diversity, different functionality)
Separate data sources with
stochastic differences (data
diversity, separation and loose
-- coupling)
The general architecture is
presumed to consist of two or
more coequal safety systems or
subsystems (i.e., "diverse modular
redundancy")
An alternate architecture provides
checked redundancies (i.e.,
"primary-checker")

International Guidance for Coping with Common-Cause Failure
Common Regulatory Position in Europe

The Western European Nuclear Regulators' Association (WENRA) invited European safety
authorities to contribute to the completion of a common position on the licensing of safety-critical
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software. The objectives of this effort were determination of best practices concerning key licensing
issues posed by computer-based implementations of safety functions at NPPs and establishment of a
consensus position. The work group assembled for this effort, which continued a collaborative exchange
that began in the mid-1990s, consisted of a group of regulators and safety experts representing seven
organizations from six countries. The participating organizations are Association Vingotte Nuclear (AVN)
of Belgium, STUK of Finland, Bundesamt ftir Strahlenschutz (Federal Office for Radiation ProtectionBfS) and ISTec of Germany, Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear (Nuclear Safety Council--CSN) of Spain,
SKI of Sweden, and HSE Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) of the United Kingdom. The outcome
of this collaborative interaction is a report documenting the common position of the participating safety
authorities [112]. The report is directly available from any of the seven organizations.
The common position of the European regulators consists of consensus requirements (based on
unanimous agreement) and recommended practices (based on general agreement) addressing key
licensing considerations. The clauses that constitute the common position explicitly apply to safety
systems and relate to issues arising from the use of digital and programmable technology. These issues
address generic and life-cycle-phase aspects of licensing computer-based safety systems. The topics
addressing specific stages of the design and development process for digital safety systems are
*
*
"
"
*
*
*
"
•
*
*
*
*

computer-based system requirements,
hazard analysis,
safety demonstration,
reliability targets,
defense against CCF,
communication system design,
fault-tolerant architectures,
software design and structure,
coding and programming directives,
diversification and testing (plans, coverage, and traceability),
validation and commissioning,
change control and configuration management, and
operational requirements.

The topics with general or full life-cycle implications are safety demonstration, safety categories and
graded software requirements, reference standards, use and validation of preexisting software, tools,
organizational requirements, software quality assurance program and plan, security, use of formal
methods, independent assessment, graded requirements for software of safety-related systems, software
design diversity, software reliability, and data collection for operational experience. Clearly, the
requirements for software design diversity are of particular relevance to this research effort.
For the design of computer-based safety systems, the common position requires that "principles of
redundancy, diversity, physical isolation, segregation, and separation between safety functions, safety
related functions and functions not important to safety" be applied to computer system architecture
design. These principles address considerations such as reliability and independence while providing
protection against CCF. Architectural and other design decisions influence the necessity and the nature of
the software design diversity employed. The adoption of a simple hardwired system as the diverse
alternative to a computer-based safety system can resolve software-related CCF concerns. In fact, this
approach is emphasized as a best-practice recommendation for this topic. The use of fundamentally
diverse technologies for primary and secondary safety systems at the Sizewell NPP (see Chapter 4),
coupled with enforced functional diversity, provides an example that adheres to this recommended
practice. However, it is recognized that multiple computer-based diverse systems are more likely to be
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adopted given the increasing prominence of digital technology; therefore, specific requirements for
ensuring software design diversity are provided.
The common position on software design diversity addresses design decisions (i.e., DSDs) that
invoke methods, techniques, and measures to force software design diversity. The goal is to diversify
failure behavior among diverse software-based systems. Functional diversity is the foremost DSD
identified in the common position, and it is required to be implemented whenever possible for safety
system elements that are intended to be diverse. Additionally, the functionally diverse systems are
required to be associated with the same safety class and subject to the same graded requirements. Other
DSDs specified for the design of computer-based systems are
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

independence of development teams (with no direct communication between teams);
different description languages (e.g., specification languages) and notations;
different programming languages;
different development methods;
different development platforms, tools, and compilers;
different hardware; and
diverse verification and validation (e.g., back-to-back testing).

It is required that the safety demonstration provide an analysis of potential CCFs with justification of
the impact of diversity usage on reliability and CCF potential arising from any commonalities in the
product (e.g., systems, redundancies, and components) or process (e.g., life-cycle activities and
resources). Simplicity of design and implementation is also emphasized to keep complexity of the system
and software to a minimum that is commensurate with satisfying safety requirements. Thus, the common
position includes a reliance on sufficiently detailed analysis to determine the need for diversity, confirm
the types of diversity providing the appropriate mitigation, and justify omissions of diversity where need
is indicated.
Table 5.4 summarizes the common position on diversity usage in terms of the diversity criteria
adapted from NUREG/CR-6303.The specific DSDs associated with each diversity criterion are identified
in parenthesis. Where the common position specifies diversity in design approach, method, expression, or
tool, these DSDs have been attributed to the diversity criteria that are affected.
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Table 5.4. Summary of diversity usage for the European common position
Diversity attribute

Usagea

Details

De.sign.

.

.

Different architectures

x

Different computer-based systems
based on different
microprocessors (different
hardware)

Same manufacturer--different version

x

Supplier/manufacturer choice

..

unspecified but inferred

Different logic processing architecture

x

Different microprocessors (different
hardware)

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Use of different parameters to
achieve same safety objective and
different requirements
representations (functional
diversity, different description
languages and notations)

Different management teams within same company

x

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)

x

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Fully separate development teams
throughout system life-cycle
(independent development teams
with no direct communication)
Separate teams using different
approaches and resources [e.g.,
forced diversity] (independent
teams; different development
methods; different development
platforms, tools, and compilers)
Separate teams using different
approaches (independent
development teams, diverse V&V)

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different functional representation

x

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x
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x

Different functions and functional
representations (functional
diversity [simple vs more
computationally complex],
different description languages
and notations)
Different functional implementation
(different programming languages,
different compilers)
Different sensed parameters
(functional diversity)
Different sensed parameters
(functional diversity)

Table 5.4. (continued)
Usage'

Diversity attribute

Details

Otb.her Diversity Consideratis•ns

Parallel diverse architecture
Technology diversity (e.g., analog vs digital) is a
recommended best practice
Architectural independence required
Complexity must be minimized
CCF analysis required
Digital (e.g., software-based) diversity must preserve
Digitale(eg. funidentified,
plant-level functional diversity,

Parallel coequal independent
diverse computer-based systems
are presumed; Determinations of
the need for diversity, the type(s)
of diversity to be used, and the
omission of diversity must be
justified; Where a diversity need is
functional diversity is
required whenever feasible; CCF
analysis must address reliability
impact and risk posed by
commonalities (e.g., modules,
tools, development methods);
design complexity must be
minimized proportionate to the
safety needs
Note: Adoption of diverse systems
based on fundamentally diverse
technology (i.e., noncomputerbased diverse system) results in
substantially different diversity
usage (equivalent to Sizewell
example)

"Intentional diversity (x).

5.3.2

International Standards

The IEC issues and maintains international normative standards for all electrical, electronic, and
related technologies. These standards are developed according to consensus procedures by technical
experts supplied by the national committees of participating countries. Subcommittee (SC) 45A,
Instrumentation and Control of Nuclear Facilities, of technical committee (TC) 45, Nuclear
Instrumentation (TC45/SC45A), has responsibility for standards that apply to I&C systems important to
safety in nuclear-energy-generation facilities (e.g., NPPs). These standards cover the entire life-cycle of
I&C systems at these facilities, ranging from conception through design, manufacture, test, installation,
commissioning, operation, maintenance, aging management, modernization, and decommissioning. Key
standards relevant to this research investigation that address overall I&C architecture and system design
and software for systems important to safety are discussed in Sects. 5.3.2.1 through 5.3.2.3 and are
summarized in aggregate in Sect. 5.4.2.4. Of particular interest is a recently issued standard providing
requirements to cope with CCF, IEC 62340 (see Sect. 5.3.2.3).
5.3.2.1

IEC 61513

The IEC standard that covers the system aspects of I&C systems important to safety, including
computer-based systems, is IEC 61513, "Nuclear Power Plants-Instrumentation and control for systems
important to safety-General requirements for systems" [120]. This top-level standard for I&C systems
important to safety at NPPs is the nuclear power industry derivative of the multipart parent document on
functional safety of industrial process measurement and control systems (i.e., IEC 61508, "Functional
safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety related systems"). Comparable to the parent
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standard for general industrial-sector application, IEC 61513 defines a life-cycle process for I&C systems
important to safety at NPPs and contains the top-level requirements on system functions, architecture, and
I&C system design for application to those I&C systems. These requirements are intended to be
independent of technology and apply to hardwired (i.e., analog) and software-based (i.e., digital) systems.
IEC 61513 requires analyses to verify the I&C architecture design at an NPP. A specified analysis
that must be conducted is an "evaluation of the effectiveness of measures used to reduce the sensitivity of
the safety groups to CCF" with an emphasis on Category A (i.e., safety) functions. As part of this
analysis, common components, identical hardware, and identical software must be determined. Where
such commonalities are identified, justification must be provided to demonstrate that the potential for
CCF is low.
Correspondingly, IEC 61513 gives requirements for defense against CCF. As noted, the standard
emphasizes I&C systems that perform Category A functions in addressing defense against CCF within
I&C systems important to safety. Categorization of function is provided in IEC 61226, "Nuclear power
plants-Instrumentation and control systems important for safety--Classification" [121 ], based on the
consequence of malfunction. Category A functions are safety functions that play a principal role in the
safety of the NPP. These functions are implemented in Class 1 systems (i.e., protection systems, safety
actuation systems, emergency power actuation systems).
In IEC 61513, the design goal for defending against CCF is specified as providing "measures against
the occurrence of a CCF within I&C systems implementing different lines of defence against the same
PIE." The identified measures include the following:
*
*
"
*
•
"

design provisions promoting tolerance of hazardous plant events (e.g., external influences and internal
hazards),
design provisions resulting in insensitivity to plant demand design (e.g., decoupling execution from
plant status to avoid common triggering conditions),
design provision to minimize the use of common elements or support systems among lines of defense,
quality assurance and fault tolerance to minimize the potential impact of systematic faults,
strategic design decisions to manage complexity, and
design differences through application of diverse features.

For each design measure, requirements and recommendations are given to guide the usage of these
defensive approaches. This guidance is briefly reviewed below, with a subsequent focused treatment of
the specific guidance on diversity usage as a CCF defense.
Design provisions enabling hazard tolerance include separation, independence, prevention, and
compatibility (e.g., electromagnetic and environmental).
Minimizing the risk of common triggering conditions arising from demand profile involves analysis
of I&C components to identify loadings (e.g., electrical, computational) that are demand dependent and
reduction of the coupling between I&C system operation and plant conditions.
Avoidance of common elements involves architectural provisions such as independence across
different lines of defense for I&C systems protecting against the same PIE, independent monitoring and
control capabilities to ensure safety functions in the event of a failure, minimized potential for CCF
within independent manual control capabilities that back up automatic safety functions, and arbitration or
prioritization of commands for ESF actuation that may conflict during failure conditions.
Measures to reduce the risk due to systematic faults include application of high-quality planning for
development and manufacturing life-cycle activities, provision of self-supervision capabilities (e.g.,
exception-handling routines, watchdog timer, plausibility-checking algorithms), and definition and
annunciation of a safe state to be achieved upon detection of failures.
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Analysis of the I&C system architecture and individual system designs contributes to managing
complexity. Such an analysis involves consideration of the degree to which either computer-based or
hardwired technologies are employed and the reliance on human action to ensure that safety functions are.
maintained.
The design measure of interest for this research is the provision of diversity as an effective means for
defending against CCF. Diversities that are identified in IEC 61513 include human diversity, signal
diversity, functional diversity, design and test diversity, software diversity, and equipment diversity.
Specific guidance on diversity usage involves recommended practices more than requirements
per se. The standard recommends that diversity be used to achieve high reliability when uncertainties
exist in the evaluation of a design. Combinations of signal and functional diversities are cited as
"particularly effective methods to reduce risk of CCF due to errors in the requirements specifications or in
the specification and implementation of application software." For complex I&C systems where there is a
limited experience base, equipment diversity is identified as a means to address hardware CCF and
contribute to defense against system software faults. Use of diverse methods or procedures for
verification and validation is cited as a means to contribute to CCF avoidance without introducing design
complexity. Examples of this approach include back-to-back testing with a simulator and use of different
testing facilities. Finally, it is required that the effectiveness of any diversity usage that is claimed to
minimize the potential for CCF be analyzed and documented with appropriate justification.
5.3.2.2 IEC 60880
IEC 60880, "Nuclear power plants-Instrumentation and control systems important to safetySoftware aspects for computer-based systems performing Category A functions" [ 122], supplements
IEC 61513 by providing "requirements for the software of computer-based I&C systems of NPPs
performing functions of safety Category A." The second edition of this standard encompasses both the
first edition, issued in 1986, and the supplemental part 2, issued in 2000, along with updated requirements
covering the software aspects of the I&C system life-cycle process (as defined in IEC 61513).
Additionally, IEC 60880 includes an informative annex on defense against CCFs as well as other annexes
on details for the safety software life-cycle process, software requirements and software development,
tools for software qualification, and requirements on preexisting software.
In particular, IEC 60880 provides requirements for defense against "software design and coding
faults" that can result in the potential for CCF in software-based implementations of Category A
functions. The standard states that software "by itself does not have a CCF mode." Instead, CCF is a
system failure issue that arises from "faults in the functional requirements, system design, or in the
software." Thus, the standard recommends that the potential effects of software CCF be considered in the
application of the defense-in-depth principle, with appropriate countermeasures employed throughout the
development and evaluation processes. In particular, these countermeasures should be considered in the
design, implementation, verification, and validation of each layer of defense and in the assessment of
independence and diversity among redundant layers of defense. It is noted that diversity usage may not
only reduce the potential for CCF but also enhance reliability of some I&C systems.
The nature of CCF, as described in IEC 60880, is that faults may exist undetected in software until
challenged by a specific unanticipated or untested signal trajectory. Thus, the mechanism for CCF is the
presence of at least one common latent fault within systems or redundancies that defend against the same.
PIE and the coincident exposure to specific signal trajectories in a sensitive time frame. IEC 60880
*specifically addresses faults arising from the software engineering process.
The standard states that high-quality software engineering practices are the most important defense
against software CCF. It is also noted that the use of self-monitoring features can help to limit the
potential impact of software CCF. However, since error-free software cannot be ensured in general,
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IEC 60880 requires an analysis of the potential sources and consequences of software CCF as part of the
I&C architecture design assessment. The guidance provided for the analysis is consistent with the
guidance on D3 assessments given in NUREG/CR-6303.
Guidance regarding the use of diversity as a countermeasure to address software CCF is given as
recommended practices. The primary implementation strategy identified is the use of functional diversity
among independent systems. If functional diversity is not feasible, then consideration of system diversity,
diverse software features, and diverse design approaches is advised. It is required that justification of the
strategy employed be documented. Specific techniques to address the software implementation are
identified as diversification of the operational conditions for the software, avoidance of failure
propagation paths, mitigation of the impact of CCF, and use of different specifications for different
software implementations of the same functional requirements. It is noted that N-version programming is
not recommended.
Informative discussion of CCF considerations and diversity options is given in Annex G. This
information is not considered part of the normative guidance of the standard. Commonalities that can
result in CCF vulnerability are identified as including common software, architecture, algorithms,
development methods, tools, implementation methods, staffing, and management. A discussion of the role
of signal trajectories in triggering CCFs is provided. Also, the impact of abnormal hardware failures, plant
conditions, and events that result from unforeseen signal trajectories, which include unexpected software
states, is noted. The annex presents specific diversity features that can be considered for resolving
software CCF. These features include the following:
"

software diversity features (e.g., functional diversity, different design specifications, and different
functional implementations);
• diversity at the system level (e.g., independent diverse actuation systems, different basic technology,
different types of computers, hardware modules and major design concepts, and different classes of
computers);
* diverse design approaches (e.g., algorithms, system data, hardware for inputs or interfaces, timing and
sequencing);
* different design and implementation methods (e.g., languages, compilers, support libraries, software
tools, programming techniques, system and application software, software structures, and data);
* diverse testing; and
" diverse management approaches (e.g., separation of design teams, forced diversity between design
teams, restricted communication between teams, and different staff).
The potential benefit of functional or software diversity usage is derived from the increased
protection against software CCF arising from adequately diverse versions. However, it is noted that
potential disadvantages can include greater overall complexity, increased risk of spurious actuation, more
complex specifications and design, modification problems (e.g., maintaining diversity during
modification), cost, and potential lower quality of diverse versions. Thus, the impact on the reliability of
safety functions should be considered in the justification of diversity usage.
5.3.2.3 IEC 62340
The LEC has recently issued a new standard addressing means to cope with CCFs in I&C systems
that perform Category A functions (e.g., safety systems). The standard is lEC 62340, "Nuclear power
plants-Instrumentation and control systems important to safety-Requirements for coping with common
cause failure (CCF)" [11]. Specifically, IEC 62340 gives requirements regarding the avoidance and
mitigation of CCF and provides principles to promote independence among I&C systems.
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In providing a strategy to cope with CCF, IEC 62340 discusses the conditions that cause CCF.
Basically, the standard adopts the position that a CCF can occur only when two factors are present
concurrently:
*
*

a latent systematic fault exists, and
a corresponding triggering mechanism is activated by a signal trajectory.

The standard defines a "signal trajectory" as the "time histories of all equipment conditions, internal
states, input signals and operator inputs which determine the outputs of a system." A "latent fault"
presupposes that the fault is not identified by validation testing, self-supervision, or periodic testing in the
field. Also, latent systematic faults may originate from any phase of the life-cycle (e.g., design phase,
manufacturing phase, operational procedures).
Systematic faults within I&C systems may result from human errors in design or implementation
(considered to be technology independent) or may arise from physical effects during the manufacturing
process (considered to be technology dependent). Common sources of these faults include flaws in the
safety function requirements or system specifications, inadequate determination of external (e.g.,
environmental) stress factors or hardware design limits, and design deficiencies. Systematic faults can
also be introduced during maintenance, because of limited analysis and testing during modification. These
faults can result from activities such as modification of setpoints, use of revised versions of spare parts, or
modernization of I&C system components.
Triggering conditions may be caused by external factors such as common demand profiles (e.g.,
signal transients), environmental stress, or temporal -dependencies (e.g., specific real time or calendar
dates). Signal trajectory triggers can involve not only input signal transients but also internal states of
digital systems and past execution history. Additionally, the existence of fault propagation mechanisms
(e.g,, communication interlinks) may propagate failure through mechanisms such as functional
dependencies, corrupted data, or failed communication processes to cause consequential failure of other
redundancies.
The strategic approach to coping with CCF involves reducing the likelihood of systematic faults
being incorporated into independent systems or redundancies, minimizing the presence of failure
propagation paths among systems, and reducing the possibility of concurrent exposure to triggering
conditions. Accordingly, IEC 62340 provides requirements to establish a coping strategy for CCF. These
requirements are grouped in terms of four areas of impact, which are characterized as follows:
*
*
*
*

overcoming flaws in the requirements specification,
preventing coincident failures through design measures,
tolerating postulated latent software faults, and
avoiding system failure due to maintenance during operation.
The requirements provided in each area are summarized in the following sections.

5.3.2.3.1

Overcoming Flaws in the Requirements Specification

It is noted that flawed requirements can lead to systematic faults that create the potential for CCF
vulnerability. IEC 62340 states that functional diversity serves as an effective means of coping with the
prospect of such faults through the provision of alternate requirements as the basis for diverse systems,
subsystems, or redundancies. To enable this coping strategy, an analysis of design basis accidents (DBAs)
and relevant DBEs that are affected by I&C system CCF must be performed. It is noted that most large
transients influence nearly all safety parameters in parallel. Thus, the application of functional diversity
requires a more detailed analysis of DBEs as a precondition. From this analysis, the subset of DBEs that
could cause unacceptable consequences in the presence of I&C system CCF is determined and at least one
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alternate safety parameter must be identified for each event. On this basis, the specification of diverse
safety functions is established and can be implemented through a selected design strategy, subject to
demonstration that plant safety targets are achieved. Two prospective design strategies are noted: (1) to
group diverse safety functioný into independent systems to give full coverage by either system and (2) to
implement the complete set of functions in a primary safety system with a reduced-scope set of functions
covered by a lower safety class system based on diverse equipment.
The application of functional diversity in concert with the defense-in-depth principle requires "the
identification of those specific safety I&C functions that can ensure independently that the main plant
safety targets are met." These diverse safety functions must be allocated to independent I&C systems that
are implemented in an architectural arrangement such that plant safety is maintained even in the presence
of a postulated failure of one I&C system. Essentially, the failure of one I&C system must not affect the
other I&C systems that provide compensating safety functions or lines of defense. The independent
performance of the diverse safety functions must be validated and documented.
5.3.2.3.2 Preventing Coincident Failures Through Application of Design Measures
Independence is an essential element of any coping strategy because it enables the impact of CCF to
be limited to a single I&C system. The principle of independence is satisfied if a postulated failure of one
I&C system does not prevent the other I&C systems from performing their intended safety functions.
Effective design principles to defend against CCF begin with requirements that ensure high-quality, highintegrity I&C systems. Adherence to the requirements of existing standards is reinforced in this standard.
Specifically, the relevant requirements that must be fulfilled are cited as the following (with the
referenced standard identified):
"
*
"
"

system design: IEC 61513,
software design: IEC 60880,
physical separation: IEC 60709 [123], and
component qualification: IEC 60780 [124] (environmental) and IEC 60980 [125] (seismic).

In addition to the requirements in the standards above, additional requirements are provided by
IEC 62340 to ensure the independent performance of diverse safety functions. Some of these
requirements involve analyses of potential CCF mechanisms present in the design. In particular, an
analysis of the plant I&C architecture is required to determine whether there exist common mechanisms
that could compromise the independence of the diverse I&C systems. It is required that any identified
vulnerability be either eliminated or resolved through adequate mitigation. Additionally, an assessment of
expected operating conditions for diverse I&C systems must be performed to identify any common
triggering conditions to be addressed.
Other design requirements specified in IEC 62340 address particular design measures that are
considered effective in promoting independence and coping with CCF. First, "system specific processing
paths from sensing the plant status to the actuation of plant safety functions" must be provided without
employing any shared components. Second, support systems such as power supplies or heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) must provide sufficiently redundant and separated subsystems.
Third, self-supervision must be provided independently for each processing unit. Fourth, functional
diversity must be used wherever practical for diverse I&C systems.
In executing the design of independent diverse I&C systems, several design considerations must be
addressed. First, the design of these systems must reduce the likelihood that the same input signal
transient can initiate a CCF to a level that is not significant at any time during the life of the plant.
Essentially, measures must be invoked to ensure that each system is subjected to different signal
trajectories. Second, no shared components or services are permitted if their postulated failure can cause a
CCF of the independent diverse I&C systems. Third, an analysis of the potential for CCF must be
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performed to assess the impact of identical hardware or software in independent diverse I&C systems. If
the resulting potential for CCF is not negligible, then operation of the systems must be restricted such that
they are (1) subjected to different service conditions and operational loads (e.g., input and/or processing
demands) or (2) not operationally dependent on the demand profile of the plant process and the
corresponding environmental conditions. Essentially, the diverse I&C systems must either be exposed to
different signal trajectories and external influences or be insensitive to those factors. Fourth, if
diversification of the demand profile as previously described is not feasible, then qualification for the
intended application must be ensured and periodically tested. Alternately, equipment diversity may be
analyzed for consideration.
For software-based I&C systems; it is required that each software module of the application, as well
as the associated signal trajectories, be assessed for potential CCF vulnerability. In particular, functional
diversity is required to diversify the input signal component of the signal trajectories and introduction of
other diversities to the system designs must be considered to diversify the internal state component of the
signal trajectories. Additionally, independent diverse I&C systems must not perform identical application
functions since the possibility exists that "coincidental, quasi-synchronized failure of these systems
maybe triggered from the same input signal transient."
Regarding the treatment of system communications, requirements are givento ensure that failure
propagation through communication paths is avoided. Specifically, communication is not permitted
between independent I&C systems that are provided to protect against the impact of CCF. Additionally,
requirements addressing internal propagation paths within safety systems are stated. These design
measures include detection of data correctness on receipt, exclusion of faulty data from processing,
physical separation of redundant subsystems, and protection of safety functions from the effects of
communication failure (e.g., failure of the transaction or failure of the subsystem handling.
communications). In particular, system operation must not be jeopardized by failure of any central
subsystems that require communication to more than one redundancy of a safety system to accomplish
their information exchange function. For example, these subsystems "may provide information to the
main control room for display or may support modification of parameters derived from the plant process."
Furthermore, it is required that all software functions provided for the transfer of messages be
implemented in a manner that ensures that the correct execution of these transfer mechanisms cannot be
compromised by the information content (e.g., data values) being communicated.
The potential for system failure to be induced by maintenance activities must also be addressed in
the design of independent I&C systems. Specifically, the safety system design must be analyzed to ensure
that maintenance and test activities are properly accommodated by (1) means to prohibit spurious
actuation due to maintenance and (2) provisions to limit the simultaneous impact of maintenance or
testing on multiple safety functions.
Additional design measures addressed in IEC 62340.include system integrity, independence from
external dates or messages, and assurance of physical separation and environmental robustness.
Provisions to ensure system integrity through self-supervision (as required in this standard and
IEC60880) must include determination of a predefined state to invoke on failure detection. This "failed"
state must be based on failsafe principles. Requirements regarding avoidance of dependencies address
precautions against dependence on external time and provisions for access security (which are referenced
from IEC 60880). Finally, other standards are cited for requirements on separation and isolation
(IEC 60709), equipment qualification (IEC 60780), and electromagnetic compatibility (IEC 61000-4)
[126].
5.3.2.3.3 Tolerating Postulated Software Faults
It is noted that in accordance with EEC 61513, digital safety systems should be designed to "operate
internally without dependence on the demand profile." The software-specific requirements given in
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IEC 60880 are supplemented by additional requirements in EEC 62340. These requirements, which are
consistent with IEC 60880, are intended to "reduce the possibility that assumed latent software faults may
be triggered from data which depend on transients of the plant process." In particular, it is required that
application and system software be separated such that "the algorithmic processing of plant process data
is entirely performed by the application software." Additionally, execution of system software functions
"should not be influenced by any data which directly or indirectly depends on the plant status." To satisfy
this requirement, IEC 60880 is cited along with the following design measures: "invariant cyclic
processing of the application functions," "invariance of processing load and communication load," and
"avoidance of interrupts triggered by process data."
Other software-related coping requirements address tolerance of invalid input signals and spurious
signal transients, online identification of invalid or faulty input signals, protection of other safety
functions in the presence of single function failure due to invalid input signals, and provision of a safe
action in response to multiple CCF or input signal failures. It is cautioned that the signal validation by
comparison of redundant information can introduce dependencies between redundancies that must be
analyzed for CCF possibilities.
5.3.2.3.4 Avoiding System Failure Due to Maintenance During Operation
IEC 62340 addresses the prospect that CCF can be induced by maintenance activities during
operation. Specifically, it is required that simultaneous activities are limited to "a single redundancy to
avoid a resulting failure of more than one of the redundant trains, channels, or subsystems." Additionally,
an analysis must confirm that the prospective impact of maintenance activity during power operation
cannot induce failure of other nonrelated systems performing safety functions. Finally, it is required that
the useful lifetime of components be determined to limit the potential effect of aging degradation and that
replacement components be adequately qualified and their compatibility be sufficiently verified to avoid
introduction of new failure modes or reduction of system reliability.
5.3.2.4 Aggregate IEC Guidance
The guidance provided in the three international standards discussed above constitutes an overall
approach to coping with CCF in I&C systems important to safety. IEC 61513 represents the high-level
guidance addressing I&C system architecture considerations. IEC 60880 supplements that guidance by
specifically addressing software-based system considerations. EEC 62340 provides a framework for
establishing a CCF coping strategy that is consistent with the high-level requirements in EEC 61513 and
complementary to the software requirements in LEC 60880.
Table 5.5 provides a representation of the aggregate guidance on diversity usage extracted from the
three standards. The primary emphasis of each standard is on the use of functional diversity (coupled with
the enabling signal diversity) to diversify the functional requirements to be realized by diverse systems or
redundancies and to minimize the likelihood that the diverse systems are presented coincidentally with
common triggering conditions (i.e., common signal trajectories). Other diversities are identified to address
any remaining vulnerabilities that cannot be shown to be resolved solely by the use of functional
diversity.
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Table 5.5. Summary of diversity usage from IEC standards
Diversity attribute

Usage'

Details

~Desig
iit
Manufacturer
Same manufacturer--different version

"Equip
x

K

=
Different equipment addresses
hardware CCF and contributes to
defense against system software
CCF (IEC 61513 cites this usage
for complex systems where there
is a limited experience base; IEC
60880 notes hardware diversity as
an available diversity feature;
IEC 62340 cites equipment
diversity as an alternative if
demand-profile diversification is
not feasible)

Liog ic Pr~ocessing Equipmenjtj
Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

Different functional relationships
for diverse parameters and
initiation criteria (all three
standards cite this usage as the
primary basis for CCF defense)

Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

Different V&V methods or
procedures, especially considering
back-to-back testing (IEC 61513
notes the benefit afforded by
enhanced opportunity for fault
detection and removal)

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture

x

Different algorithms and program
architecture corresponding to
different functional relationships
between diverse parameters and
initiation criteria (all three
standards cite functional diversity
as the primary basis for CCF
defense; algorithmic/logic
differences are a consequence of
functional diversity and contribute
to diversifying the internal state
component of signal trajectories)

~Life-cycle.
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Table 5.5. (continued)
Usagea

Details

Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects

x

Different sensed parameters
(explicitly cited by IEC 61513 and
implicitly included to enable
functional diversity for IEC 60880
and IEC 62340; signal diversity
provides diversification of the
input signal component of signal
trajectories)

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Different sensed parameters (same
as above)

Diversity attribute

OffierDiversity Cons rati-w
I
Parallel Diverse architecture in terms of systems or
redundancies
Other types of diversity addressed in guidance

aIntentional

Independence among diverse
elements emphasized in
IEC 62340; IEC 61513 invokes
V&V testing diversity; IEC 60880
identifies system diversity, diverse
software features, and diverse
design approaches as alternatives
if functional diversity is not
feasible; IEC 62340 includes
guidance on the use of design
measures to minimize the potential
for CCF, considerations arising
from communication-enabled
dependencies, and means to
address the impact of maintenance

diversity (x).

5.4 Diversity Considerations from the International Nuclear Power Community
The overview of current international interactions, research findings, and consensus guidance given
in this chapter provides additional technical input to support development of diversity strategies that
address the potential for CcF vulnerabilities in I&C systems at NPPs. Recent meetings among nuclear
industry stakeholders have confirmed a collective awareness of the potential threat posed by CCF as the
industry proceeds with more-extensive incorporation of digital technology in safety-related I&C systems.
As previously discussed, the characteristics of modern I&C systems (e.g., complexity, limitations on
testability) and the absence of quantitative metrics to assess the effectiveness of CCF coping strategies
drive the need for more-definitive guidance on what constitutes sufficient diversity.
The elevated attention presently devoted to CCF concerns is reflected in the discussions among
international regulators and the conduct of significant international meetings that are described in this
chapter. Some key findings resulting from the investigation of international interactions on diversity
usage involve the guidance provided in the common position of European regulators and insights drawn
from a postulated example case of a CCF mitigation approach for a digital I&C architecture. Additionally,
the extensive research program funded by the British nuclear power industry has expanded the
fundamental understanding of the nature of diversity and its impact on the prospect of common
systematic faults. That research has made possible identification of diversity-seeking decisions that can
contribute to improved dependability for I&C systems and the safety functions they support. Finally,
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consensus practices for coping with CCF vulnerability in I&C architectures at NPPs has been captured in
international standards that can be considered for adoption as endorsed practices.
Table 5.6 summarizes the diversity usage derived from investigation of these international
information sources. Specifically, the table presents diversity usage corresponding to the ISTec case
study, the U.K. DISPO research program, the European common position on software design diversity,
and the IEC standards on I&C systems important to safety at NPPs. An alternate expression of the
European common position guidance [112] captures the best-practice recommendation for the use of
different technologies as the diversity usage basis (i.e., provision of a noncomputer-based diverse
system).
Table 5.6. Comparison of diversity usage from international sourcesa

Diversity attribute

ISTec
case

U.K.
research

European
Comm.

study

progress

position

-

-

-

x

x

x

Different technologies
Different architectures
Equiffent (inanufacturer-----differentdesign-x

European
Comm.
position
(tech.)

IEC
Stds.

x
i
-

x

Different manufacturer-different design
Different manufacturer-same design

x

x--

Same manufacturer-different version

-

-

x

-

x

Different logic processing architecture
Different component integration architecture

x
x

x
x

x

i
i

-

-

Different data flow architecture

-

x

-

i

-

-Functiorid"

____

____'L7

___

-

Different underlying mechanisms

-

-

-

i-

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means

x

x

x

x

x

Different response time scale

x

-

-

-

Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within same company

x

x

-

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

i

i

x

i

-

i

i

x

i

x

Different algorithms, logic, and program
architecture

x

x

X

i

x

Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

x

x
x

-

i

-

-

-

i

-

-

x

x

i

-

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,

"

installers, or certification personnel)
Logi~c'>

__
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Table 5.6. (continued)

Diversity attribute

ISTec
case
study

U.K.
research
progress

European
Comm.
position

European
posm.
(tech.)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

x

-

-

-

Sts

Signal~
Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical
effects
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information (-).
It is observed that comprehensive application of the DSDs identified through the U.K. DISPO
research provides the most-extensive usage of the diversity criteria derived from NUREG/CR-63 03.
Many of the DSDs relate to diversity of design in terms of design basis (including functional diversity),
development approach, tools, validation approach (e.g., testing techniques), development teams, and
platforms. Each of these DSDs is related to mitigation of CCF through diversification of the purpose,
process, and/or product. A key goal of many of the purpose- and process-related DSDs is to enhance the
cognitive diversity (e.g., understanding, mental model for design) of the development teams. By doing so,
the impact is expected to be reduced prospects for systematic faults being introduced throughout the I&C
system life-cycle process by decreasing the likelihood of common misunderstandings, mistakes, and
errors. Data diversity and functional diversity affect the performance aspect of CCF mitigation through
diversification of execution profiles and, coupled with platform diversity, through different responses to
external influences. Thus, diversity usage based on the DSDs identified through the U.K. DISPO research
can be considered to provide a very thorough approach to resolving the potential for CCF vulnerabilities
in software-based I&C systems.
The diversity usage derived from the European common position on software design diversity is
closely related to the treatment represented by the DSDs covered in the U.K. DISPO research.
Additionally, the foremost best-practice recommendation from the common position reflects the primary
approach employed by the Sizewell NPP (see Chapter 4).
The diversity usage illustrated by the ISTec example employs a unique means of addressing
vulnerabilities that may arise from temporal and platform (e.g., system support services) dependencies.
The staggered restart (e.g., software rejuvenation) approach can minimize the potential for commonality
in the internal state component of the signal trajectory presented coincidentally to diverse systems. Thus,
through a form of operational diversity, the prospect of concurrent exposure to triggering conditions is
minimized.
Finally, the guidance in the IEC standards represents a consensus basis from which to establish CCF
coping strategies. The emphasis on functional diversity and independence captures best practices that
have been traditionally employed within the nuclear power industry for addressing the potential for CCF
vulnerabilities. However, caution is warranted in that functional diversity as a primary means of coping
with CCF in digital systems may not adequately resolve the potential for systematic faults resulting from
human errors in development or from the impact of platform-specific defects and/or system software
deficiencies. This potential limitation is demonstrated by the DISPO research findings. Additionally, IEC
61513 identifies equipment diversity (e.g., diverse platforms) as an effective approach for complex
systems for which an extensive experience base is unavailable. The broad coverage of design
considerations (e.g., flawed requirement specifications, independence) and implementation issues (e.g.,
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dependencies from communication, impact of maintenance activities) suggests that IEC 62340 could
provide a suitable framework for establishing a comprehensive treatment of CCF mitigation. However,
the diversity usage approaches identified from other information sources (such as those described in this
and the preceding chapters) and the diversity strategies developed through this research should be
addressed via endorsement conditions or enhancements to the standard.
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6. DIVERSITY STRATEGIES
The principal findings of this research are diversity strategies drawn from experience and established
practices with safety-critical digital applications within the international nuclear power community and in
other industries. The approach employed in establishing these strategies began with examples of diversity
usage that were identified during the course of this investigation. The combinations of diversities from the
referenced examples were then characterized in terms of the diversity attributes given in NUREG/
CR-6303. The nature of potential CCF vulnerabilities was considered, and the prospective impact of each
diversity in mitigating those vulnerabilities was assessed. Engineering judgment was then applied to
derive strategies based on the cited examples and relevant technical considerations accounting for the
nature of nuclear power safety systems and characteristics of available I&C technologies. The resulting
baseline diversity strategies are presented in this chapter, along with the source examples and supporting
rationale. It should be noted that these strategies do not constitute required approaches to diversity usage
but rather represent acceptable means for achieving adequate diversity. Alternate diversity strategies are
feasible and may be similarly justified.
6.1
6.1.1

Usage of Diversity
Considerations for Assessing Diversity

The need for diversity within the I&C system architecture of an NPP is determined through conduct
of a D3 analysis, such as the method established in NUREG/CR-6303. Where it is concluded that
diversity is necessary to adequately address CCF vulnerabilities associated with a safety function, an
automatic diverse means for accomplishing the same safety function or an equivalent compensating
function may be provided. Within the nuclear power industry, implementation of diversity to mitigate the
effect of a potential CCF on safety functions is typically provided either through diverse elements (e.g.,
redundancies, subsystems, components) within the safety system or a separate diverse system (e.g.,
ATWS, DAS). Essentially, the architectural approach in which diversity is normally employed can be
represented in terms of two or more parallel diverse systems whose collective action in response to
detection of an event reflects a one-out-of-two (or N) relationship (i.e., effectively providing a simple
logical "OR"). The functionality embodied in these diverse systems is generally similar in nature (i.e.,
functional processing of measured data reflecting the plant condition leading to initiation of compensatory
action when safety limits are challenged), although they may vary in purpose (i.e., control, limitation, or
protection), approach (e.g., continuous control, one-time initiation, on-demand discrete manipulation), or
functional relationships (e.g., different initiation criteria for the same event).
The baseline diversity strategies developed through this research provide guidance on acceptable
combinations of diversity criteria. These strategies are drawn from commonalities in identified
approaches for diversity usage and technical insights into the impact of the diversity attributes and
associated criteria on the potential for CCF vulnerabilities. The objective of each diversity strategy is to
address sources of common faults, locations of vulnerabilities, and triggering conditions for CCFs. In
terms of diverse systems, the targeted aspects related to mitigating CCF vulnerability involve purpose,
process, product, and performance. The system aspects related to purpose and process concern sources by
which systematic faults (e.g., flaws, deficiencies, misunderstandings, mistakes, errors, defects) are
introduced. These fault sources include requirements, design concepts/system specifications, components
and parts, and manufacturing lines as well as human contributors and tool sets at various life-cycle
phases. The product aspect is exemplified by the realized systems, including the platforms and
applications, in which latent faults reside until activated to cause a failure. The location of any common
faults may involve the hardware, system software or basic processing elements, application software or
logic, integrated hardware/software environment, and/or interconnections (e.g., communication, power,
structure). The system aspect concerning performance includes execution of functions and responses to
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external influences. Execution primarily relates to demands (i.e., inputs) and processing mechanisms
(e.g., internal states and state transitions) that can trigger activation of systematic faults or introduce
commonalities of condition. Similar response to external influences may also serve as triggering
mechanisms for common failure.
The combinations of diversity criteria that comprise each strategy are intended to address the
potential for CCF vulnerabilities by minimizing the introduction of common faults, mitigating the
presence of corresponding vulnerabilities, managing commonality in usage (i.e., execution), and reducing
similarity in susceptibility to external factors. In the subsequent discussion of the rationale for each
diversity strategy, these diversity effects are characterized in terms of impact on common systematic
faults, concurrent execution profiles, or similar responses to external influences.
6.1.2

Crosscutting Diversity Usage

6.1.2.1 Functionaland Signal Diversities
As seen in the Chapter 4 discussion of traditional diversity.usage, the intentional use of functional
and signal diversities is a common practice applied to I&C system architectures at NPPs. The approach
was developed to address potential CCF vulnerabilities in hardwired systems that may arise from
requirement flaws, systematic faults, and common or shared equipment. Furthermore, there are additional
benefits specific to digital safety systems that arise from different signal trajectories, alternate functions,
and diversified requirements. The impact of this diversification is to lessen both the prospect of common
design mistakes that may result in systematic faults and the potential for concurrent execution profiles
that may trigger common failures.
Based on survey findings, this diversity approach is typically implemented in either redundant
subsystems of a digital safety system or between safety and diverse actuation systems being compared. As
is the case in most of the international NPP examples cited, the main use of signal diversity may be
focused on redundant subsystems within the primary digital safety system. This approach is consistent
with GDC 22. However, in cases where parallel diverse systems are the primary means of achieving
diversity, some intentional signal diversity (beyond simply using separate redundant sensors) between the
system inputs is warranted to achieve the benefits of input diversification (and the associated functional
diversity) in comparative systems. In those instances, using some diverse measurements (i.e., diverse
initiation criteria for the same or compensating function corresponding to the selected PIEs), along with
coverage of a reduced set of PIEs (as needed, based on the D3 analysis for the plant), should provide
adequate diversification of the input component of the signal trajectories seen by each system.
Recognizing well-established nuclear industry practices, the combined application of functional and
signal diversities is treated within each strategy as a baseline practice to be supplemented, not replaced,
by additional considerations related to the accommodation of the unique characteristics of digital
technology. The specific functional diversity criterion that is emphasized as an intentional diversity usage
involves different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means. The intentional use of each signal
diversity criterion, to the extent practical, is also adopted in conjunction with the use of functional
diversity. Thus, use of these diversity criteria applies to all of the diversity strategies developed through
this research. However, this usage is not intended to require backfits of new measurements in existing
plants but instead reinforces the use of the available diverse measurements.
Finally, this position on the baseline use of functional and signal diversity not only contributes to
satisfying current regulations (GDC 22) but also is consistent with current international guidance on
approaches to address CCF vulnerabilities. The use of functional (and the supporting signal) diversity is
central to the guidance provided by IEC 62340, which gives requirements for coping with CCF in NPP
I&C systems [II]. Additionally, the common positions on software design diversity that were developed
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by European regulators emphasize the use of functional diversity "wherever possible" in the
implementation of diverse digital systems [112].
6.1.2.2 Equipment Manufacturerand Life-Cycle Diversities
Due to the cross-dependence of the life-cycle and equipment manufacturer diversity attributes, these
diversities are considered together. Basically, the selection of different manufacturers for diverse systems
is generally equivalent to the selection of different design organizations. It is expected that common teams
or shared personnel between different companies would occur only in rare cases, such as in situations
where the development of the diverse systems involves either a joint venture between separate
manufacturers or comparable products from parent and subsidiary companies. Conversely, the selection
of a common manufacturer suggests the need for intentional establishment of separate teams. This linkage
between the diversities is addressed in the following discussion. Additionally, cross-cutting issues (i.e.,
those common to all strategies) are covered as well.
In instances where the same equipment manufacturer is used to supply diverse systems, there is the
potential for common physical defects to be introduced by deficiencies in shared manufacturing processes
or flaws in common source material or parts. Additionally, an adverse effect could arise as a consequence
of common influences or shared resources (e.g., cultural factors, personnel, tool sets, corporate practices)
affecting each diverse product. For example, the potential for systematic faults because of common design
mistakes or implementation errors is of greater concern because of the prospect of common development
and implementation teams. These considerations suggest that there is some CCF mitigation advantage in
the selection of different manufacturers as the primary equipment suppliers for the diverse systems. In
essence, the intentional selection of different equipment manufacturers (or system suppliers) can lessen
the likelihood of potential CCF vulnerabilities that may be introduced through shared manufacturing
processes, system integration approaches, source material/components, or deficient quality control.
Similarly, the likelihood of human-induced systematic faults due to misinterpretations of
requirements, design mistakes, or implementation errors can be reduced via the use of different personnel.
At the very least, employing human diversity in the life-cycle of each system minimizes the prospect of
common faults being introduced by the same person or team. The use of different design organizations
generally provides across-the-board life-cycle diversity. In those cases, the project management, design
and development teams, and implementation and validation teams are typically different. Thus, when
different organizations are engaged, it can be inferred that different design and implementation teams are
inherently provided. The presumption is that both life-cycle criteria for personnel diversity (designers,
engineers, and/or programmers in one case and testers, installers, or certifiers in the other case) are
satisfied to some extent.
It is expected that systems supplied by different companies are more likely to provide some variation
of design and contain several different components. One prospective consequence is that the diverse
systems would be less likely to respond identically to common external influences (e.g., environmental
stress). Of course, minimizing common triggering factors by separation and control of external influences
is a key consideration in coping with CCF as well as diversity.
The bottom-line effect of selecting different manufacturers, and thus different design organizations,
is that commonalities are likely to be reduced and the potential for common systematic faults (e.g.,
manufacturing defects, design mistakes, implementation errors) can be minimized.
While the prospect of fewer commonalities between diverse systems is a more reasonable
expectation for different suppliers than for a common supplier, a comparable effect regarding the
introduction of systematic faults can be achieved by a common manufacturer through the use of separate
teams for each system, instead of a single development team. Additionally, strict quality control, such as
that expected from an Appendix B supplier, can help to ensure that the potential for common defects or
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errors among product lines is minimized. Thus, a common equipment manufacturer (or system supplier)
can be selected if measures are taken to compensate for potential commonalities in the manufacturing or
system integration processes and common components are minimized to the extent feasible.
If a common manufacturer (or system supplier) is selected, an equivalent life-cycle diversity can be
achieved through the use of separate teams dedicated to each system, instead of using a single
development team. Essentially, the life-cycle diversity under this scenario can be intentionally invoked in
the form of separate teams (e.g., each involving design, development, testing, and installation disciplines
but under separate management) within the company. There is value in providing a comparable level of
expertise for the personnel on each team to ensure adequate quality for both systems. The basis for
including the intentional use of different management teams is stated in NUREG/CR-63 03. The
motivating consideration is that "[m]anagement has the most significant effect on [life-cycle] diversity
because management controls the resources applied and the corporate culture under which [design teams]
work." In effect, management can significantly impact the potential for common systematic errors
through the objectives, practices, and constraints it imposes.
The majority of the examples cited in this research involve use of different equipment and selection
of different manufacturers to supply the diverse systems. Where the same supplier was used, separate
teams and strict quality controls were applied to each diverse system in most cases. Likewise, the
examples showed that it is common practice in almost all of the industries investigated (e.g., nuclear,
aerospace, aviation, chemical process) to utilize life-cycle diversity. The intentional application of this
diversity, whether for different or similar designs, was achieved either through separate teams within an
organization or, more commonly, at different companies. Furthermore, the guidance for the chemical
industry recommends the use of different equipment from different manufacturers as well as different
personnel [63]. Guidance provided by EEC standards also notes the value of different equipment and
different development teams in coping with potential CCF vulnerabilities [ 122].
In keeping with common practice found in the survey, intentional selection of different equipment
manufacturers (or system suppliers) is treated within each strategy as a baseline practice. Alternate
diversity strategies within each classification can be based on the intentional selection of the same
manufacturer for the diverse systems as a variation of the baseline combination of diversity criteria. Use
of this alternate equipment manufacturer criterion is subject to the provision of evidence establishing
reasonable assurance that the manufacturer has properly addressed the potential impact of common
influences and shared resources. As indicated above, selection of an Appendix B supplier can resolve
concerns about quality control. The intentional use of different teams assigned to each system is a normal
practice for addressing concerns about the potential for common fault introduction by shared human
resources. Thus, the intentional selection of diverse systems from the same equipment manufacturer is'
cross-dependent on compensatory intentional application of separate teams within that company.
Similarly, intentional selection of different design organizations to conduct life-cycle activities
related to the application-specific system development is adopted within each strategy as a baseline
practice. Specifically, the life-cycle diversity criteria baseline is the intentional use of different design
organizations, with corresponding inherent life-cycle diversities in the form of different design and
development teams (i.e., designers, engineers, and/or programmers) and different implementation and
validation teams (i.e., testers, installers, and certifiers). Alternate diversity strategies within each
classification may adopt the intentional selection of separate teams when the same manufacturer is used to
supply the diverse systems. In particular, this alternate strategic approach involves the manufacturer's
intentionally establishing, to the extent practical, the following teams for each system: different
management teams; different design and development teams; and different implementation, validation,
and installation teams. For this strategy variation, the intentional application of life-cycle (human)
diversity within a company that is supplying both systems compensates for the increased prospect that
systematic errors could be introduced through the use of common personnel or the influence of common
corporate constraints or cultural practices.
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The cross-dependent relationship for these diversity attributes results in the following linkage
between the criteria associated with each diversity. If different manufacturers are selected for the diverse
systems, then different design organizations are also effectively selected. Conversely, if the same
manufacturer is selected for the diverse systems, then different teams (i.e., management, design and
development, and implementation and validation) are intentionally established to separately execute the
full life-cycle activities for each system. The linkage between these diversity criteria applies to all of the
diversity strategies developed through this research. This position on the relationship between the lifecycle and equipment manufacturer diversities is consistent with common practices drawn from the survey
of diversity usage.
It should be noted that even with the selection of different manufacturers, there remains the potential
for common parts or components. Therefore, some consideration should be given to the components and
parts of diverse systems to ensure that any common items are sufficiently simple to be readily qualified
for their intended usage. In considering the diversity of measurement equipment (i.e., sensors), the
prospective introduction of smart sensors warrants awareness of the potential impact on CCF
vulnerability posed by a common embedded microcontroller for otherwise fundamentally diverse sensing
equipment.
6.2

Classification of Diversity Approaches

Considering the NUREG/CR-6303 diversity attributes, a framework is established for classifying
strategic approaches to diversity usage. Technology is selected as the principal feature for characterizing
each diversity strategy grouping or family. The technology choice for implementing diverse systems,
redundancies, subsystems, modules, or components constitutes the type of design diversity that is
intentionally applied. The rationale for this approach to classifying the strategies is based on two primary
considerations. First, the selection of technology has a significant impact on both the process (e.g., design
and implementation) and product (e.g., hardware, software, integrated system) involved with each diverse
system being compared. In particular, many of the other diversity attributes identified in NUREG/
CR-6303 are strongly affected by the choice of design for diverse systems. Second, differences provided
by systems and equipment based on diverse technologies are often readily observable. NUREG/CR-6303
states that "the clearest distinction between two candidate subsystems would be design diversity."
Thus, the classification framework is derived from the NUREG/CR-6303 representations of the
design diversity attribute: (1) different technologies, (2) different approaches within the same technology,
and (3) different architectures within the same technology. Using this convention, the first grouping,
designated as the Strategy A classification, is characterized by fundamentally diverse technologies. The
Strategy A baseline, at the system or platform level, is illustrated by the example of analog and digital
implementations providing design diversity. The second grouping, designated as the Strategy B
classification, is achieved through the use of distinct technology approaches. The Strategy B baseline can
be described in terms of different digital technologies, such as the distinct approaches represented by
FPGAs and general-purpose microprocessors (i.e., CPUs). The third grouping, designated as the Strategy
C classification, involves the use of architectural variations within a technology. An example of the
Strategy C baseline involves different digital architectures, such as the diverse microarchitectures
provided by different CPUs (e.g., Intel Pentium and Apple-IBM-Motorola [AIM] Power PC).
Obviously, this classification framework implies a fourth diversity family. The fourth strategy
classification (i.e., Strategy D) would consist of those strategies that are characterized by use of the same
technology (e.g., the same platform) for the diverse systems being compared. Essentially, there is no
design diversity and little or no equipment diversity provided by approaches within the Strategy D
classification. Some relevant examples were identified in the survey of diversity usage. In particular, the
flight control system (PASS and BFS) for the Space Shuttle and the railway interlocking system
(ELEKTRA) for the Austrian Federal Railways provide nonnuclear industry examples that are based on
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diverse applications implemented on common platforms. In each case, thorough quality control processes
and extensive design analysis contribute to the avoidance of systematic faults. It is noted that similar
practices are commonplace throughout the nuclear power industry. The reduced functionality backup in
the Space Shuttle example involves functional, life-cycle, and software diversities. The ELEKTRA
railway example focuses on active replication complemented by extreme design specification diversity,
which leads to significant diversification in terms of function (i.e., different purpose) and software (i.e.,
different program architectures and logic). For the international nuclear power industry, examples of
extensive common platform usage include Dukovany and Kashiwazaki-Kariwa (although KK-6 and
KK-7 also include a limited function, analog ATWS capability as a backup). The nuclear power industry
examples employ the traditional diversities (i.e., functional and signal diversities) in response to CCF
considerations. As described previously, this diversity combination also affects the potential for digital
CCF vulnerabilities through diversification of the signal trajectories associated with each diverse system.
6.3

Diversity Strategies

The diversity strategies that are developed through this research represent baseline combinations of
diversity criteria that are judged to provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities that could
compromise the successful execution of safety functions. As described above, three strategy families have
been established. Each classification is presented below with detailed discussion of its basis. A key
resource for the development of the strategies and establishment of the supporting technical basis arises
from the diversity examples identified in the survey of nonnuclear and nuclear power industry experience.
These examples are cited in the discussion of each strategy classification.
The description of each strategy grouping provides an overview of the diversity survey findings that
are relevant for that classification, the rationale for the use of diversity within the strategy, and a
description of the baseline strategy. In the discussion of the rationale for each strategy family, the impact
of the technology differences that are central to the classification is described, the diversity characteristics
that are inherently achieved are summarized, and the bases for specifying intentional diversities to address
the unresolved potential for CCF vulnerabilities are detailed. In addition to defining baseline
combinations of diversity criteria, variations on the baseline are presented for each strategy. These
strategy variants provide alternate diversity combinations based on recognition of interrelationships
among the diversities and consideration of the examples identified in the survey as well as NUREG/
CR-6303.
Strategy A represents the most comprehensive diversity impact that can arise from technology
differences and provides associated inherent diversities that are characteristic of fundamental
dissimilarities posed by the diverse nature and behavior of those technologies. Inherent to varying degrees
in this use of design diversity are different architectures arising as a result of different technologies,
processing equipment, functional, logic, and platform-specific life-cycle diversities. Intentional
specification of traditional diversities (signal and functional), coupled with the cross-dependent choice of
different manufacturers and different design organizations, provides an additional degree of
diversification. For Strategy B, technological aspects of arising from different approaches result in
architectural feature, processing equipment, functional, logic, and platform-specific life-cycle diversities
that are inherent in this use of significant design diversity. The common practice of intentional use of
functional and signal diversities applies to this classification, as does the cross-dependent choice of
different manufacturers and different design organizations. Additionally, the intentional use of logic
diversity (i.e., different algorithms and logic) in association with the specified functional diversity is also
provided. The approach in Strategy C employs different architectures (specifically, CPU
microarchitectures) within digital technology to provide platform-specific life-cycle diversity as an
inherent consequence of the implementation. As for the other strategy families, intentional diversification
is specified through the use of equipment manufacturer, functional, life-cycle, and signal diversities.
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Additional logic and processing equipment diversities are included to address commonalities in the
platform and means for logic processing that are possible given potential macroarchitectural similarities.
For the prospective Strategy D classification, the principal feature characterizing each strategy is that
the basic components (hardware parts, software blocks, system architectural structure) of diverse systems
are the same. Thus, the primary need to support any approach within the Strategy D classification is to
acceptably demonstrate that the platform is not a credible source of CCF vulnerability. In considering the
nonnuclear industry examples that are relevant for this classification, it is noted that considerations such
as implementation constraints (e.g., size, weight, and power) or a preference for other design approaches
(e.g., active redundancy or significant requirements diversity) may have a substantial impact on the
acceptability of certain diversity combinations. For use in the nuclear industry, parallel diverse systems
providing similar or compensating functionality represent the typical architecture for addressing CCF
vulnerabilities in safety systems. The "parallel diverse" implementation may involve separate systems
(i.e., coequal safety systems or primary and secondary systems) or separate redundancies (or subsystems
within redundancies). Although the diversification of signal trajectories (i.e., inputs and internal states)
can reduce the potential for concurrent execution profiles that could activate latent systematic faults in the
platform, it does not preclude the prospect for common failures in response to unexpected, untested
conditions that may arise from exception handling, system software deficiencies (e.g., software "aging"),
or hardware defects/degradation. The justification that the potential for CCF vulnerabilities associated
with a common platform is not significant necessarily relies on considerations other than diversity. Some
of these factors that may contribute to an adequate basis for employing a common platform include
operational experience, design measures, functional usage, platform quality assurance, and other
prospective evidence. These considerations are beyond the scope of this research; therefore, a
comprehensive treatment was not feasible. As a result, Strategy D is not developed as a baseline strategy
in this report. It is noted that the absence of a baseline for the Strategy D classification does not mean that
adequate justification for a form of this strategy cannot be generated: Nevertheless, development of the
supporting technical basis for the Strategy D classification must be deferred.
6.3.1

Strategy A: Fundamentally Diverse Technologies

The Strategy A classification encompasses those diversity strategies that employ fundamentally
diverse technologies as the basis for establishing diverse systems, redundancies, or subsystems. The use
of such technologies at the system level is readily apparent and is most directly seen through the
significantly different equipment associated with each technology (e.g., analog modules such as squareroot extractor, summing, and comparator/bistable circuits vs a printed circuit board with an FPGA or CPU
chip providing the necessary computational capabilities). Strategy A takes advantage of the significant
differences in the nature of fundamentally diverse technologies to provide substantial inherent diversity to
help mitigate potential CCF vulnerabilities. Intentional diversities are specified primarily to incorporate
traditional diversities that have been developed to contribute to satisfying specific protection system
requirements (e.g., GDC 22).
The inherent diversities that are a consequence of this design diversity are equipment manufacturer,
processing equipment, functional, life-cycle, and logic diversities. Different heritages in terms of
platforms/components account for inherent diversity regarding equipment manufacturer and life-cycle.
The fundamental difference in the means of processing functions due to the nature of the technologies
provides inherent diversity for the processing equipment. Similarly, inherent logic diversity is a
consequence of significant dissimilarity in functional implementation and processing methods for digital
and analog technologies. Inherent functional diversity results from different underlying mechanisms for
the expression and execution of functions (e.g., different functional configurations and diverse execution
of function). Additional intentional diversities are specified for the cross-dependent life-cycle and
equipment manufacturer diversities to address potential commonalities in the application-specific system
development. To maintain the traditional usage of diversity that was developed by the nuclear power
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industry in response to long-standing concerns about potential CCF vulnerabilities at the system level,
intentional functional and signal diversities are incorporated in the baseline strategy for this classification.
6.3.1.1 Survey FindingsRelated to Strategy A
The investigation of diversity practices for the nonnuclear industry did not identify any specific
fielded examples that correspond to this strategy classification (i.e., no reportable examples of the
intentional use of fundamentally diverse technologies although the guidance for the chemical industry
encourages the practice). There are instances of analog and digital equipment coexisting in distributed
applications (cf., electric power distribution industry), but such use appears to be a consequence of phased
replacement rather than intentional diversity through different technologies. Within the examples cited for
the international nuclear community, Sizewell provides the primary example that corresponds to Strategy
A. The use of this technology-focused approach is mentioned in a few of the articles, reports, and
guidance documents referenced in this research. In particular, the use of a noncomputer-based technology
to provide diversity is recommended in the common positions on software design diversity that were
developed by European regulators [112].
It should be noted that there are many other NPPs throughout the world that have undergone some
modernization projects that have resulted in hybrid I&C architectures with some digital systems
(including safety systems) and some analog systems. However, these cases are not cited as examples of
diversity strategies because the mix of technologies seems to be driven more by economic and schedule
considerations than by some intentional diversity strategy for any particular plant. It remains feasible for a
plant to choose to retain some analog systems (i.e., maintained, refurbished, or replaced) to provide
design diversity within or across lines of defense.
In the Sizewell example, diversity is implemented through provision of the computer-based primary
protection system and the analog secondary protection system. In comparing the two parallel diverse
systems, it is found that design, equipment (manufacturer), functional, life-cycle, and signal diversities are
intentionally provided. Based on the technology usage, inherent diversities can be inferred for equipment
(processing) diversity and logic (software) diversity. Traditional approaches to promote hardwired
diversification, such as independent diverse power supplies and diverse actuation equipment, were also
applied. At Sizewell, most of the intentional diversities were implemented to diversify the primary and
secondary protection systems. However, the traditional practice of providing diverse parameters for
initiation criteria (i.e., signal diversity and functional diversity) was implemented through separate,
independent subsystems within the primary protection system. To promote independence, signal diversity
was provided between the diverse systems by separate redundant sensors. Additionally, a measure of
functional diversity between the diverse systems was provided via a somewhat reduced functional scope
of the secondary protection system, which primarily addresses initiation criteria for high-frequency PlIEs.
6.3. 1.2 Rationale for Strategy A
6.3.1.2.1

Impact of Strategy A Technology Differences

Fundamentally diverse technologies are characterized by significant differences in their underlying
physical nature and the mechanisms by which they process functions (i.e., representation and execution).
As a result, systems based on fundamentally diverse technologies can be expected to provide differences
in their functional capabilities, dynamic behavior, and means of realizing (i.e., implementing and
executing) functions. Each of these characteristics contributes to mitigation of the potential for common
systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles, or similar responses to external influences.
The diverse functional capabilities and processing mechanisms provided by fundamentally diverse
technologies promote substantial differences in physical components and architectural conventions (e.g.,
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physical layout, interconnections, distribution of function). The impact is reduction in the potential for
common misinterpretation or mistakes in the translation of requirements (what function is needed) to
design specifications (how the function is to be achieved). Similarly, the technology difference impacts
the prospect of implementation faults through less potential for common hardware manufacturing defects
or software coding errors. Differences in the dynamic behavior and timing characteristics of systems
based on diverse technologies can also lessen the prospect for concurrent failures in response to common
external influences, such as environmental factors or human actions.
The differences between technologies also impact the prospect for common human mistakes in the
design and implementation processes. The personnel (e.g., designers, developers, testers, installers)
engaged in various life-cycle activities for either system are more likely to develop different cognitive
models (i.e., mental representations or understanding) of the system specification and the way the
functional requirements can be implemented and validated. This effect is likely to be further enhanced by
typical differences in implementation approaches and methods associated with the diverse technologies
such as unique development tools, different system integration techniques, andunique skill sets (or
technical expertise).
The diversity combinations described below take advantage of the diverse technology basis to
contribute to the mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities that primarily arise from the unique
characteristics of digital technology. Other forms of diversity that have been traditionally employed at
NPPs to address potential CCF vulnerabilities for hardwired systems are not replaced by this diversity
strategy but are rather supplemented by it. As seen in the Sizewell example (and almost every other NPP
example), both diversification of common sources (e.g., power, sensed parameters, etc.), and avoidance of
common components or nonvital interconnections are key practices. Because of the recognition that the
functional and signal diversities commonly employed in the nuclear power industry have an impact on
reducing the potential for digital CCF vulnerabilities, they are explicitly included in this strategy to
emphasize their value and to reflect established practice.
6.3.1,2.2 Inherent Diversities for Strategy A
As a consequence of extreme technology diversity, differences arise that provide some level of
inherent diversification for several other attributes of the comparative systems (i.e., the parallel systems
being compared for diversity). The impact of this design diversity basis is to provide inherent equipment,
functional, life-cycle, and processing (i.e., logic, function structure) diversity to some degree.
There is generally a clear difference in equipment associated with the diverse technologies. Inherent
equipment diversity clearly relates to processing equipment, which results from different underlying
mechanisms for execution of functions. Basically, the equipment types on which the diverse systems are
based inherently provide fundamentally different processing of functions, algorithms, and/or logic. A
highly simplified comparison of digital processing vs analog processing in a safety channel illustrates
some of the fundamental differences. A microprocessor-based trip system processes digitized data via
functional algorithm(s) and voting logic through sequential execution of software instructions to compute
a command that is communicated for further voting and/or actuation. Conversely, separate modules in an
analog trip channel process electrical inputs in parallel based on the instantaneous response of their
circuits to generate output that is transmitted for further processing along the instrumentation channel or
ultimately to relays for voting. As a result of the substantial difference in processing elements,
architectures, and mechanisms, the processing equipment diversity criteria represent inherent differences,
rather than prospective equipment selection options, in the context of the Strategy A classification.
Additionally, the equipment difference associated with this technology usage likely involves factors
such as development heritage and manufacturer while the likelihood of common components is almost
certainly less. Manufacturer differences also reduce the potential for common defects introduced by
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process deficiencies or source material defects. Additionally, different equipment with diverse
capabilities, components, and configurations reduces the potential of common responses to common
influences (e.g., environmental stress).
The intentional application of fundamentally diverse technologies as the primary design diversity
results in an inherent functional diversity involving different underlying mechanisms to accomplish the
safety function. This additional inherent diversity relates specifically to the digital aspects of this criterion
for functional diversity that arise from the different functional execution mechanisms for the safety
functions implemented on the diverse technologies. This inherent functional diversity is also observed in
the findings regarding Sizewell.
Differences in development heritage reduce the prospect of common human contributors to the
potential residual fault space for I&C platforms, modules, or components based on each technology.
However, inherent life-cycle diversity may be limited to the base platform or key modules, components,
or parts. In such cases, action would be needed to address the prospect of common human contributors
who could increase the potential for system design mistakes or implementation errors at the application
level.
The commonality of skill sets employed and the similarity of cognitive modeling achieved by
personnel involved at various phases of the system life-cycle phases are profoundly affected by the
technology employed. In the context of the Strategy A classification, the use of fundamentally diverse
technologies represents an extreme in dissimilarity for functional capabilities, processing mechanisms,
dynamic behavior, equipment types, and implementation approaches. Each of these factors contributes to
minimizing the similarity of design products, implementation activities, testing practices, and
integration/installation interconnections. As a result, some degree of diversity in the system concept,
design development, and implementation techniques is achieved inherently. Nevertheless, full life-cycle
diversity was employed at Sizewell with different teams responsible for the primary reactor protection
system and the secondary reactor protection system.
Because of the nature of the processing mechanisms for fundamentally diverse technologies, each
aspect of the logic diversity attribute is inherently present. The criterion providing different algorithms,
logic, and logic (program) structure is inherently achieved through diverse logic structures because of the
significant difference in the mechanisms by which functional relationships are processed. Additional
diversity through this criterion would arise as a consequence of any intentional functional diversity since
the algorithms and/or logic would also be affected by the specification of different functional
relationships. The criterion providing different timing or order of execution is inherently satisfied through
the fundamentally different means by which functions are executed (e.g., sequential computations
manipulating digital data images in contrast to instantaneous parallel response of analog circuits to
electrical input). The criteria on different execution environments (e.g., operating systems for
microprocessor-based technologies) and different functional representations (e.g., languages for softwarebased systems, electrical circuits for analog systems) are also inherently satisfied because of the
fundamental difference in the way the diverse technologies represent and execute functions.
Finally, a prominent consequence of employing this technology diversity is that some additional
design diversity is achieved inherently. From both the micro- and macroarchitectural viewpoints, the
system architectures are likely to be substantially different due to the nature of the technologies (e.g.,
concentrated software-instantiated functionality executed sequentially in highly complex, compact
components operating on digitized data vs distributed hardware-based functionality executed in parallel
on separate modules responding to continuous or discrete inputs).
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6.3.1.2.3 Basis for Diversity Usage in Strategy A
The intentional use of fundamentally diverse technologies constitutes the principal design diversity
that is characteristic of this diversity strategy classification. Applying analog and digital technologies as
the basis for diverse designs provides inherent diversities that result in a substantial effect on the potential
for CCF vulnerabilities related to systematic faults, execution commonalities, or responses to common
external influences. Nevertheless, diversity usage found in the primary example of a Strategy A approach
(Sizewell) involved intentional application of design, equipment (manufacturer), functional, life-cycle,
and signal diversities. Coupling findings from the Sizewell example with an evaluation of the prospective
mitigation impact of each diversity attribute provides a basis for grouping the diversity criteria to
establish a baseline for Strategy A.
Equipment ManufacturerDiversity. Within the Strategy A classification, diversity strategies
inherently involve fundamentally different designs in the context of the equipment manufacturer diversity
attribute. In particular, the basic components of the diverse systems (if not the base platforms themselves)
are generally composed of recognizably different equipment. Typically, equipment types with
substantially different technology bases have different development heritages, provide notable
architectural differences, and are often supplied by different manufacturers. The Sizewell example
involved different equipment manufacturers.
In spite of the expectation that equipment based on fundamentally diverse technology will be
significantly different, it is noted that such equipment can be manufactured by the same provider or may
be integrated at the system level by a single supplier of both diverse systems. In cases where it is feasible
and a common supplier is selected, action is warranted to minimize the potential for common systematic
faults arising from manufacturing defects (e.g., from process deficiencies or flawed source components)
or implementation errors (e.g., system integration errors). Ensuring rigorous quality control and
establishing separate development teams are common actions.
Logic ProcessingEquipment Diversity. As previously described, this diversity attribute is inherently
satisfied as a consequence of the fundamental diversity between the nature of analog and digital
technology. In the context of the Strategy A classification, the processing equipment architecture relates
to the structure or organization of processing elements, which is substantially different for fundamentally
diverse technologies. For a microprocessor-based system, the primary processing element structure is
provided by the CPU microarchitecture. For analog modules, the primary processing element structure is
provided by the analog circuits themselves, which may consist individually of several miniature circuits
involving transistors and passive devices implemented in analog chips. The processing equipment
component integration architecture generally involves the printed circuit board assembly. It is expected
that technology differences will continue to result in notably different board layouts that should minimize
the potential for common design errors and provide some difference in the responses to common external
influences. The data-flow architecture basically represents the internal communication architecture for the
processing equipment. Again, the fundamental technology differences drive different internal
interconnection structures and communication conventions. Thus, the potential for common undetected
systematic faults in platform-, board-, or chip-level communication should be minimal.
FunctionalDiversity. As discussed above, the intentional use of functional diversity, in combination
with signal diversity, is adopted as part of the baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed
through this research. The relevant diversity criterion involves different purpose, function, control logic,
or actuation means. Basically, different functional expressions capture the diverse safety function
initiation criteria, with the result being differences in the functions and control logic assigned to each
diverse system. As discussed above, inherent functional diversity is also achieved as a result of the
differences in the nature of the technologies, which leads to diversification of the underlying mechanisms
for processing functions.
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Findings from the investigation of diversity practices at international NPPs confirm the prevalence of
this diversity approach as an intentional diversity. For Sizewell, functional diversity and signal diversity
were intentionally applied in combination. The different functionality corresponding to diverse initiation
criteria was primarily implemented within subsystems of the digital safety system. The secondary
protection system provides backup safety action for a reduced set of high-frequency PIEs, thus providing
some further diversification of function between the parallel diverse systems.
Life-Cycle Diversity. Fundamentally diverse technologies are likely to have diverse manufacturers or
suppliers for key modules, components, and parts, if not the base platforms themselves. If the equipment
differences are such that no common manufacturer or system supplier exists, then life-cycle diversity is
achieved by default via the different design organizations in each company. If a common manufacturer
(or system supplier) is selected, a comparable life-cycle diversity can be achieved through the use of
separate teams dedicated to each system, instead of a single development team. The nature of
fundamentally diverse technologies generally implies demands for different expertise, which may result
in establishment of separate teams for diverse systems as a natural consequence. For the Sizewell
example, different design organizations from different companies were used.
Logic Diversity. Strategy A provides inherent logic diversity due to the fundamentally diverse means
of processing functions that result from the diverse technologies. The benefit is significant difference in
the execution profile (e.g., computational states and state transitions) of the functions implemented in the
diverse systems. Coupled with intentional signal diversity, this inherent logic diversity provides
significant difference in signal trajectories for the diverse systems. Thus, common triggers related to input
patterns and/or internal states are extremely unlikely.
Signal Diversity. The selection of fundamentally diverse technologies as the basis for parallel diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems has no direct impact on signal diversity. As discussed above, the
intentional use of signal diversity, in combination with functional diversity, is adopted as part of the
baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed through this research.
This usage is consistent with the examples identified from the nuclear power industry survey. For the
Sizewell example, diverse signals were provided to separate subsystems within the primary protection
system to support diverse initiation criteria based on different parameters. The secondary protection
system primarily addressed backup action for a reduced set of high-frequency PIEs, which led to a
reduced set of inputs compared with those for the primary protection system.
6,3.1.3 Description of Strategy A
6.3.1.3.1 Design Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of fundamentally diverse technologies.
Specifically, the principal example of strategies in this classification involves the use of analog and digital
technology as the basis for diverse systems, redundancies, or subsystems. The purpose of this diversity
usage is to address potential CCF vulnerabilities that may arise from common systematic faults,
concurrent execution profiles, and similar response to common external influences.
It should be noted that embedded microcontrollers are becoming more common for electrical and
instrumentation components, such as power supplies and sensors. This trend warrants awareness by the
designer and assessor to reasonably ensure that the safety-related functionality of ostensibly analog
components is not compromised by potential CCF vulnerabilities of embedded digital elements.
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6.3.1.3.2 Equipment Manufacturer Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of different manufacturers (or system
suppliers) for different equipment designs. The purpose of this diversity usage is to minimize the potential
for common systematic faults arising from manufacturing defects or implementation errors.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy A classification may adopt the intentional selection
of the same manufacturer of different designs as a variation of the baseline combination of diversity
criteria. Use of the alternate equipment manufacturer criterion is linked to the compensatory intentional
application of life-cycle (human) diversity.
6.3.1.3.3 Logic Processing Equipment Diversity
The inherent processing equipment diversity criteria that are relevant for Strategy A are different
processing equipment architectures, different processing equipment component integration architectures,
and different data-flow architectures. No additional intentional logic processing equipment diversity is
necessary.
6.3.1.3.4 Functional Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided in the form of different functions or control logic associated with
coverage of a reduced set of PIEs (as needed based on the D3 analysis for the plant) and the use of diverse
safety function initiation criteria (cf., GDC 22 and signal diversity). The purpose of this diversity usage is
to provide differences in functional requirements and design specification as well as to diversify the
signal trajectories seen by each system.
6.3.1.3.5 Life-Cycle Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the use of different design organizations to conduct lifecycle activities related to the application-specific system development. This baseline criterion is linked to
the intentional selection of the equipment manufacturer diversity criterion for different manufacturers of
different designs. The purpose of this life-cycle diversity usage is to avoid the introduction of systematic
faults during design and implementation of the diverse systems due to common mistakes or
misunderstandings by shared human resources.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy A classification may adopt the intentional selection
of separate teams when the same manufacturer is used to supply the diverse systems. In particular, this
alternate strategic approach involves the manufacturer intentionally establishing, to the extent practical,
the following teams for each system: different management teams; different design and development
teams; and different implementation, validation, and installation teams.
6.3.1.3.6 Logic Diversity
Logic diversity is inherently realized for Strategy A. The criteria that are inherent are different
algorithms, logic, and logic structure; different timing or order of execution; different execution
environment; and different functional representations. No additional intentional logic diversity is
necessary.
6.3.1.3.7 Signal Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the use of separate and/or diverse measurements of plant
parameters. The purpose of this intentional diversity usage involves minimization of commonalities,
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support of functional diversity (cf., GDC 22), and diversification of concurrent execution profiles. Each of
the three signal diversity criteria is appropriate for application as intentional diversities to the extent
practical.
6.3.1.4 Strategy A Summary
Strategies that involve the use of fundamentally diverse technologies as the basis for diverse systems,
redundancies, or subsystems are classified as examples of Strategy A. The combinations of diversity
criteria that characterize Strategy A, in conjunction with traditional diversity strategies for hardwired
systems, provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. In particular, implementation of
the Strategy A diversity grouping serves to minimize the opportunities for common systematic faults,
concurrent execution profile, or similar responses to external influences. The use of a microprocessorbased primary protection system and an analog (Laddic logic) secondary protection system at the Sizewell
NPP represents the principal example of Strategy A drawn from the survey findings. Table 6.1 provides a
Table 6.1. Overview of diversities comprising Strategy A
StrategyA
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Design
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summary of the baseline example of Strategy A, along with one variant. Strategy Al represents the
baseline grouping of diversity criteria. Strategy A2 corresponds to the alternative where the same
manufacturer provides the equipment while separate teams within the organization are specified for the
diverse systems. Figure 6.1 illustrates the baseline combination of diversity criteria.
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Fig. 6.1. Baseline diversity strategies: Strategy A.

6.3.2

Strategy B: Distinct Technology Approaches

The Strategy B classification is comprised of those diversity strategies that use distinctly different

technology approaches as a central element in forming diverse systems, redundancies, or subsystems.
Distinct approaches within a broad technology class (i.e., digital) generally provide some intrinsic

dissimilarity in the mechanisms by which functions are executed, as well as notable differences in the
methods and tools for system implementation. However, in spite of such differences, diverse systems
based on different digital technologies, such as FPGAs and microprocessors, may not assume
substantially different physical forms at the system level. In fact, implementations using either technology
approach will likely consist of the logic processing equipment (i.e., CPU or FPGA) installed on printed
circuit boards that are housed within a rack-mounted chassis or card cage. Nevertheless, differences in the
nature of these technological approaches contribute to the mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities that
may arise in design, implementation, or execution of safety systems.

The design diversity provided by use of different digital technologies results in inherent diversities
arising from distinctive differences in application-specific logic devices and general-purpose
microprocessors. These inherent diversities involve design architecture (in terms of dissimilarities
between processors and associated equipment), equipment manufacturer (in terms of processing
equipment heritage), processing equipment (reflecting the distinct difference in the mechanisms for
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processing functions), functional, life-cycle (also in terms of processing equipment heritage), and logic
(related to functional implementation and processing characteristics) diversities. A measure of inherent
functional diversity results from different underlying mechanisms for the representation of functions (i.e.,
complex logic hardwired within programmable arrays vs software instructions executed sequentially on a
general-purpose CPU). Complementary intentional diversities are established for the logic processing
equipment diversity and also for the cross-dependent life-cycle and equipment manufacturer diversities.
The first intentional diversity usage addresses potential commonalities regarding board-level design and
equipment, while the second usage relates to potential commonalities in the application-specific system
development. Additionally, intentional functional and signal diversities are specified as part of the
baseline for this strategy classification. This diversity usage adheres to the traditional CCF mitigation
approach that was developed for hardwired systems in response to specific protection system
requirements (e.g., GDC 22). The use of intentional functional diversity also implies corresponding
intentional logic diversity resulting from the different algorithms associated with the different functional
relationships between PIEs and diverse initiation criteria.
6.3.2.1 Survey Findings Related to Strategy B
Of the nonnuclear industries investigated, only the rail industry provided any specific examples of
diversity practices that correspond to Strategy B. The primary instances of the use of different digital
technologies involve railway control systems. In particular, the SACEM system has been implemented for
speed control in rail lines of the Paris RER and the V-Frame system was demonstrated for a wayside
switching and signaling application of the Los Angeles Metro Green Line. Each Strategy B example is
based on the coded processor approach to. provide fault-tolerant control for railway systems. A coded
processor involves encoding of data and the software program (i.e., functions) coupled with signature
comparison by a hardwired checker. The use of encoding provides information redundancy, while
concurrent checking confirms correct performance of the logic processor at each execution step. The
safety action taken by the checker on detection of faulted conditions is to remove power and force a safe
state to be assumed. This approach is effective in a dedicated hardware environment and is most
appropriate for limited-functionality applications. However, it is not readily adaptable to the typical
architectural approach employed in the nuclear power industry to provide diverse actuation in response to
demands.
Within the international nuclear industry, Olkiluoto provides the only specific example of a Strategy
B approach. The primary safety system is microprocessor based, while the hardwired backup system for
diverse protection functions is being implemented using FPGAs. Based on discussions with regulatory
staff from STUK and representatives from the system supplier, several intentional diversities are being
explicitly applied to diversify safety and compensating functions (e.g., diverse reactor trip and ESF
functions as well as ATWS mitigation logic) in addition to providing the diverse backup safety system.
Specifically, design, equipment (manufacturer), functional, life-cycle, logic (in terms of different
algorithms based on different functional relationships), and signal diversities are specified. Additionally,
the technology usage provides inherent diversification of the logic processing equipment, with some
degree of functional and logic (software) diversities arising as a related consequence. This example is
directly relevant for consideration in this classification since it involves parallel diverse systems that
implement similar or equivalent functions to respond to safety initiation criteria.
6.3.2.2 Rationale for Strategy B
6.3.2.2.1 Impact of Strategy B Technology Differences
Distinctly different technology approaches are generally characterized by significant differences in
the underlying mechanisms by which they process functions (i.e., representation and execution) and the
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methods for implementing functions. As a result, systems based on different digital technologies typically
can be expected to provide differences in their dynamic behavior, microarchitectural configuration, and
methods for realizing (i.e., implementing and executing) functions. Each of these characteristics
contributes to mitigation of the potential for common systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles, or
similar responses to external influences.
FPGAs and complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) are basically digital computational
platforms that enable field-programmable application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). In contrast,
microprocessors are commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) computational platforms that can be adapted for
specific applications through software-configured usage of their general-purpose instruction sets (i.e.,
operation codes, data management). While each technology approach processes digitized data, the
specific method of processing provided by each technology results in significant differences in the
execution of functions. Thus, the likelihood that either concurrent execution states or common external
influences will lead to a CCF should be minimized.
The nature of design and mechanisms of implementation for these digital technologies are
significantly different. Although applications developed based on either technology ultimately are
translated to fundamental forms (i.e., machine language for CPUs or array configurations for FPGAs) and
the implementation techniques of each technology can utilize high-level abstraction (e.g., graphical
configuration of basic block modules, descriptive language representations) and automatic generation
tools, the design concepts are distinctive. For example, FPGA usage typically involves some form of
digital microcircuit design (i.e., configuring gate arrays) to achieve a hardwired logic structure that
corresponds to specific functions. Conversely, microprocessor usage generally involves development of a
software program representing the sequence of computations needed to execute a function. Both design
approaches can address highly complex functionality but the cognitive models that are constructed by the
designer/implementer in either case are likely to be significantly different. This consequence of the
technology difference, along with differences in tool sets, addresses some of the most likely sources of
design mistakes and implementation errors. Thus, the prospect of common systematic faults arising from
the design and implementation of diverse systems based on different digital technologies is less than that
for those based on similar digital technologies.
Finally, it is important to recognize that different digital technology approaches also present some
similarities in behavior that arise from the nature of digital computations (i.e., input --> operation -->
output). These similarities allow programmable logic devices to be used to emulate general-purpose
microprocessors. Essentially, the intellectual property (IP) core of a CPU can be implemented in a CPLD
or FPGA, which can then be used to replace the CPU for executing software applications. Thus, FPGAs
can be adapted to provide equivalent capabilities and can be used as central processing cores to execute
software-based functions. In such instances, significantly greater similarity between theFPGA-based
system and the CPU-based system is provided in terms of the representation of functions and their
execution. Although differences in microarchitecture will arise due to the nature of the processor
implementations, the execution commonalities that are likely if this implementation approach is taken
would make this strategy grouping more appropriate for consideration in the Strategy C classification.
6.3.2.2.2 Inherent Diversities for Strategy B
Distinctly different technology approaches typically provide significant dissimilarity in the means of
physically realizing functions and notable differences in the mechanisms of execution. As a result, some
level of inherent diversification is achieved for several other attributes of the comparative systems. The
consequence of employing this technology difference as a basis for design diversity is to provide some
measure of inherent equipment, functional, life-cycle, and logic diversity.
The equipment associated with the different digital technologies provides some basic identifiable
diversity. Inherent equipment diversity clearly relates primarily to the logic processing equipment, and it
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arises from different underlying mechanisms for accomplishing functions (i.e., software statement
execution vs hardwired digital logic). Basically, the primary logic processing equipment, which embodies
the characteristic design diversity within this classification, generally provides some inherent differences
in the processing of functions, algorithms, and/or logic. Typically, FPGA-based implementation of
functions involves application-specific design, representation, and fabrication of hardwired logic to
enable functional processing of digital inputs within a preconfigured gate array framework. In contrast, a
microprocessor-based trip system processes digitized data through sequential execution of instructions
based on software statements that instantiate functional algorithm(s) and voting logic. As a result of the
difference in processing elements, microarchitectures, and computational mechanisms, the processing
equipment diversity criterion is generally satisfied inherently for this technology difference.
Caution is warranted regarding the treatment of FPGAs and CPUs as inherently different logic
processing equipment representing distinct technology approaches. The effect of this diversity criterion,
which arises from the distinctive characteristics of the different digital technology approaches, can be
compromised if the FPGA platform is used to emulate the base CPU of the diverse system (i.e., the IP
core of the CPU is implemented in an FPGA form). Essentially, the FPGA serves as an equivalent CPU
that can execute common software functions. Thus, the manner in which FPGAs are employed must be
considered before assigning credit for this inherent diversity. Additionally, inherent diversity in logic
(software) may be similarly compromised.
The equipment difference associated with this technology usage likely involves factors such as
development heritage and manufacturer. However, similarities in the nature of digital technology can
present some equipment commonalities such as component integration architectures (i.e., circuit board
design) or data-flow architectures (i.e., internal bus structure). The potential impact of these
commonalities warrants further consideration in determining what intentional diversities need to be
specified. While the potential for common components is generally limited to the board level or higher,
manufacturer differences reduce the potential for common defects introduced by process deficiencies or
source material defects.
As described above, the intentional application of different digital technologies as the primary design
diversity results in an inherent functional diversity involving different underlying mechanisms to
accomplish the safety function. This additional inherent diversity relates specifically to the digital aspects
of this criterion for functional diversity that arise from the different functional execution mechanisms for
the safety functions implemented on the diverse technologies. This inherent functional diversity is also
observed in the findings regarding Olkiluoto.
Differences in development heritage reduce the prospect of common human contributors to the
potential residual fault space for I&C platforms, modules, or components based on each technology.
However, inherent life-cycle diversity may be limited to the base platform or, specifically, to the logic
processing component (i.e., FPGA or CPLD vs CPU). In such cases, action would be needed to address
the prospect of common human contributors for the system and application development. The effect is to
control the potential for common system design mistakes or application implementation errors.
Because of the nature of the processing mechanisms for distinctly different digital technologies, each
criterion of the logic diversity attribute is inherently present for most implementations. The criterion
providing different algorithms, logic, and logic (program) structure is inherently achieved through diverse
functional configurations. Essentially, dedicated preconfigured arrays provide the program structure and
functional representation in a programmable logic device while software statements calling generalpurpose instructions in a predefined sequence provide the program architecture for microprocessor-based
systems. As noted in the discussion above, the primary exception to achieving these inherent diversity
benefits would arise in cases where CPU emulation is the goal and the application logic remains
implemented in software.
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The criterion providing different timing or order of execution is inherently satisfied through the
distinctly different means by which functions are executed (e.g., sequential computations manipulating
digital data in contrast to parallel processing through hardwired gate array interconnections in response to
digitized inputs). The criteria on different execution environments (e.g., operating systems for
microprocessor-based technologies) and different functional representations (e.g., computer languages for
software-based systems, hardware description languages for hardwired-logic-based systems) are also
inherently satisfied because of the significant difference in the way the diverse technologies represent and
execute functions.
6.3.2.2.3 Basis for Diversity Usage in Strategy B
The intentional use of distinctly different technology approaches constitutes the principal design
diversity that is characteristic of this diversity strategy classification. Applying different digital
technologies as the basis for diverse designs provides inherent diversities that result in a significant effect
on the potential for CCF vulnerabilities related to systematic faults, execution commonalities, or
responses to common external influences. Nevertheless, the diversity usage found in the primary example
of a Strategy B approach (Olkiluoto) involves intentional application of design, equipment
(manufacturer), functional, life-cycle, logic (in correspondence with functional diversity), and signal
diversities. Coupling findings from the Olkiluoto example with an evaluation of the prospective
contribution of each diversity attribute provides a basis for grouping the diversity criteria to establish a
baseline for Strategy B.
Equipment ManufacturerDiversity. Within the Strategy B classification, diversity strategies
generally involve different designs in the context of the equipment manufacturer diversity attribute.
However, it is noted that the nature of digital technologies and the commonality of platform-level
architectures (i.e., circuit boards within card cages) suggest that different designs can present some
similarities and may be available from the same manufacturer. In cases where a common supplier is
selected, action is warranted to minimize the potential for common systematic faults arising from
manufacturing defects (e.g., from process deficiencies or flawed source components) or implementation
errors (e.g., system integration errors). Ensuring rigorous quality control and establishing separate
development teams are common actions.
For the Olkiluoto example cited in this research, the equipment manufacturer for the hardwired
backup system had not yet been confirmed although it is anticipated that AREVA would serve as system
supplier. However, the clear expectation expressed in discussions with STUK [(110] was that different
teams are to be engaged for each diverse system should a common manufacturer prove to be the case. The
rail industry examples that are relevant to the Strategy B classification involved selection of the same
manufacturer because the hardwired checker is part of an integrated system approach for the rail control
applications. This is due to the nature of the checking functionality (i.e., involving signature comparison
for intermediate states) and the architectural approach employed.
Logic ProcessingEquipment Diversity. Logic processing equipment diversity can also contribute to
resolving vulnerabilities that may arise from any significant common components, such as processing
unit, system services, board architecture, bus structure, and peripherals. Because of the design diversity
selection, different logic processing architectures (i.e., FPGA and CPU microarchitectures) are provided.
As discussed above, the basic impact of different logic processing architectures relates to a reduced
likelihood of common systematic faults and differences in the execution profile (i.e., the internal states of
the processor).
Given the nature of digital technologies, it is reasonable to anticipate the prospect of commonalities
in the circuit board design for diverse implementations based on FPGAs and CPUs. The use of different
component integration architectures (i.e., circuit board designs) addresses potential commonalities in the
equipment and prospective common design errors. One result of invoking this diversity can be a
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contribution to diversifying each system's response to external influences such as environmental effects
(e.g., temperature/humidity, radiated electromagnetic interference) or aging (e.g., metallic whiskers or
electromigration). Additionally, employing circuit boards of different design can help minimize the
prospect for common systematic faults at the platform level. This can include component defects,
resource integration deficiencies, or board design errors.
The acquisition of diverse systems from different manufacturers may result in circuit board design
differences as a direct consequence. Additionally, differences in chipsets associated with each
microprocessor also diversify the board components and may influence design difference as well. As a
result, it may not be necessary to intentionally specify circuit board differences. Nevertheless, it is prudent
to identify differences to the degree that such information is available for the platform. While simple parts
that are common can be treated through source determination and qualification, complex components
need to be considered to fully address CCF vulnerability associated with the logic processing equipment.
It is possible to justify the use of alternate means to address concerns about potential CCF
vulnerabilities arising from common circuit boards. Supporting evidence can involve confirmation that
the circuit board uses a very simple design, employs parts of high quality, and has been thoroughly tested
and qualified. In addition, control of external influences can also be used to demonstrate that measures are
provided to ensure that common stress factors (e.g., power quality, environmental conditions) are not
applied concurrently to each system.
The use of different data-flow architectures (i.e., bus architectures) is similar to consideration of
different component integration architectures. However, management of data flow throughout the system
and the topologies for bus structures are generally well established and these architectures have been
standardized in many instances. Use of diverse bus architectures seems unnecessary. Little specific
information was provided on bus architectures for the diversity examples cited in this research.
The Olkiluoto example cited in the Strategy B discussion of survey findings does not specify circuit
board design or bus architecture differences. The rail examples that are identified with this strategy
classification employed common data buses and similar circuit boards. In all of these cases, different
logic processing architectures are inherently provided due to the choice of technology and design concept
(i.e., no CPU emulation).
FunctionalDiversity. As discussed above, the intentional use of functional diversity, in combination
with signal diversity, is adopted as part of the baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed
through this research. The relevant diversity criterion involves different purpose, function, control logic,
or actuation means. Basically, different functional expressions capture the diverse safety function
initiation criteria with the result being differences in the functions and control logic assigned to each
diverse system. As discussed above, inherent functional diversity is also achieved due to the differences
in the nature of the technologies, which leads to diversification of the underlying mechanisms for
processing functions.
Findings from the investigation of diversity practices at international NPPs confirm the prevalence of
this diversity approach as an intentional diversity. For the Olkiluoto example, functional diversity and
signal diversity are intentionally applied in combination. From the survey of nonnuclear industries,
significant functional diversity was achieved for the rail examples based on the extreme difference in the
purpose of each system (i.e., active control vs real-time checking using performance signatures).
Life-Cycle Diversity. As noted above, the technology difference for Strategy B approaches affects the
commonality of skill sets employed and similarity of cognitive modeling achieved by personnel involved
at various phases of the system life-cycle phases. Although there are high-level similarities in the lifecycle activities (e.g., representation of a functional application in high-level languages using softwarebased design tools), the nature of the design is different for software-based systems and hardwired-logicbased systems. Thus, the use of distinctly different digital technologies provides dissimilarity for
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functional representation, processing mechanisms, dynamic behavior, equipment types, and
implementation approaches. Each of these factors contributes toward minimizing the similarity of design
products, implementation tool sets, and testing practices. As a result, some degree of diversity in the
system concept, design development, and implementation techniques is achieved inherently.
Nevertheless, life-cycle diversity is expected to be practiced at Olkiluoto by having different teams
responsible for the primary reactor protection system and the hardwired backup system.
As previously described, the use of different design organizations generally provides across-theboard life-cycle diversity to minimize the potential for common systematic faults to be introduced by
human contributors. This diversity is generally achieved by default through the use of different design
organizations. If a common manufacturer (or system supplier) is selected, comparable life-cycle diversity
can be achieved through the use of separate teams for each system. Most of the examples identified in the
survey of diversity usages involved the intentional application of life-cycle diversity either through
separate teams within an organization or, more commonly, at different companies.
Logic Diversity. As previously discussed, the logic diversity attribute is inherently satisfied because
of the nature of the processing mechanisms for distinctly different digital technologies. In association
with the traditional use of intentional functional diversity, the criterion providing different algorithms,
logic, and logic (program) structure is also intentionally achieved because of the different functional
relationships that are represented in digital form for each diverse system. Each of the differences in logic
(either intentional or inherent) provides some diversification of the transition mechanisms between
internal states, resulting in differences in the execution profile of the system.
Again, it is noted that use of FPGAs to emulate the processing core of a CPU may compromise the
logic diversification benefits generally associated with this technology difference. In those instances, the
function is executed through software in each system. The result is that the logic diversity may be limited
to that achieved through microarchitectural differences in the representation of the code at the machine
level and the resulting execution differences. Thus, confirmation of the nature of the FPGA
implementation is warranted before crediting the inherent diversities discussed for this attribute.
Signal Diversity. The selection of distinct technology approaches as the basis for parallel diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems has no direct impact on signal diversity. As discussed above, the
intentional use of signal diversity, in combination with functional diversity, is adopted as part of the
baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed through this research.
This usage is consistent with the examples identified from the nuclear power industry survey. For the
Olkiluoto example, signal diversity is employed within the safety system and, to a lesser extent, between
the safety and backup systems. In addition, signal diversity is applied to enhance diversity between
redundancies performing trip and engineered safety feature functions.
6.3.2.3 Description of Strategy B
6.3.2.3.1 Design Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of distinct technology approaches. The specific
form of technology difference employed in this classification involves the use of different digital
technologies (e.g., FPGA or CPLD vs general-purpose CPU) as the basis for different systems,
redundancies, or subsystems. The purpose of this diversity usage is to address the potential CCF
vulnerabilities by minimizing the prospect for common systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles,
and similar response to common external influences.
The acceptability of diversity usage within this strategy classification relies upon the assumption that
the FPGA-based processing equipment provides direct implementation of the functional logic rather than
emulation of a general-purpose microprocessor. The nature of the FPGA-based system should be
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confirmed to determine whether a strategy involving different digital technologies is appropriate for
treatment within the Strategy B grouping.
6.3.2.3.2 Equipment Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of different manufacturers (or system
suppliers) for different equipment designs. The purpose of this diversity usage is to minimize the potential
for common systematic faults arising from manufacturing defects or implementation errors.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy B classification may adopt the intentional selection
of the same manufacturer of different designs as a variation of the baseline combination of diversity
criteria. Use of the alternate equipment manufacturer criterion is linked to the compensatory intentional
application of life-cycle (human) diversity.
6.3.2.3.3 Logic Processing Equipment Diversity
Inherent processing equipment diversity for different digital technologies is generally provided
through different processing equipment architectures. As noted in the discussions of the impact of the
technology difference and the inherent diversities resulting from use of this design diversity, confirmation
of the nature of the FPGA implementation is warranted. Specifically, the FPGA may be used to directly
implement a function (i.e., logic) or may emulate a microprocessor to support software execution.
Diversity strategies involving FPGA-based emulation of a general-purpose CPU may be more
appropriately treated within the Strategy C classification.
Within the Strategy B classification, intentional diversity is provided through the selection of
different circuit board designs. The application of the component integration architecture diversity
criterion can contribute to minimizing the potential for common systematic faults at the platform level
(e.g., component defects, integration deficiencies, or board design errors) as well as common
susceptibility to external influences such as environmental stress (e.g., temperature/humidity, radiated
electromagnetic interference) or aging (e.g., metallic whiskers or electromigration).
Recognizing that comparable benefits may be achieved through alternate means such as
simplification of board design, thorough qualification and testing, and control of external stressors, this
diversity criterion is a reasonable candidate for optional treatment. The justifying basis for omitting the
intentional application of this criterion should address considerations such as the complexity of the
platform designs, minimal use of common components, and limited commonality of stress factors. For
strategic approaches in which component integration architecture commonalities are justifiably treated as
minor, coupling that strategy variation with the use of different equipment manufacturers can provide
added (potentially compensatory) assurance that the potential for common board design errors or
component defects is reasonably addressed.
6.3.2.3.4 Functional Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided in the form of different functions or control logic associated with
coverage of a reduced set of PIEs (as needed based on the D3 analysis for the plant) and the use of diverse
safety function initiation criteria (cf., GDC 22 and signal diversity). The purpose of this diversity usage is
to provide differences in functional requirements and design specification as well as to diversify the
signal trajectories seen by each system.
6.3.2.3.5 Life-Cycle Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the use of different design organizations to conduct lifecycle activities related to the application-specific system development. This baseline criterion is linked to
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the intentional selection of the equipment manufacturer diversity criterion for different manufacturers of
different designs. The purpose of this life-cycle diversity usage is to avoid the introduction of systematic
faults during design and implementation of the diverse systems due to common mistakes or
misunderstandings by shared human resources.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy B classification may adopt the intentional selection
of separate teams when the same manufacturer is used to supply the diverse systems. In particular, this
alternate strategic approach involves the manufacturer intentionally establishing, to the extent practical,
the following teams for each system: different management teams; different design and development
teams; and different implementation, validation, and installation teams..
6.3.2.3.6 Logic Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided in the form of different algorithms, logic, and program architectures.
that are implemented in digital form. This diversity is associated with the intentional use of functional
diversity. The purpose of this diversity usage is to contribute to the diversification of execution profiles
(i.e., internal states and state transitions) and to help in avoiding potential systematic faults due to
common mistakes or misunderstandings in the design process or common errors in the implementation
process.
6.3.2.3.7 Signal Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the use of separate and/or diverse measurements of plant
parameters. The purpose of this intentional diversity usage involves minimization of commonalities,
support of functional diversity (cf., GDC,22), and diversification of concurrent execution profiles. Each of
the three signal diversity criteria is appropriate for application as intentional diversities to the extent
practical.

6.3.2.4 Strategy B Summary
Strategies that involve the use of distinctly different technology approaches as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems are classified as examples of Strategy B. The combinations of
diversity criteria that characterize Strategy B, in conjunction with traditional diversity strategies for
hardwired systems, provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. In particular,
implementation of the Strategy B diversity grouping serves to minimize the opportunities for common
systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles, or similar responses to external influences. The Olkiluoto
diversity approach using different digital technologies (i.e., CPUs vs FPGAs) as the basis for the primary
safety system and a diverse backup system is the principal example of Strategy B drawn from the survey
findings. Nonnuclear industry examples from the rail industry employed a significantly different
architectural approach through which to implement strategic use of this technology difference. Table 6.2
provides a summary of the baseline example of Strategy B, along with two variants. Strategy B I
represents the baseline grouping of diversity criteria. Strategy B2 corresponds to the alternative in which
the same manufacturer provides different equipment but separate teams within the organization are
specified for the diverse systems. Strategy B3 corresponds to the alternative in which circuit board
diversity can be shown to be unnecessary. Figure 6.2 illustrates the baseline combination of diversity
criteria.
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Table 6.2. Overview of diversities comprising Strategy B
Diversity attribute
Different approach-same technology
Different architecturesiiii
Different manufacturer-different design
Same manufacturer-different design
LogicProcesinxg, E iFju eIPW9Vt
Different logic processing architecture
Different component integration architecture
Different underlying mechanisms
Different purpose, function, control, logic, or
actuation means
Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)
Logic
Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation
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Fig. 6.2. Baseline diversity strategies: Strategy B.
6.3.3

Strategy C: Architectural Variations within a Technology

The Strategy C classification consists of those diversity strategies that adopt architectural variations
within a particular technology as a contributing factor in providing diverse systems, redundancies, or
subsystems. Application of architectural variations within digital technology is achieved primarily
through the use of different microprocessors as the basis for diverse systems. This type of technology
difference at the system level is not often readily discernible (e.g., few obvious differences between two
computer-based systems of similar composition and configuration providing similar functionality). The
nature of design diversity within this strategy classification arises primarily at the microarchitecture level
(i.e., CPU or processing element), although macroarchitectural differences at the board or module level
may also have an effect. Essentially, the microarchitectural differences at the core of the logic processing
equipment provide the principal design diversity for systems being compared and result in some degree of
hardware and software dissimilarity. The primary impact of this design diversity is that microarchitectural
differences between microprocessors affect the implementation of functions for each system (e.g.,
translation of source code to executables) and provide some differences in execution (i.e., different
physical realization of basic computational operations).
The inherent diversities that arise to some degree from this design diversityrelate to equipment
manufacturer,, life-cycle, and logic diversities. Regarding equipment manufacturer and life-cycle
consideration, inherent diversity is achieved in terms of the heritage of the diverse microprocessors.
Inherent logic diversity results from the difference in fundamental execution mechanisms. The inherent
diversities for this technology difference provide only modest contributions to minimizing the potential
for CCF vulnerabilities. As a result, criteria from the other diversity attributes are intentionally employed
to supplement the effect of the design diversity provided by this technology difference. In association
with the use of diverse microprocessors, the intentional diversities that are established in the baseline
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strategy for this classification are equipment manufacturer (system supplier), logic processing equipment,
life-cycle, and logic (software) diversity. As with the other strategy classifications, the traditional
approach of intentionally applying functional and signal diversities is also adopted as part of the baseline
for this strategy classification. In addition to emphasizing well-established nuclear industry practices, the
usage of these latter diversities provides some particular benefits for addressing CCF concerns related to
digital systems.
6.3.3.1 Survey FindingsRelated to Strategy C
The investigation of diversity practices for the nonnuclear industry identified several examples that
can be classified as Strategy C approaches. These examples involved the use of different microprocessorbased systems as a means of addressing potential CCF vulnerabilities. The most prominent examples are
found in the aviation industry and the chemical industry. In both industries, the approach to diversity can
be classified based on the selection of architectural variations within digital technology.
For the aviation industry, diversity usage based on different microprocessors is found in
implementations of fly-by-wire flight control. The Airbus flight control systems for the A320, A340, and
A380 aircraft make use of diverse microprocessors in parallel diverse control systems. This design
diversity (with the associated equipment diversity) is supplemented by intentional functional, life-cycle,
and logic (software) diversity. These diversities are introduced through the use of a reduced-functionality
flight control provided by the diverse system, different organizations or system development teams,
different algorithms (arising from the reduced set of control laws and alternate control surfaces), and
different software implementation (i.e., different languages and coding methods). The Boeing 777 flight
control system also employs diverse microprocessors. However, the approach chosen by Boeing
implements the technology difference as redundancies (i.e., lanes) embedded within parallel redundant
flight control systems (i.e., channels). The reduced-functionality flight control capability for the B777 is
implemented in the common software for all three channels, so no functional or software diversity is
intentionally employed. The modest exception for software diversity is the use of different Ada compilers
to translate the code for each lane. Based on the expectation that requirements/specification errors would
be the most likely source of software faults, Boeing focused on fault avoidance through the use of formal
methods and quality processes in developing the design specification. Thus, the cost andcomplexity of
managing separate design teams were considered to be unnecessary and life-cycle diversity was not
employed. The differences in approaches used by Airbus and Boeing to mitigate potential CCF
vulnerabilities in their flight control systems arise from different concerns by each company. Airbus
focused on software design faults, while Boeing emphasized design faults for very complex COTS
hardware and implementation faults arising from code translation (compilers) [127]. Essentially, Boeing
relied on its quality processes for the design items it controlled and employed diversity for COTS
components and tools. Nevertheless, in each example, design diversity is employed through the use of
different microprocessors (i.e., architectural variations within a technology) within redundancies. This
practice is especially significant given the constraints on aircraft equipment and the burden of maintaining
separate designs.
The chemical industry guidance on chemical process safety also corresponds to the Strategy C
classification. In particular, the guidelines issued by the CCPS provide recommendations on the use of
diversity to achieve a high integrity level. As is the case for nuclear power industry design criteria,
separation (e.g., physical, electrical, and communication isolation) is cited in the CCPS guidelines as a
key consideration in avoiding potential CCF vulnerabilities. Also, diverse redundant hardware is
recommended to avoid a common hardware fault. In addition to these traditional approaches to addressing
potential CCF vulnerabilities, the "software" aspect of CCF is addressed through guidance on the use of
programmable electronic systems (PES). The stated goal is to address potential CCF vulnerabilities
related to hardware, system software, and application software [63]. Recommended practices involve
different equipment (e.g., differences in devices and manufacturers), different functions, different
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software, and different signals. The impact of common designers, programmers, testers, installers, and
maintainers is noted, and the use of different personnel is recommended. Thus, the composite diversity
strategy for the chemical industry employs equipment (both manufacturer and logic processing),
functional, life-cycle, logic (software), and signal diversities. It is also noted that selection of a
nonprogrammable device (i.e., Strategy A) can mitigate concerns about software faults.
Use of different architectures within a technology (i.e., different microprocessor microarchitectures).
is the most common design diversity observed in the examples cited from the international nuclear power
community. In particular, Chooz, Darlington, Temelin and Ulchin illustrate various means by which
groupings of diversity criteria that are characteristic of the Strategy C classification have been used.
Additionally, the I&C system architecture being implemented at Lungmen provides another example of
this strategic approach.
The application of diversity in these nuclear power examples involves different architectural
schemes. For Chooz, the diversity occurs across lines of defense through the use of a qualified reducedfunctionality system (providing ATWS functions) within the control line of defense to back up the safety
systems. Darlington implements diversity in coequal protection systems (i.e., SDS 1 and SDS2) that drive
diverse actuation mechanisms. The Temelin and Ulchin examples involve primary and secondary safety
systems with the nonsafety-grade diverse (secondary) actuation system providing reduced functionality
through a limited set of safety function initiation criteria. The I&C system architecture for Lungmen also
provides reduced-functionality backup of safety functions. Additionally, Lungmen employs significant
diversity among systems within and across lines of defense.
In each of these examples, the traditional uses of diversity (e.g., signal and functional diversity) are
employed. Traditionalapproaches to promote hardwired diversification, such as independence, diverse
power supplies, and diverse actuation equipment, were also applied. At Chooz, the different functions
(i.e., reduced function set and different initiation criteria) are implemented on different microprocessorbased equipment of similar designs that were provided by different manufacturers. The Temelin example
is similar to that of Chooz, with the principal exceptions arising from the architectural application of
diversity (standalone DAS vs embedded ATWS) and the source of the equipment. For Temelin, the
different microprocessor-based equipment was provided by the same supplier (Westinghouse) rather than
by separate suppliers. The designs of the safety (Eagle) and process control (Ovation) equipment are
similar, but different microprocessors are used and different software implementations provided.
Additionally, different teams developed the platforms and applications. In both of these cases (Chooz and
Temelin), functional diversity is implemented primarily within the safety system while the functional and
signal diversity for the diverse actuation system results mainly from a reduced set of function initiation
criteria and separate redundant sensors. This latter usage of functional and signal diversities characterizes
the Ulchin example.
In the case of Lungmen, functional and signal diversity is employed both within and between
systems. Additionally, a diversity of system suppliers for Lungmen provides an extensive use of
equipment diversity throughout the I&C system architecture. Different functions are provided within the
same redundancies of the safety systems and between different systems providing diverse safety
responses through similar or compensating functions. Focusing on the diversity provided by the ATWS
system, the application of diversity is similar in approach to that used at Chooz.
Because of the nature of CANDU reactors and the requirements for diverse shutdown mechanisms,
Darlington provides equivalent safety coverage of PIEs through the two shutdown systems. The diverse
systems at Darlington were provided by different suppliers and consist of different equipment with
limited design similarity. Functional and signal diversities are implemented to the full extent feasible
within and between the systems. Additionally, software diversity is promoted not only through different
algorithms and software program architectures but also through the use of different software development
tools and languages. The nature of the phenomena monitored for safety function initiation and the
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difference in actuation means provide additional functional diversity related to time scale and underlying
mechanism for safety response. However, these considerations relate more to traditional diversity usage
than to diversities specific to potential CCF vulnerabilities arising from the unique characteristics of
digital technology.
Each of the nuclear power examples involves application of intentional diversities in addition to the
design diversity associated with the use of different architectures within digital technology. The diversity
in processing equipment is related to the technology employed (i.e., different CPUs). Life-cycle diversity
is used in each case, and the particular criteria applied are related to the choice of equipment
manufacturer. The specification of functional and signal diversity in response to regulatory design criteria
is common and contributes to logic diversity in terms of the algorithms that relate to diverse initiation
criteria. In some of the examples, additional logic diversity is provided through the choice to implement
reduced functionality and/or through other criteria to diversify software (e.g., language, operating
system).
Finally, approaches to diversity based on the use of the different microprocessors are addressed in
several articles, reports, and guidance documents referenced in this research. In particular,
recommendations on the use of diversity to support nuclear plant safety applications that employ
computer-based technology are given in the common positions on software design diversity that were
developed by European regulators [112]. Additionally, consideration of diversity-seeking decisions
during the development of diverse software-based systems is discussed at great length in research on
-software diversity [117]. The volume of information provided by these resources is also considered in the
development of the baseline strategy for this classification.
6.3.3.2 Rationale for Strategy C
6.3.3.2.1 Impact of Strategy C Technology Differences
In contrast to fundamentally diverse technologies or distinctly different technologies, architectural
variations within a technology do not provide significant differences in their underlying physical nature or
the mechanisms by which they process functions. As a result, the associated characteristics of this design
diversity do not substantially contribute to mitigation of the potential for common systematic faults,
concurrent execution profile, or similar responses to external influences. To illustrate, the design and
implementation of functions for computer-based systems have many commonalities (e.g., high-level
language instantiation of the functions, similar cognitive models of design realization) that are unaffected
by microprocessor differences. Additionally, execution of software from common source code on
different computers is similar from a macroperspective (i.e., program level). Nevertheless, use of this
design diversity can lessen the prospect for some common design faults by differences in the fundamental
architecture of highly complex electronics and can affect the execution of functions on diverse platforms
through differences in the internal conditions of state-machine processing cores.
Architectural variations within a technology provide differences in the way processing elements are
interconnected and how those elements interoperate. Basically, the organization of fundamental
processing units affects how functions are executed, often at the lowest (i.e., machine) level. In terms of
different microprocessors, differences in microarchitecture result in dissimilarity in the way the higherlevel abstraction of the represented integrated circuit operation is accomplished. This abstraction for the
structure of a microprocessor is called an instruction set architecture (ISA). An ISA specifies the machine
language (or opcodes) that represents the native commands for the execution units and data paths
implemented in the microarchitecture. The ISA describes fundamental processing elements such as data
types, instructions, addressing, modes, registers, and so forth, to facilitate programming. Even for CPUs
sharing a common ISA, the internal designs can be substantially different. Different efficiency
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enhancements (e.g., instruction pipelining, memory caching, and multithreading) can result in very
different execution of ISA operations at the microcode level.
As another consequence of differences in machine instructions, pipelining, and other computational
mechanisms that exist between diverse microarchitectures, differences in the machine-level representation
of software and execution of the constituent opcodes provide some diversity in the performance of
software programs. Additionally, diverse microprocessors also provide some measure of diversity in the
system software (i.e., operating system and system services), translation of application software to the
machine level (e.g., compilers, assemblers), and runtime execution of software operations. This diversity
does not address software design or programming faults introduced during design and coding of an
application. However, it does provide for some degree of diversity in software execution (i.e., the basic
mechanisms for state transition).
The use of different microprocessors generally provides some difference in heritage, depending on
the manufacturer, processor family, and/or family generation. Given a choice of microprocessors, the
commonality of human-introduced design and implementation errors can be minimized for the main
processing components (i.e., microprocessors, chipsets) of different system platforms, especially as
microarchitecture differences are more pronounced. Chip manufacturers do publish current erratasheets
to document known flaws so that these can be compared to give further indication of differences.
Additionally, diverse microprocessors from different manufacturers are likely to be fabricated using
different process lines, thus minimizing the prospect of common manufacturing defects. However, this
assumption warrants some caution. Quality assurance processes for Appendix B suppliers can address the
issue of component source commonalities. Nevertheless, the microarchitecture differences, coupled with
the likely heritage difference, decrease the prospect of common faults (e.g., flaws in the implementation
of an ISA, fabrication defects) between diverse microprocessors.
Many microprocessor families have associated chipsets (i.e., memory controller hub, 1/0 controller
hub) that are specific to that family. These specialized components are generally designed to work with
particular microprocessor families to provide optimum performance. The selection of diverse
microprocessors can contribute to diversifying the main circuit board design for different platforms
through differences arising from the associated chipsets. In this way, the potential for systematic faults in
board design and common response to external influences can be reduced.
Additionally, some understanding of the architectural differences between microprocessors/chipsets
facilitates consideration of the degree of diversity provided. Fortunately, the nuclear power and
nonnuclear industry cases of diversity usage, which are cited in this research, provide examples of diverse
microprocessors that have been judged to be adequately diverse to address concerns about potential CCF
vulnerabilities arising from computer-based platforms.
The fundamental impact of using diverse microprocessors is to reduce the potential for common
faults in the processing core of computer-based systems and to enforce some diversity in the internal
states of diverse microprocessor-based systems. As a result, some modest benefit arises through reduced
potential CCF vulnerabilities due to implementation faults (i.e., translation of a program into machine
language) or execution commonalities. These considerations appear to be the driver for the use of
different microprocessors and compilers in the Boeing 777 flight control system.
6.3.3.2.2 Inherent Diversities for Strategy C
The use of different microprocessors as the selected design diversity approach contributes little
inherent diversification to the systems being compared in regard to other diversity attributes. At the
platform level, there is likely to be some inherent equipment manufacturer diversity for the different
microprocessors and, possibly, the associated chipsets. Likewise, inherent life-cycle diversity would
result from the different development heritage of diverse microprocessors. Some degree of inherent
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processing equipment diversity for the component integration architecture (i.e., circuit board) is likely if
the chipsets are specific to the chosen microprocessors. As discussed above, some modest logic diversity
may arise from the effect of diverse microarchitectures and chipsets on the runtime environments
(operating system and system services).
Finally, diversity of the processing equipment is intentionally specified in correspondence with the
design diversity selection. In effect, the choice of different architectures within a technology implies
selection of different processing equipment (i.e., microprocessors) and the converse is also true.
6.3.3.2.3 Basis for Diversity Usage in Strategy C
The design diversity that is characteristic of the Strategy C classification corresponds to the
intentional selection of different architectures within a technology. This diversity, in the form of different
microprocessors, provides some reduction in the potential for CCF vulnerabilities related to systematic
faults and concurrent execution profiles. However, this impact is very limited. Additionally, the modest
technology diversity provided results in little inherent diversification for other application-specific aspects
of comparative systems. As a result, use of intentional diversity is needed to contribute to resolving
concerns about remaining potential CCF vulnerabilities related to systematic faults, execution
commonalities, or responses to common external influences. Diversity usage in the cited examples
corresponding to Strategy C involved intentional application of equipment manufacturer diversity,
processing equipment diversity, functional diversity, life-cycle diversity, signal diversity, and logic
(software) diversity. Based on these examples and consideration of the prospective impact of each
diversity attribute and its associated criteria, the basis for a strategic grouping of diversity criteria can be
derived to establish a baseline for Strategy C.
Equipment Manufacturer Diversity. As indicated in the discussion above, equipment differences for
platforms based on different microprocessors can be subtle. Microarchitecture differences are not readily
apparent when comparing two systems. Generally, processing equipment differences must be stated or
directly observed to confirm that two microprocessor-based platforms are different. The review guidance
in BTP 7-19 cautions against assuming diversity based solely on "name-plate" differences.
The majority of the examples cited in this research that correspond to Strategy C involve use of
different equipment and selection of different manufacturers to supply the diverse systems. Where the
same supplier was used, separate teams and strict quality controls were applied to each diverse system in
most cases. In cases where a common supplier is selected, adopting these practices is prudent to minimize
the potential for common systematic faults arising from manufacturing defects (e.g., from process
deficiencies or flawed source components) or implementation errors (e.g., system integration errors).
Logic ProcessingEquipment Diversity. Logic processing equipment diversity can also contribute to
resolving vulnerabilities that may arise from any significant common components, such as processing
unit, system services, board architecture, bus structure, and peripherals. Because of the design diversity
selection, different logic processing architectures (i.e., CPU microarchitectures) are provided. As
discussed above, the basic impact of different logic processing architectures relates to a reduced
likelihood of common systematic faults and differences in the execution profile (i.e., the internal states of
the processor). Different microprocessor families from different manufacturers can be expected to provide
significant differences in microarchitecture. Caution is warranted if the microprocessor difference is
limited to different generations from the same manufacturer. Some effort may be needed to ensure that
significant differences in microarchitecture are present. Information such as descriptions of the
architectural enhancements implemented in the evolution of the CPU family, errata differences for the
reported chip flaws, associated development of new supporting chipsets, and so forth may give evidence
of the degree of difference between the CPUs.
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In many cases, diverse microprocessors also have differences in the associated chipsets, which are
often supplied by different manufacturers as well. These diverse processing components contribute to
differences in the circuit board (or component integration architecture). The result of diversity in chipsets
increases the diversity of components at the board level, minimizes the prospect for embedded residual
faults in complex processing components, and slightly reduces the commonality of the board design.
The use of different component integration architectures (i.e., circuit board designs) addresses
potential commonalities in the equipment and prospective common design errors. One result of invoking
this diversity can be a contribution to diversifying each system's response to external stressors such as
environmental effects (e.g., temperature/humidity, radiated electromagnetic interference) or aging (e.g.,
metallic whiskers or electromigration). Additionally, employing circuit boards of different design can
help minimize the prospect for common systematic faults at the platform level. This can include
component defects, resource integration deficiencies, or board design errors.
The acquisition of diverse systems from different manufacturers may result in circuit board design
differences as a direct consequence. Additionally, differences in chipsets associated with each
microprocessor also diversify the board components and may influence board design differences as well.
As a result, it may not be necessary to intentionally specify circuit board differences. Nevertheless, it is
prudent to identify differences to the degree that such information is available for the platform. While
simple parts that are common can be treated through source determination and qualification, complex
components need to be considered to fully address CCF vulnerability associated with the logic processing
equipment.
It is possible to justify the use of alternate means to address concerns about potential CCF
vulnerabilities arising from common circuit boards. Supporting evidence can involve confirmation that
the circuit board uses a very simple design, employs parts of high quality, and has been thoroughly tested
and qualified. In addition, control of external influences can also be used to demonstrate that measures are
provided to ensure that common stress factors (e.g., power quality, environmental conditions) are not
applied concurrently to each system.
The use of different data-flow architectures (i.e., bus architectures) is similar to consideration of
different component integration architectures. However, management of data flow throughout the system
and the topologies for bus structures are generally well established and these architectures have been
standardized in many instances. Use of diverse bus architectures seems unnecessary. No specific
information was provided on bus architectures for the diversity examples cited in this research.
Each example cited in the Strategy C discussion of survey findings employed intentional use of
different microprocessors. There was one example (A340) in which the different microprocessors were
from different generations of the same family from the same manufacturer. The investigation of
nonnuclear industries did not reveal any specific information on the use of different circuit boards. In the
NPP examples, it was reported that Darlington used different circuit board layouts for SDS 1 and SDS2.
As stated above, little use of different bus architectures was reported.
FunctionalDiversity. The notable similarity in the functional capabilities and processing
mechanisms provided by microprocessors (i.e., architectural variations of digital technology) does little to
promote differences in system specifications and implementation conventions (e.g., coding practices,
testing approaches, installation procedures). As a result, the potential for common misinterpretation or
mistakes in the translation of requirements (what function is needed) to design specifications (how the
function is to be achieved) is significant. Additionally, the modest differences provided by this technology
variation do not contribute much to reducing the prospect for common human mistakes in'the design and
implementation processes. The personnel (e.g., designers, developers, testers, installers) engaged in
various life-cycle activities for either system are likely to develop common cognitive models of the
system specification and the way the functional requirements can be implemented and validated. This
commonality can be further attributed to similar development tools, common system integration
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techniques, and comparable skill sets (or technical expertise). These conditions increase the importance of
functional diversity for this strategy as a means of addressing common systematic faults.
As discussed above, the intentional use of functional diversity, in combination with signal diversity,
is adopted as part of the baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed through this research.
The relevant diversity criterion involves different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means.
Basically, different functional expressions capture the diverse safety function initiation criteria, with the
result being differences in the functions and control logic assigned to each diverse system.
Findings from the investigation of diversity practices at international NPPs confirm the prevalence of
this diversity approach as an intentional diversity. Functional diversity and signal diversity were applied
in combination in each example cited in the Strategy C discussion of survey findings. In the examples
from nonnuclear industries, functional diversity is recommended for the chemical industry in the form of
different functional relationships to initiate a safety response. Additionally, the flight control systems for
the Airbus aircraft utilize functional diversity in the form of a reduced-functionality alternate system for
automatic flight control. The reduced functionality corresponds to a minimal set of control laws (similar
to the reduced coverage of nuclear plant PIEs through ATWS or DAS).
Life-Cycle Diversity. As stated in the discussion above on functional diversity, the selection of
architectural variations within a particular technology (e.g., different microprocessors) as the design
diversity has little impact on the prospect for common human mistakes in the design and implementation
processes. As a result, the intentional use of functional diversity is also employed to provide
diversification of the functional requirements and functions to be implemented. The result is that the
designers, developers, implementers, testers, and installers achieve some degree of cognitive
diversification. Additionally, the different functionality promotes some variation in the system designs
and software instantiation of the safety functions.
As previously described, the use of different design organizations generally provides across-theboard life-cycle diversity to minimize the potential for common systematic faults to be introduced by
human contributors. This diversity is generally achieved by default through the use of different design
organizations. If a common manufacturer (or system supplier) is selected, comparable life-cycle diversity
can be achieved through the use of separate teams for each system. Most of the examples identified in the
survey of diversity usages involved the intentional application of life-cycle diversity either through
separate teams within an organization or, more commonly, at different companies.
Logic Diversity. The designdiversity based on use of different microprocessors does provide some
impact on software diversity. As noted above, differences in microarchitecture cause some difference in
the fundamental execution of software instructions. A similar effect is present for operating systems,
application program interfaces, and runtime environments, especially given differences in on-chip
resources (e.g., multicore processors, system on a chip) or associated chipsets for management and access
of onboard resources. Each of these differences provides some diversification of the transition
mechanisms between internal states, resulting in some difference in the execution of software-based
functions.
Differences in microarchitecture also lead to some diversity in the methods for translating
application software into machine code. Thus, the compilers, interpreters, and assemblers provide some
diversity in the back-end translation to account for differences in the machine-level representation of the
software as opcodes and operands that are machine specific. There is some value in using different
compilers to diversify the generation of executable code and minimize the potential for common errors in
the translation process.
The differences noted above provide some diversification in the machine-language representation of
the software for the diverse systems and the runtime support provided by the platform. Coupling the
dissimilarity in native language representation and runtime environment with the difference in hardware
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mechanisms for performing the basic operations and the resource management involved in executing each
safety function results in diversification of the execution profiles at a fundamental level. Thus, it is
unlikely that logic processor flaws or system software faults for diverse microprocessor-based platforms
would result in concurrent failure of the diverse systems. The conclusion is that intentional application of
diverse runtime environments and diverse code generation (i.e., compilers, assemblers), in conjunction
with diverse microprocessors, can minimize the prospect of common platform-specific systematic faults
while reducing the potential for concurrent execution profiles.
The diversity achieved through the combination of different microprocessors, runtime environments,
and software compilers (which provides a form of different functional representation or, essentially,
computer language) relates to the coupling of software and hardware into an integrated computational
machine and does not address the prospect of software design or coding errors, which constitute
systematic faults at the application level.
Sources of potential CCF vulnerabilities at the application level are more directly related to mistakes
or misunderstandings in the design of the system and its application software or to errors in
implementation of the software design (e.g., programming, V&V). Although flaws in design and
programming tools have the potential to introduce systematic faults, a greater source of potential CCF
vulnerabilities arises from the human developers themselves. As described above, life-cycle and
functional diversity each contribute to establishing cognitive diversity between the different development
teams for each diverse system. Intentional software diversity can also contribute to this diversification and.
reduce the prospects for common systematic faults in design and implementation.
The use of functional diversity, as previously described, cofresponds to the intentional use of
different algorithms and logic. As a result of these differences in functional relationships, the software
designs will be different in terms of the number and types of computational operations, the sequence in
which those operations are arranged, the data sets to be manipulated, and so forth. The program
architectures for the diverse systems will consequently show some differences as well. In addition to
affecting the prospect for introduction of common design and implementation faults, this software
diversity also contributes to diversifying the execution of the software in the diverse systems. Thus, the
prospect of concurrent execution profiles can be minimized and the potential for CCF vulnerability
triggered by a common signal trajectory (i.e., common internal states and inputs) can be reduced.
In contrast to the representation diversity achieved through the use of different compilers to translate
software into machine code, the use of different programming languages can affect the cognitive diversity
of the different programmers assigned to each diverse system. This is particularly true for language
choices that require substantially different programming paradigms. The use of a high-level language
(e.g., ADA, Pascal, PL/M) for one implementation and a low-level language (e.g., assembler) for another
was seen in several examples identified in the diversity usage survey. Airbus, Temelin, and Darlington
provide specific examples. The guidance for the chemical industry, the common position of European
regulators, and several IEC standards [120,122] identify different languages as a recommended means of
contributing to the mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. NUREG/CR-6303 also identified different
computer languages as a criterion under the software diversity attribute. However, it notes that high-level
languages are converging and may be intermixed. Therefore, the effectiveness of this criterion may be
limited depending on the language choices. Thus, careful consideration should be given to the type of
languages selected and the associated programming conventions. It should be noted that
NUREG/CR-6463, Review Guidelines on Software Languages for Use in Nuclear Power Plant Safety
Systems [128], provides guidance on safety characteristics and acceptable programming conventions for
ten high-level languages.
The Boeing example provides a striking case in which measures other than different computer
languages were taken to address the potential for human-induced systematic faults. For the B777, formal
methods were employed to reducethe prospect of mistakes in formulating the software design
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specification. The reliance on extensive software quality assurance processes is also common in other
nonnuclear industries (e.g., aerospace, defense). Additionally, the use of significant functional diversity
(e.g., requirements associated with different-purpose functions, such as active control or performance
checking) may also provide sufficient diversity to provide a comparable effect on the potential for
common systematic faults in design. The bottom line is that compensatory approaches that can provide
effective alternatives to the use of different computer languages have been demonstrated in other
application domains and may be considered in assessing the need for this diversity criterion.
Regarding other criteria under this diversity attribute, most examples that were cited from the nuclear
power and nonnuclear industries used logic diversity in the form of different algorithms, logic, or
program. architectures. The primary use of that criterion related to functional diversity based on reduced
functionality backups or different functional relationships for initiation criteria. The use of different
compilers, which is treated here as a programming language (or functional representation) diversity
criterion, was employed in several cases. Boeing used different compilers associated with each of the
three diverse microprocessors within the B777 flight control system. Airbus used different software
development tools (e.g., compilers, code generators) for each diverse computer/software language
combination. Additionally, Darlington employed different compilers and software languages for its
diverse shutdown systems. Of particular significance in considering the value of using diverse compilers
is the Boeing experience. Comparing the processing of the same source code with three different
compilers (i.e., a separate compiler corresponding to each microprocessor in the three diverse lanes),
Boeing found ten compiler errors [50]. Although there were no common errors detected, the experience
highlights the potential significance of compilers/assemblers and illustrates the prospect for embedded
faults from common tools leading to common systematic faults within system implementations.
The other logic diversity criteria involve different timing or order of execution and different runtime
environment. No examples were found in which the former criterion was identified as an intentional or
inherent diversity. The use of timing differences or execution order to achieve some level of
diversification in signal trajectory would seem to be most appropriate in cases where there is no program
architecture or algorithm diversity related to functional diversity (i.e., the software is the same or would
be without order shifts). Since the combination of functional and signal diversity provides different signal
trajectories (along with the differences in internal states provided by the design diversity that is
characteristic of this strategy grouping), the use of this diversity criterion does not appear to be necessary.
The impact of the latter criterion on runtime environments is discussed above. No specific
information was identified regarding operating systems in the examples cited in the survey. However, the
diversity of microprocessors indicated that some inherent, if not intentional, diversity was achieved in
many of the cases. Additionally, the guidelines for the chemical industry specifically identify system
software as a potential source of CCF vulnerability. Also, system services are identified as a candidate for
diversification in information on CCF mitigation provided by EEC 60880 [122]. It is noted that
NUREG/CR-6303 gives examples in which the operating system was omitted from D3 analyses on the
basis of its simplicity. Obviously, this approach is appropriate where the claim is justified.
Signal Diversity. The selection of architectural variations within a technology as the basis for parallel
diverse systems, redundancies, or subsystems has no direct impact on signal diversity. As discussed
above, the intentional use of signal diversity, in combination with functional diversity, is adopted as part
of the baseline for all of the strategy classifications developed through this research.
This usage is consistent with the examples identified from the nuclear power industry survey. For the
examples drawn from Chooz, Temelin, and the other plants, the ATWS system or diverse (secondary)
actuation system primarily addresses backup action for a reduced set of high-frequency PIEs, which leads
to a reduced set of inputs compared with the primary protection system.
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6.3.3.3 Description of Strategy C
6.3.3.3.1 Design Diversity
Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of different architectures within a technology.
Specifically, the use of diverse microprocessors as the basis for different systems, redundancies, or
subsystems constitutes the primary example of strategies in this classification. The purpose of this
diversity usage is to address the potential CCF vulnerabilities arising from common systematic faults at
the platform level (i.e., the base processing components and the interface of application software to the
processing capabilities provided by the platform) and from concurrent execution profiles (i.e., internal
states and state-transition mechanisms).
Equipment ManufacturerDiversity. Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of
different manufacturers (or system suppliers) for different equipment designs. The purpose of this
diversity usage is to minimize the potential for common systematic faults arising from manufacturing
defects or implementation, errors.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy C classification may adopt the intentional selection
of the same manufacturer of different designs as a variation of the baseline combination of diversity
criteria. Use of the alternate equipment manufacturer criterion is linked to the compensatory intentional
application of life-cycle (human) diversity.
Logic ProcessingEquipment Diversity. Intentional diversity is provided through the selection of
different logic processing equipment. This diversity is closely tied to the selection of design diversity that
is characteristic of the Strategy C classification. Basically, the primary architecture difference is provided
through the selection of diverse microprocessors. The purpose of this diversity usage is to minimize
common components while minimizing the potential for CCF vulnerabilities arising from common
systematic faults at the platform level and from concurrent execution profiles.
The review of diversity usage cases from the nonnuclear (e.g., aviation) industries, as well as for
international NPPs, establishes examples of diverse CPUs. These examples of accepted microprocessor
diversity include Intel 80186 vs Motorola M68010, AMD 29050 vs Motorola 68040 vs Intel 80486, and
Intel 80386 vs Intel 80186.
The third example of diverse microprocessors, which was used in the flight control systems of the,
A340, represents the only cited case where microprocessors from the same manufacturer were specified
as diverse. While this example employs different generations of the same family, the CPUs are not from
successive generations. Caution is warranted if the microprocessor difference is limited to different
generations from the same manufacturer to ensure that significant differences in microarchitecture are
present. The alternate use of different logic processing versions using the same architecture as the chosen
logic processing equipment diversity criterion should be justified by evidence of structural differences
(e.g., what microarchitectural changes were implemented), flaw diversification (based on the errata
sheets), and/or chipset differences.
Intentional use of component integration architecture (i.e., circuit board design) diversity criterion
can contribute to minimizing the potential for common systematic faults at the platform level (e.g.,
component defects, integration deficiencies, or board design errors) as well as common susceptibility to
external influences such as environmental stress (e.g., temperature/humidity and radiated electromagnetic
interference) or aging (e.g., metallic whiskers and electromigration). However, these benefits may be
achieved through alternate means such as simplification of board design, thorough qualification and
testing, and control of external influences. Therefore, this diversity criterion may be treated as optional
based on considerations such as the complexity of the platform designs, minimal use of common
components, and limited commonality of stress factors. If the decision to omit intentional application of
this logic processing equipment criterion is justified, coupling that strategy variation with the use of
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different equipment manufacturers can provide added (potentially compensatory) assurance that the
potential for common board design errors or component defects is minimized.
FunctionalDiversity. Intentional diversity is provided in the form of different functions or control
logic associated with coverage of a reduced set of PIEs (as needed based on the D3 analysis for the plant)
and the use of diverse safety function initiation criteria (cf., GDC 22 and signal diversity). The purpose of
this diversity usage is to provide differences in functional requirements and design specification as well as
to diversify the signal trajectories seen by each system.
Life-Cycle Diversity. Intentional diversity is provided through the use of different design
organizations to conduct life-cycle activities related to the application-specific system development. This
baseline criterion is linked to the intentional selection of the equipment manufacturer diversity criterion
for different manufacturers of the same (or similar) design. The purpose of this life-cycle diversity usage
is to avoid the introduction of systematic faults during design and implementation of the diverse systems
due to common mistakes or misunderstandings by shared human resources.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy C classification may adopt the intentional selection
of separate teams when the same manufacturer is used to supply the diverse systems. In particular, this
alternate strategic approach involves the manufacturer intentionally establishing, to the extent practical,
the following teams for each system: different management teams; different design and development
teams; and different implementation, validation, and installation teams.
Logic Diversity. Intentional diversity is provided in the form of different algorithms, logic, and
program architectures. This diversity is associated with the intentional use of functional diversity.
Additionally, intentional diversity is also provided through use of different operating systems, different
compilers, and different computer languages. The specific diversity criteria are different runtime
environments (i.e., operating systems) and different functional representations (i.e., compilers and
computer languages). The purpose of this diversity usage is twofold. First, use of different operating
systems and different compilers can contribute to avoiding potential CCF vulnerabilities arising from
common systematic faults at the platform level (i.e., the interface of application software to the processing
capabilities provided by the platform) and from concurrent execution profiles (i.e., internal states and
state transitions). Second, use of different computer languages can help to avoid the introduction of
systematic faults due to common mistakes or misunderstandings in the design process or common errors
in the implementation process.
Alternate diversity strategies within the Strategy C classification may arise if it can be established
that the simplicity of the operating system minimizes the contribution of the runtime environments to the
potential for CCF vulnerability.
Signal Diversity. Intentional diversity is provided through the use of separate and/or diverse
measurements of plant parameters. The purpose of this intentional diversity usage involves minimization
of commonalities, support of functional diversity (cf., GDC 22), and diversification of concurrent
execution profiles. Each of the three signal diversity criteria is appropriate for application as intentional
diversities to the extent practical.
6.3.3.4 Strategy C Summary
Strategies that involve the use of architectural variations within a technology as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems are classified as examples of Strategy C. The combinations of
diversity criteria that characterize Strategy C, in conjunction with traditional diversity strategies for
hardwired systems, provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. In particular,
implementation of the Strategy C diversity grouping serves to minimize the opportunities for common
systematic faults, concurrent execution profiles, or similar responses to external influences. The use of
diverse microprocessors as the basis for primary safety systems and diverse backup systems such as
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ATWS or DAS constitutes the principal examples of Strategy C drawn from the survey findings.
Nonnuclear industry examples primarily involve flight control systems for the aviation industry. Table 6.3
provides a summary of the baseline example of Strategy C, along with four variants. Strategy Cl
represents the baseline grouping of diversity criteria. Strategy C2 corresponds to the alternative where the
same manufacturer provides the diverse equipment while separate teams within the organization are
specified for the diverse systems. Strategy C3 arises when the diverse microprocessors are based on
suitably different generations within a manufacturer's microprocessor family. Strategy C4 corresponds to
the alternative in which circuit board diversity can be shown to be unnecessary. Strategy C5 involves the
determination that a common operating system is sufficiently simple that it does not credibly contribute
potential CCF vulnerabilities. Figure 6.3 illustrates the baseline combination of diversity criteria.
Table 6.3. Overview of diversities comprising Strategy C
Strategya

Diversity attribute
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Different architectures
[Equipment

C2

x

Manufctureri

___

x

Same manufacturer-different version

-
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x

x

x

x
___
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___

x
x

x

x

-

-

~Logic Processing Equipmiernt'7,
Different logic processing architecture

x

x

-

x

x
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-

-

x

-

-

architecture
Different component integration architecture

x

x

x

-

x

Different purpose, function, control, logic, or
actuation means

x

x

x

x

x
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x

x

x

x

Different management teams within same company

-

Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
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i

x
x

i

i

i

i

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

-

...

installers, or certification personnel)

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different runtime environment.
Different functional representation
Signal
W
Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors

x

___

x

X

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable (-).
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Fig. 6.3. Baseline diversity strategies: Strategy C.

6.4 Application of Diversity Strategies
6.4.1

Strategy Development Summary

The diversity strategies presented in this chapter represent baseline approaches to providing adequate
mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. The strategies and their variants are composed of

combinations of diversity criteria, which are adapted from the attributes and criteria defined in
NUREG/CR-6303. These strategies are based on practices derived from examples of diversity usage by
the international nuclear power industry and several nonnuclear industries. The strategies established
through this research accommodate factors such as the effect of technology choices, the nature of CCF
vulnerabilities, and the prospective impact of each diversity type.
The context of these diversity strategies arises from a focus on addressing CCF vulnerabilities that
can inhibit the timely performance of a safety function by a safety system (effectively disabling
redundancies within the system). -The results of a D3 analysis establish the need for diversity by
determining where diversity is needed to satisfy safety regulations. Based on these results, diversity is
typically applied to mitigate the unacceptable consequences associated with the identified CCF
vulnerabilities. The assumption for the use of the diversity strategies developed through this research is
that they would either be applied to add diversity to the affected safety system(s) or to provide an
automatic diverse actuation system. In the former case, the diversities relate to differences between
redundancies, subsystems, modules, and components within a safety system. In the latter case, the
diversities relate to differences between the affected safety system and a parallel diverse system that
accomplishes either the same function or a compensating function providing adequate protection.
The technical basis for the strategies developed through this research, as described in this chapter,
can be summarized as follows. First, several considerations regarding the usage of diversity are described.
In particular, the impact and benefits of diversity are identified in terms of common fault sources (purpose
and process), location of vulnerabilities (product), and common triggering conditions (performance).
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Effectively, these contributions of the diversity criteria for coping with CCF vulnerabilities are
characterized in terms of their capability to effect common systematic faults, concurrent execution
profiles, or similar responses to external influences.
Additionally, the starting point for diversity strategies in the nuclear power application domain is
established. Specifically, traditional approaches to diversity usage within I&C systems at NPPs are
captured as baseline practices to be adopted in each diversity strategy. These diversity approaches were
developed by the nuclear power industry prior to concerns about CCF vulnerabilities associated with
digital technology, and they have served to address system-level CCF vulnerabilities. The primary focus
of these traditional diversity approaches relates to commonalities and design-basis uncertainties. The
diversity strategies developed through this research build on those approaches by adding coping measures
to address the unique characteristics associated with digital technology.
As additional considerations for the development of baseline strategies, some fundamental
technology-independent relationships among key diversity attributes are also described. The nature of
these relationships involves complementary characteristics and cross-dependence. The first consideration
is illustrated by the traditional use of functional and signal diversity to provide diverse input/output
relationships and initiation criteria corresponding to a PIE. The second consideration involves
dependencies such as the almost-default provision of personnel diversity that arises from the selection of
different companies to serve as manufacturers or suppliers for diverse systems.
Next, the diversity strategy classification scheme is presented. The grouping of diversity
combinations was established to facilitate a systematic organization of strategies into families that are
readily amenable to review. The classification of strategies enables a consistent representation of the
comparative use of diversity between systems, redundancies, subsystems, modules, or components. The
technology employed was chosen as the basis for the strategy classifications, given that this fundamental
difference between systems provides an identifiable, easily recognizable diversity characteristic of system
design. Additionally, the design diversity attribute that arises from the use of technology differences
generally has a significant, consequential impact on other diversity attributes.
The diversity usage considerations and the findings of the survey of nonnuclear industries and
international NPPs are tied together in the context of the diversity classification scheme to document the
basis for baseline diversity strategies. The discussion of rationale for each strategy classification provides
clear ties to common practices through cited examples from the nuclear and nonnuclear industries and
addresses the prospective impact of the diversity criteria on fault sources, vulnerability sites, and
triggering mechanisms for CCF. Additionally, the identification of inherent diversity characteristics that
arise from technology usage acknowledges the nature of diverse technologies and indicates areas in which
credit can be given for intrinsically providing some coping capability for potential CCF vulnerabilities.
Each strategy classification presented in this chapter provides a baseline combination of diversity
criteria that in conjunction with traditional diversity usage for hardwired systems provides adequate
mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. In particular, implementation between diverse systems of the
combination of diversity criteria that constitutes one of the three baseline strategies provides adequate
diversity to mitigate potential CCF vulnerabilities that have been identified through a D3 analysis as
being unacceptable. Alternatively, adherence to one of the diversity strategy variants that are identified in
the discussion of each classification can also provide sufficient coping capabilities, where specified
conditions are satisfied. Table 6.4 provides a comparative summary of the baseline diversity strategies for
the three classifications. Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 illustrate the baseline combination of diversity criteria
for Strategy A, Strategy B, and Strategy C, respectively.
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Table 6.4. Overview of baseline diversity strategies
Diversity attribute

A

Different technologies
Different approach-same technology
Different architectures
Dtiffmeret Manufacturer-irndixx
Different manufacturer--different design
Same manufacturer--different design--Different manufacturer-same design
Same manufacturer--different version
LogicPro"4§ing rquipmnjjt&</____
Different logic processing architecture
Different logic processing versions in same
architecture
Different component integration architecture
Different data-flow architecture

Strategya
B

C

x
-A.x_ii

-_-

x

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

i

i

x

-

-

-

i
i

x

x

-

-

Different underlying mechanisms
Different purpose, function, control, logic, or
actuation means
Different response time scale

i
x

i
x

-

-

-

-

Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers,
engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers,
installers, or certification personnel)

x

x

x

-

-

-

x
i
i
i

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

i

[,ogi&«______

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

i
i
i
i

x
Different parameters sensed by different physical
effects
x
Different parameters sensed by same physical effects
x
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set
of similar sensors
"Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable (-).

6.4.2

-

x
x

Strategy Evaluation Approach

A systematic evaluation process can be established to review the application of the diversity
strategies developed through this research. For usage that adopts a baseline strategy, the process is a
straightforward confirmation of conformance to the combination of diversity criteria. On the other hand,
application of an alternate means for mitigating potential CCF vulnerabilities leads to a more complex
evaluation approach to ascertain that the proposed alternate method provides sufficient coping capability
with reasonable assurance. The conclusions drawn from an evaluation of diversity usage support the
determination of whether safety regulations and regulatory requirements are satisfied. In particular,
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application of the traditional diversity usage, explicitly addressed in these strategies through the inclusion
of functional and signal diversities in the baseline combination of diversity criteria, addresses the design
criteria embodied in the GDC of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (in particular, GDC 22), and fulfills the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.62 and 10 CFR 50.55a(h). The application of the full set of diversity criteria
specified in any of the strategy baselines to ensure a diverse means to accomplish the same or different
function is an integral element of providing reasonable assurance that Point 3 of the Commission's
positions on D3 is satisfied [6].
The evaluation process associated with the diversity strategies developed under this research consists
of multiple steps. The review method addresses various aspects of diversity usage related to identification
of the diversities claimed, confirmation of adherence to a specified combination of diversity criteria,
determination of the impact of any deviations, and/or assessment of the suitability of an alternate strategy.
The steps of the evaluation process are as follows:
1. Classify the diversity strategy-This step involves recognition of the technology employed in the
diversesystems based on the design descriptions or, if explicitly referenced, identification of the
specific diversity strategy selected.
2.

Confirm inherent diversity credit-This step relates to the determination of technology usage and the
impact of technology difference. The importance of this step arises from the prospect that some
intrinsic benefits derived from technology differences can be compromised based on factors such as
the design concepts adopted or the degree of commonality feasible. Examples of these factors include
the use of one technology (or technology approach) to emulate another (e.g., use of an FPGA to
emulate a CPU) and commonalities in platform heritage (e.g., mixed-mode electronics using common
parts, boards, and/or design methods, as well as common personnel involved in the development of
each platform), If the documentation of the proposed diversity strategy does not provide a discussion
of the nature of the technology difference (e.g., digitized vs continuous data, sequential vs parallel
execution of function, software logic vs hardwired logic), the design concepts employed, and any
commonalities (e.g., parts or components, interfaces, processing mechanisms, heritage), then a more
detailed review of (or inquiries about) the designs may be warranted.

3. Identify intentional diversity usage-This step consists of identification of the diversity criteria that
are intentionally applied. The documentation of the proposed diversity strategy should explicitly
describe the intentional diversities on which it is based.
4.

Categorize diversity usage in relation to the corresponding strategy classification-This step involves
capture of the combination of diversity criteria in either tabular form (see Tables 6.1 through 6.4) or a
spreadsheet (see Appendix A) followed by classification in terms of a corresponding strategy and
subsequent determination of the degree of adherence to one of the strategies established through this
research. The categorization options are (1) baseline strategy (either A, B, or C), (2) variant of
baseline strategy (i.e., A2, B2, B3, C2-C5), or (3) alternate strategy. The determination of which
strategy classification applies is based on the compiled diversity usage or, if provided, an explicit
claim in the diversity strategy documentation.

5. Assess the adequacy of the diversity strategy-The activity associated with this step depends on the
categorization of the proposed diversity strategy determined in Step 4.
Baseline strategy. This category consists of proposed diversity usage that appears consistent with one
of the baseline combinations of diversity criteria defined for any of the three strategy classifications. The
associated actions are to confirm that the diverse systems provide the specified technology difference
(Step 1), the system designs do not compromise the related credit for inherent diversity (Step 2), and the
explicit diversity usage employs the full set of intentional diversities (Step 3).
Variant of baseline strategy. This category involves proposed diversity usage that appears consistent
with one of the alternate combinations of diversity criteria described for any of the three strategy
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classifications. The associated actions are to perform an assessment comparable to that described for the
baseline strategy category (Step 5a) with the supplemental determination of whether the conditions
associated with suitability of the variant are present (e.g., confirm that an Appendix B supplier is used
when the same manufacturer is selected for the diverse systems or evaluate the justification that a
common operating system or runtime executive is sufficiently simple to acceptably minimize the potential
for CCF vulnerabilities from that platform element).
Alternate strategy. This category concerns proposed alternate means for addressing potential CCF
vulnerabilities. Essentially, proposed strategies of this type do not fully correspond to any of the diversity
strategies established through this research. The associated actions begin with a determination of the type
and extent of deviations from the most closely related baseline strategy. If the deviations are not
substantial, then the assessment can proceed similarly to the prior approaches (Step 5a or 5b) with an
additional review of the technical justification for the deviations. If the deviations are numerous and
substantial in nature or the proposed diversity strategy does not conform to any of the strategy
classifications, then a detailed assessment of the technical basis for the proposed mitigation approach is
warranted. The findings from the assessment of an alternate strategy can serve to support diversity claims
for a safety system application or provide the basis for evaluating such claims in a review.
The review approach in this category can proceed based on some combination of technical review
and comparative assessment. A diversity assessment tool is described in Appendix A. This tool was
independently developed and was used to confirm the adequacy of the three strategy classifications
established through this research. The diversity assessment tool can also be employed for comparative
analysis to assess the relative standing of a proposed alternate diversity strategy against the baseline
strategies as well as established practices and common usage of the nuclear power and nonnuclear
industries, as reflected in the survey findings on diversity usage. This tool provides a systematic approach
to evaluate proposed combinations of diversity criteria.
Regardless of the review approach chosen, there are two important considerations that should be
addressed in the review. First, the assessment should consider whether the alternate combination of
diversities provides an equivalent effect on capability to mitigate the CCF vulnerabilities of concern.
Essentially, the impact of the alternate approach on fault sources, vulnerability sites, and triggering
mechanisms for CCF should be comparable to an accepted strategy. Second, the assessment should
address the rationale that constitutes the basis for each diversity criterion applied (e.g., see Sect. 6.3).
Determine if the diversity strategy is adequate-An affirmative conclusion that the diversity strategy
adequately resolves the diversity needs identified in the D3 analysis can be based on either
(1) confirmation that the strategy conforms to a baseline strategy (or a cited variant with the
accompanying qualifying conditions) or (2) determination that the strategy is an acceptable alternate
approach providing reasonable assurance of sufficient mitigation for potential CCF vulnerabilities.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Although the potential for CCF vulnerability in I&C systems has long been recognized, the
increasing use of highly complex digital technologies in modem I&C system designs poses additional
concern that common systematic faults may persist undetected in spite of rigorous, high-quality life-cycle
processes. The use of diversity as a mitigating strategy to resolve CCF concerns supplements the quality
assurance practices employed to satisfy safety requirements. In particular, diversity usage is cited in the
design criteria for NPP safety systems as well as being required by regulation for NPPs. Traditional
diversity strategies have been commonly employed for hardwired safety systems, with an emphasis on
addressing commonalities and design-basis uncertainties. However, consideration of additional diversity
usage is warranted to accommodate the unique characteristics of digital technology. The diversity
strategies developed through this research build on the more traditional diversity approaches by adding
coping measures to address potential CCF vulnerabilities associated with digital technology.
The research approach for establishing diversity strategies involved investigation of available
documentation on diversity usage and experience from nuclear power and other industries, capture of
expert knowledge and lessons learned, determination of best practices, and assessment of the nature of
CCFs and compensating diversity attributes. The resulting diversity strategies represent baseline
approaches for providing adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. The strategies and their
variants are composed of combinations of diversity criteria, which are adapted from the attributes and
criteria defined in NUREG/CR-6303. While other characterizations of diversity are possible, the
extensive use of NUREG/CR-6303 by the nuclear power industry provides a significant industry-specific
heritage for this diversity nomenclature.
The basis for these strategies centers on practices derived from examples of diversity usage by the
international nuclear power industry and several nonnuclear industries with high-integrity and/or safetysignificant I&C applications. The approaches to diversity identified from international NPPs serve as
representative examples of the strategies. While the examples identified from nonnuclear industries are
relevant because of the safety significance of the functions and the use of comparable technology, context
differences in the usage domains limit their direct applicability. Thus, key insights are derived from these
examples to inform the development of diversity strategies in this research. The strategies established
through this research address considerations such as the effect of technology choices, the nature of CCF
vulnerabilities, and the prospective impact of each diversity type. In particular, the impact of each
attribute and criterion on the purpose, process, product, and performance aspects of diverse systems are
considered.
This research establishes a framework for classifying strategic approaches to diversity usage.
Technology, which corresponds to the design diversity attribute of NUREG/CR-6303, is chosen as the
principal system characteristic by which the strategies are grouped. The rationale for this classification
framework involves consideration of the profound impact that technology-focused design diversity
provides. Basically, instances of design diversity are readily observable and most of the other diversity
attributes are strongly affected by the design/technology choice. As noted, NUREG/CR-6303 concludes
that "the clearest distinction between two candidate subsystems would be design diversity."
The classification of diversity strategies developed in this research consists of three families of
strategies: (1) different technologies-Strategy A, (2) different approaches within the same technologyStrategy B, and (3) different architectures within the same technology-Strategy C. Using this
convention, the essential characteristics of the three strategy families are summarized as follows:
Strategy A focuses on the use of fundamentally diverse technologies as the basis for diverse systems,
redundancies, or subsystems. The Strategy A baseline, at the system or platform level, is illustrated by
the example of analog and digital implementations providing design diversity. This choice of
technology inherently contributes notable design architecture, equipment manufacturer, processing
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equipment, functional, life-cycle, and logic diversities. Intentional application of life-cycle and
equipment manufacturer diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional.
and signal diversities is also adopted. The use of a microprocessor-based primary protection system
and an analog (Laddic logic) secondary protection system at the Sizewell NPP represents the
principal example of Strategy A drawn from the survey findings.
" Strategy B involves the use of distinctly different technology approaches as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems. The Strategy B baseline can be described in terms of different
digital technologies, such as the distinct approaches represented by programmable logic devices and
general-purpose microprocessors. This choice of technology inherently contributes some measure of
design architecture, equipment manufacturer, processing equipment, functional, life-cycle, and logic
diversities. Intentional application of logic processing equipment, life-cycle, and equipment
manufacturer diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional and signal
diversities is also adopted. The Olkiluoto diversity approach using different digital technologies (i.e.,
CPUs vs FPGAs) as the basis for the primary safety system and a diverse backup system is the
principal example of Strategy B drawn from the survey findings. Nonnuclear industry examples from
the rail industry employ a significantly different architectural approach through which to implement
strategic use of this technology difference.
"

Strategy C represents the use of architectural variations within a technology as the basis for diverse
systems, redundancies, or subsystems. An example of the Strategy C baseline involves different
digital architectures, such as the diverse microarchitectures provided by different CPUs. This choice
of technology inherently contributes some limited degree of equipment manufacturer, life-cycle, and
logic diversities. Intentional application of equipment manufacturer, logic processing equipment,
life-cycle, and logic diversities is included in the baseline, while the traditional use of functional and
signal diversities is also adopted. The use of diverse microprocessors as the basis for primary safety
systems and diverse backup systems such as ATWS or DAS constitutes the principal examples of
Strategy C drawn from the survey findings. Nonnuclear industry examples primarily involve flight
control systems for the aviation industry.

As noted, each of the strategy families is characterized by combinations of diversity criteria that
provide adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities when combined with the traditional
diversities generally employed for conventional hardwired systems. In addition to the baseline strategy
within each family, acceptable variants of each baseline were also developed. Implementation of a
diversity strategy (e.g., baseline or identified variant) from any of the three families serves to minimize
the opportunities for common systematic faults, concurrent execution profile, and similar responses to
external influences that can contribute to the potential for CCF vulnerabilities in digital I&C systems.
The research approach for establishing diversity strategies involved investigation of available
documentation on diversity usage and experience from nuclear power and other industries, capture of
expert knowledge and lessons learned, determination of best practices, and assessment of the nature of
CCFs and compensating diversity attributes. The resulting diversity strategies represent baseline
approaches for providing adequate mitigation of potential CCF vulnerabilities. The strategies and their
variants are composed of combinations of diversity criteria, which are adapted from the attributes and
criteria defined in NUREG/CR-6303. While other characterizations of diversity are possible, the
extensive use of NUREG/CR-6303 by the nuclear power industry provides a significant industry-specific
heritage for this diversity nomenclature.
The basis for these strategies centers on practices derived from examples of diversity usage by the
international nuclear power industry and several nonnuclear industries with high-integrity and/or safetysignificant I&C applications. The approaches to diversity identified from international NPPs serve as
representative examples of the strategies. While the examples identified from nonnuclear industries are
relevant because of the safety significance of the functions and the use of comparable technology, context
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differences in the usage domains limit their direct applicability. Thus, key insights are derived from these
examples to inform the development of diversity strategies in this research. The strategies established
through this research address considerations such as the effect of technology choices, the nature of CCF
vulnerabilities, and the prospective impact of each diversity type. In particular, the impact of each
attribute and criterion on the purpose, process, product, and performance aspects of diverse systems are
considered.
This research establishes a framework for classifying strategic approaches to diversity usage.
Technology, which corresponds to the design diversity attribute of NUREG/CR-6303, is chosen as the
principal system characteristic by which the strategies are grouped. The rationale for this classification
framework involves consideration of the profound impact that technology-focused design diversity
provides. Basically, instances of design diversity are readily observable and most of the other diversity
attributes are strongly affected by the design/technology choice. As noted, NUREG/CR-6303 concludes
that "the clearest distinction between two candidate subsystems would be design diversity."
The grouping of diversity combinations according to Strategies A, B, and C facilitates a systematic
organization of strategies into families that are readily amenable to evaluate. The classification of
strategies enables a consistent representation of the comparative use of diversity between systems,
redundancies, subsystems, modules, or components. As a consequence, this research leads to a systematic
evaluation process for reviewing the application of diversity to address CCF vulnerabilities identified
through a D3 assessment. For usage that adopts a baseline strategy, the process is a straightforward
confirmation of conformance to the associated combination ofdiversitycriteria, which promotes
transparency, predictability, and consistency for D3 reviews. Conversely, application of an alternate
means for mitigating potential CCF vulnerabilities leads to a more complex evaluation approach to
ascertain that the proposed alternate method provides sufficient coping capability with reasonable
assurance, The conclusions drawn from an evaluation of diversity usage support the determination of
whether adequate CCF mitigation is provided and regulatory requirements are satisfied. The evaluation
process associated with the diversity strategies consists of multiple steps. The methodology addresses
various aspects of diversity usage related to identification of the diversities claimed, confirmation of
adherence to a specified combination of diversity criteria, determination of the impact of any deviations,
and/or assessment of the suitability of an alternate strategy. The principal elements of the diversity
evaluation process, which is applicable to confirm the coping response to any CCF vulnerabilities
identified via a D3 assessment, include the following steps (see Sect. 6.4.2 for a more detailed discussion
of the process):
1. Classify the diversity strategy-identify what technology is employed.
2.

Confirm inherent diversity credit-ensure that intrinsic benefits of technology differences are not'
compromised.

3. Identify intentional diversity usage-verify which intentional diversities are explicitly employed to
address CCF.
4. Categorize diversity usage as one of the following:
-

Strategy A, B, or C;

-

one of the variants of A, B, or C; or

-

alternate strategy.

5. Assess the diversity strategy-Diversity usage tables and the diversity assessment tool (described in
Appendix A) were developed to aid in the evaluation of proposed diversity strategies. The diversity
assessment tool can also be employed for comparative analyses to assess the relative standing of a
proposed alternate diversity strategy against the baseline strategies as well as established practices
and common usage of the nuclear power and nonnuclear industries. This tool provides a systematic
approach to evaluate proposed combinations of diversity criteria.
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While reviewing a proposed alternate strategy, it should be noted that there are two important
questions to consider in this step of the evaluation process:
1. Does the combination of diversities provide an equivalent effect on mitigating the CCF
vulnerabilities of concern?
2. Is the rationale for the applied diversities provided in the strategy, and is it supportive?
6.

Determine if the diversity strategy is adequate-A conclusion that a proposed diversity strategy
adequately addresses CCF mitigation needs, as identified by a D3 assessment, can be based upon
either conformance to one of the three baseline strategies (or an accepted variant) or determination
that the strategy reasonably ensures CCF mitigation comparable to that provided by a baseline
strategy (i.e., an acceptable rationale is provided to support mitigation claims).

The evaluation process for diversity strategies is intended to appropriately credit the inherent
diversities arising from the chosen technologies while emphasizing identification of the intentional
diversities explicitly employed to address the potential CCF vulnerabilities. In assessing the rationale for
an alternate diversity strategy, the impact of each diversity criteria on purpose, process, product, and
performance aspects of the diverse systems should be considered. The objective is to confirm that the
diversity strategy provides sufficient CCF mitigation capability by adequately minimizing the prospects
for common systematic faults, reducing the occurrence of concurrent execution profiles, and lessening the
likelihood of similar responses to external influences.
The results of this research effort have identified and developed diversity strategies, which consist of
combinations of diversity attributes and their associated criteria, by leveraging the experience and
practices of nonnuclear industries and the international nuclear power community. Effectively, these
baseline sets of diversity criteria constitute appropriate mitigating strategies that adequately address
potential CCF vulnerabilities in digital safety systems. The strategies represent guidance on acceptable
diversity usage and can be applied directly to ensure that CCF vulnerabilities identified via a D3
assessment have been adequately resolved. Alternately, the strategies can serve as comparative norms, in
combination with the diversity usage tables and/or diversity assessment tool developed in this research, to
support confirmation that equivalent CCF mitigation capability is provided.
Finally, the diversity usage investigation showed that the international nuclear power community has
focused significant attention on the means for avoidance and mitigation of digital CCF. In particular,
IEC 62340 provides specific guidance on the topic. This international consensus standard warrants
consideration as a base guidance document on which to establish more general guidance on methods for
addressing CCF. However, the findings of this research on acceptable diversity strategies should be
addressed via endorsement conditions to enhance the guidance provided by the standard.
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APPENDIX A.
EVALUATING DIVERSITY IN SYSTEM DESIGNS
Licensees and applicants perform diversity and defense-in-depth (D3) analyses to determine whether
diversity should be added or incorporated into proposed safety system designs as a means of preventing or
mitigating potential common cause failures (CCFs) in safety systems. If an analysis identifies the need for
diversity to address a potential CCF, the licensee or applicant addresses the potential CCF vulnerability
by either incorporating diverse features into the safety system design or by adding an additional diverse
system to the safety system design. The NRC determines the adequacy of proposed diverse designs as
part of its review of licensee applications. The acceptance criteria for this determination have been
subjective, generally depending upon the experience and engineering judgment of the NRC staff. This
subjectivity has led to licensing uncertainty in the nuclear power industry. Specifically, the question that
has arisen is, "If diversity is needed to avoid or mitigate a potential CCF, how much diversity is sufficient
for addressing the CCF in accordance with NRC regulations?"
This appendix provides a process for NRC staff and the nuclear industry to apply to consistently
confirm that the amount of diversity in a safety system design is sufficient relative to a predetermined
acceptance threshold. Usage information on diversity attributes was obtained from the sources described
in the main report and was collated consistent with modified NUREG/CR-6303 diversity attributes and
criteria. Then, common trends in diversity attributes and related criteria usage were identified to develop a
process for evaluating diversity in safety system designs. This appendix also describes the process for
weighting the data and combining the weights to evaluate diversity strategies quantitatively.
Evaluating diversity strategies quantitatively is a new concept; therefore, this appendix summarizes
the technical bases that support this analysis method and the limitations of the supporting research and
data. Finally, this appendix describes an assessment tool that NRC staff and the nuclear industry can use
to evaluate proposed diversity in safety system designs to confirm that the amount of diversity in a safety
system design is sufficient relative to a predetermined acceptance threshold.
In the following discussions, diversity criteria comprise a diversity attribute. There are 7 diversity
attributes consisting of a total of 25 diversity criteria; four attributes consist of four related criteria and
three attributes consist of three related criteria.
Usage information on diversity attributes obtained from other industries, agencies and countries was
collated in a table format consistent with modified NUREG/CR-6303 diversity attributes and criteria to
identify common trends in diversity attributes and related criteria usage. The diversity attributes and
criteria are summarized in Sect. A. 1, Diversity Attributes and Criteria. The process for weighting design
data is described in Sect. A.2, Weighting. The data obtained from the different agencies, industries, and
countries and the table format for evaluating the diversity information'are summarized in Sect. A.3,
Information Sources. The process for combining the weights to evaluate diversity strategies quantitatively
is described in Sect. A.4, Diversity Strategy Evaluations. An assessment tool using the results of the data
evaluation and the constraints on using the tool are briefly described in Sect. A.5, Proposed Tool for
Evaluating Diversity Strategies. Section A.6 presents conclusions.
A.1

Diversity Attributes and Criteria

NUREG/CR-6303 provides a method for determining uncompensated CCFs in safety system
designs. Section 2.6, "Diversity," defines six diversity attributes and related diversity criteria. These
attributes and related criteria are
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•

*

*

"

*

*

Design
- Different technologies
- Different approaches within a technology
- Same approach, different architectures
Equipment
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different designs
Different manufacturers of same design
Different versions of the same design
Different CPU architectures
Different CPU versions
Different printed circuit board designs
Different bus architectures
Function
- Different underlying mechanisms
- Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means
- Different response time scale
Human (renamed Life-cycle)
- Different design organizations/companies
- Different management teams within the same company
- Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers
- Different testers, installers, or certification personnel
Signal
- Different reactor or process parameters sensed by different physical effects
- Different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same physical effect
- Same process parameter sensed by a different redundant set of similar sensors
Software
- Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
- Different timing or order of execution
- Different operating system
- Different computer languages

At the time NUREG/CR-6303 was published (December 1994), computer-based digital systems
were assumed to comprise the next generation of safety systems. This'assumption has been disproved
with proposed safety system designs using programmable logic devices, field programmable gate arrays,
application-specific integrated circuits, and multi-aperture magnetic ladder-like logic structures (Laddic).
Consequently, to ensure the diversity criteria could be applied independent of the technology used to
implement a safety system design, this report subdivided. the Equipment diversity attribute defined in
NUREG/CR-6303 into two attributes, Equipment Manufacturer and Logic Processing Equipment. The
Logic Processing Equipment diversity criteria were renamed to accommodate different technologies.
Additionally, the Software diversity attribute was renamed the Logic diversity attribute to better reflect
differences in logical representations of system functions. The resulting Equipment-related and Logicrelated attributes and criteria are
Equipment Manufacturer
- Different manufacturers of fundamentally different designs
- Same manufacturer of fundamentally different designs
- Different manufacturers of same design
- Same manufacturer of different versions of the same design
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*

Logic Processing Equipment
- Different logic processing architectures
- Different logic processing versions in same architecture
- Different component integration architectures.
- Different data flow architectures
" Logic
- Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
- Different timing or order of execution
- Different runtime environments (e.g., operating systems)
- Different functional representation (e.g., logic languages)
NUREG/CR-6303 listed the diversity criteria above in the order representing the effectiveness of one
diversity criterion relative to the other criteria in the same diversity attribute. For example, in the Design
attribute, using different technologies (e.g., analog and digital technologies) to add diversity to a design
was determined to be more effective than using different approaches within a technology (e.g., computerbased digital technology and ASIC-based digital technology), which in turn was considered to be more
effective than using different architectures (i.e., the arrangement and connection of components within a
design). Table A. I shows the resulting diversity attributes and criteria.
Table A.I. Diversity attributes and criteria
Attribute criteria
Different technologies
Different approaches within a technology
Different architectures
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different equipment designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different equipment designs
Different manufacturers of same equipment design
Same manufacturer of different versions of the same equipment design
3Di. e logic
Processing
architectures
Different logic processing ri
sarchitectures
Different logic processing versions in same architecture
.
Different component integration architectures
Different data flow architectures
Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish safety function
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means of same underlying mechanism
Different response time scale
Different design organizations/companies
Different management teams within the same company
Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers
Different implementation/validation teams (testers, installers, or certification personnel)
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Table A.1. (continued)
Attribute criteria

Different parameters sensed by different physical effects
Different parameters sensed by the same physical effects
Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of similar sensors
Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environments
Different functional representations
Additional columns and rows were added to Table A. 1 to allow weights and calculations of diversity
evaluation parameters. In the following discussion, these additional columns and rows will be shown only
for the Design, Equipment Manufacturer, and Logic Processing Equipment diversity attributes to illustrate
development of the diversity strategy evaluation method.

A.2

Information Sources

As stated in the main report, design information for diverse systems and functions was obtained from
the following sources:
"
*
"
*
*

NASA
Aviation industry
Industrial applications
International positions on diversity
International nuclear power plants using diversity in safety systems

The information obtained from the above sources was collated in a table format to identify common
trends in diversity attribute and criteria usage. Each set of diversity information from the above sources
was added to the table in sets of two columns for each diversity strategy under the title of the
corresponding diversity strategy. Separate columns for intentional use (INT) and inherent use (NH) of
diversity criteria differentiate the type of diversity criteria usage in the diversity strategies. The difference
between intentional use of a diversity criterion and inherent use of a diversity criterion is described in the
main report. The table format with diversity attributes and diversity strategy columns is shown in
Table A.2.
Table categories consistent with the modified NUREG/CR-6303 diversity attributes described above
were selected to enable comparisons between different diversity strategies. The data were then weighted
and combined to obtain quantitative values for each diversity design. The development of the weights is
described in the next section. The use of the weights and the data is described in Sect. A.4.

A.3

Weighting

This section describes the process used to weight the data described in the report to enable
quantitative comparisons of diversity strategies on the basis of the guidance in NUREG/CR-6303, the
experience gained by other industries and countries, and diversity positions developed by other agencies
and countries. Diversity Criterion Effectiveness (DCE) weights were developed from NUREG/CR-6303
guidance on the effectiveness of one criterion in a diversity attribute relative to the other criteria in the
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Table A.2. Diversity attributes, criteria, ranks, and a diversity strategy examples
Attribute criteria

~Desiegl

Application
name
IN
N

Different technologies
Different approaches within a technology

Different architectures
D1iffeentmanufacturers oNTf-e
fr
e
nts
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different equipment designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different equipment designs
Different manufacturers of same equipment design
Same manufacturer of different versions of the same equipment design
Logifferent
P
ogirocessing

Different
Different
Different
Different

archi

logic processing architectures
logic processing versions in same architecture
component integration architectures
data flow architectures

Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish safety function
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means of same underlying
mechanism
Different response time scale

Lflie Cycle>
Different
Different
Different
Different

INT<

INHj

I2NT

INH

design companies
management teams within the same company
designers, engineers, and/or programmers
implementation/validation teams

Dfr'ent reactor or process parameters sne byHdifferent phyicaleffect

Different reactor or process parameters sensed by different physical effect
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same physical effect
The same process parameter sensed by a different redundant set of similar sensors
Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environments
Different functional representations
INT = intentional use
INH = inherent use

same diversity attribute. Diversity Attribute Effectiveness (DAE) weights were developed by collating
information gathered from other industry, agency, and country applications and experience with applying
diversity to address CCFs and potential CCFs in safety system designs. The development of the
algorithms for these two weights and the underlying assumptions and bases for these algorithms are
described in the following sections.
Two NASA and four Aviation industry diversity strategies were obtained during the research project
(see Table 3.11 in the main report); however, these diversity strategies were not used to develop weights
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because these applications used highly mature digital system development processes that had evolved
over years of experience in lieu of using diversity to address potential CCFs. Four diversity strategies
were obtained from nonnuclear industrial applications (see Table 3.11 in the main report), of which oneapplication was excluded from further analysis (Austrian rail). Five diversity strategies were obtained
from positions developed through research activities in other countries and regulatory positions developed
by other countries (see Table 5.6 in the main report), of which one position was excluded from further
analysis (the standards-based position). Eight diversity strategies were obtained from nuclear power
plants in other countries (see Table 4.10 in the main report), of which one plant design was excluded from
further analysis (Dukovany). The strategies excluded from the weighting calculations did not rely on
diversity to address potential CCFs. Since the purpose of the guidance in this report is to describe a
method for evaluating the use of diversity in a system design, systems that did not apply diversity were
excluded from the weighting process.
An example strategy obtained from design information for a generic Westinghouse design for an
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) system was used as a benchmark for comparison with the
evaluation method. More details regarding the sources of information can be found in the main report.
A.3.1

Diversity Criterion Effectiveness Weights

The algorithm to determine the DCE (guidance-based) weights was based on the discussions of
relative effectiveness provided in NUREG/CR-6303. Other factors influencing the selection of specific
diversity criteria by other industries, agencies, and countries were excluded from the DCE weight
algorithm because these factors were included in the DAE Weight algorithm (the experience-based
weights). The assumptions and underlying bases for the DCE weight algorithm are described in this
section.
The first DCE weight assumption was that the criteria within a diversity attribute can be weighted
according to the ordering of the criteria within that diversity attribute as described in NUREG/CR-6303,
with the highest and lowest DCE weights assigned to the first and last criterion in a diversity attribute,
respectively. The underlying basis for this assumption is that NUREG/CR-6303 qualitatively ranked the
relative effectiveness of the criteria within an attribute, which determined the order in which the criteria
are listed. The ordering by relative effectiveness has been accepted by the NRC and the nuclear power
industry since NUREG/CR-6303 was published (December 1994). Further, the use of the rankings for
over a decade has not resulted in revisions to the order of the criteria. Consequently, the relative
effectiveness of each criterion within a diversity attribute with respect to addressing potential CCFs in the
respective diversity attribute categories has been shown by experience to be appropriate.
The second DCE weight assumption is that the criteria weights within a diversity attribute should be
different for each criterion within the attribute. The underlying basis for this assumption is that
NUREG/CR-6303 did not equate any two adjacent criteria within a diversity attribute as equally effective;
therefore, the weights should be different.
The third DCE weight assumption is that the DCE weights within a diversity attribute can be
distributed uniformly according to the order and number of criteria within a diversity attribute. The
underlying basis for this assumption is that the weights are applied in the same manner for every diversity
strategy used in the development of the evaluation method; therefore, differences in weights between
diversity attributes with different numbers of criteria can be different as long as the weighting process is
applied consistently for every diversity strategy used in the determination of DAE weights, and for every
diversity strategy evaluation using the resulting weights.
The diversity criteria in each category were given relative effectiveness values from one to either
three or four, depending on the number of criteria within the corresponding diversity attribute, with one
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being the most effective criterion, and three or four being the least effective criterion. The ranked criteria
were then converted to DCE weights, Wcu, using Eq. (1).

WC
:-

(Nei- 'IV
,,MCy + 1)

(1)

Z M.cy
i=1

where
Wcy = DCE weight of criterion i in attributej
Nq = number of criteria in attribute]
Mco = rank of criterion i in attribute]
Columns indicating the ranking of the diversity criteria and associated DCE weights are shown in
Table A.3.
Table A.3. DCE weights
Attribute criteria

Rank

DCE weight

Different technologies
Different approaches within a technology
Different architectures
Different manufacturerye
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different equipment designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different equipment designs
Different manufacturers of same equipment design
Same manufacturer of different versions of the same equipment design

1
2
3

0.500
0.333
0.167

1
2
3
4

0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

Lgc Processing Equ~ipmeint

Different
Different
Different
Different

1

______

logic processing architectures
logic processing versions in same equipment architecture
component integration architectures
data flow architectures

Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish safety function
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means of same
underlying mechanism
Different response time scale
Life-cycle

1
2
3
4

0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

1
2

0.500
0.333

3

0.167

4K

Different design companies
Different management teams within the same company
Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers
Different implementation/validation teams
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_______

1
2
3
4

0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

Table A.3. (continued)
Attribute criteria

A.3.2

Rank

DCE weight_

Different reactor or process parameters sensed by different physical
effect
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same physical
effect
The same process parameter sensed by a different redundant set of
similar sensors

1

0.500

2

0.33 3

3

0.167

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environments
Different functional representations

1
2
3
4

0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

Diversity Attribute Effectiveness Weights

This section describes the assumptions and underlying bases for the DAE algorithm. The algorithm
to determine the DAE weights was based on the experience of other industries, agencies, and countries
with the use of diversity criteria in applications and the development of research and regulatory positions
by other countries. Four assumptions and underlying bases were applied to develop the DAE algorithm.
The first DAE weight assumption is that the frequency of diversity attribute usage is consistent with
the assumed or observed effectiveness of a diversity attribute to address CCFs. The underlying basis for
this assumption is that diversity strategies developed by other agencies, industries and countries to
address specific CCF vulnerabilities reflect experience with failures that have occurred and engineering
judgments regarding potential failures that should be addressed. Additionally, current versions of
diversity strategies implemented in other industries and countries reflect the efficacy of certain
combinations of diversity attributes over time.
The second DAE weight assumption is that industry applications that could not be used in the US
nuclear power industry should not be included in the DAE weight determination. The underlying basis for
this assumption is that the use of a diversity attribute reflects a determination that, of the options available
for a specific application, the diversity attribute selected was considered the best alternative. If design
constraints specific to a particular industry prohibit the use of a diversity attribute, this should be reflected
in the determination of the DAE weight for that attribute, since these design constraints may not be
applicable for the US nuclear power industry. If Function diversity, for example, could not be used to
mitigate CCFs in a specific application in another industry, the exclusion of the Function diversity
attribute criteria from the diverse design in that industry might appear to reflect a decision that the
Function diversity attribute was not effective for nuclear power industry applications.
The third assumption is that the decision to use a diversity attribute is sufficiently independent of the
decision to use other diversity attributes (i.e., the diversity attributes represent relative degrees of freedom
in a diversity strategy). The underlying basis for this assumption is that each diversity attribute addresses
specific types of failures that generally cannot be addressed as effectively by other diversity attributes. As
a result, because the diversity attributes are selected relatively independently, the sum of the DAE weights
for the seven diversity attributes is not required to be 1.0.
The fourth assumption is that DAE weights should account for the number of criteria in a diversity
attribute that are available for simultaneous use in a diversity strategy (i.e., use of one criterion in an
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attribute that excludes use of one or more other criteria in the diversity attribute reduces the number of
available criteria in that diversity attribute for a design). The underlying basis for this assumption is that,
since DAE weights (as opposed to DCE weights) represent the frequency of use of the criteria comprising
the attributes, and all criteria may not be available for use in a diversity strategy, the weights must be
adjusted to account for the limitations on the selection of diversity criteria in a strategy.
The diversity attributes consist of the following number of criteria that could be used in the same
diverse system or function:
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

Design, I out of first 2 intentionally selected, and the remaining criterion intentionally or inherently
selected
Equipment Manufacturer, 4 out of 4 either intentionally or inherently selected
Logic Processing Equipment, 1 out of first 2 and remaining 2 out of 4 intentionally or inherently
selected
Function, 3 outof 3 intentionally or inherently selected
Life-cycle, 4 out of 4 intentionally or inherently selected
Signal, 3 out of 3 intentionally or inherently selected
Logic, 4 out of 4 intentionally or inherently selected

To address differences in the number of diversity criteria available for use in each diversity attribute,
the ratio of the number of diversity criteria used to the number of designs comprising consensus was
normalized by the number of diversity criteria in the same diversity attribute that could be used together
in a system design. Using this normalization process ensured that higher DAE weights would be assigned
to the diversity attributes used most frequently, which coincides with the first assumption that frequency
of usage correlates to effectiveness.
The diversity attribute weights were calculated using Eq. (2).
Ncj

ZN ,
WAj•

'i=1(2

Ns x Ncj

(2)

where
DAE weight for attributej
Ncj •number of criteria in attributej
Ncyj number of criterion i used in attributej by the N, systems
Ns -number of system designs evaluated
Ncj -number of criteria that could be used together in attributej
WAj

Alternate approaches to Eq. (2) were necessary for the Design DAE weight (WAI) and the Logic
Processing Equipment DAE weight (WA3).
The Design attribute criterion for different architectures (criterion rank 3) can be inherently included
in a design by selecting either of the higher ranked Design attribute criteria. To avoid double counting the
number of Design attribute criteria for different architectures, the inherent use of this criterion was not
included in the determination of the Design DAE weight. Consequently, the number of Design diversity
criteria that could be used together was set to Nc1 = 1. The resulting equation for the Design DAE weight
is given by Eq. (3),
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3

Ncil

-i=1

Ns

WAI

(3)

where
WAI = design DAE weight
Ncil = number of system designs using criterion i in attribute 1
Ns = number of system designs evaluated

For the Logic Processing Equipment DAE weight (WA3), the two most effective criteria are mutually
exclusive, and the remaining criterion/criteria may be used in conjunction with either of the first two
criteria. These combinations of criteria required a separate DAE weighting function, which is given by
Eq. (4).
4

L
WA3

=

N0i3

i=1(4

Ns×x(Nc3_l1)(4

where
WA3 =
Ncy =
Ns =
Nc3 =

Logic Processing Equipment DAE weight
number of system designs using criterion i, attribute 3
number of system designs evaluated
number of criteria in attribute 3 (=4)

To calculate the DAE weights, extra columns and rows were added to Table A.3 above to record the
number of strategies using each diversity criterion, and to apply the corresponding DCE weight when a
diversity attribute criterion was used either intentionally or inherently. Another row was added for each
diversity attribute to record the number of diversity attribute criteria used and the DAE weight for each
diversity attribute. The DAE weights for the seven diversity attributes and the data used to calculate the
DAE weights are shown in Table A.4. The number of diversity criteria used by the 15 strategies used in
the evaluation is shown in the DAE WT column for each Ncy. The DAE weight for each attribute, WAJ, is
immediately below the diversity attribute DCE weights, Wcy, in the DCE WT column.
The process for using the DCE weights and the DAE weights to quantitatively evaluate the diversity
strategies obtained from the sources listed in Sect. A.2 is described in the next section. An assessment
tool using the results of the data evaluation is described in Sect. A.4
A.4

Diversity Strategy Evaluation

The process used to evaluate the diversity strategies obtained from the sources listed in Sect. A.2
above using the weights developed in Sect. A.3 is described in this section. The DCE weight variables
and the DAE weight variables for the seven diversity attributes are listed in Table A.4.
A set of worksheet columns was completed for each diversity strategy identified in the body of this
report. A sample worksheet illustrating the structure of the worksheet is shown in Table A.5. The dotted
line to the right of the seventh column of the worksheet in Table A.5 signifies other diversity strategies
are in the actual worksheet but are not shown here. The relationship between intentional diversity criteria
and inherent diversity criteria described in Chapter 6 of the report was applied to the worksheet to ensure
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Table A.4. Diversity criteria usage and DAE weights
Attribute criteria
Design (a tribute .... •i

1 to 3) ......

...

.

Rank

DCE weight

1

0.500

3

2
N-1 = 3

0.333
0.167

3
9

DAE weight

.

NC, i

-Different technologies

Different approaches within a technology
Different architectures

NVCI

DAE weight and subtotals

IVCI

Me =6

WAI = 1.000

i=1

Ec~pmet anuacfrer (attribute 2, i = I to 4)
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different
equipment designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different equipment
designs

Z Ncn= 15
i=1

A
1

0.400

Ne.a
3

2

0.300

2

3
=4

0.200
0.100

6
4

Different manufacturers of same equipment design
Same manufacturer of different versions of the same
equipment design4
No2

No2

DAE weight and subtotals

M

=

10

WA2

= 0.250

N0=

15

i=l1=

Logi Processing E:ju.q~i
t (atti~bute 3, i = I 'to 4)
Different logic processing equipment architectures
Different logic processing versions in same equipment
architecture
Different component integration architectures
Different data flow architectures

A40
1
2

0.400
0.300

15
0

3
NcO - 4

0.200
0.100

9
5

NcI3c{

Nc3

NC3

DAE weight and subtotals

WA3 = 0.644

MCO= 10

Function
I to 3)
Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish safety

i=

A10

;V'1

NC= 29
N04

1

0.500

7

2

0.333

16.

3

0.167

function

Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation
means of same underlying mechanism
Different response time scale
NC4

DAE weight and SUBTOTALS

E

Life Cycle''(attribute,55~l to 4)
Different design companies
Different management teams within the same company
Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers
Different implementation/validation teams

MC14 =6
MNC
1
2
3
N•s = 4

WA4 = 0.600

N.i4 =27

P/Ci
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

1Wc5
7
5
..15
14

Nc5

DAE weight and subtotals

N

MC,5 = 10
'=1
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4
NC4

WA=
I=,

0.683

N,, =41

Table A.4. (continued)
Rank

Attribute criteria
,Signal (atmrjlktc 6, 1.=lIto 3) <.<7
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by different
physical effect
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same
physical effect
The same process parameter sensed by a different
redundant set of similar sensors

DCE weight

6~

>~N(-'16
16

4/

1

0.500

2

0.333

13

0.167

10

=

3

NC6

DAE weight and subtotals

NC6

M0.6

)

*Logic (attribute 7, i I to 4d)
Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution'
Different runtime environments
Different functional representations

6

WA
6

m, 17&
1
2
3
N(77 = 4
Nc

DAE weight and subtotals

Nc6

0.867

0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100

39

16
7
9
12
NC 7

7

I

DAE weight

Mci7 = 10

NC

WA7 =0.733

i=1

=44

1=l

Table A.5. Diversity evaluation worksheet structure
Industry/Agency

Attribute criteria

Facility
RAN~K

WTS0 ",

Different technologies

1

0.500

3

0.000

Different approaches within a technology

2

0.333

3

0.000

Different architectures

3

0.167

9

0.000

I.000

15

0

.00

0.0

USED

INT

INH

DCE

DESIGN

~ATTRIBUTrE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS<

USED~ INT~ IjNH

DCE

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER
Different manufacturers of fundamentally different
equipment designs
Same manufacturer of fundamentally different
equipment designs

RANK

WSa

1
2

0.400
0.300

3_0.000
2

0.000

Different manufacturers of same equipment design

3

0.200

6

0.000

4

0.000

Same manufacturer of different versions of the same

equipment desin0.100

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS

1

(1.250
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15

0

0.000 1Om0

Table A.5. (continued)
Industry/Agency
Attribute criteria
Facility

RANK

W~Td;

1

0.400

15

0.000

equipment architecture

2

0.300

0

0.000

Different component integration architectures

3

0.200

9

0.000

Different data flow architectures

4

0.100

5

0.000

0.644

29

LOGIC PROCESSING~EQUIPMENT.
Different logic processing equipment architectures

USED

Different logic processing versions in same

:•ATTA

RIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS

.?

FUNICTIO'N
Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish
safety function
Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means of same underlying mechanism

WTS".
0.500

2

0.333

16

3

0.167

4

0.600

27

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS

~ LIFE CYCLE,

WTS

Different design companies
Different management
cmay2 teams within the same
company

1
____

0

INH

0.000

UE D~ [NT~ INH
7

RANK
1

Different response time scale

INT

7

0.300

5

0.000

~DCE<:
0.000
0.333

X

0.000

~ 1

USED~ INT

0.400

DCE,

0.200
INIL

X

0,333
D•E;
0.400
0.000

Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers

3

0.200

15

i

0.200

Different testers, installers, or certification personnel

4

0.100

14

i

0.100

0.478
INH

0.700
DCE
0.000

ATT3RIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS :41

K
K SIGNAL~
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by

j
WTSa" USED
0.500
16
0.

RANK
1

683

16_0.000

__0.500_

different physical effects

Different reactor or process parameters sensed by
the same physical effect
The same process parameter sensed by a different

2

0.333

13

3

0.167

10

redundant set of similar sensors

3

~ATTRIB3UTE WEIGHT'and SUBTOTAL~S

10.867
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1
NT

1

0.000
X

10

__0,167

39

1

0.167
9.145

0.167

Table A.5. (continued)

Industry/Agency
Attribute criteria
Facility

jJ,

LOGIC

~WTS0

<.RANK

BUSED

1

0.400

16

Different timing or order of execution

2

0.300

7

Different runtime environment

3

0.200

9

Different functional representations

4

0.100

12

Different algorithms, logic, and program

INT

J NHI-

D%2E
0.400

X

architecture

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHPT nd SUBTOTALS

,

~

.0.733

44<

0.000
X

0.200
0.000

2

0.'440 Q0.600~

SUM OF WEIGHTED SCORES

1.262

SCORES (x100)

126

NUMBER OF STRATEGIES USED

15

MEAN SCORE

271 +64

1.800

'Resulting DAE weights.
INT = intentional use
INH = inherent use
DCE = Diversity Criterion Effectiveness

appropriate credit for diverse attributes and related criteria. The first column for each diversity strategy
(INT) was used to indicate with an "X" the intentional use of a criterion in that strategy. The second
column (INH) was used to indicate with an "i" the inherent use of a criterion. The third column (DCE)
was used to provide the corresponding criterion ranking weight if the criterion was used, regardless of
whether the use was intentional or inherent. The default value in this column was set to 0.000. The dotted
border on the right edge of the table denotes other sets of three columns for other applications.
The DCE weights, DAE weights, and average (mean) score were calculated using the data collected
from the sources summarized above. The NASA and Aircraft diversity strategies were excluded from the
DCE and DAE weight evaluations because these applications were limited in their diversity options by
size, weight, and functional diversity limitations. Four diversity strategies were obtained from nonnuclear
industrial applications. Five diversity strategies were obtained from positions developed through research
activities in other countries and regulatory positions developed by other countries. Seven diversity
strategies were obtained from nuclear power plants in other countries. Additionally, an example strategy
was obtained from design information for a typical Westinghouse design U.S. nuclear power plant
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) system to use as a comparison point for the development of
the tool.
The number of strategies using each criterion is listed in the USED column in Table A.5. The total
number of diversity criteria used by the 15 diversity strategies is listed in the USED column and the
ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS row for each diversity attribute. The resulting DAE weights
are listed in the WTS column and the ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT and SUBTOTALS row for each diversity
attribute.
The relationship between intentional diversity criteria and inherent diversity criteria described in the
report was applied to the worksheet to ensure appropriate credit for diverse attributes and related criteria.
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Diversity strategies were scored using Eq. (5). The scores of each diversity strategy were scaled by 100
and normalized by 259 to facilitate qualitative comparisons of diversity strategy scores.
Sn

W ×
j=1

(mcij x×k)

X

100/271

(5)

i=1

where
S,, =normalized diversity strategy score for strategy n
=DAE weight for attributej
Ncj =number of criteria in attributej
Wc, =DCE weight of criterion i in attributej
k = 1 if criterion i in attributej is used
k = 0 if criterion i in attributej is not used
WAj

Figure A. 1 compares the diversity strategy evaluations graphically, and compares the results of the
evaluations to the mean value of the 15 strategies used to develop the DAE weights. The example ATWS
strategy is also presented for comparison.

ce

Fig. A.I. Comparison of diversity strategy evaluations.

The diversity strategy scores for the 15 strategies used to develop the DAE weights described in
Sect. 3 were averaged to develop a normalizing constant for use in the evaluation process. The mean
value of the 15 diversity strategies determined from the analysis was 271 ± 64. Each score was
normalized by this mean value to facilitate comparison of the scores to the mean. The mean score was
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used as the normalizing constant on the basis that the mean score represents a reasonable representation of
strategies that used a significant amount of diversity and strategies that did not.
An example ATWS system for a generic Westinghouse nuclear power plant was then used to
evaluate the reasonableness of the mean score relative to diverse actuation systems that have been
approved by the U.S. NRC to date. The ATWS system score was 291 ( a normalized score of 1.07), which
compares favorably with the average score of the diversity strategies used by the other applications and
thereby lends credence to the selection of the average score as the normalizing constant. The diversity
criteria used in the example ATWS design are shown in Table A.6.
Another example is a diverse actuation system (DAS) proposed for licensing in a U.S. PWR to
address potential CCFs in a proposed digital plant protection system. The DAS score was 336
(a normalized score of 1.24), which supports the NRC conclusion that sufficient diversity had been
incorporated into the DAS design. The diversity criteria used in the example DAS design are shown in
Table A.6.
Table A.6. Overview of example diversity strategies
StrategyA

Diversity attribute
Different technologies
Different approach-same technology
Different architectures

-

x

-_x

i

Differet manufactuer-dfente

Different manufacturer-different design
Same manufacturer--different design

-

-_-

Different manufacturer-same design

Same manufacturer-different version
auip
cit ecur
Lirogic
Pressing E
architecture
Different logic processing ri
Different logic processing versions in same architecture
Different component integration architecture

x
-

i

xx

i

Different data-flow architecture

-_i

Different underlying mechanisms
Different purpose, function, control, logic, or actuation means
Different response time scale

x
x
x

x
x

Different design organizations/companiesDifferent management teams within same company
Different design/development teams (designers, engineers, programmers)
Different implementation/validation teams (testers, installers, or
-certification personnel)

x
x
x

-

x
x
x

i
i
i

Different algorithms, logic, and program architecture
Different timing or order of execution
Different runtime environment
Different functional representation

i

ý$ignaI~s~

i
i

______

Different parameters sensed by different physical effects

x

Different parameters sensed by same physical effects

x

Same parameter sensed by a different redundant set of similar sensors
'Intentional diversity (x), inherent diversity (i), not applicable or no information
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x

The proposed evaluation method described above could be used to evaluate a safety system design to
determine the amount of diversity within the design, and thereby determine whether additional diversity
would be needed to mitigate or avoid a potential CCF. Another use of the proposed method could be to
evaluate the amount of diversity in a diverse actuation system that is needed to address potential CCFs in
a system design. A process for using the method described in this section is introduced in Sect. A.5.
A.5

Evaluation Tool for Proposed Diversity Strategies

Section A. I above described the diversity attributes and criteria used to evaluate diversity strategies
obtained from the sources of information listed in Sect. A.2. The process for weighting the data obtained
from these sources in a worksheet format was described in Sect. A.3. The process for combining the
weights to evaluate diversity strategies quantitatively was described in Sect. A.4. This process was
formalized in a worksheet format for evaluating other diversity strategies using a standardized approach.
The evaluation tool is described in this section. Section A.5.1 provides guidelines for using the evaluation
tool to define a diversity strategy. Section A.5.2 provides the formulas for automatically crediting
inherent diversities on the basis of selecting intentional diversities. Section A.5.3 provides an example
calculation.
Table A.7 below provides the basic structure of the worksheet table. The letters across the top of the
table and the numbers down the left side of the table provide a coordinate system for referencing specific
elements (cells) of the table using a letter-number format. For example, cell D5 in Table A.7 lists the
DCE weight (0.500) for the "Different technologies" criterion in the "Design" attribute. This cell
designation system will be used to describe the formulas used in the table for determining credit for
Table A.7. Evaluation worksheet
A

B

C

D

E

!
Attribute criteria

2

Strategy name
Rank

47
5
7

7

1

8
9

•
Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs

10

12
13

14

G

Category

3

6

F

')i
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I DCE

WT

INT

1

INH

1 Score

Table A.7. (continued)

Logic Proc~essing Equipment

15
16. i.::
:O

D

C

B

A

F

E

_________

_____

Different
161 logic processing equipment
architectures

G

________

0.000

0.400

LC

gI"•'

17
18

Different logic processing versions in same
equipment architecture

Ctý

19

21

Different component integration architectures

3

0.200

0.000

Different data flow architectures

4

0.100

0.000

D•
1A

-

0.000

weight and sub.to.tals

>444..........644

0

~,Function)

: '.....j

o.•.00
.

_____

0.000
____

Different underlying mechanisms to
accomplish safety function

1

0.500

0.000

23

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means of same underlying
mechanism

2

0.333

0.000

24

Different response time scale

3

0.167

0.000

22

444

4

i•

25
26

DAI

"eih

ife-cycle'<

"<'~'

27

m

~

000

sboasO600000

<

~~4

Different design companies

1

0.400

0.000

28
>-

Different management teams within the same
company

-

Different designers, engineers, and/or
programmers

3

0.200

0.000

Different implementation/validation teams

4

0.100

0.000

29

30
1

31

32
33

0.683

1

DAF weight mid subtotals

Signal..

Different reactor or process parameters sensed
by different physical effects

1

0o.000

0.500

34

Different reactor or process parameters sensed
by the same physical effect

.30.000

3 '5

The same process parameter sensed by a
different redundant set of similar sensors

0.167

36 ~

bAE weight and subtotals 49

0.000

0.000

0.000

'0,867
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0,000

.0

Table A.7. (continued)
Al

B

C

]

D

E

F

G

37Loi
38

Different algorithms, logic, and program
architecture

1

0.400

0.000

39

Different timing or order of execution

2

0.300

0.000

40

Different runtime environments

3

0.200

0.000

41

Different functional representations

4

0.100

0.000

•.•;•i

43
44

Score (x 100)

0

45

Normalized score

0.00

46

Basis for normalizing
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inherent criteria on the basis of selected intentional criteria. The other formulas used in the table for
calculating scores will not be described in this section because these formulas were defined in Sect. A.4
above.
A.5.1

Guidelines

Using a tool for evaluating diversity strategies provides the NRC staff, licensees and applicants a
process for consistently concluding sufficient diversity has been incorporated into a safety system design
to effectively preclude the failure of the digital safety system due to the effects of CCFs. However, this
process cannot be used consistently without first providing a framework for the use of the tool. This
section briefly outlines constraints on the use of the tool. These constraints are relatively high level
common sense recommendations that should be addressed when developing a diverse system or function
for a safety system.
A Microsoft® Excel®-based tool has been developed as part of the research described in this paper
to facilitate diversity evaluations using the equations described above. The evaluation tool and guidelines
for using the tool are described in this section. Additional features not required for evaluating a diversity
strategy are available in the tool, which is publically available in the NRC document management system
(ADAMS Access Number ML083440387). The weights in the referenced tool may change as additional
information becomes available. However, the tool provides a structure for evaluating diversity in systems
that is independent of the weights applied in the tool.
A.5. 1.1

Scope of System or Function

The set of diversity attributes in the diverse system design should address the postulated CCF
mechanisms. The underlying basis for incorporating diversity into a system design is to address specific,
postulated, or expected CCFs that should be avoided or mitigated. Consequently, the user of the tool
should provide justifications for each diversity attribute and criterion used in the modeled diverse system.
For example, if a Software CCF, a Function CCF, and a Logic Processing CCF are postulated by a
licensee as failures that could defeat a safety system, criteria from these attributes should be included in
the diverse system design.
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A.5.1.2

Credit for Inherent Diversities

Intentional selection of some diversity criteria for a diversity strategy will result in the tool crediting
other diversity criteria as inherent features in a specific design. This feature of automatically crediting
inherent diversity criteria was incorporated into the tool design to provide consistency in the application
of inherent criteria. The rules for crediting inherent criteria are typically applicable; however, the system
designer should ensure that the credited diversity criteria have been addressed in the design. For example,
if a system design consists of two fundamentally different technologies (cell G5 in Table A.7), the tool
automatically credits the Design attribute criterion, "Same approach, different architectures" (cell F7), the
Equipment Manufacture attribute criterion, "Different manufacturers of fundamentally different
equipment designs" (cell F 10 in Table A.7), and other diversity attribute criteria. If the diverse equipment
is produced by the same manufacturer, however, the designer should not credit this inherent criterion in
the evaluation. (The process by which credit for an inherent diversity can be removed from the worksheet
is explained in Sect. A.5.2.)
A.5. 1.3

Guidance Constraints

The constraints and guidance provided in the body of this report should be followed to the extent
practical. For example, the intentional selection of diverse systems from the same equipment
manufacturer should be compensated with intentional application of separate teams within that company.
Further guidance is available in Chapter 6 of the report.
A.5.1.4

Acceptance Threshold

Acceptance of a diversity strategy on the basis of a quantitative evaluation implies that a threshold
value has been established for determining that sufficient diversity exists in the design. As stated in the
preceding sections, 16 diversity strategies were used to define an average score using the worksheet and
algorithms described in Sect. A.4. The average score represents a consensus on appropriate combinations
of diversity attributes and related criteria. The average score was then used as a normalizing constant for
diversity strategies such that, when a strategy was found to be above 1.0, the analyst could conclude with
reasonable assurance that the strategy would be acceptable to the body of engineers who comprised the
consensus. Consequently, in using the tool to define a specific diversity strategy or to determine whether
sufficient diversity is present in a design (consistent with the guidelines in this appendix) a score of 1.0
was set as the acceptance threshold.
Acceptance of a diversity strategy on the basis of a quantitative evaluation implies that a threshold
value can be established for determining that sufficient diversity exists in a safety system design. As
stated in the preceding sections, 15 diversity strategies were used to define an average score using the
algorithms described in Sect. A.4 and Sect. A.5. The average score represents trends in the development
of combinations of diversity attributes and related criteria that have been found to be effective in
addressing potential CCFs in digital safety systems.
The average score of the systems and positions evaluated in the research described in the main report
can be used as a normalizing constant for other diversity strategies. In using the tool proposed in this
appendix to evaluate a diversity strategy to determine whether there is sufficient diversity in a design
(consistent with the guidelines in this paper), a normalized score of 1.0 is an appropriate reasonable
acceptance criterion for concluding with reasonable assurance a design adequately addresses potential
CCFs.
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A.5.2

Worksheet Logic

This section describes the logic used in the worksheet to identify intentional and inherent diversity
criteria selected for a diverse system or function, to apply the weights described in Sect. A.3, and to
combine the weights using the process described in Sect. A.4 to determine a quantitative value for a
diverse system or function. The worksheet logic will be presented in a format that will allow a user to cutand-paste the logic into a spreadsheet that uses Microsoft Excel logic syntax. Additional features not
required for evaluating a diversity strategy are available in a spreadsheet developed by the NRC and
available in the NRC document management system (ADAMS Access Number ML083440387).
Table A.8 consists of four columns. The first column identifies the cell address for each logic
statement. These cells are identified in Table A.7. The second column provides a pseudo-language
representation of the logic for each cell that contains logic. The third column translates the pseudolanguage representation into an Excel-like logical statement that can be transferred by cut-and-paste into
cells in an Excel spreadsheet. The fourth column briefly describes the purpose of the logic. The format of
the Excel spreadsheet and cell values such as DCE weights, DAE weights, diversity attribute titles, and
cell labels are provided in Table A.7.
A.5.3

Example Evaluation of Diversity

This section provides an example of how the worksheet can be used to develop a diverse actuation
system to avoid or mitigate specific CCFs. The example system is based upon a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) design using a microprocessor-based reactor protection system (RPS)
In this example the licensee performed a CCF analysis of the RPS and determined from best estimate
analyses of a design basis large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA) that if a CCF occurred in the
RPS logic during a design basis LBLOCA there was some potential for exceeding safety limits. As a first
step, the licensee evaluated the existing microprocessor-based RPS and filled in the worksheet "PWR
Example" column shown in Table A.7 to determine a numerical value for the diversity in the RPS. The
RPS was typical of most PWR RPS designs, relying on:
*
•
*
*

Different underlying mechanisms;
Different purpose, function, control logic, or actuation means of same underlying mechanism;
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by different physical effects; and
Different reactor or process parameters sensed by the same physical effect.

Additionally, because of the difference in underlying mechanisms; purpose, function, etc.; different
algorithms, logic, and program architecture were inherently credited for the safety functions. The
resulting worksheet and calculation of a diversity score (152, 0.56 normalized) for the PWR Example
RPS is shown in Table A.9.
As shown in Table A.9, the safety system diversity score of 0.56 is substantially less than a
recommended 1.0 threshold. The licensee, therefore, developed a diverse system design using analogbased technology with components manufactured by a company different from the company supplying
the RPS. The licensee also chose different underlying mechanisms to initiate the backup trip function for
the RPS and selected the pressurizer level instrumentation to indicate a loss of coolant accident caused by
a LBLOCA. As a result of selecting these features intentionally, the licensee achieved additional inherent
diversities from the following diversity criteria:
*
*
*
*

Different
Different
Different
Different

architectures (Design);
manufacturers of fundamentally different equipment designs (Equipment Manufacturer);
logic processing equipment architectures (Logic Processing Equipment);
component integration architectures (Logic Processing Equipment);
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Table A.8. Worksheet
Cell
E2

Pseudo-language logic
System name

Logic

Comments
Use cell E2 to designate the name of the
system being evaluated

Text format cell

IF
G5

"Different technologies" criterion is intentionally
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D5 into cell
G5
OTHERWISE
Set cell G5 to 0

Sets cell G5 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E5. Otherwise, sets cell
G5 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E5='X',$D5,0)

IF
G6
t,.)

"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D6 into cell
G6
OTHERWISE
Set cell G6 to 0

Sets cell G6 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E6. Otherwise, sets cell
G6 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E6="X"'$D6'0)

IF

F7

"Different technologies" is criterion selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" is
selected
AND
"Different architectures" criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F7
OTHERWISE
Set cell F7 to BLANK

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X",E$6="X"),E$7=""),"i",

IF

G7

"Different architectures" criterion is intentionally or
inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D7 into cell
G7
OTHERWISE
Set cell G7 to 0

=IF(OR(E7=,X,,F7=,i,),$D7,0)

"")

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F7 if an
"X" or "x" is in cells E5 or E6 and cell
E7 is BLANK. If any other character
is in cell E7, cell F7 will be set to
BLANK. This allows the Inherent flag
to be cleared if this criterion is not
used in the design.

Sets cell G7 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E7 or an "i" is in cell F7.
Otherwise, sets cell G7 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Table A.8. (continued)
Logic

Pseudo-language logic

Cell
IF

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
F

AND
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F10
OTHERWISE
Set cell FIO to BLANK

IF(AND(OR(E$5="X", E$6="X"),E$!0=''), "i",

F8

Cell F8 = cell G8 * cell D8

=G8*$D8

G8

Cell G8 =G5 + G6 + G7

=SUM(G5:G7)

t,)
--0.

G10

Gil

Multiply the sum of the Design attribute
criteria values in cell G8 by the
Design DAE weight in cell D8 and
place the result in cell F8
ADD the Design attribute criteria values
in cells G5, G6, and G7 and places
result in cell G8

=IF(OR(EI 0="X",F 10="i"),$D 10,0)

Sets cell GII to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell Eli. Otherwise, sets cell
G11 to 0 for subsequent calculations.

IF
"Same manufacturer of fundamentally different
equipment designs" criterion is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell DI1 into cell
Gil
OTHERWISE
Set cell GII to 0

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell FIO if an
"X" or 'Y' is in cell E5 or cell E6, and
cell E10 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E7, cell F7 will be
set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

Sets cell GI0 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell El0 or an 'T' is in cell
FIO. Otherwise, sets cell GI0 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

IF
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is intentionally
or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D10 into cell
GI0
OTHERWISE
Set cell GI0 to 0

Comments

=IF(El I="X",$D11,0)

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF

G12

"Different manufacturers of same equipment
design" criterion is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D12 into G12
OTHERWISE
Set cell G12 to 0

Sets cell G12 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E12. Otherwise, sets cell
G12 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E I2="X",$D 12,0)

IF

GI3

"Same manufacturer of different versions of the
same equipment design" criterion is intentionally
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D13 into G13
OTHERWISE
Set cell G13 to 0

Sets cell G13 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E13. Otherwise, sets cell
G13 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E 13="X",$D 13,0)

CIO

F14

Cell F14 = cell G14

G14

Cell G14 = cell GIO + cell GIl + cell G12+ cell G13

*

cell D14

Comments

=G14*$DI4

Multiply the sum of the Equipment
Manufacturer attribute criteria values
in cell G14 by the Equipment
Manufacturer DAE weight in cell
D14 and place the result in cell F14

=SUM(G1O:G13)

ADD the Equipment Manufacturer
attribute criteria values in cells GlO,
Gil, G12, and G13 and place result in
cell G14

Table A.8. (continued)
Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF

0O

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
OR
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is selected
OR BOTH
"Same approach, different architectures"
criterion is selected
AND
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is
selected
AND
"Different logic processing equipment
architectures" criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F16
OTHERWISE
Set cell F16 to BLANK

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F16 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
both cells E7 and EIO have an "X",
and cell E16 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E16, cell F16 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X',E$6="X', E$10="X'',
AND(E$7="X', E$I0="X")),E$I6=""),"i", "")

IF
"Different logic processing equipment
architectures" criterion is intentionally or inherently
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D16 into cell
G16
OTHERWISE
Set cell G16 to 0

Comments

Sets cell G16 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E16 or an "i" is in cell
F16. Otherwise, sets cell G16 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.
=IF(OR(E 16="X",F I6="I"),$D 16,0)

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF

G17

"Different logic processing versions in same
equipment architecture" criterion is intentionally
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D17 into G17
OTHERWISE
Set cell G17 to 0

Sets cell G17 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E17. Otherwise, sets cell
G17 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E I7="X",$D 17,0)

IF

t-J
C0

F18

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
OR
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is selected
OR BOTH
"Different architectures" criterion is selected
AND
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is
selected
AND
"Different component integration architectures"
criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F18
OTHERWISE
Set cell F18 to BLANK

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell FIS if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
both cells E7 and ElO have an "X",
and cell E18 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell EIS, cell FIB will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.
=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X",E$6="X". E$l0="X",
AND(OR(E$5="XE$ $6="X',E$
10="X'',
AND(E$7="X"' E$10="X"))'E$18="")'"i"' "")

IF

G18

"Different component integration architectures"..
criterion is intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D18 into cell
G18
OTHERWISE
Set cell G18 to 0

Comments

=IF(OR(E18_.X,,F18=,I,),$D18,0)

Sets cell G18 to the DCE weight if an
x" is in cell E18 or an "i" is in cell
F18. Otherwise, sets cell G18 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF

F19

L-1

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
OR
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is selected
OR BOTH
"Different architectures" criterion is selected
AND
"Different manufacturers of fundamentally
different equipment designs" criterion is
selected
AND
"Different data flow architectures" criterion is
BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F19
OTHERWISE
Set cell F19 to BLANK

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F19 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
both cells E7 and El0 have an "X",
and cell E18 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E19, cell F19 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.
=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X",E$6="X", E$lO="X",
AND(OR(E$5="X",E$6=" E
"X
AND(E$7="X", E$10="X")),E$19=""),"i', "")

IF

G19

F20

"Different data flow architectures" criterion is
intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D19 into cell
G19
OTHERWISE
Set cell G19 to 0

Cell F20 =cell G20 * cell D20

Comments

=IF(OR(E19=,X,,F19=.i,),$D19,0)

=G20*$D2

Sets cell G19 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E19 or an "i" is in cell
F18. Otherwise, sets cell G19 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Multiply the sum of the Logic
Processing Equipment attribute
criteriavalues in cell G20 by the
Logic Processing Equipment DAE
weight in cell D20 and place the result
in cell F20

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

G20

[
Cell G20

Pseudo-language logic

=

cell G16 + cell G17 + cell G18 + cell G19

Logic

=SUM(G16:GI9)

IF

G22

"Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish
safety function" criterion is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D22 into G22
OTHERWISE
Set cell G22 to 0

623
I'J

=IF(E22='X",$D22,0)

Sets cell G23 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E23. Otherwise, sets cell
G23 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E23="X",$D23,0)

Sets cell G24 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E24. Otherwise, sets cell
G24 to 0 for subsequent calculations.

IF
G24

"Different response time scale" criterion is
intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D24 into G24
OTHERWISE
Set cell G24 to 0

ADD the Logic Processing Equipment
attribute criteria values in cells G16,
G17, G18, and G19 and place result in
cell G20
Sets cell G22 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E22. Otherwise, sets cell
G22 to 0 for subsequent calculations.

IF
"Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means of same underlying mechanism"
criterion is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D23 into G23
OTHERWISE
Set cell G23 to 0

IComments

=IF(E24="X",$D24,0)

F25

Cell F25 = cell G25 * cell D25

=G25*$D25

Multiply the sum of the Function
attribute criteria values in cell G25 by
the Function DAE weight in cell D25
and place the result in cell F25

G25

Cell G25 = cell G22 + cell G23 + cell G24

=SUM(G22:G24)

ADD the Function attribute criteria
values in cells G22, G23, and G24 and
place result in cell G25

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

Comments

IF

F27

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
AND
"Different design organizations/companies" criterion
is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F27
OTHERWISE
Set cell F27 to BLANK

......)

IF

G27
t-O

"Different design organizations/companies" criterion
is intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D27 into cell
G27
OTHERWISE
Set cell G27 to 0

=IF(OR(E27=,X,,F27=,i,),$D27,0)

IF

G28

"Different management teams within the same
company" criterion is intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D28 into G28
OTHERWISE
Set cell G28 to 0

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F27 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6, and
cell E27 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E27, cell F27 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

Sets cell G27 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E27 or an "i" is in cell
F27. Otherwise, sets cell G27 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Sets cell G28 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E28. Otherwise, sets cell
G28 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E28="X',$D28,0)

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF
"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
OR
"Different design organizations/companies" criterion
F29

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X", E$6="X",E$27="X"),E$29=""),

Comments
Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F29 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
cell E27, and cell E29 is BLANK. If
any other character is in cell E29, cell
F29 will be set to BLANK. This
allows the Inherent flag to be cleared if
this criterion is not used in the design.

is selected

AND
"Different designers, engineers, and/or
programmers" criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F29
OTHERWISE
Set cell F29 to BLANK
IF
t'J

G29

"Different designers, engineers, and/or
programmer" criterion is intentionally or inherently
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D29 into cell
G29
OTHERWISE
Set cell G29 to 0

Sets cell G29 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E29 or an "i" is in cell
F29. Otherwise, sets cell G29 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.
=IF(OR(E29="X",F29="i"),$D27,O)

Table A.8. (continued)
Logic

Pseudo-language logic

Cell
IF

F30

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
* OR
"Different design organizations/companies" criterion
is selected
AND
"Different implementation/validation teams"
* criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F30
OTHERWISE
Set cell F30 to BLANK

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X", E$6="X",E$27="X"),E$3O=""),
'
"
2
)
"
=IF
(
5

IF
LA

G30

"Different implementation/validation teams"..
criterion is intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D30 into cell
G30
OTHERWISE
Set cell G30 to 0

F31

Cell F31

=cell

G31

Cell G31

=

G31

*cell

D31

cell G27 + cell G28 + cell G29+ cell G30

=IF(OR(E30=.X,,F30=,i,),$D30,0)

[Comments
Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F30 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
cell E27, and cell E30 is BLANK. If
any other character is in cell E30, cell
F30 will be set to BLANK. This
allows the Inherent flag to be cleared if
this criterion is not used in the design.

Sets cell G30 to the DCE weight if an
x" is in cell E30 or an "i" is in cell
F30. Otherwise, sets cell G30 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

=G3 1*$331

Multiply the sum of the Life-cycle
attribute criteria values in cell G31 by
the Life-cycle DAE weight in cell D31
and place the result in cell F31.

=SUM(G27:G30)

ADD the Life-cycle attribute criteria
values in cells G27, G28, G29, and
G30 and place result in cell G31.

Table A.8. (continued).
Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF
"Different reactor or process parameters sensed by
different physical effects" criterion is intentionally
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D33 into G33
OTHERWISE
Set cell G33 to 0

Sets cell G33 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E33. Otherwise, sets cell
G33 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E33="X',$D33,O)

IF
"Different reactor or process parameters sensed by
the same physical effect" criterion is intentionally
selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D34 into G34
OTHERWISE
Set cell G34 to 0
0\o

Sets cell G34 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E34. Otherwise, sets cell
G34 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=tF(E34='X",$D34,O)

IF
"The same process parameter sensed by a different
redundant set of similar sensors" criterion is
intentionally selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in D35 into G35
OTHERWISE
Set cell G35 to 0

Comments

Sets cell G35 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E35. Otherwise, sets cell
G35 to 0 for subsequent calculations.
=IF(E35=,X',$D35,0)

Cell F36

=

cell G36 * cell D36

=G36*$D36

Cell G36

=

G33 + G34 + G35

=SUM(G33:635)

Multiply the sum of the Signal attribute
criteria values in cell G36 by the
Signal DAE weight in cell D36 and
place the result in cell F36
ADD the Signal attribute criteria values
in cells G33, G34, and G35 and places
result in cell G36

Table A.8. (continued)
Pseudo-language logic

Logic

IF

t'J

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
OR
"Different underlying mechanisms to accomplish
safety function" criterion is selected
OR
"Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means of same underlying mechanism"
criterion is selected
AND
"Different algorithms, logic, and logic architecture"
criterion is BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F38
OTHERWISE
Set cell F38 to BLANK

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F38 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6 or
cell E22 or cell E23, and cell E38 is
BLANK. If any other character is in
cell E38, cell F38 will be set to
BLANK. This allows the Inherent flag
to be cleared if this criterion is not
used in the design.
=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X" E$6="XN'E$22="X'
E$23="X"),E$38=""), "i", "")

IF
"Different algorithms, logic, and logic architecture"
criterion is intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D38 into cell
G38
OTHERWISE
Set cell G38 to 0

Comments

=IF(OR(E38=,X,,F38=,i.),$D38,0)

Sets cell G38 to the DCE weight if an
".x"is in cell E38 or an "i" is in cell
F38. Otherwise, sets cell G38 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Table A.8. (continued)
Cell

Pseudo-language logic

Logic

Comments

IF

F39

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
AND
"Different timing or order of execution" criterion is
BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F39
OTHERWISE
Set cell F39 to BLANK

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X", E$6="X"),E$39=""), "i",

IF

G39
t0
00

"Different timing or order of execution" criterion is
intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D39 into cell
G39
OTHERWISE
Set cell G39 to 0

Sets cell G39 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E39 or an "i" is in cell
F39. Otherwise, sets cell G39 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

=IF(OR(E39=.X,,F39=,T,),$D39,0)

IF

F40

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
AND
"Different runtime environments" criterion is
BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F40
OTHERWISE
Set cell F40 to BLANK

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F39 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6, and
cell E39 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E39, cell F39 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X', E$6="X"),E$40=""), "ill,....)
'

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F40 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6, and
cell E40 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E40, cell F40 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

Table A.8. (continued)
Logic

Pseudo-language logic

Cell
IF

G40

"Different runtime environments" criterion is
intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D40 into cell
G40
OTHERWISE
Set cell G40 to 0

=IF(OR(E40=,X,,F40=,i,),$D40,0)

IF

F41

tk)

"Different technologies" criterion is selected
OR
"Different approaches within a technology" criterion
is selected
AND
"Different functional representations" criterion is
BLANK
THEN
Insert "i" in cell F41
OTHERWISE
Set cell F41 to BLANK

=IF(AND(OR(E$5="X', E$6="X"),E$4I=""), "i,""

IF
G41

"Different functional representations" criterion is
intentionally or inherently selected
THEN
Insert corresponding DCE weight in cell D41 into cell
G41
OTHERWISE
Set cell G41 to 0

cell D42

F42

Cell F42

=

cell G42

G42

Cell G31

=

cell 627 + cell G28 + cell G29+ cell G30

=IF(OR(E41="X",F41="i"),$D41,0)

Comments
Sets cell G40 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E40 or an "i" is in cell
F40. Otherwise, sets cell G40 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

Sets Inherent flag, "i", for cell F41 if an
"X" or "x" is in cell E5 or cell E6, and
cell E41 is BLANK. If any other
character is in cell E41, cell F41 will
be set to BLANK. This allows the
Inherent flag to be cleared if this
criterion is not used in the design.

Sets cell G41 to the DCE weight if an
"x" is in cell E41 or an "i" is in cell
F41. Otherwise, sets cell G41 to 0 for
subsequent calculations.

=G42*$D42

Multiply the sum of the Logic attribute
criteria values in cell G42 by the Lifecycle DAE weight in cell D42 and
place the result in cell F42.

=SUM(G27:G30)

ADD the Life-cycle attribute criteria
values in cells G38, G39, G40, and
G41 and place result in cell G42.

Table A.8. (continued)

Cell

Pseudo-language logic

E44

Cell E44 = (cell F8 + cell F14 + cell F20 + cell F25 + cell
F31+ cell F36+ cell F42) * 100

E45

Cell E5

C46

Place the Mean score from the diversity strategy
lathe
in ce C46
P evaluation
in cell C46

t'
t0

=cell

E44Icell G46

Comments

Logic

=(F8+F14 +F20+F25+F3 1+F36+F42)

*

100

Calculate the Score by adding the
Design attribute score (cell F8), the
Equipment Manufacturer attribute
score (cell F14), the Logic Processing
Equipment attribute score (cell F20),
the
Function attribute score (cell F25), the
Life-cycle attribute score (cell F31),
the Signal attribute score (cell F36),
and the Logic attribute score (cell
F42), scaling the sum by 100 and
placing the result into cell E44.

=E44/C46

Normalize the Score in cell E44 by the
Mean value (286) determined from the
evaluation of the diversity strategies
and place the result in cell C46.

286

This cell contains the Mean value (286)
determined from the evaluation of the
diversity strategies.

Table A.9. Worksheet example
Category
Attribute criteria

PWR example

D, S
Score

INT

0.500

0.000

X

2

0.333

0.000

3

0.167

0.000

Rank

DCE WT

Different technologies

1

Different approaches within a technology

Different architectures

INT

INH

INHI

Score

Des~gig

!

0.000<

AEwihtadsuttlsIO0
FEqiiiprnent

Manufacturer.

____

_________

0.000

i

~

0.000
____

0.500

0.667

0.167

~0.667

____

t.J

Different manufacturers of fundamentally

1

0.400

0.000

0.400

2

0.300

0.000

0.000

0.200

0.000

0.000

0.100

0.000

0.000

different equipment designs

Same manufacturer of fundamentally different
equipment designs
Different manufacturers of same equipment
design
Same manufacturer of different versions of the
same equipment design

'"1_4

weghs0.250

0000

0.00

M0:

Table A.9. (continued)
Category

Attribute criteria

j_nk____ _

TITINIRk

t,)

P

lTexample DAS
I7

Pr

I

S0

0

-

I

r
00I

-

Different logic processing equipment
architectures

1

0.400

0.000

Different logic processing versions in same
equipment architecture

2

0.300

0.000

Different component integration architectures

3

0.200

0.000

i

0.200

Different data flow architectures

4

0.100

0.000

i

0.100

0.000

0245t1

0.O700,

DA
X weight and sbtotals

'.

9

0-6,44

0 .000n

i

0.400
0.000

Funjjctiojn

Different underlying mechanisms to
accomplish safety function

1

0.500

X

0.500

Different purpose, function, control logic, or
actuation means of same underlying
mechanism

2

0.333

X

0.333

X

0.333

Different response time scale

3

0.167

0.000

X

0.167

0.500

I
... . I ....

v ' i..... . .... ....

.

.. .. . . . . . .

0ý600

.

. .

1 1,000

.

. . ................ .... ... .. ........... .. .. . . .

..

Table A.9. (continued)
Attribute criteria
PWReaniple.

_____

___________________________

DCE WT

Rank
Life-cy.

b~i;i
o
•;
::

(

t'J

.

.ei..

•

Score

INT

~ )

INH

Score

i

0.400

___..

1

0.400

0.000

Different management teams within the same
company

22•!

6.00.
0.300n

0.000

0.000

Different designers, engineers, and/or

3'=

0.200

0.000

0.200

4

0.100

0.000

o>010

programmers

Different testers, installers, or certification
personnel

0,683J

subtotals

Different reactor or process parameters sensed
Sby different physical effects
,

INH

DAS

Different design organizations/companies

.DA Fweight and

CD••

INT

Category
>
~

Different reactor or process parameters sensed
by the same physical effect
The same process parameter sensed by a
different redundant set of similar sensors
UDAE weigh~t adsultotals

0.000

____

0.OQO<

()___
.700w

__,478_

1

0.500

X

0.500

2::•;

0.333

X.

0.333

0.5000

2

0.333

X

0.333

0.000

3

0.167

0.000

0.000

4.___

_

0.867,

0,722

0,833

X

____

0.500

0.434.

0.500

Table A.9. (continued)
Attribute criteria

Category

PWRexamn41

______~<

•

Rank

DCE WT

Different algorithms, logic, and logic
architecture

1

0.400

Different timing or order of execution

2

Different runtime environments

Different functional representations

INT

<

DAS

INH

Score

INT

i

0.400

0.400

0.300

0.000

0.300

3

0.200

0.000

i

0.200

4

0.100

0.000

i

0.100

0.400

433
M

1ý000

INH

Score

F..
F.)

DAE' weight and subtotais

0.73

________

0.___
(293

Score (x 100)

152

346

Normalized score

0.56

1.28

Basis for normalizing

1

271

1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Different data flow architectures (Logic Processing Equipment);
Different design organizations/companies (Life-cycle);
Different designers, engineers, and/or programmers (Life-cycle);
Different implementation/validation teams (Life-cycle);
Different algorithms, logic, and logic architecture (Logic);
Different timing or order of execution (Logic);
Different runtime environments (Logic); and
Different functional representations (Logic).

The resulting diversity evaluation score was 346 (1.28 normalized). As a result of the analysis, the
licensee concluded, on the basis of the 1.28 score, resulted in a system capable of responding to the CCFs
assumed in the initial analysis.

A.6

Conclusions

Diversity attribute usage information obtained from the sources of information was collated in a
table format consistent with the modified NUREG/CR-6303 diversity attributes and criteria to identify
common trends in diversity attributes and related criteria usage. The diversity attributes and criteria
summarized in Sect. A. 1 were weighted using the information gathered from the sources listed in
Sect. A.2. The weights and supporting algorithms were translated into a worksheet format to allow a user
to evaluate the amount of diversity in a system design, independent of the technology used in the design.
The algorithms were presented in Sect. A.5, and an example of using the resulting worksheet was
presented.
A process was described for translating the diversity design information provided in the body of this
report into a method the NRC staff and the nuclear industry can apply to consistently confirm that the
amount of diversity in a safety system design is sufficient relative to a predetermined acceptance
threshold. The use of a worksheet format allows the user flexibility in developing diverse systems that
address specific CCFs identified in a diversity assessment or evaluating existing system designs to
determine the amount of diversity present in a system design.
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